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A bstract

This thesis examines the role played by accounting in the development and
operation of a discourse in disciplinary punishment that emerged in late
eighteenth century England. In particular, it investigates the use of accounting
as a strategy by the state to effect a change in discourse from a public and
physical punishment to one that focused on an economic reform and
improvement of the individual.

It also analyses the

application

and

transformations of disciplinary punishment and accounting by the state in its
two projects: the hulks and the penal colony at New South Wales.

With the introduction of this new form of punishment that was largely
invisible, accounting was used to create a particular visibility for punishment.
Whilst punishment was stated in terms of economy and discipline there was a
changing focus on the emphasis of these two elements. Initially punishment
was stated in terms of the reformation of the individual and visibility through
accounting was created through the use of behaviour reports.
punishment was later restated in economic terms.

Disciplinary

With this change in the

discourse of punishment, accounting transformed into one thatjfocused on
achieving economy and shifted the behavioural aspects of discipline from the
convicts to their keepers. It was this latter shift in what was to be made visible
that ultimately led to the development of trade in New South Wales and
underpinned the arguments in parliament for the establishment of Jeremy
Bentham's Panopticon Prison.
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Chapter 1
P ower, P unishment and A ccounting
There is no "essence" to accounting; and no invariant object to which the
name "accounting" can be attached. Accounting changes in both content
and form over time; it is neither solid nor immutable. New techniques are
invented, or transferred from one domain to another, and new meanings and
significances are attributed to existing techniques [Miller & Napier, 1993,
631].

Focus of this Study.

In a classical Australian novel, For the Term of His Natural Life, Clarke [1995] relates
the tale of Rufus Dawes during the term of his transportation to Australia.
Wrongly convicted of murder and robbery, Dawes was transported to Australia in
1827 for these crimes. Clarke's well-researched novel of the punishment of Rufus
Dawes provides an insightful view into the penal history of Australia. In relating
this tale, Clarke highlighted a brutal and uncaring penal system that was
concerned with the application of a disciplinary punishment through monitoring
and controlling prisoners, supposedly for the reformation of their character and
morals. More importantly, the system depicted by Clarke was also an economic
one, concerned with record keeping and of providing the minimum of input of
food and conditions whilst obtaining the maximum of output through the labour
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of the convicts. However, whilst Clarke's rendition of disciplinary punishment is
as scathing of the system as it is insightful, it does not question how this system of
an economic disciplinary punishment arose.

This thesis examines the role of the state in developing accounting techniques, and
the early role of accounting in the establishment and management of prisons and
the penal colony established at New South Wales. It is concerned with how the
development of a discourse in disciplinary punishment and the record-keeping
that was required for its application arose in late eighteenth century England, and
in the first few years of the European settlement of Australia as a penal colony. In
doing so, an investigation is undertaken into the conditions that led to the
emergence of this new discourse, and the transformations that occurred within the
discourse effected through accounting and calculations that culminated in the
econornic penal system that was described by Clarke [1995].

Previous Research of Early Australian Accounting Historians.

In 1952, Goldberg observed that there existed a wealth of early Australian
accounting records, but to date little interest by way of research has been
expressed regarding the early history of accounting and bookkeeping in or about
the initial European settlement of Australia as a penal colony. Where interest in
this research has been expressed it has been confined to a few studies, causing
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Goldberg's [1952] comment on this lack of research to be repeated by Parker [1982]
in his study of bookkeeping barter in early New South Wales.

Parker [1982]

commented that with a few exceptions, notably Goddard [1938], Goldberg [1952]
and McCredie [1960], accounting historians have ignored the "first forty years or
so of European settlement in Australia" [Parker, 1982, 139].

Where studies have since been undertaken there has been a tendency to focus on
the development of accounting systems as technical instruments of business rather
than as facilitators of social change and the literature in the area of Australian
penal accounting is sparse. Craig and Jenkins emphasise this point by stating that
where studies do exist, they "principally examine the accounting history of
colonial settlement from 1817 - the year in which Australia's first bank... began
operations" [1996, 214]. Moreover, many of these early studies are ones pertaining
to either the accounting techniques used, the development of business within the
early colony, or both. Scorgie and Reiss [1997] attempt to show a connection to
naval accounting in the early colony.

Craig and Jenkins [1996] identify the

emergence of double entry bookkeeping within the colony. Parker's study [1982]
had bookkeeping barter as its focus. Goldberg's study [1952] was one of
identifying some of the early bookkeeping records to ascertain the techniques used
within the early colony.

Goddard [1938] identified the first official accounts

connected with Australia and outlined early business ventures within colonial
Australia. Although these studies are not numerous, they do offer an insight into
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trade in the early colony. However, with the exception of Goddard [1938] who
identified the first official accounts of Australia, and Goldberg [1952] who
reproduced an outline of accounting abstracts and the auditor's certificate for the
1832 Colonial Government accounts, there has been a general assumption in the
accounting history literature that accounting is a technical practice and that it
primarily operates within the realm of business.

Previous Research by Historians.

Despite the scarcity of accounting research in the development of penal or
government accounting either for or in Australia, historians have written much on
the history of the early European settlement of Australia.

In particular, a

considerable portion of the research has been devoted to the search for a motive or
motives on the part of the government as to why Australia was settled as a penal
colony. Several motives have been put forward, and strongly debated, by various
historians as a means to explain why such settlement occurred. No motive was
stated, when, in 1786 the decision was made by the British Government to
transport convicts to establish a penal colony in New South Wales. This absence is
significant and tends to add both confusion and mystery to the history of
Australian settlement. When this lack of reason is viewed in light of the various
commercial plans that were put forward for such a settlement, the issue of what
the experiment was to achieve becomes further open to debate. This debate has
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also led to the creation of many myths being incorporated into common Australian
folklore. One of these being the pettiness of the crimes of those transported, often
referring to the stealing of a handkerchief or a loaf of bread as constituting
sufficient reason to incur the penalty of transportation. Frost [1994] terms these
folk myths as mirages and illusions that have been created over time by various
historians who have had either limited access to official records, or have preferred
to emphasise the cruel and uncaring aspects of penal servitude.

Byrnes also

confirms this myth viewpoint, claiming that "Britain's handling and disposal of its
convicts is still a field of study laced with errors, oversights, and biased writings"
[1990, 251].

The undertaking of this particular punishment for crime by the British
government was therefore as novel in its application as it is confusing in its many
silences. However, disciplinary punishment did represent a major event in the
financial incursion of the state into the field of punishment of criminals as a new
and centralised form of social control, as well as representing a new mode of
colonial settlement.

Prior to this experiment, where the field of punishment

involved transportation, it was regarded by government as best managed by the
private sector. The colonies were viewed as a place where convict labour could be
sold and used for the profit of private concerns and individuals whilst increasing
the wealth of Britain.

However, American independence and their refusal to

accept any more convicts had essentially put an end to this system. In place of
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transportation, the government financed the hulks1 system as a temporary
alternative, but this was still essentially a contractual undertaking between the
government as the provider of funds and the private sector to act as gaolers.

A

major difference in the New South Wales experiment was that private contractors'
as gaolers were excluded, as were private settlers in the formative years of the
colony.

Time Span.

The time span covered by this study is the eighteenth century, with a particular
focus on the late eighteenth century. It was during this period that crime and its
punishment changed markedly. Prior to 1776, accounting for punishment for
crime, if undertaken at all, was performed primarily on a local and individualised
level. Moreover, punishment for crime prior to this date did not generally include
incarceration as a form of punishment.

It was not until a crisis occurred in 1776

that state intervention in the administration of punishment emerged, and with it,
the concept of incarceration and hard labour as punishment-reformation.

This

crisis can be attributed to two main occurrences. The first, occurring early in the
eighteenth century, was a change in the discourse of what was to constitute crime,
and this was underpinned by the transference of rights in property from thosei

i The hulks were ships converted into floating prisons. Initially these were moored in the Thames River in
London but as the need for prisons increased they were also located at Portsmouth and Plymouth.
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previously existing to exclusive use. For the protection of the newly created rights
of landowners, a new class of crime and criminal was created that led to an
increase in those convicted of crime. The second major occurrence was in 1776
when the existing system of secondary punishment for crime, transportation to
North America, was sharply curtailed. Thus state intervention into crime and
criminality after 1776 was the failure of the existing system of punishments to
adequately deal with this growing and newly created class of criminals. Means
had to be found to punish an increasing number of criminals. It was at this stage
that a legislated discourse for a new form of punishment and in accounting for
punishment emerged.

However, whilst the discourse of this new form of

punishment as reformation emerged as legislation in 1776, this legislation was
merely adding to the growth of a new discourse of how to punish better that
already existed.

View o f Accounting for Punishm ent.

The view of accounting taken in this thesis is consistent with the view expressed
by Miller and Napier [1993, 631], in that accounting for punishment was not an
immutable or immobile practice. Rather it was an increasingly changing one that
emerged with the concept of a disciplinary punishment and impacted on its
application and management. In documenting these changes to both disciplinary
punishment and accounting, the meaning of accounting has been understood in its
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widest sense, to include more than the technical craft of a system of debits and
credits. It has also been taken to include the meaning of the giving of an account
in a written form that was not necessarily numerical, as well as the increasing
number of reports and calculations that were performed or required to be
performed in order to measure, record or render as useful knowledge some
particular aspect of disciplinary punishment.

By using this wider concept of

accounting that has been developed in several studies that depict accounting in its
social context [eg Roberts & Scapens, 1985; Hoskin & Macve, 1986; Miller &
O'Leary, 1987; Miller et all, 1991; Power, 1992; Robson, 1992; Walsh & Stewart,
1993], it can more readily be seen to represent one of the many and complex
aspects of disciplinary punishment as a means of social change, where:
no one metaphor grasps the total nature of accounting as a social
phenomenon, for accounting, like other aspects of social life is
inherently complex, multi-dimensional and paradoxical [Morgan,
1988, 481].

These accounting metaphors of social change were used during the time frame of
this study, not necessarily in the sense of debits and credits and calculations
although they too were important, but also as a means of monitoring, controlling
and recording both the financial dealings and behaviour of individuals or groups.
In some cases accounting was rhetorical and used to underpin decisions that
appeared to have been made based on the concept of the public good and in other,
later instances to make decisions using the concept of economy. It was used as
reference to economic fact, and was also used to construct the same economic fact.
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It was used as a political tool, supposedly to better manage the financial affairs of
the ancien regime but was ultimately used to supplant the powers of the ancien
regime with those of the state.

In doing so, it was also used in creating and

sustaining myths about the efficacy of disciplinary punishment and the better and
economic use of government monies on the bodies of the convicts and their
guards. It was also used as a tool to dominate and exploit groups and to shape
society in a particular way in the interests of particular groups by making the
claim that it assisted in monitoring the correction and improvement of the lower
classes.

Within this changing and multifaceted discourse of punishment,

accounting was both a tool and an instigator of change, and ultimately the
accounting reports for punishment came to be regarded as the reality rather than a
reflector of one part of reality.

Pre-Modern Accounting.

Although financial costings and calculations were used in this social experiment,
the form of decision making that was undertaken from these costings and
calculations should be viewed as pre-modern.

As pointed out by Hoskin and

Macve [1986], there is an inherent danger in applying a present-day rationale,
such as the use of accounting information to formulate economic decisions, rather
than attempting to interpret accounting in the context of a particular time.
Although often complex, a pre-modern accounting does not render an inter
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related accountability of both financial and human values [Hoskin & Macve, 1986,
124].

The shift to a modern accounting that provides the economic justification for
decision making requires not only that financial and human values are accounted
for, but that the subjects are continually submitted to a process of examination and
are ascribed numerical values in the belief of continual improvement.

This

seeking of improvement in morals through observation and fines, or examination
and numerical values, is fairly evident in Oldknow's rule:
WHEREAS
The horrid and impious Vice of profane CURSING AND
SWEARING - and the Habits of Losing Time - and DRUNKENNESS
- are become so frequent and notorious; that unless speedily checked,
they may justly provoke the Divine Vengeance to increase the
Calamities these Nations now labour under.
NOTICE is hereby given,
That all the Hands in the Service of
SAMUEL OLDKNOW
working in his Mill, or elsewhere, must be subject to the following
RULE:

That when any person, either Man, Woman or Child, is heard to
CURSE or SWEAR, the same shall forfeit One Shilling - And when
any Hand is absent from Work, (unless unavoidably detained by
Sickness, or Leave being first obtained), the same shall forfeit as
many Hours of Work as have been lost; and if by the Job or Piece,
after the Rate of 2s and 6d per Day, - Such Forfeitures to be put into a
Box, and distributed to the Sick and Necessitous, at the discretion of
their Employer.
MELLOR, 1st December, 1797.
Arkwright/Oldknow Collection, Box 52.
2 I am grateful to Dr. R. Williams for supplying the original reference for this.
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Where the foregoing rule appears to inter-relate both human and financial values
to some extent, it was less evident some twenty years previously in both the time
frame of disciplinary punishment in this study and in the economic rationality for
the inspection of spun wool:
The Committee of Manufacturers of combing wool have nominated
[seven persons here named] to be inspectors for preventing frauds
and abuses committed by persons employed in the manufactures of
combing wool, worsted year, etc, ...and do hereby give notice, by
virtue of an Act passed last Session, and forewarn all spinners who
shall be guilty of reeling false or upon false reel that they will be
prosecuted and punished by the said inspectors, as the law directs,
without any favour or partiality. They likewise give notice to all
agents or persons hired or employed to put out wool to be spun into
worsted, and that by such agents are liable to pay a penalty of five
shillings for every parcel of yarn made up which is short weight, and
which is false or short reeled, unless they produce and do give in
evidence what person was the reeler of such yarn, so that he or she
may be lawfully convicted; for which purpose it will be expected
that the putters-out ticket their yarn [Leeds Mercury, 19 August, 1777
cited in Clapp et al, 1976, 171].

However, despite this seemingly rapid growth in control over workers and
concern with profits in both examples, it is unlikely that the accounting and
accountability techniques employed in industry during this time, could be termed
as modern. Although these rules attempt to single out individuals, there does not
appear to be an attempt to compare the work of individuals or groups with the
respective portions of costs or profits that arise from such control and hence can be
termed as pre-modern.

3 0009 03163292 5
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It is primarily the tracing or mapping of the early shifts towards a modern
accountability through changes in discourse and the related concept of discipline
that is the central theme of this study. That is, rather than focusing on changes to
or the development of an integrated accounting system as a response to changes in
economic circumstances, it is argued that these changes, and often the economic
circumstances, are created as a result of the underlying societal discipline imposed
through the discursive practice of punishment for crime and are later reflected
within an accounting system. The rules promulgated within the emerging factory
system may have had the control of workers as a means of increasing profits
through the prevention of losses through theft as the motive, but the effect of this
discipline on profits could not be anticipated. It is more likely that the economic
circumstances were created through the initial imposition of the rules, by
increasing "aptitudes, speeds, output and therefore profit" [Foucault, 1979, 210],
and was the reason for the popularity of increased calculations, supposedly based
on morality, to effect further profits.

It was not until there was this

conceptualisation of the bodies of workers as a part of the machinery of economic
production that an integrated accounting system was required to implement an
individual discipline.

This pre-modern accounting can also be seen in the concept of discipline that was
first imposed on the convicts on board the hulks. It was not until some time after
the implementation of the hulks system that an attempt was made to cost the value
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of their labour. Moreover, this form of costing only looked at totals and was not
attempted for individual convicts. Although it is undeniable that financial values
were encompassed within the government's accounting system and that human
values were encompassed within the hulks experiment, no linkage could be
located that attempted to match these concepts. As such, it is highly unlikely that
the costings were used as a basis for decision making at that time, but rather as a
justification for a decision that had already been made. This can be seen in the
first attempts to cost, or ascribe a return on cost, the labour supplied by the hulks
system some three years after its commencement. That costing did become a
feature of the system may not only mean that the system of discipline was
subsequently made subject to financial costings, but that the initial justification
was transformed into becoming the system.

Power to Punish and the State.

Consistent with this view of accounting as pre-modern, this thesis deals primarily
with the concept of secondary punishment, accounting and the emergence of the
state. Within the time frame of this study, state powers were emerging but could
not be considered as fully developed.

The system of penal legislation still

prescribed that the primary punishment for what was considered a serious crimes
was capital. State intervention into punishment and the supposed reformation of
those convicted was only performed on those bodies sentenced for a capital
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offence and relinquished by the ancien regime, although later incursions by the
state also included the institutionalised correction of some of those convicted of
less serious crimes. Hence two systems of punishment were in operation at the
same time. The public and physical spectacle of punishment, which is not fully
dealt with in this study, continued until the mid-nineteenth century. Secondary
punishment, originally developed in a weak and uncertain form, was where the
state made its initial incursions into the powers of the ancien regime. It did this by
attempting a series of strategies to establish the ineffectuality and lack of economy
of the existing system of secondary punishment. These strategies were concerned
with the "functional inversion" [Foucault, 1979, 210] of the negative power of the
king to punish.

By the pointing out of the failure of the existing system of

punishment to "neutralise danger" [Foucault, 1979, 210]. And by the introduction
of a strategy of punishment that was positive "in increasing] the possible utility of
individuals" [Foucault, 1979, 210]. It also had to convince the ancien regime that the
state's strategy provided the solution that was not being effected under the
previous system of punishment.

Theoretical Framework.

The theoretical framework informing this study is that of power as outlined by
Foucault.

Foucault's conception of power is one that conceives of an all-

encompassing power that "is everywhere, not because it embraces everything, but
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because it comes from everywhere" [Foucault, 1990a, 93]. Punishment for crime is
power, and crime and its punishment are infused with the concept of society.
What is to be considered a crime and how and for what reason and by what
method it is to be punished are part of the fabric of the social body and form part
of the social contract that is accepted and exercised, rather than possessed, by each
citizen [Cousins & Hussain, 1984, 181]. Such power is therefore both individual in
its control of, and exercise by each citizen, and total in its central management by
the state [Foucault, 1982, 213; Rabinow, 1984, 15].

Using Foucault's framework, the question of who exercises power is not a central
issue, for all in society exercise and are subjugated by power. Hence it is the
creation of this subject [Foucault, 1982, 208] within a relationship of power
through "the strategies, the networks, the mechanisms, all those techniques by
which a decision is accepted and by which that decision could not be taken in the
way it was" [Foucault, 1990a, 104] that is of central interest. It is the how rather
than the who of power that is elicited by this particular framework through the
identification of strategies that explain how the power to punish came to operate
in the manner that it did. Given this conception of the how rather than the who of
power, it cannot be isolated or separately identified from the object of study. It is
internal, and
power produces knowledge (and not simply by encouraging it
because it serves power or applying it because it is useful); that
power and knowledge directly imply one another, that there is no
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power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of
knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and
constitute at the same time power relations.
These 'powerknowledge relations' are to be analysed, therefore, not on the basis of
a subject of knowledge who is or is not free in relation to the power
system, but on the contrary, the subject who knows, the objects to be
known and the modalities of knowledge must be regarded as so
many effects of these fundamental implications of power-knowledge
and their historical transformation. In short, it is not the activity of
the subject of knowledge that produces a corpus of knowledge,
useful or resistant to power, but power-knowledge, the processes
and struggles that traverse it and of which it is made up, that
determines the forms and possible domains of knowledge [Foucault,
1979, 27-28].

But given that this concept of power is both individual and total in concept,
certain strategies are required at both points to mobilise a discourse of what is to
be considered acceptable and what is not.

Strategies and Techniques of Power.

A central theme in Foucault's work was the question of how a new discourse is
formed.

This question is posed, not in the terms of grammatical analysis and

rules, but in terms of the internal relationship of statements to each other, where:
A statement belongs to a discursive formation as a sentence belongs
to a text, and a proposition to a deductive whole. But whereas the
sentence is defined by the laws of a language, and that of a
proposition by the laws of logic, the regularity of the statements is
defined by the discursive formation itself. The fact of its belonging
to a discursive formation and the laws that govern it are one and the
same thing [Foucault, 1972,116].
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It is the formation of this discourse that is an issue within this concept of powerknowledge. Discourse is the end result of the various strategies, of "the forms of
power that were exercised and how they were put into play" [Foucault, 1990b, 39].
This is not to say that discourse once formed remains static. Instead it is mobilised
by the various and constantly shifting forces seeking to impose their own beliefs
and in turn attempting to arrest the movement of discursion on any topic of
interest [Foucault, 1990a, 92-93]. Discourse is shaped and constantly changed by
various strategies that themselves are "a series of discontinuous segments whose
tactical function is neither uniform or stable" [Foucault, 1990a, 100].

Power

therefore needs to define and constantly refine what is to constitute acceptable
language in its own interest. The exercise of power requires
an institutional incitement to speak about it, and to do so more and
more; a determination on the part of the agencies of power to hear it
spoken about, and to cause it to speak through endless articulation
and endlessly accumulated detail [Foucault, 1990a, 18].

Thus it is the strategies used to create this endless articulation and endless
accumulation to detail that leads to a way of knowing, where all details must be
known, must be told, "its effects must be pursued down to the slenderest
ramifications" [Foucault, 1990a, 19].

Hence the question arises as to what strategies were used to create, shape and
change the discourse in disciplinary punishment.

It is these strategies, "whose

general design or institutional crystallisation is embodied in the state apparatus, in
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the formulation of the law, in the various social hegemonies" [Foucault, 1990a, 92
93] that are the terminal form that the strategies of power-knowledge take.
Strategies that create and mobilise discourse therefore underlie the processes of
the law and inform and are informed by its nature.

The discourse of

imprisonment and hard labour as a form of punishment did not arise in 1776 with
the legislation that required this form of punishment. Instead, it arose because of
the various strategies that preceded it, that had mobilised a discourse in
punishment and had caused it "to speak through endless articulation and
endlessly accumulated detail" [Foucault, 1990a, 18]. It was also subject to change
for the same reasons.

According to Foucault, discourse is shaped and constantly

refined by three dominant and interweaving themes that objectify the subject,
those of scientific inquiry, dividing practices and subjectification of the individual
[Foucault, 1990b, 208].
instruments

of

From these themes, he also identified three major

discipline

that

were

developed:

hierarchic

normalising sanctions, and the examination [Foucault, 1979].

surveillance,

However, whilst

these instruments are technologies of power, Ewald points out that "It is perhaps
less a question of three instruments than of three uses of the same technology"
[1992, 171] of discipline that leads to the production of a particular powerknowledge.
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Scientific Inquiry as Strategy.

The first theme of objectification of the subject identified by Foucault is that of "the
modes of inquiry which try to give themselves the status of science" [Foucault,
1990b, 208]. This strategy requires "the objectivizing of the productive subject, the
subject who labors, in the analysis of wealth and of economics" [208]. In general
terms, this objectivization formed as part of the Enlightenment project and both
the time frame of the implementation of disciplinary punishment and its
monitoring devices, as well as the concepts of improvement, reformation,
certainty, and profit expounded by its supporters can be seen as part of this.

The Enlightenment, concerned with the interrelated concepts of God, reason,
nature and man, had re-ascribed the meaning of knowledge to encompass a new
form of reason based on empirical observations and mathematics in an attempt to
ascribe societal usefulness or economic utility [Williams, 1997; Lines, 1992]. Such
an influence created extensive societal redefinitions that were increasingly being
contained within calculations and statistics. Moreover, the changes at this time to
the system of punishment to objectivize those found guilty of certain crimes did
not occur in isolation. New and growing work practices based on discipline and
order; instigated by men such as Watt, Wedgewood and Oldknow also sought to
reform the body and mind within the emerging factory system, and as such
provided a blueprint for social change of which disciplinary punishment was a
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part [Lines, 1992, 18-9]. The establishment of this new, scientific social order and
the imposition of its calculative reasoning has also been depicted in various
studies in accounting history, in particular those that look at the emergence of the
technology of bookkeeping and costing as a tool of management control [eg.
McKendrick, 1970; Johnson, 1972; Wells, 1977; Fleischman & Parker, 1990, 1991,
1992; Fleischman & Tyson, 1993; Walsh & Stewart, 1993; Williams, 1997].

Underlying the concept of prison reform was thus a concept of science that had
economic usefulness as its locus.

This was ultimately embodied in Howard's

publication, in 1777, on The State o f the Prisons, where:
For every prison in the country, Howard had diligently recorded the
dimensions of its building, the diet, the fee table, the inmate
population on the day of his visit, the charitable bequests available
for the relief of the population, the weight of the chains used and any
other detail that caught his eye [Ignatieff, 1978, 53].

Howard's study and his wide-ranging and economic recommendations had
created a scientific and national context in prison management where none had
existed previously [Ignatieff, 1978]. But his ideas were not formed in isolation.
During the eighteenth century there had been

a growing discourse

on

punishment. Ignatieff [1978, 53-4] outlined the history of thought in England on
the concept of segregation and discipline as punishment as commencing in 1701
with the anonymously authored pamphlet, Hanging Not Punishment Enough, and
being added to throughout the eighteenth century by Bray in 1702; Mandeville in
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1725; and Fielding, Hive and Butler in the 1740s and 50s.

However, the main

recommendation of these works was for the solitary confinement of person
awaiting trial rather than for prisoners under sentence. It was not until 1775 that
Jonas Hanway proposed that a prison be built in London "for the confinement in
solitude of about two hundred offenders otherwise liable for transportation or
execution" [Ignatieff, 1978, 54], that the concept of the science of imprisonment as
punishment began to develop and was increasing added to by legislation and by
men such as Howard and Bentham.

The passing of the Hulks Act [16 Geo III, c 43, 1776] that required incarceration,
hard labour and record keeping as a means of reformatory punishment was
therefore merely adding to an already established discourse of a scientific and
economic form of punishment. Moreover, this concept of economic punishment
was added to through further legislation as a strategy to have the new form of
punishment widely accepted. The Penitientiary Act [19 Geo III, c 74, 1779] added
to the system of disciplinary punishment by introducing further concepts of a
measured penalty for crime.

It also introduced the concept of a system of

surveillance through bookkeeping where a total profit could also be calculated
from the labour of the convicts.

Adding further to the discourse was legislation

[22 Geo III, c 64, 1782] that explained and expanded disciplinary punishment and
introduced the concept of surveillance through bookkeeping where an individual
profit that could be derived from convict labour. By 1784 further explanation was
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given in 24 Geo III, c 54 and c 55 of the conditions the convicts were to be kept in,
how they were to be kept clean, and how and in what classes they were to be
segregated.

However, whilst this new science of economic punishment had

appeal to the state, it had less appeal to the judiciary. Within this discourse of
disciplinary punishment there was resistance by the judiciary and objections by
the various counties. Where the legislated form of punishment was purportedly to
be an economically beneficial one, the economics of instigating this new form of
punishment was a contested terrain.

The means of the initial financing for

discipline was not yet centralised. Instead, it was to be provided by the various
counties through a levy on the ratepayers. With the exception of the hulks that
were funded with government monies, the initial deployment of the calculative
technology of bookkeeping for disciplinary punishment was not widely adopted.
Nor was the concept of disciplinary punishment widely adopted.

The various

counties saw the state's solution as an expensive one and objected to the high
outlays required of them.

Instead, a new interpretation was placed on many

crimes by the judiciary, the juries, and in some instances, the prosecutors. Where
imprisonment was imposed as a sentence, it primarily took the form of
incarceration without hard labour or bookkeeping.

A scientific inquiry was, however, taking place on those convicts that had been
sentenced to the hulks as punishment. Inputs through food and outputs of labour
were being subjected to measurement, as was the supposed reform of the convicts'
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morals. Although the scientific data and financial information was scarce, this
experiment was deemed to be both a financial and disciplinary success by two
select committees appointed by the government and reporting in 1778 and 1779.
Moreover, from the nature of the evidence sought these select committee reports
appeared to be an attempt to convince the judiciary of the benefits of the science of
disciplinary punishment. But the judiciary remained unconvinced.

Transportation had, however, been effective prior to the introduction of the Hulks
Act in 1776. It was this strategy of transportation, at state expense, that finally
brought the concept of disciplinary punishment into judicial discourse. Moreover,
it is from the passing of the Transportation Act [24 Geo III, c 56, 1784] that the
state's involvement in and commitment to the concept of disciplinary punishment
emerges as a clear strategy to have this new form of punishment adopted. Whilst
the passing of this legislation was preceded by a crisis in the prison system, this
legislation took effect when there was no colony to transport convicts to. Instead,
the state began to assume the financial burden of convict support through an
expansion of the hulks system.

In addition, monitoring of the convicts was

increased, and was also diffusing to a monitoring of their keepers. In the interim,
the state sought to identify a colony that would be suitable to further the
experiment of disciplinary punishment. Botany Bay3 was identified as the only

3 Bolany Bay is in New South Wales, Australia. The penal settlement was not established there as it was
found to be unsuitable. Port Jackson, now known as Sydney, was the initial convict establishment.
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suitable colony in August 1786, and despite the seeming urgency of transportation
owing to an overcrowding of the prisons, this urgency did not translate into an
untimely departure of the first fleet. Instead, the state seemed concerned that the
new concepts of disciplinary punishment were effected in the preparations for the
departure of the first fleet.

Whilst this new science of punishment continued, it was also transformed in its
application. The incursion by the state into transportation meant that a form of
accounting had to be developed to record and monitor this new form of
disciplinary punishment. Initially this took the form of written accounts from the
colony on the behaviour of the convicts, with the financial system of the Treasury
kept separate. The Treasury, although undergoing some changes in an attempt by
the state to impose economy and order into the financial affairs of the state, was
later seen as inadequate to deal with the requirements of disciplinary punishment.
Instead, a new science of punishment emerged in 1789 through the Home Office.
Where the previous attempts to impose disciplinary punishment had been
concerned with the reform of the individual, the calculation of profits to be gained
from this reformatory process had consisted primarily of rhetoric rather than
application. The Home Office's incursion into the discourse of disciplinary
punishment began to apply a science of economic punishment that had shifted to
the costs of the system rather than the reform of the convicts or the generation of a
profit.
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Dividing Practices.

In addition to, and interrelating with scientific inquiry as a strategy, Foucault also
identified dividing practices, where:
The subject is either divided inside himself or divided from others.
This process objectivizes him. Examples are the mad and the sane,
the sick and the healthy, the criminals and the "good boys" [Foucault,
1990b, 208].

At the same time as the discourse in disciplinary punishment was emerging, both
the new factories in England and the prison settlement in New South Wales also
effected divisions and underpinned the emerging form of British society and the
role of Government. By the creation of new property rights and the introduction
of scientific farming, it also created new divisions of poverty; it assisted in
reformulating the concept of family and made members of society, particularly the
poor, conform to a new meaning of being useful though their improvement [cf.
White, 1992, Chapter 2; Lines, 1992, 16-8; Kociumbas, 1992, 2-9; Gascoigne, 1994,
4].

In the formation of a discourse in disciplinary punishment, it was underpinned by
a series of legislation that effected a transfer of a traditional land usage to an
exclusive land usage. However, this strategy in itself was insufficient to cause a
shift from a traditional form of punishment to a disciplinary one. It did, however,
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create a new class of poor, and many of that class had little recourse but to resort
to crime in order to survive. The Black Act [9 Geo I c 22] was passed in 1723 to
protect the newly enclosed properties from traditional usage and created fifty new
capital offences as well as increasing the certainty of punishment for existing
crimes. Transportation had been legislated in 1718 [4 Geo I, c 11] and this effected
a physical division between those convicted of crime and the rest of society.
However, it was not until the passing of the Hulks Act [16 Geo III, c 43, 1776] that
a division appeared within a class of criminals.

Those who would previously have been sentenced to transportation were to
labour in England. But now they were to be selected for labour according to the
suitability of their bodies, with males "employed with benefit to the publick in
raising sand, soil, and gravel from, and cleaning the river Tham es; or being males
unfit for so severe a labour, or being females, might be kept to hard labour of
another kind within England" [preamble], or in other parts of the country
confined to hard labour in houses of correction [s X].

However, whilst this

division within a class of criminals was novel, it was still largely based on the
classical concept of specification according to suitability. Foucault's example of
this classical concept of selection is best seen in the specification for being a
soldier, where:
The signs for recognising those most suited to this profession are a
lively, erect manner, an erect head, a taut stomach, broad shoulders,
long arms, strong fingers, a small belly, thick thighs, slender legs and
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dry feet, because a man of such a figure could not fail to be agile and
strong [1975, 135].

By 1779 divisions between criminal classes were legislated through an extension of
the system of penalties to ensure that punishment occurred for all infractions of
the law.

But it was not until 1789, when the system of transportation was

subjected to increasingly economic calculations that the specification for the
selection of a convict suitable for correction by discipline, was
something that can be made; out of a formless clay, an inapt body,
the machine required can be constructed; posture is gradually
corrected; a calculated constraint runs slowly through each part of
the body, mastering it, making it pliable, ready at all times, turning
silently into the automatism of habit [1975, 135].

It was this latter concept that began the process of a recording for divisions and for
surveillance over those divisions.

Whilst still in a rudimentary form, these

dividing practices were emerging within the penal colony.

Classes of convicts

were being created according to their behaviour and the work they performed and
the resources they consumed.

A system of hierarchical surveillance began to

identify classes and issue rewards for good behaviour.

This heralded a new

distribution of normalising judgement within the colony, where:
The distribution according to ranks or grade has a double role: it
marks the gaps, hierarchized qualities, skills and aptitudes; but it
also punishes and rewards. It is the penal functioning setting in
order and the ordinal character of judging. Discipline rewards
simply by the play of awards, thus making it possible to attain
higher ranks and places; it punishes by reversing this process. Rank
in itself serves as a reward or punishment [Foucault, 1979,181].
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It was from this latter dividing practice that the construction of the technical and
economic process of identifying "Man-the-Machine" [Foucault, 1979, 136] began.

Subjedification o f the Individual.

This concerns the strategies of how "a human being turns him- or herself into a
subject" [Foucault, 1990b, 208]. Whilst this subjectification is part of the process of
dividing practices, it is analytically distinguishable [Rabinow, 1984, 11]. It entails
"a process of self-understanding but one which is mediated by an external
authority figure, be he confessor or psychoanalyst" [Rabinow, 1984, 11]. This self
understanding arises from the:
calculative norms and standards, interposing ... a whole range of
intermediary mechanisms. With this shift discipline comes to be
seen to reside not in the will of the boss but in the economic machine
itself, in the norms and standards from which the worker can be seen
to depart [Miller & O'Leary, 1987, 239].

Thus it is within the exercise of normalising sanctions, that identify, categorise and
divide and their examination that this subjectification of the individual arises. It is
the examination that combines the norms that are an exercise in visibility into an
invisible but individual exercise of disciplinary power.
Discipline 'makes' individuals; it is the specific technique of power
that regards individuals both as objects and as instruments of its
exercise. It is not a triumphant power, which because of its own
excess can pride itself on omnipotence; it is a modest, suspicious
power, which functions as a calculated, but permanent economy.
These are humble modalities, minor procedures, as compared with
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the majestic rituals of sovereignty or the great apparatuses of the
state [Foucault, 1979,170].

These normalising sanctions were first introduced by legislation into the prisons
and the hulks. The labour the convicts were to perform and the punishments and
rewards for their performance were to be judged against behavioural norms.
However, whilst the norms were underpinned by the architecture of enclosure,
they were not yet fully developed in a calculative form. Nor did these norms
apply to their gaolers. Where records were kept, these were not kept with the
intention of

"constructing a whole meticulous archive in terms of bodies and

days" [Foucault, 1979, 189]. That is, there was no matching of various records in a
way that could place an individual within a network of surveillance. Moreover,
this was the case for the first transportation and for the operations of the Treasury.

In 1789 the Home Office began to instigate a new calculative order to punishment
and the development of norms and standards for the economic management of
punishment began to emerge as practice.

Embodied in accounts that could

compare the costs of bodies and days they began the process of constructing a
disciplinary grid that subjected the gaolers, those who were to be responsible for
the economic use of the convicts, to examination. It did this by situating "them in
a network of writing; [by engaging] them in a whole mass of documents that
capture[d] and fix[ed] them" [Foucault, 1979, 189].
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Whilst

this

early

study

concerns

a pre-modern

accounting it was

this

transformation through the use of accounting and accountability that was to
eventually transform the penal system into the one described by Clarke [1995] that
could be termed as modern. The gaolers in the hulks system were increasingly
being made accountable through a new reporting system for the number of
convicts, how they were employed, when they were employed, how much it cost
to maintain them, and how much was being returned by way of a deemed labour
value. Moreover, these costs were used to compare the two modes of discipline,
incarceration and transportation, and to develop the concept of standard costs for
review or measurement purposes.

Under this new costing regime, budgets were prepared for the colony, and letters
transmitted that urged economy with labour and provisions but no method was
specified as to how this was to be achieved. From the receipt of these documents
in 1790 a change can be noted in the reports transmitted from the colony. The
discipline, previously stated only in terms of its imposition on the convicts had
diffused to the civil establishment through accounting and accountability.

A

series of reports, with increasing amounts of calculations, were prepared.
Moreover, the Home Office had not specifically requested these reports; instead
they were generated within the colony as a form of self-examination to be
mediated by the Home Office.

The norms and standards for disciplinary

punishment were set within the economic machinery through a "functional
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inversion of the disciplines" [Foucault, 1979, 210] that made possible the
transformation from discipline "to fix useless or disturbed populations" [Foucault,
1979, 210] into discipline as mechanism "to increase the possible utility of
individuals" [Foucault 1979, 210].

Organisation of Material.

The formation of a discourse in punishment through the various strategies is not
necessarily linear. These strategies are mobilised at different points in time both
prior to the formation of a discourse and subsequent to its formation. The powerknowledge of punishment can be seen in the hulks experiment, in the initial
transportation and in subsequent transportations.

But the form that power-

knowledge took in these three examples was not necessarily the same.

The

discourse had been transformed by at least one of the strategies. However, the
intent of this thesis is to depict the rise and the transformations to disciplinary
punishment and its accounting, and as such the organisation of material, with the
exception of the chapter on the Treasury, is primarily linear.

The rise of the discourse of disciplinary punishment is outlined in Chapter 2, as
are the strategies of legislation and scientific inquiry that were used by the State in
an attempt to convince the ancien regime of the benefits to be gained from the
imposition of this new form of punishment.
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Chapter 3 deals with the strategy of transportation and the financial commitment
of the state to ensure that disciplinary punishment was adopted. In doing so, this
chapter also investigates the various motives for the settlement of a penal colony at
New South Wales that have been put forward by several historians.

The Treasury and the means of financing the initial imposition of disciplinary
punishment through transportation are discussed in Chapter 4.
important for two reasons.

This chapter is

The first being that it identifies the various state

agencies that were involved in the preparation and financing of the experiment of
disciplinary punishment. The second reason is that it outlines the manner that the
accounts were to be kept in for the early colony and identifies some of the cost of
transportation.

To date, few studies have been undertaken in this area of

accounting history and those that exist have described various methods of
accounting.

Chapter 5 investigates the nature of the accounts that were kept within the colony
and the initial shift from a penal system that was concerned with the application
of discipline on the convicts to one that was concerned with imposing discipline in
those responsible for administering the system of punishment to establish and
control the costs of disciplinary punishment.
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Chapter 6 investigates the implications of this new cost-focused application of
disciplinary punishment. It outlines the diffusion of accounting knowledge to the
parliament and to the management of the hulks system and the penal colony.

Chapter 7 presents a summary of this thesis and indicates areas that would be of
interest for future research.
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Chapter 2
A ccounting as a P enal T echnology

Introduction.

The use of accounting as an appropriate technology to monitor and control
prisoners was first recognised in English penal legislation with the passing of
the Hulks Act [16 Geo III, c 43, 1776]. The provisions of this legislation
proposed incarceration and hard labour as a means of reformatory punishment
to be monitored through the keeping of books. It also immediately replaced a
system of transportation as a form of secondary punishment for crime.
i

However, whilst the passing of the Hulks Act can be directly ascribed to the
abrupt cessation of transportation to North America, the question of how to
punish those convicted of crime had been under consideration for most of the
eighteenth century.

In this chapter, the Hulks Act and its accounting provisions are traced to the
formation of a new discourse of crime, criminal and punishment effected
through a series of legislative changes that occurred in eighteenth century
England. The initial formation of this new discourse initially constituted a
restrictive economy, one that was incorporated into that politics of
language and speech - spontaneous in the one hand, concerted on
the other - which accompanied the social redistributions of the
classical period [Foucault, 1990, 18].
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These legislative changes of a restrictive economy were embodied in a series of
private acts enclosing what had been traditionally considered as common
ground into ground that had exclusive rights of use, to make way for the
application of scientific farming technologies and its attendant work practices
[Gascoigne, 1994, 208]. Later, this restrictive economy was added to in a series
of penal legislation where the state made incursions into the powers of the
ancien regime of the king and his judiciary in the administration of a secondary
punishment for crime.

Whilst the restrictive economy was primarily based on legislation, at the level
of the domain of the emerging discourse "was a steady proliferation of
discourses" [Foucault, 1990, 18], redefining what was to constitute crime and its
punishment. It was this redefinition of crime and, in particular, its punishment
that constituted
the field of exercise of power itself; an institutional incitement to
speak about it, and to do so more and more; a determination on
the part of the agencies of power to hear it spoken about, and to
cause it to speak through endless articulation and endlessly
accumulated detail [Foucault, 1990, 18].

Where the various statutes provided the framework for criminality, a new
judicial discourse was emerging that in some instances altered the concept of
crime and its punishment from the statutes. Emerging alongside this judicial
discourse was a new discourse that took the concept of criminality from the
statutes, and was instead concerned with an economic view of punishment.
The system of physical punishment advocated by the ancien regime was seen to
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be uncertain. Legislation was passed to increase the certainty of the penalty
whilst at the same time, attempting to maintain the ceremonial function of
physical punishment as a deterrent.

To this end, the widespread use of

transportation was adopted as a secondary punishment, introducing some
invisibility to punishment whilst increasing its certainty. It was at this time
that a system of government bookkeeping was first utilised to record the cost of
transportation as punishment, articulating punishment for crime in the
economic terms of public cost and private gain. When transportation ceased,
the discourse of punishment was added to in the form of incarceration and
reformation.

Punishment, already embodied in a series of accounts, was

supposedly to be increased through an accumulation of bookkeeping detail that
was concerned with monitoring the "political economy of the body" [Foucault,
1979, 25], and restated in terms of public gain through the Hulks Act, with later
legislative restatements embodying the concept of profit. This chapter outlines
this initial power struggle between the state and the ancien regime to have this
new form of punishment implemented.

V isible Punishm ent as Ceremony.

In England, the widespread use of a prison system as a means of punishment
was almost non-existent until the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Prior
to this, punitive sentences handed down by the courts for those found guilty of
crimes against property or person took two main forms, dependant upon
whether the crime was considered by the various statutes as a petty or more
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serious crime. The punishment for petty larceny, a property crime where the
value of goods was less than one shilling, and for some minor crimes against
persons, such as assault, took the form of fines, whippings, exposure on the
stocks or pillories, imprisonment or some combination or variation of the
foregoing [Beattie, 1986, 456; Ignatieff, 1978, 24; Barton, 1980, 225].

But

imprisonment as a means of punishment was rare, and when imposed was in
addition to a whipping rather than as a prison sentence alone [Beattie, 1986,
461]. Incarceration had been in existence since the establishment of bridewells1
or houses of correction in the reign of Elizabeth I, but the primary objective was
the confining of vagrants in a place where they could supposedly acquire the
habits of industry than as a means of punishment for crimes [Melossi &
Pavarini, 1981, 2; Ignatieff, 1978,11-12].

For those convicted of grand larceny, a property crime where the value of
goods was one shilling or greater, and more serious crimes against persons,
such as murder, infanticide, rape, etc., the various statutes identified these
crimes as capital offences.

Capital penalties included hanging; hanging in

chains; pilloried and hanged; or for offences considered more serious such as1

1 The name derives from the first institution established, the converted royal palace, Bridewell.
Bridewells and Houses of Correction thus have the same meaning, but some of the legislation passed by
Parliament regarding these institutions referred to both Bridewells and Houses of Correction.
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counterfeiting, petty treason2, or treason, the punishment was more spectacular
and similar to the scene of Damien's death as described by Foucault, [cf.
Foucault, 1979;

Beattie, 1986;

Barton, 1980].

These spectacular and public

displays for the punishment of crimes upheld the public's morality and at the
same time acted as a visible display of the ancient rights of the king to
administer such punishments through the operation of a system of juridical
power [Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982, 144-6].

Within this same framework of

juridical power, a system that publicly depicted the king's mercy had also
developed within the statutes and the operation of the courts of law.

This

mercy took two main forms, that of benefit of clergy and a system of royal
pardons, both of which lent increasing uncertainty to punishment for crime.

Uncertainty o f Punishment.

Whilst punishments administered under this system were a public spectacle,
designed as an example to the public of the penalty for the disobedience of the
law, punishment for crime was by no means certain [Melossi & Pavarini, 1981,
4]. Benefit of clergy was available for those convicted of some of the forms of

2 This described the crimes of a servant murdering his or her master, or a wife murdering her husband.
Both of these types of murders were considered more serious than an ordinarif murder as they involved
an act of treason against the one who had control over them. Barton describes the punishment for
women convicted of petty treason as being "tied by the neck to an iron bolt fixed near the top of the
stake, the steps on which she stood were drawn away and she was left hanging ; a chain attached to the
stake was then fastened round her b od y; two cartloads of wood were piled about her, and after she had
hung for half an hour the fire was kindled. The flames soon burned the halter, when the body fell a few
inches and hung by the iron chain" [1980, 224-5].
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grand larceny3, particularly larceny where the value of goods was ten shillings
or over, but less than thirty-nine shillings. Although the various laws relating
to the granting of benefit of clergy were complex, basically it was considered as
a relief or pardon from the sentence. Initially reserved for churchmen tried and
found guilty in the king's court the punishment, if any, was to be meted out by
the ecclesiastical courts. In order to claim clergy, proof of literacy had to be
demonstrated by the reading of a passage from the psalms. This benefit over
time was relaxed to include laymen deemed capable of reading.

In 1623,

women were also granted benefit of clergy without having to pass a literacy
test, and by 1706 the reading test was abandoned for all who claimed clergy. In
theory, clergy was only capable of being claimed once by any individual and
visible signs were branded on the thumb of those who had successfully
claimed clergy, with murderers having an M, and thieves a T, branded on their
thumb to indicate their crime to their society and to inform the courts that this
benefit had been previously granted and could not be claimed again. Some
shortcomings of this system was indicated by a later experiment which
attempted branding on the cheek instead of the thumb in order to make the
sign more visible [Beattie, 1986, 141-4; 490-2]. Yet, apart from the visible sign of
criminality rendered to the community by way of a brand, offenders were
considered a part of the community.

As Foucault points out:

"criminals,

3 Beattie [1986, 143-5] lists some of the changes relating to the applicability of benefit of clergy. At one
stage, murderers could claim clergy, and several of the crimes that fell under the heading of grand
larceny were either added to or removed from clergy. However, he notes that "on the whole larceny
remained clergyable" [143]. By 1706, clergy was available to both grand and petty larceny. However, by
this lime the concept of secondary punishment was also evolving rapidly. Both grand and petty larceny
could be punishable by transportation should clergy be inapplicable, but in the case of grand larceny,
transportation would only occur if a conditional pardon was granted.
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certain of them at least, were perfectly tolerated by the population. There was
no autonomous class of crim in ar [1980, 41].

Should the convicted person be unable to plead clergy, the judge and jury had
the ability to reprieve the sentence of death in order for the condemned person
to apply to the king for mercy by way of a pardon:
By the late seventeenth century pardons had become a
fundamental element in the administration of the criminal law.
The judges submitted a "circuit pardon" or "circuit letter" at the
conclusion of their assizes listing those they recommended which
when approved by the king began the process by which the
pardon would be issued by the Chancery. The pardon might be
absolute, in which case the prisoner would go free, as if he had
been acquitted.
Such pardons were often granted to those
wrongfully convicted in the judge's view and occasionally to
others who were thought incapable for reasons of age or infirmity
of withstanding an alternative punishment [Beattie, 1986, 431].

Within this system of physical punishment, and with the exception of the
houses of correction and debtors prisons4, the function of prisons and gaols5
was for the incarceration of those awaiting trial rather than as a means of
punishment for those convicted [Beattie, 1986, 300; Melossi & Pavarini, 1981, 2;
Ignatieff, 1978, 15]. Quarter sessions were held every three months to deal with

4 Debtors Prisons are not dealt with here as the charge against the prisoners was the inability to pay
debts, and this did not fall within the offence categories of either petty or grand larceny. Debtors were
confined, at the expense of their creditors, until they could either discharge their debts or were
discharged as insolvent. In addition, debtors could not be subjected to physical punishment. Ignatieff
[1978, 29] deals with debtors prisons and a fairly detailed treatment of debtors prisons can also be found
in Dickens's novel, David Copperfield [1926].
5 The distinction between a prison and gaol is somewhat blurred, and although this blurring of meaning
was certainly present in the eighteenth century, the various legislation passed regarding these
institutions referred to gaols and prisons. Chambers Family Dictionary indicates that jail or gaol derives
from Norman French or Latin and has the meaning of low, a cage or a hollow [1990, 413], whereas the
term prison derives from old French or Latin and has the meaning to seize or a seizing [611]. From this,
it can be surmised that the former term describes the architecture and the latter term, the function. It is
not known whether these were historically the same or different institutions, although by the eighteenth
century they were both performing the same function.
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crimes of petty larceny and assizes held every six months to deal with cases of
grand larceny and violent offences such as murder, manslaughter, homicide,
infanticide, rape, etc.

Hence, the system of prisons and gaols were roughly

designed and only required for short-term incarceration. As Beattie points out:
before the 1770s the prisons were not meant to be places of long-term
incarceration,

at least not of felons.

In the late seventeenth century there

would have been a regular rhythm and fluctuation in the size of the prison
population - at its greatest just before the assizes, but almost immediately
afterwards at its lowest, for there would have remained then [and for a few
weeks at the most] only those condemned to death, while the rest, even if
convicted, would have been discharged with a whipping or branding [1986,
300].

Prisons within this early system were ill kept and run down, many without
roofs and with holes in the walls, they lacked sanitation and lacked separation
between prisoners.

Prisoners were left to care for themselves, or to rely on

friends and relatives for the basic necessaries of life, and many died from cold
or starvation [Ignatieff, 1978, 33-5].

Punishment during this time, apart from the few who were incarcerated, was
generally immediate and physical. Designed to humiliate as well as physically
punish the convicted, the public display of such punishment also served as a
means of social control:
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The execution of a thief or robber sent a message to the broad
ranks of the labouring poor as a terrible example of the
consequences of falling into immoral habits and breaking the law.
The gallows also got rid of the occasional individual who was
permanently committed to a life of crime. But fundamentally the
value of public hangings [and of course other public punishments
like whipping and the pillory] was the reminder of what
eventually lay in store for those who strayed from the paths of
duty and obedience. That required not hundred of victims - for
that could only have confused the message - but a few only, and a
number that could be varied depending on the state of crime and
the present danger to the social order. The regulation of that flow
and the choice of those who would serve as examples was very
much the business of the courts and the criminal trial [Beattie,
1986, 423].

Early Accounting for Prisons.

Accountability through punishment for the crimes committed was within both
the king's and public's jurisdiction.

Whilst the king provided the various

statutes regarding criminal laws to be administered by the court, the public
attended such punishments and voiced their disapproval or otherwise of both
the crime and the criminal during the ceremony of punishment [Dreyfus &
Rabinow, 1982, 146]. The laws, as well as providing a form of social control
were also locally administered, and as such may be viewed as also upholding
the rights of the immediate community. Within this system, punishment for
crimes was certainly degrading, painful and severe, but with the system of
clergy and pardons in place, was hardly certain.

In terms of public expense, social control by the king within this system was
relatively cost free. The public accounting requirements for the operation of
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this form of justice was left within the domain of the various counties to levy
rates to administer the prisons and the various punishments [Beattie, 1986,
461]. Although, in reality the rates levied would be low, as the system of clergy
ensured that that number of punishments administered was minimal, and little
to no maintenance was required in prisons used for short-term incarceration.
Whilst incarcerated, upkeep of the prisoners was by way of fees levied by the
warders directly upon the prisoners, that is, the prisoners were primarily
responsible for their own upkeep, although some counties and parishes did
provide a loaf of bread a day for each prisoner [JHC 37, 1779, 307]. An insight
into some of the fees levied upon prisoners for their upkeep at Newgate Prison
is provided by Brand:
Entrance Fee
Discharge Fee
Turnkey's Fee
,

3s Od
6slOd
2s Od

He [the keeper] could also charge for putting on and taking off
the Prisoner's chains and for the provision of items such as
bedding, furniture and liquor. At Newgate the following charges
were usual:Prisoners - two in a bed
Prisoners - one in a bed
[1990a, 1].

Is 3d per week
2s 6d per week

A study by Howard in 1777 confirmed this widespread practice of fee taking
from prisoners by warders to pay for the prisoners' upkeep and as a means of
paying the warders who were essentially private contractors.

Howard also

noted that many abuses of prisoners occurred within this system. Prisoners,
entitled to be discharged, were being detained in prison for their non-payment
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of the keeper's fees, and prisoners without sufficient funds who lacked family
or friends outside of prison were left to starve [Ignatieff, 1978, 31].

The Black Act and Judicial Discourse on the Knowable Soul of the Criminal.

As noted above, prior to the 1770s the prisons were not overcrowded.
Howard's 1776 prison census of all prisons in England and Wales indicated
that a total of 653 petty offenders and 994 felons were incarcerated. In addition
to the foregoing, Howard identified that the largest number of prisoners, some
2437, were debtors [Ignatieff, 1978, 28]. Yet despite the relatively low numbers
of prisoners, the laws relating to crime and its punishment had changed
markedly.

Three major changes to the criminal statutes took place that created a rupture in
the

previously

shared

community

values

towards

the

law

and

its

administration. In 1689, in order to arrest what was seen as the moral decay of
society, benefit of clergy was removed from many of the criminal laws creating
a new certainty in the punishment for crime [Beattie, 1986, 144]. In 16926, a
system of rewards for the apprehension and conviction of certain offenders was
introduced.

These rewards heralded a change in the social system where it

became lucrative to report others and hence ensure the smooth operation of at
least some of the criminal laws. Although initially reserved for what could be

6 The first of these statutes was 4 Wm & M, c 8, s 2 [1692]. It offered the sum of £40 and the offenders
horse arms and money to those involved in the apprehension and conviction of highway robbers
[Beattie, 1986, 52]. The statutes offering such rewards were added to over the years.
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considered more serious crimes such as highway robbery or street robbery, by
1752 magistrates had been empowered to offer rewards for the arrest and
conviction of vagrants [Ignatieff, 1978, 27]. However, whilst these two changes
to the law could be considered as major, in as much as they both sought to
arrest by the certainty of punishment what was seen as an increasing amount of
moral decay in the lower social orders, both were designed to assist the
operation of existing laws. The third change to the criminal law occurred in
1723 with the passing of the Black Act7 [9 Geo I c 22]. This legislation sought
more than a tightening up and reinforcing of existing criminal laws.

It

heralded the final shift in previously shared community values in the law by
creating a wide division in the social fabric.

Fifty new capital offences were created under the Black Act as well as
removing clergy from many of the remaining clergyable offences [Thompson,
1975, 21]. In essence it was designed to ensure that the existing and ancient
rights and practices of the lower classes were to be regarded as criminal
activities. Acting in concert with a series of legislation8 that enclosed common
ground and gave the estate holders exclusive use of this land to make way for

7For a comprehensive coverage of the Black Act see Thompson, E.P., Whigs and Hunters, Penguin Books
Ltd., 1975. Briefly, the Black Act, 9 Geo I, c22, was enacted in May 1723 and created fifty new capital
offences. Furthermore, any person who was prosecuted under this Act could also be punished again for
the same offence under a different statute. The Act took its name from the description of the first
category of offenders, being persons "armed with swords, fire-arms, or other offensive weapons, and
having his or their faces blacked" [cited in Thompson, 1975, 21].
8 These were referred to as Enclosure Acts. O'Brien indicates the extent of these "[b]etween 1700 and
1761, 152 Enclosure Acts covering 237,845 acres of common fields and some waste land were passed, as
well as fifty-two Acts referring to 74,518 acres of waste; from 1761 to 1801 the numbers were
tremendously increased, 1,479 Acts affecting the ownership of 2,428,721 acres of common land, and 521
Acts relating to 752,150 acres of waste land being passed" [ 1950, 23].
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the introduction of new farms, operated along "scientific lines, producing]
much more food for sale, and profit for their owners, than the traditional kind
of land use" [Ward, 19 9 2 ,4 7 ]. The Black Act
penalized activities that had not been criminal before, such as
stealing hedges, underwood, fruit from trees, and timber,
damaging orchards, hop-bines, or woodland; and taking fish
from ponds or breaking the ponds to let fish escape. The Black
Act was enacted to make possible the conviction of the small
farmers and tenants who were waging a guerilla-style resistance
to the encroachment upon their customary forest rights by
nouveaux riche estate holders and royal foresters in the woodlands
of Hampshire and Berkshire. While passed as an emergency
measure9, the Black Laws became a permanent addition to the
armory of the game laws [Ignatieff, 1978, 16].

The effect of the Black Act to the operation of the law was twofold. The first
was the increasing reliance on a royal pardon for those convicted of a capital
offence, and these pardons were now being granted conditional upon
transportation, giving widespread rise to the concept of”secondary punishment
[Beattie, 1986, 450; 468-483].

This rise of transportation as a secondary

punishment will be dealt with later. The second effect was the community's
response through the court system to such measures.

Whilst the various local courts were not in a position to ignore the law, by 1749
a new interpretation of values, both social and monetary, was increasingly

9 Although the passing of the law indicated that it was an emergency measure, Thompson [1975] could
find no clear indication of such emergency. Thompson's study reveals that the Black Act was passed
after some disturbances in forest areas relating to the taking of deer, breaking fish ponds, maiming cattle
and horses, etc., and the killing of two keepers, with all of the foregoing incidents already adequately
covered by existing laws. The 'emergency', if any existed, was the possibly not ungroundless fears held
by estate owners that the lower classes were rising up against them.
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being attached to property crimes by the courts for larceny.

Beattie noted a

marked decline in Surrey prosecutions for capital larceny during this period
[1986, 181]. Beattie also noted that there appeared a lack of specification at the
time of indictment where a victim did choose to prosecute, and that this lack of
specification as to the place and nature of the alleged crime generally brought
the offence under the heading of either simple larceny or one of the few
remaining clergyable grand larceny headings, attributing this behaviour to the
reluctance on the part of victims to prosecute owing to the harshness of the
laws [1986, 141]. Ignatieff also noted this shift in values towards prosecution
for relatively minor crimes that would otherwise have carried the death
penalty. He indicated that "pious perjury ... [or the giving of] faint evidence"
may have been committed by the victims and the juries in response to the
perceived harshness of the laws [Ignatieff, 1978, 19]. An example of this "pious
perjury" together with an example in the redistribution of criminal cases
brought before the Surrey courts of quarter session from 1749 is provided by
Beattie:
In 1749 ten property offenders were taken from the county jail
and tried before the magistrates in quarter sessions. In the next
year twenty-one were, and in the following three years the total
rose to 138.
... everyone tried for a property offence before that court ... was
indicted for petty larceny, regardless of the value of the object
stolen and the actual charges against them in the jail calendar. ...
Indeed, for several years every larceny indictment at the quarter
sessions stated the value of the goods stolen as ten pence: the
clerk used blank bills with that sum already inserted, and simply
made every case fit. Eight bushels of sea coals were declared to
be worth ten pence, and in a subsequent indictment at the same
session of the court, a chaldron of sea coals [thirty-two bushels]
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was given the same value. Three silver teaspoons were valued at
ten pence; so were thirty pounds of bacon [together with two
pounds of sugar] and thirty pounds of cheese. Even more
remarkably, the quarter sessions also declared eleven half-crowns
to be worth ten pence, and in another case assigned that value to
two and a half guineas [Beattie, 1986, 284-5].

This revaluation of property by either the courts or the victims of crime
undoubtedly saved many from hanging or transportation.

However, more

importantly, it indicated that the introduction of the laws, commonly known as
the bloody code, did not reflect the common conception of either a just
measurement or a fair exchange where the punishment to be meted out fitted
the nature of the crime committed. Moreover, this view appears to have been
reflected in the actions of both the judiciary together with the juries, who were
arguably of the same class as the proponents of the bloody code and the victims
of the crime. However, this apparent similarity in views may have been for
different reasons. Whilst the victims of crime, as discussed above, appeared
reluctant to use the law to effect the statutory punishment because of the
harshness of the penalty, the judiciary and juries may have been more
concerned with their control over the ceremonial function of punishment and
the message it sent to the broader community [Beattie, 1986, 423]. This view is
highlighted by Ignatieff, who points out that "judges ordered whippings in lieu
of transportation in cases that were a first offence" [1978, 20]. The statutory
punishment of public execution had reached a saturation point where the
public no longer necessarily played the role of witness at the ceremony. Riots
often ensued at public executions, leading to an unsuccessful suggestion in the
1750's that "private executions be conducted within the gates of the prison so
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that the state could prevent the event from being perverted into a ritual of
defiance" [Ignatieff, 1978, 24].

I

.

To protect their right to punish, it was no longer to be a case of the courts
applying the statutory penalty to the crime. Instead, the court now examined
the soul of the offender and asked:
What would be the most appropriate measures to take? How do
we see the future development of the offender? What would be
the best way of rehabilitating him? A whole set of assessing,
diagnostic, prognostic, normative judgements concerning the
criminal have become lodged in the framework of penal
judgement [Foucault, 1979, 19].

The message that was sent to the public by the judiciary through the ceremony
of punishment was thus one of gradations in the severity of punishment as a
consequence of a continued life of crime. It also meant that the existing state of
the prisons could be maintained, that is, in poor general condition and not
subject to overcrowding [Ignatieff, 1978; Beattie, 1986].

Nevertheless, the foregoing is not to say that charges and convictions were not
made under the Black Act. Thompson's [1975] study of the origins and effects
of this law, and Ignatieff's [1978, 21-24] examples of public riots at executions
indicate otherwise. The court only had discretion when a more serious crime
was alleged but remained relatively unstated, and increasingly those who had
property to protect, either in the old landed estates or the newly enclosed
farms, could well afford the costs of prosecution and ill afford not to prosecute.
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The Black Act signified the obvious commencement of newly created property
rights.

However, it also marked the commencement of a new definition of

criminal from one who existed within society to one who was poor, and by the
increasing nature of the system of secondary punishments, to one who existed
outside of society.

Undoubtedly many of the previous crimes were undertaken by those who were
poor, but the Black Act acting in concert with the various enclosure acts
established a new class of poor and that class virtually had no recourse but to
resort to crime. The poor were now to be defined as criminal, or at least,
potential criminals by their loose and immoral ways.

Thompson maintains

that:
The Black Act could only have been drawn up and enacted by
men who had formed habits of mental distance and moral levity
towards human life - or more particularly, towards the lives of
the 'loose and disorderly sorts of people'. We must explain, not
as an emergency alone, but an emergency acting upon the
sensibilities of such men, for whom property and the privileged
status of the propertied were assuming, every year, a greater
weight in the scales of justice, until justice itself was seen as no
more than the outworks and defences of property and of its
attendant status [1975, 197].

The Rise o f Transportation as a Secondary Punishment.

The changes to sentencing and the expansion of the role of the courts of quarter
session from 1749, noted in the previous section, can perhaps be attributed to
both the operation of the Black Laws, introduced in 1723 and a statute passed
in 1718 [4 Geo I, c 11]. The effects of this latter statute changed the nature of
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punishment from one that was uncertain in sentencing to one that was more
certain but less visible in its execution. Transportation was seen as a means of
increasing the certainty of punishment within what was seen as an increasing
crime rate and the existing ineffectual means of punishment [4 Geo I, c 11,1718,
preamble]. This Act allowed the beginnings of a smooth operation of a system
of state power that was not necessarily reliant upon the king. The courts were
now required to sentence non-capital felons to transportation to America for
seven years, that is, persons who having been found guilty of a felony who
would otherwise have been set free with a branding or whipping were now
almost certain to be subject to transportation. Furthermore, this transportation
was covered by statute and not subject to the king's mercy by way of pardon.
Criminals were now to be subjected to a punishment that was unseen by
society, and as such, to form a separate class that was to exist outside of society.
However, as noted previously, the role of the court in defining charges had
changed.

Beattie's [1986, 286] study indicated that the court generally

preferred to charge and sentence offenders of a lesser crime that was to be
punishable by a whipping rather than to bring charges that would invoke the
penalty of transportation.

Transportation for those convicted of a capital offence was not yet an automatic
function. Those subject to a capital sentence could still apply to the king for a
pardon, but such a pardon was now to be made automatically conditional upon
transportation to America for fourteen years. A provision of this Act also made
the returning from transportation before the expiration of the term a capital
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offence.

In effect converting a non-capital sentence for at least some of the

offenders into one that was capital [Oldham, 1990,11; Beattie, 1986, 503].

This legislation, where convictions were made under it, certainly kept the
prisons from being overcrowded, particularly after the passing of the Black Act
in 1723 and up to the point of the American Revolution [Oldham, 1990, 3]. It
also heralded the state's first financial incursion into the realms of punishment
where some of the public spectacle of punishment was replaced with a hidden
punishment and the concept of public cost.

Transportation: Public Costs Private Profits.
-

Although transportation to America was undertaken by private contractors, the
Treasury paid the contractor three pounds for each convict transported from
the Home Counties10, while the provincial counties had to pay the contractor by
a levy on the county rates. This subsidy rose to five pounds in 1727, and from
all appearances this business from the contractors' viewpoint, was extremely
lucrative [Oldham, 1990, 4; Beattie, 1986, 505-5; Smith, 1965, 113-5]. From the
Treasury's point of view, some method of record keeping now had to be
implemented in order to record these transactions of punishment, and it is from
this point that record keeping for secondary punishment started to become
formalised into financial terms. That the Treasury's record keeping was
antiquated, inefficient and virtually incapable of devising a method to record
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these transactions in a manner which would facilitate their collation will be
discussed more fully in chapter 4. However, a series of controls were put into
place, at least to ensure that transportation was effected in a manner consistent
with the legislation, which stated that the intent of the transportation was to
overcome "the failure of those who undertook to transport themselves, and the
great want of servants in his Majesty's plantations" [4 Geo I, c 11, preamble,
1718], rather than as a means of cost-effective punishment. Indeed, from the
series of controls put into place by the Treasury, their record keeping was
minimal and was only concerned that transportation had taken place.

Early Record-keeping Systems for Transportation.

Oldham's [1990] study of the administrative functions of transportation reveals
that the system adopted by the Treasury was one which had been in effect for
some time, that of assigning the rights of the convicts' service over to a
merchant or a colonising company:
As early as February 1638-39, the Sheriff of Surrey received a
warrant to deliver to "W illiam Flemmen of London, Gent" certain
convicts who were to be transported to Virginia. In 1677 the
Sheriffs of London and Middlesex were directed to deliver
malefactors to William Freeman, merchant of London, to
complete the number for St Christophers [1990, 3].

However, it is unlikely that either William Flemmen or William Freeman or
any other of the merchants nominated by the Treasury were paid for the
removal of convicts, at least, not by the Treasury or counties or parishes10

10 The Home Counties consisted of London, Middlesex, Essex, Kent, Herts, Surrey, and Sussex.
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concerned.

Instead, their profits would more likely have been made solely

from either the sale or use of convict labour in the colonies [Barton, 1980, 444].

The effect of 4 Geo 1, c 11 meant an immediate increase in transportation and
with it, the offer of inducement to transport and dispose of the convicts' labour
on what was sometimes a reluctant market11. Punishment for crime, instead of
being primarily stated in the measure of pain to be inflicted on the body now
could be stated in terms of banishment of the individual, and the cost to the
public stated in terms of the benefits to the colonies.

The Treasury, in 1718, awarded the contract to Jonathan Forward to transport
from the Home Circuit112. The Treasury agreed to the payment of £3 to the
contractor for each convict transported with financial controls in place to
ensure both the non-return of convicts from transportation and to ensure that
transportation was effected swiftly. The contractor was required to enter into
an agreement where he would be held financially liable should an individual
convict return from transportation before the expiration of the sentence.

In

addition to this pledge, the contract also required that the convicts be
transported within one month.

For either breach of contract conditions,

11 Convict labour was not initially unwelcome in some of the colonies. Jamaica and some of the North
American colonies, such as Maine, received early shipments of convicts. However, as the market
developed many shipments of convicts were either refused or the sale for their labour took place over
several days, presumably at a discount. Other colonies, such as Maryland, refused all shipments, whilst
other colonies such as Pennsylvania and Massachusetts required the sellers of convict labour to enter into
a not inconsiderable bond which guaranteed the good character of the convicts [Oldham, 1990, 5-7].
12 Forward held this exclusive contract from 1718 until 1739. Andrew Reid then took over until 1757;
John Stewart until 1772; and Duncan Campbell until 1775.
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Forward was to forfeit the sum of £40 for each convict [Oldham, 1990, 17].
However, although the Treasury instigated such financial terms, it was only to
be directly responsible for the issue of the £3 for each convict transported.
Forward, together with two sureties, was required to enter into an individual
agreement with a bondsman who was a clerk of the court. Oldham's search of
the records could locate only a few of the remaining bonds and reproduced
part of Forward's agreement with his bondsman:
Know all men by these presents that we Jonathan Forward of
London Merchant, James Forward of London Merchant, and John
W hiting of the Parish of St Paul's ... Mariner, are held and firmly
bound to Miles Man, Esquire, Common Clerk of the City of
London in one thousand and forty pounds ... to be paid to the
said Miles Man or his successors which payments to be well and
truly made we bind ourselves ... our Heirs, Executors etc. [cited
by Oldham, 1990, 16].

This contract was for the transportation of 26 convicts, as evidenced by the sum
of the bond. A new bond would have been required for each transportation,
despite the fact that Forward had been issued with a contract from the Treasury
that was virtually exclusive. Should Forward be in breach of contract, the £40
was to be used by Miles Man to prosecute the returned offender or arrange for
alternative transportation.

As regards the £3 per convict transported, the Treasury required certain
documentation prior to the payment of this sum. The Session or Assize clerk
was to make out a certificate indicating: the name of the convict, the place sent
from, the port of departure, which quarter session or assize the convict was
sentenced at, and the term of the sentence. In addition to this, the ship's master
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was to issue a certificate of acknowledgement of receipt. It was only on receipt
of all of the foregoing certificates that the sum of £3 per convict was to be paid
by the Treasury [or the county concerned] to the contractor. A receipt of arrival
was also required, and this was to be made out by the Governor or Chief
Custom House Officer at the port of arrival in America. This receipt was not,
however, to go to the Treasury to form part of the documentation for the
payment of convicts shipped.

Instead, it was to be delivered to the person

holding the security bond for the performance of the term of the individual
convicts sentences [Oldham, 1990, 16-19].

Removal of the convicts from the various gaols to the ships introduced yet
another step in the payment process.

A provision in the Transportation Act

stated that the cost of land transportation was to be borne by the counties, and
not as part of the contractors costs of transportation.

Thus these amounts,

unless pertaining to the Home Counties, were not the concern of the Treasury.
Nor did the Act attempt to regulate any fees for land transportation. Oldham
noted a great lack of uniformity in these additional costs of transportation:
Often the gaoler was paid a fixed amount which varied with the
distance that had to be traversed. Thus Huntingdon Gaoler's fee
was 12 pounds if only one convict was carried, 9 pounds each if a
greater number were to be taken, but he had to pay the Clerk of
the Assize a guinea for each of them. The Lancaster County
gaoler was paid four pence a mile per head while the Oxford
County gaoler presented a bill of expenses. The Treasury paid
Mr Ackerman [Keeper of Newgate] 14s lOd per convict. The
Worcester Castle gaoler on the other hand gained nothing by the
transaction as the Clerk of the Peace contracted with the merchant
[1990, 17].
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In addition to the abovementioned fees, the gaolers would probably have
expected their fees on the release of the prisoners for transportation, and
Oldham remains silent of these fees, most of which would be difficult, if not
impossible, to ascertain as these were either individually set by the quarter
session judge or personally set and enforced by the gaoler.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that record keeping within this system was
rudimentary.

The various clerks of the court would issue the required

paperwork for transportation, and the various contractors would enter into a
performance bond with a clerk, presumably from the county of prosecution.
Apart from these, and the Treasury's provisions for record keeping, the Act
remained silent regarding any other requirements, such as land transportation
costs or gaolers' fees.

Oldham [1990, 4] indicates that the Treasury, in the

period 1729-45, annually paid in excess of £1,40013 to the Home Counties
contractor for transportation, indicating that upward of 280 convicts would
have been transported every year during this period from the Home Counties.
This trade in convicts, or at least in the shipping of convicts, became more
lucrative as convict numbers grew and the number of ships increased is
indicated by the Treasury records located and collated by Oldham covering the
period 1763-72 when John Stewart was the Government Contractor, and is
reproduced as Exhibit 2.1:

13 By then, the Treasury had increased the payment from £3 to £5 per convict embarked.
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Exhibit 2.1 - Transportation to North America, 1763-72.

1763
1764

1765

1766

1767

1768

1769

1770

1771

1772

24
3
1
12
27
18
9
27
5
8
7
3
2
3
18
16
21
31
7
12
21
6
?
24
21
23
31
3

Sum paid to Contractor
[pounds]
605
570
830
685
1050
580
775
765
645
840
915
735
875
970
725
895
510
715
765
564
675
600
910
910
630
630
845
1140
£21355
2373

Number Transported

August
December
March
June
September
February
July
September
February
July
November
March
June
December
February
May
July
October
February
May
September
February
April
July
February
May
July
March
Totals
No.
Average
per annum
Oldham, 1990, 205, Appendix 6 - reconstructed from Treasury
Records T1 Series.

121
114
166
137
210
116
155
153
129
168
183
147
175
194
145
179
102
143
153
113
135
120
182
182
126
126
169
228
4270
475
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The foregoing gives some idea of the number of convicts shipped to America,
at least from the Home Counties. However, the number apparently increased
further as Campbell reported that between the years 1769 to 177514 inclusive he
transported an average of 54715 convicts a year from the Home Circuit to
America, and "always looked upon the number from the other parts of the
kingdom to be equal to what was transported by me" [Campbell to Nepean, 29
Jan, 1787, AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 209].

Whilst this gives some indication of the

increasing certainty of punishment for offences as well as the direct cost to the
public, it also gives some indication of how profitable the trade in transporting
convicts could be. The owners of the transport ships could substantially reduce
their shipping costs by carrying convicts paid for by the Treasury. In addition
they had the rights to sell the convicts to settlers and also return from America
with goods for sale [JHC 37, 1779, 310-311; Barton, 1980, 447]. This would have
given the owners of the transport ships a vast commercial advantage over
others competing in the North American trade.

However, whilst it was possible for Oldham [1990] to reconstruct from the
remaining records the approximate number of convicts shipped from England,

14 Campbell had the exclusive contract from 1773 to 1775. It appears from the numbers and the time
frame calculated by him in this letter that he was in partnership with John Stewart for the latter years of
Stewart's contract. The averages for the overlapping periods reveal, at least, that there was a marked
increase in the numbers transported in the latter years.
15 There seems to be some discrepancies in the average number of transportees reported by Campbell.
He reported to a Committee of the House of Commons in 1779 "that he transported, on an Average of
Seven Years, 473 Convicts Annually" [JI1C, 37, 1779, 311]. The time frame for both averages appears to
be the same, indicating that Campbell's records were perhaps as haphazard as that of the Treasury's.
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it was impossible for him to arrive at the number of convicts who managed to
survive the voyage in order to serve their sentences. This problem primarily
arises from the separation of record keeping between the Treasury and the
performance bondholder. The Treasury paid the contractor for the number of
convicts embarked, and from that point required no more information as to the
welfare of the convicts.

The performance bondholder was the one who received information as to the
numbers disembarked and it is unlikely that these two separate records were
ever compared.

Oldham [1990, 21] states that most of the bonds and the

certificates of arrival have since disappeared, further indicating that the
contract with the bondsman was essentially a private one and not subject to
Treasury control. The other aspect of the problem is that the disposal of the
convicts on disembarkation was the contractor's responsibility.

The ship's

master was to sell the convicts services for the term of their sentences to the
highest bidder, although generally they handed the convicts over to a factor or
agent for sale, and as these were private records, they too have mostly
disappeared.

From the remaining evidence, Oldham [1990, 21] calculated a

21% loss of life during the voyage, although Campbell in his evidence to a
Committee of the House of Commons estimated "rather more than a Seventh
Part of the Felons died"16 from transportation [JHC 37, 1779, 311]. Certainly,
the contractor would have had a commercial interest in keeping the convicts
alive, but it may be speculated that at £5 per head embarked, at least some of
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the contractors would have decided to increase their profits early in the voyage
by ridding themselves of convicts who they regarded as being unsaleable, and
the lack of the matching of financial controls within the Treasury would have
facilitated this measure. The ridding of unsaleable convicts during the voyage
may have been further intensified as during the last three years of Campbell's
contract, the £5 per head transported was eliminated and he had to rely solely
on the sale of convicts for his profits QHC 37, 1779, 310]. He reported to the
1779 Committee of the House of Commons the various prices he received from
the sale of convict labour, for:
common Male Convicts, not Artificers, on an Average, for 10
Pounds apiece, Females at about Eight or Nine Pounds; those
who were of useful Trades, such as Carpenters and Blacksmiths,
from Fifteen to Twenty-five Pounds ; the old and infirm he used
to dispose of to those humane People who chose to take them,
but with some he was obliged to give Premiums [JHC, 37, 1779,
310-11].

From the foregoing, it becomes clear that any calculation as to the total cost, in
financial or human terms, of transportation was virtually prohibited by the
piecemeal accounting system set in place by the legislation. Whilst the
foregoing calculations give some idea as to the extent and cost to the
government of the system of transportation to America, it must be pointed out
that the focus of the government was not on the costs.

Oldham's table was

reconstructed from Treasury papers, presumably as no-one within the Treasury
had considered it to be necessary to collate the costs. This is further borne out16

16 Approximately 15%.
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by Nepean's17 request to Campbell to indicate the number transported: where
the information was sought from the contractor, who appeared to have kept
records, although as mentioned above, these records were dubious, rather than
the Treasury, which did not appear to have a system in place to readily
calculate a total cost of transportation. Indeed, the legislation did not attempt
to focus on costs. Its stated object was to be as a service to the colonies as well
as increasing the certainty of ridding the mother country of an increasing
number of unwanted citizens [4 Geo I, c 11,1718].

Instead of costs, there was a focus on the net benefits taking the form of social
control in order to increase the national wealth. Within England this wealth
was increasingly being placed in the hands of a few by way of the previously
mentioned enclosure acts and the resultant criminal acts to protect the newly
enclosed properties [Gascoigne, 1994, 208]. The benefit to the colonies, which
was the stated object of the Transportation Act, could at best be viewed as
doubtful.

Despite the development of economic theory from the 1660's which

expounded "the value of the productive power of labour as a source of the
nation's wealth" [Beattie, 1986, 478], convict labour was certainly not regarded
by some of the American settlements as producing anything worthwhile.
Maryland, Virginia and Massachusetts refused to accept convict labour
preferring slaves as a means of productive labour [Oldham, 1990, 5-7]. The
American Revolution and the blanket refusal of all the colonial settlements in
America to accept any more convicts suddenly curtailed transportation to

17 Under Secretary at the Home Office.
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America in 1776. The English Government had to find a new way of dealing
with their newly created problem of punishment for crime.

The Rise of the State: Punishment as Reformation.

The Transportation Act and the Black Act had radically changed the focus of
punishment for crime from one that was visible but uncertain to one that was
largely invisible but increasingly certain.

More importantly, these Acts by

establishing a wider concept of criminality were largely responsible for a shift
in the discourse in what constituted crime to a new discourse in punishment for
crime.

Langford points out that this change in discourse from crime to its

punishment may have arisen from the pragmatic reason that with the wider
concept of what constituted crime "[m]ore could be done about punishment
than prevention" [1992, 158].

This was noted previously where the courts, in

order to maintain it hold over the ceremonial function of punishment, ensured
gradations of punishment after judging the soul of the criminal rather than
merely finding the criminal either guilty or not guilty of the stated crime.
However, this discourse of punishment rather than crime was also being added
to throughout the eighteenth century by Bray in 1702, Mandeville in 1725, and
Feilding, Illive and Butler in the 1740s and 50s [Ignatieff, 1978, 53-4]. In 1777,
John Howard published his report and recommendations in The State o f the
Prisons in England and Wales.

Howard's work created a scientific and national

context in prison management where none had existed previously and his
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recommendations were far ranging [Ignatieff, 1978; Cooper, 1967]. But instead
of questioning the various laws that rendered acts as criminal, he focussed on
the mode of punishment for crime.

He proposed that the reformation of

convicts was possible through the application of hard labour and a moral,
disciplined life rather than the system of physical punishment or banishment.
He criticised the ancien regime through the judiciary for their neglect of the
prisons and its inmates [JHC 36, 1778, 930; Ignatieff, 1978, 56-7].

More

importantly, whilst undertaking his study of prisons, he obtained the support
of Whig Nonconformists in mounting "a general attack on the administrative
and political structure of the ancien regime" [Ignatieff, 1978, 63].

With the

political support of the Whig politician, Lord Shelburne, and others such as
"Jerem y Bentham, Samuel Romilly, Richard Price, and Joseph Priestley"
[Ignatieff, 1978, 65], the discourse of prison reform and the application of an
appropriate punishment, rather than the crime itself, became a central focus.

With the abrupt cessation in 1776 of transportation as a penalty for crime, the
state took the opportunity to replace at least some of the philosophy of
punishment advocated by the ancien regime with this new philosophy of
punishment. Instead of reducing the laws to their former level, which would
have maintained the ceremonial role of punishment, parliament passed the
Hulks Act [16 Geo III, c 43, 1776] that radically changed the form of
punishment for crime. This legislation is notable for four reasons: It was the
first Act to specifically state that punishment should be reformatory, heralding
the emergence of a new legislated philosophy in punishment. It also provided
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the justification for the widespread use of gaols in England as centres for such
reform to take place and it instigated the development of a form of accounting
for such reformation by imprisonment.

More importantly, it also began the

transfer of some of the power to punish from the ancien regime to the state.

New Philosophy in Punishment

The basic idea of the use of hulks as a prison was not a new one.

Branch

Johnson [1970, x] indicates that hulks may have been used as naval prisons,
although no written records appear to exist, and cites folklore and ditties to
indicate that this may have been the case. However, there is no clear linkage
between the use of hulks as naval prisons and public prisons, and in any case,
the philosophy underpinning the two uses was quite different.

A clearer

connection on the use of hulks as public prisons can be found earlier in the
eighteenth century.

With riots often ensuing at public executions [Ignatieff, 1978, 24], a Committee
of the House of Commons was appointed in 1751 "to revise and consider the
Laws in being, which relate to Felonies, and other offences against the Peace ;
and to report their Opinion thereupon, from time to time, to the House, as to
the Defects, the Repeal, or Amendment of the said Laws" [JHC 26, 1750, 27].
The formation of this committee was in response to the increasing problems of
violent crime, particularly within London, which was not being reduced by the
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increase in the laws discussed above18, and the inability of the system of public
execution or transportation to adequately deal with punishment for such
crimes. The harshness of the penalty rather than the laws giving rise to crime
were also the focus of this committee.

Its recommendations focussed on

gradations of punishment for crime, as a means of addressing the rising crime
rate that led to a Bill, introduced in Parliament in 1752, "to change the
Punishment of Felony in certain Cases ... to Confinement, and hard Labour, in
his Majesty's Dock Yards [JHC 26, 1750-54, reprinted in 1807, vol. 2 no 67 cited by Beattie, 1986, 522]. Provisions contained within this Bill provided that:
The prisoners were to be kept in chains, to be distinguished from
the ordinary workers by special dress, and they were to be made
to do the most laborious work for the same period as their
sentence of transportation. ... Instead of being sent to America,
convicts were to be put on public display, chained in gangs, and
marked out by their uniforms, so they would be "visible and
lasting Examples of Justice", and deter others from committing
similar offences [Beattie, 1986, 523].

Despite the increase in crime, or perceived increase in crime, together with the
failure of the system of punishment to handle the increasing number of felons,
this Bill was rejected by the House of Lords [Beattie, 1986, 522; Langford, 1992,
158].

Yet it appears that when the crisis over the immediate halt to

transportation arose, this Bill was revived in the form of 16 Geo III, c 43 [1776].
However, an important addition to this legislation from the previous Bill was
the claim that felons "with proper care and correction, might be claimed from

18 Bealtie [1986, 520] advances two possible reasons for the appointment of the committee: that there was
an increase in crime or that there was an increase in the willingness to prosecute. Beattie argues that the
bulk of the evidence tends to point towards the former reason, an increase in crime, and cites the Peace
of Paris in 1748 as a catalyst to this increase. The vast number of men returning from war who were
suddenly unemployed, would have led to an increase in crime by those who had no other means to
support themselves.
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their evil courses" [16 Geo III, c 43, preamble]. With this addition, the negative
process of punishment that belonged to the king, of the use of punishment to
prevent crimes, was being inverted into a positive process "to increase the
possible utility of individuals" [Foucault, 1979, 210].

State Powers and the Formation o f Docile Bodies.

With the Hulks Act, the state rather than the king with his judiciary, began its
incursion into the domain of punishment for crime. A new technical rationality
concerned with the administration of a form of punishment intent on
centralisation to effect reformation was emerging.

As Dreyfus and Rabinow

point out:
The existence of the state and its power was the proper subject
matter of the new technical and administrative knowledge, in
contrast to judicial discourse, which had referred its powers to
other ends: justice, the good, or natural law. This does not mean
that the law became irrelevant or disappeared, only that it
gradually became to have other functions in modern society
[1982, 137].

Where sentences and penalties had been administered locally, 16 Geo III, c 43
contained important provisions that greatly altered the existing sentencing and
penal policies of the ancien regime. Whilst the basic intention of this Act appears
to be the substitution of imprisonment at hard labour within England in place
of transportation, it also began the technical process of identifying "useful
bodies" [Foucault, 1979, 136]. Bodies considered suitable for correction by the
hardest form of labour were now to be centrally located and segregated from
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other bodies, with males "employed with benefit to the publick in raising sand,
soil, and gravel from, and cleaning the river Thames ; or being males unfit for
so severe a labour, or being females, might be kept to hard labour of another
kind within England" [preamble], or in other parts of the country confined to
hard labour in houses of correction [s X]. However, the provisions contained
within this Act went further than merely a centralisation of punishment by
hard labour and the identification of bodies to be rendered useful through their
submission and use [Foucault, 1979, 136].

It also introduced a series of

regulations that acted upon the "intelligible body" [Foucault, 1979, 136], to
render the behaviour and work of the convicts suitable for analysis in terms of
how they functioned and to be explained in terms of reformation through
discipline.

Codification of this newly recognised dual body through the Hulks Act was to
ensure both the smooth operation of the power of the state to punish, and to
render the bodies of those convicted as docile.

It set the sentence of hard

labour for those who would have previously received benefit of clergy to a
period of three to ten years, usurping the previous role of the court in adjusting
crimes to allow the lesser sentences of whipping or branding. In doing so, it
both increased and further placed the newly created criminal classes outside of
society in order to effect their reformation by discipline [s XVIII]. It also
streamlined the system of pardons for capital offenders. Whilst the king was
still retained as the titular issuer of pardons, in essence the state now took over
this role. Section II of this Act provided for a conditional pardon to be issued
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by one of the principal secretaries of state to the judge, who was then to issue a
pardon conditional upon a term of imprisonment at hard labour "as if there
was a pardon under the great seal" [s II].

Disciplinary reform of these felons, couched in terms of hard labour, was to be
undertaken by a system of regularity. Where the existing prisons had mainly
left prisoners to their own devices; to feed and cloth themselves during their
sentence; to be released, generally impoverished after serving their full term, or
more, of imprisonment, this legislation brought major administrative changes
to those subject to imprisonment in lieu of transportation. In an attempt by the
state to supplant the powers of the magistrates in prison management, the
convicts were now to be supplied with food, in the form of "bread, coarse food,
and water or small beer. ... and also cloathed" [s VII]. Anyone attempting to
supply any prisoner with food, drink or clothing other than that ordered to be
supplied was to be fined 40 shillings [s VII].

Refusal by the prisoners to

perform the allotted tasks was to be punished by "whipping, or other moderate
punishment" [s VIII].

Where the judiciary were now left with little discretion in applying sentences, a
new administrative role was created for them in judging the extent of the
reformation and in ascribing a monetary value to that reformation. Progress
towards reformation was required in the form of quarterly reports of behaviour
to the courts [s XIX]. For those considered corrected by discipline, early release
for good behaviour became possible, and on release, each prisoner was to be
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provided with a sum of money "not less than 40s. nor more than 51, together
with decent cloathing" [s IX]. However, whilst it was up to the courts to judge
the reformation, and recommend the sum of money, the pardon was to be
issued by the Secretary of State and not the courts [s XIX].

To ensure the separation of criminals and at the same time to ensure a
centralisation of punishment for those previously sentenced to transportation, a
new class of gaolers was created. Overseers, with the same powers as a sheriff
or gaoler, were to be appointed by the bench at Middlesex [preamble and s V]
to undertake the disciplinary reform of felons. To effect the transfer of convicts
from the various counties to the new central location, a system of record
keeping similar to that required for transportation was required of the courts
and gaolers. The clerk of the court was to deliver to the sheriff or gaoler,
a certificate in writing, ... containing an account of the Christian
name, surname, and age of such offender ; of his offence, of the
court before whom he was convicted, and of the term for which
he shall be so ordered to hard labour ; and the sheriff, or gaoler,
having the custody of such offender, shall with all convenient
speed, after the making of any such order, and receiving of such
certificate, convey ... or cause him to be conveyed to such place
within England ; and also deliver such offender, ... together with
the said certificate to such overseer or overseers ... [who] ... shall
give a proper receipt in writing under his or their hands, which
shall be a sufficient discharge to the sheriff, or gaoler, so
delivering such offenders [s III].

In turn, the overseers were required to report quarterly to the court at
Westminster, in the case of the hulks, or in the case of other prisons within the
country, to the local bench. This report, to be made under oath, was to contain:
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the names of all and every person the person or persons who shall
be committed to their custody, the offences of which they shall
have been guilty, the court before which each person was
convicted, the sentence of the court, the age, bodily state, and
behaviour of every such convict while in custody ; and also the
names of all and every the person or persons who shall have died
under such custody, or shall have escaped from such place of
confinement, or shall have been released from thence by order
from one of his Majesty's principal secretaries of state [s XIX].

Each convict was now required to be separately distinguished, fixed in place by
a sentence and monitored by his or her age, bodily state and behaviour by an
overseer. Yet despite this requirement of the overseers reporting the foregoing
to the court on a quarterly basis, the Hulks Act remained silent on the method
the overseer was to use to record or monitor the individual convicts. Moreover,
whilst the hulks legislation did state the reformation of convicts as its object,
the separation of the financial and judicial system previously used for
transportation was still firmly in place. The courts together with the Secretary
of State now dealt with reports and recommendations on individual convicts,
and the Treasury was only concerned with the issue of money. Despite the
expressed intention of reformation by this Act, no provisions were put in place
to match the intended reformation of the individual with either the cost of
incarceration or the financial benefits supposedly to be derived through convict
labour. This oversight was recognised three years later with the passing of the
Penitentiary Act.
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Widespread Rise in the Use o f Gaols within England.

Although the original implementation of the Hulks Act may have been
intended as a temporary solution to the problems created on the cessation of
transportation, it was extended twice: by 18 Geo III, c 62 [1778] and by 19 Geo
III. c 54 [1779], in both instances after a select committee of the House of
Commons investigated and found the hulks to be satisfactory and the state of
the prisons barely altered. These select committee reports will be dealt with in
a later section.

The Hulks Act also provided for both the hulks and gaols and houses of
correction within England as receptacles for felons who would previously have
been sentenced to transportation. In addition to the establishment of the hulks
system during this period there was an increase in the number of gaols and
prisons to accommodate the growing numbers of convicts who had previously
been transported or released with minor punishments.

As mentioned

previously, gaols were generally run down and not maintained, and in the
years prior to this period only one Act: 10 Geo III, c 28 [1770] could be located
for the rebuilding of a common gaol in Essex. In the period 1775 to 1788, the
Acts requiring maintenance or rebuilding of gaols began to proliferate, these,
with the exception of the Penitentiary Act which will be discussed separately,
are outlined below in Exhibit 2.2:
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Exhibit 2.2. Acts for the Maintenance and Rebuilding of Gaols, 1775-1788.
15 Geo III, c 25 [1775]. An Act for taking down the common gaol
of the county of Hertford, and for building a new gaol in a more
commodious fixation.
17 Geo III, c 54 [1777].
building a new gaol
Westmoreland.

An Act for defraying the expense of
and shire-hall for the county of

17 Geo III, c 58 [1777]. An Act for enlarging the public gaol of the
county of Warwick.
18 Geo III, c 17 [1778]. An Act for building an additional jail, and
also a prison and house of correction, within the county of
Cornwall.
19 Geo III, c 46 [1779]. An act for building a new gaol and house
of correction for the county of Pembroke.
21 Geo III, c 74 [1781]. An Act for erecting a new gaol etc. in the
city of Gloucester.
25 Geo III, c 10 [1785]. An Act for building a new gaol, a
penitentiary house, and certain new houses of correction, for the
county of Gloucester, and for regulating the same.
26 Geo III, c 24 [1786]. An Act for the removing and rebuilding
the gaol for the county of Salop.
26 Geo III, c 93 [1786]. An Act for removing and rebuilding the
gaol at New Sarum.
27 Geo III, c 58 [1787]. An Act to allow the existing site, buildings
and premises of the gaol to be sold the Viscountess Irwin in
Sussex and to declare the new gaol or prison to be the common
gaol for the said county.
27 Geo III, c 59 [1787]. An Act for making and declaring the gaol
for the county of Devon, called the High Gaol, a publick and
common gaol, ... and for improving and enlarging the same, or
building a new one.
27 Geo III, c 60 [1787]. An Act for building a new gaol, and
providing a proper prison for debtors, and house of correction,
for the several borough s,..., within the county of Stafford, and for
regulating the same respectively.
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28 Geo III, c 69 [1788]. An Act for taking down the present court
house and gaol and erecting and building a new court house and
gaol at Inverness.
28 Geo III, c 82 [1788]. An Act for taking down and rebuilding
the gaol of the Castle of Chester.

In addition to the widespread adoption of this new concept of imprisonment as
punishment for serious crime, means had to be found for the regulation of the
gaols, warders and prisoners. The first of these regulations was enacted by 19
Geo III, c 74 [1779], entitled: An Act to explain and amend the laws relating to the
transportation, itnprisonment, and other punishment, of certain offenders, often
referred to as the Penitentiary Act. Drafted by William Eden, William
Blackstone and John Howard this legislation proposed "solitude and hard
labour in place of transportation" [Ignatieff, 1978, 47].

However, its effects

reached further into the penal code than merely to replace the sentence of
transportation with imprisonment. It made further incursions into the role of
judicial discretion by regulating the punishment to recognise gradations of
crime in order to increase the certainty of punishment.

It changed the penalty for crimes committed within clergy from burning the
thumb to a system of fines or whippings [s III], bringing a system of invisible
but more certain punishments to lesser crimes. It allowed the resumption and
purchase of ground by the Government to build two penitentiaries, one for
women and one for men [s V-XIV], removing the local justices from the
decision on where to cite a gaol. It further eroded the power of magistrates and
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local justices by providing for a committee to oversee the running of the
penitentiaries [s XV]. The committee was empowered to elect and appoint "a
governor, a chaplain, a surgeon or apothecary, a storekeeper, and a task-master
; and also, in the house set apart for female convicts, a matron" [s XVII].
Instead of fees levied against the prisoners, the salaries of the staff were to be
paid, as much as possible, out of the profits generated by the labour of the
prisoners [s XVIII].

From an accounting viewpoint, the Penitentiary Act was instrumental in
further introducing accounting concepts into the penal code, and was notable
in its concept of profit to be derived from the labour of convicts.

Previous

accounting for prisons or transportation was performed, if performed at all, at
a local level on an ad-hoc basis, and profits from the labour of convicts was
largely regarded as a private matter, with the Treasury or various counties
incurring a cost to have convicts removed. This legislation aimed at a process
of accounting and accountability for the labour of convicts that would not only
be cost free but would also generate a profit. The Hulks Act had begun the
process of accountability, at least as regards the numbers on board the hulks
but did not account for the labour performed or the actual costs concerned with
the maintenance of convicts, this will be discussed below. The Penitentiary Act
sought specifically to trace all transactions and to make both staff and prisoners
physically and financially accountable by way of bookkeeping.
reproduced as Exhibit 2.3.

These are
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Exhibit 2.3 - Bookkeeping Rules, Penitentiaiy Act, 1779
the governor of every such penitentiary house shall cause all
accounts, touching the maintenance of such house, and the
offenders therein, to be entered regularly in a book or books to be
kept for that purpose, and also the governor or storekeeper shall
each keep separate accounts of all such stock and materials as
shall be brought into such house for employing such offenders ;
and such stocks and materials that from time to time be delivered
out by the said storekeeper, as occasion shall require, to the task
master, who shall give receipts to such storekeeper for the same,
an<4 shall distribute the same amongst the several offenders to be
employed in working thereon ; and such task-master, or his
assistants, shall constantly superintend the work of the said
offenders, and take account of every neglect of work, or other
misbehaviour, and likewise of any extraordinary diligence or
good behaviour of any such offenders, and from time to time
shall report the same to the governor, who shall cause the same to
be entered into a book kept for that purpose ; and such task
master shall also keep accounts of the quantities daily worked by
the several offenders, and shall return the materials when
wrought and manufactured, to the storekeeper ; who shall give
receipts to the task-master for the same, and shall from time to
time, with the privity and approbation of the governor, sell and
dispose thereof, and pay the money arising from such sales to the
governor, who shall be accountable for the same to the committee,
in manner herein mentioned ; and the said governor and
storekeeper shall keep separate accounts of the materials so
wrought, manufactured, sold, and disposed of, and the several
sums of money for which the same shall be so sold, and when
sold, and to whom, in books to be provided for those purposes
[19 Geo III, c 74, s XXI].

These important provisions for accounting, if implemented, would have
revealed the high cost of instigating a system of discipline as punishment. But
the promise held out to the government that these institutions would be self
supporting and not reliant upon the Treasury would have been an attractive
one. Yet the building of the two Penitentiary Houses within the Home Circuit,
was virtually abandoned owing to constitutional objections. These objections
were made by the various counties, who saw the government interfering in
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prisons that were their concern, and the problems with obtaining land upon
which to cite the Penitentiary Houses.

However, the proposed concept of

deriving profit from convicts appears to be one that was attractive to the
government in as much as it was replicated in subsequent legislation discussed
below. Although how this profit was to be derived, or even how the system of
discipline imposed upon the convicts was to effect their reformation, except to
"innure them to the habits of industry" [s V] remained largely unstated. Whilst
codification of the flow of work was to be regulated by bookkeeping,
codification of the work performed was to be:
labour of the hardest and most servile kind, in which drudgery is
chiefly required, and where the work is little liable to be spoiled
by ignorance, neglect or obstinacy, and where the materials or
tools are not easily stolen or embezzled, such as treading in a
wheel, or drawing in a capstern, for turning a mill or other
machine or engine, sawing stone, polishing marble, beating
hemp, rasping logwood, chopping rags, making cordage, or any
other hard and laborious service [19 Geo III, c 74, s XXXII].

Despite this form of drudgery, which appears to be mainly work for the sake of
work rather than for profit, the government decided to expand the hulks
system, as this had already been included within the Penitentiary Act as a
suitable place for the reform of the more "viscious and daring offenders" [19
Geo III, c 54, s XXVII].

The Experiment of Discipline for Profit.

Whilst the Hulks Act and the Penitentiary Act had removed many of the
powers exercised by the judiciary in applying penalties, in reality they had
achieved little in prison reform.

Instead, the result of these legislative changes
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was to overcrowd an already antiquated and crumbling prison system and
further reduce the living condition of prisoners [Ignatieff, 1978, 99]. The
counties were required to pay for this new penal reform through a levy on their
rates, as the means of financing prison reform had not yet been centralised
through the Treasury.

This high initial outlay for prisons required by the

legislation were in some instances controversial. As Ignatieff points out:
More new prisons might have been built had it not been for the
high cost of reform. These costs included not only building
expenses, but also salaries for institutional staff and the purchase
of uniforms, bedding, and food for the inmates. Under the old
fee system, much of the cost of institutional upkeep had been
borne by the inmates themselves.
When reform-minded
magistrates sought to shift this burden to the county, they found
their way blocked by indignant taxpayers.
In Bristol, for
example, the mayor proposed to build a new jail on the
penitentiary model, only to find himself threatened with mob
violence [1978, 97-8].

In what appears to have been an attempt to convince the counties to fully adopt
this new form of punishment, the House of Commons appointed two select
committees to investigate the reformatory effects and the possibility of a profit
ensuing from disciplinary punishment. Sir Charles Bunbury chaired both and,
although a major focus of both committees was on the benefits of the hulks
system, the terms of reference were quite different.

The 1778 Select Committee The Science o f Punishment
-

The first select committee reporting to the House of Commons on 15 April, 1778
was "appointed to enquire into the Measures which have been adopted and
pursued, for carrying into execution an Act [the Hulks Act], and also the Effect
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produced by the said Act" [JHC 36, 1778, 926]. From the evidence presented to
this committee regarding the operation of the hulks, it appears that the
prisoners on board came under the watchful eye of some of the members of the
Royal Society, and that this form of incarceration was being viewed in the form
of a scientific experiment and financed by the Treasury. Sir Joseph Banks19 and
Dr Solander took a keen interest in establishing a hospital for the sick, and also
gave advice on the design of the sleeping quarters for the convicts. On their
advice hammocks were tried for a month, and found to be unsuccessful. They
also recommended that the cabins be removed and that one general area be
provided for the sleeping quarters. Several changes were also made to both the
layout and size of the beds and the mode of securing the various forms of
mattresses [JHC 36, 1778, 926-7].

The diet of the convicts also came under

scrutiny and change during the initial two years of the operation of the hulks.
In this instance, the influence is that of John Howard [also a member of the
Royal Society], and the food was periodically checked on and weighed by John
Howard, Dr Solander, and "other Gentlemen of the Royal Society" [JHC 36,
1778, 929].

Advice was also tendered by members of the Royal Society

regarding cleanliness, medical care and facilities and clothing [JHC 36, 1778,
928-9]. However, much of the evidence sought was centred on the employment
of the convicts and its reformatory effects, measured by their behaviour and
willingness to work.

19 Sir Joseph Banks was then the President of the Royal Society. Dr Solander, a member of the Royal
Society, was both a close friend and employee of Sir Joseph Banks.
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Duncan Campbell, the master of the hulks, gave evidence "That at First they
were unwilling to work, but now they are not" [JHC 36, 1778, 927], and gave
details of the work and hours of work required of the convicts:
That sometimes 200 or 250 Men are working on Shore, in
screening Ballast for Greenwich Hospital Road - That 1,550 Tons of
Ballast have been raised - That the Men have made a Wharf or
Embankment for the Board of Ordnance, of 100 Feet in Front, and
have laid a great Quantity of Ballast to extend it - That round the
new Part of the Warren they have also made a Ditch of 5 Feet
wide, 10 Feet deep, and 190 Feet in Length, besides a Mote of 7
Feet deep, 23 Feet wide, and 1,107 Feet in Length ; and that the
Earth has been wheeled to a Proof Butt, which they are now
erecting, of 319 Feet long, 28 Feet high from the Foundation, and
upon an Average near 50 Feet wide, of which, above Two-thirds
is done - That the Ditch and Proof Butt were begun in August last
- That in Winter, when the Weather will permit, the Men work
from Half and Hour after Eight in the Morning, till Two or Three
in the Afternoon - That at present, they work from Seven in the
Morning till Twelve, and from One to Six in the Afternoon ; and
in the Summer they will work longer [JHC 36, 1778, 928].

Despite Campbell's glowing reports of the labour performed by the convicts,
this view was not necessarily echoed in the evidence given by either Dr
Solander or John Howard. Dr Solander stated:
That their Behaviour was orderly each Time - That he has seen
them at their working Hours, and though that many of them
worked but little - That he saw several People who guarded them,
and Two or Three directing them what they were to do - That the
Convicts seemed orderly on Shore, and go about their Work with
Regularity; that they were carrying Soil to make a new Quay, or
Wharf ; some filled their Barrows full, others did not, but he
supposes the Keepers considered their Strength [JHC 36, 1778,
929].

Howard's evidence as to the work performed by the convicts was less subtle
than that of Solander:
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they left Work between One and Two o'Clock, and came for their
Dinners, and did not return to Work any more that Day - That he
was informed they went to the Warren a little before Ten, and
returned about Half past One - That there were only 103
employed in the Warren - ... That he saw some few at Work as
Carpenters, some as Blacksmiths, and One at Tambour Work, and
all the rest were idle [JHC 36, 1778, 929].

In addition to the observed idleness of the convicts, Howard was also scathing
about the lack of organisation for the work and "imagines that they [the
convicts] did about One Third of voluntary Labour" [JHC 36, 1778, 930].
Clearly, Howard was less than satisfied with the supervision and the amount
of labour performed by the convicts.

Yet, despite Howard's and Solander's evidence and an alarming mortality rate
from fever amongst the convicts, estimated at greater than 25% [JHC 36, 1778,
931], the committee managed to conclude that the experiment was a success:
the Behaviour of the Convicts ... has been quiet, orderly and
o b ed ien t... [and] That from the Beginning of the Institution of the
Hulks, there has been a progressive Improvement in the
Accommodation, Food, Employment, and Means of Preserving
the Health of the Convicts sentenced to Hard Labour on the River
Thames, and the said Hulks are at present convenient, airy and
healthy [JHC 36, 1778, 932].

Evidence from John Howard was called for in order to ascertain whether any of
the existing prisons in England would be suitable for such reform to take place.
Howard's testimony identified all the prisons he had visited and indicated that
none were suitable and had not altered since the passing of the Hulks Act.
Moreover, he took the opportunity to indicate that the problem lay with the
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"Judges, in their Charges, had mentioned the Clause in the Convict Act, yet he
had found not the least Attention had been paid to it" [JHC 36,1778, 930].

Where the counties had objected to the implementation of disciplinary
punishment on the grounds of expense [Ignatieff, 1978, 97-8], the select
committee seemed concerned to address this issue on economic grounds.
Thomas Powrey, a Clerk of the Works to the Board of Ordnance, supplied
estimates of the value of work done by the Convicts. Powrey estimated "that
the Value of the Labour done by the Convicts in Woolwich Warren, in making a
Wharf, a Proof Butt, digging Ditches, and other useful Works, amounts to
£3,550 ; and that the Value of their Labour in raising Ballast is computed at
£2,703.12s.6d." [JHC 36, 1778, 932]. These estimates were included with the cost
of maintaining the hulks, but the cost of the hulks was reported under each
contract [JHC 36, 1778, 932].

No attempt appeared to have been made to

aggregate the Various amounts for comparative purposes at this stage. Instead,
the select committee appeared intent on demonstrating to the various counties
that the experiment was a success and with careful management the
implementation

of

disciplinary punishment

would

return

the

cost

of

incarceration.

The 1779 Select Committee.

The parliament, in order to ascertain the extent to which the new punishment
had been adopted after the findings of the 1778 committee formed a second
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select committee. Again chaired by Sir Charles Bunbury, it was appointed on
the 16 December 1778,
to consider the several Returns which have been made to the
Order of this House ... "That there be laid before this House, an
Account of the Persons convicted of Felonies or Misdemeanors,
and now under Sentence of Imprisonment in the Gaols and
Houses of Correction in the City of London, and the Counties of
Middlesex, Essex, Kent, Herts, Surrey, and Sussex, specifying their
respective Crimes, the Time when, the Term for which, and by
what Court, each person has been imprisoned ; together with an
Account of the Allowance made for the Maintenance of such
Persons, and in what Manner they are employed" [JHC 37, 1779,
306].
.

These terms of appointment only covered an investigation into the state of the
prisons and the extent to which the various counties had adopted disciplinary
punishment.

However, in reality, the scope covered three main areas: an

investigation into the state of the prisons; a further investigation of the hulks;
and an investigation into the possibility of a resumption of transportation. It is
only intended to cover the first two areas in this chapter; transportation will be
discussed in Chapter 3.

Under the first head the committee found that the general condition of the
prisons, at least in the Home Counties, had barely altered despite Howard's
publication in 1777, the requirements for hard labour contained within the
Hulks Act, and the findings of the 1778 select committee. However, this time
i

the committee did not rely solely on Howard's evidence. Instead, it called for
returns to be made from the various prisons. From these returns it could have
been ascertained that hard labour was beginning to be implemented as a form
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of punishment in 11 of the 18 institutions that held prisoners, but from their
findings it was unlikely that they did ascertain this. The various returns were
presented in prose form, and whilst ordered by geographic location they were
merely a rewriting of the returns sent in by the various counties. There was no
"kind of systematic ordering or gridding" [Hoskin & Macve, 1986, 108] utilised
that would have readily yielded this information. Moreover, whilst the stated
intention of the Hulks legislation was the reform of the individual, there was
no evidence of a measurement of reform in the returns. An abridged and
tabulated version of the various reports that came before this committee is
contained in Exhibit 2.4:
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E xh ibit 2.4 - Num ber o f Convicts, their em ploym ent and subsistence, 1778
Prison
London
Newgate
Middlesex
Clerkenwell
Bridewell
New Prison,
Clerkenwell
Tothill Fields
Wood St Compter
Essex
Halstead House
Chelmsford House

No.

Em ploym ent

Allow ance

No employment

1 penny loaf per day

Beating hemp, picking
oakum
No employment

3 pence per day
2 pence per day

2
3

No employment
No employment

1 penny per day in bread
1 penny per day in bread

6
6

Spinning wool
Carding and spinning

3 pence per day
One and a half pounds
bread and 1 quart of small
beer per day

Kent
Maidstone House

9

Beating and sorting
hemp and spinning

Is 6d per week

Herts
Hertford County
Hertford House
St Albans Gaol
Buntingford

8 No employment
3 Tile making
1 No employment
1 Spinning

84
114
10

1
Berkhamptstead
8
St Albans House of
Correction
Surrey
2
Southwark New
Gaol
14
Southwark House
of Correction
3
Kingston upon
Thames House of
Correction
14
New Bridewell, St
George's Fields
Sussex
Source: JHC 37, 1779, 307.
—

No employment
Spinning and carding

1 cleaning gaol,
working as a taylor
Beating hemp
Sewing sacks

Beating hemp
No prisoners

2s 6d per week
Is 6d per week
2s 6d per week
No allowance except what
may arise from their labour
One Pound of bread per day
Only what they earned from 2 to 3 pence per day
1 3 half-penny loaf per day
3 half-penny worth of bread
per day
3 half-penny worth of bread
per day
3 half-penny worth of bread
per day
-
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Instead of the imposition of labour, the committee focused on the one common
element available in the returns, the allowance for the support of the convicts.
They considered the support for the prisoners to be insufficient and sought
further evidence from the keepers of Newgate, Tothill Fields, and New Prison
Clerkenwell20 that indicated that the allowance was insufficient for the upkeep
of prisoners. The keepers indicated that friends or families were still primarily
supporting the prisoners.

Only the keeper of Clerkenwell Bridewell stated

that, in his opinion, the allowance was sufficient, although some were also
being supplied with provisions or money by their friends.

Clerkenwell

Bridewell was also notable as the only prison claiming to achieve moderate
commercialisation with the keeper stating that "the profits of last Year
amounted to 8 or £10, which was laid out in Shoes and Stockings for the
Convicts" [JHC 37, 1779, 308]. This, and other evidence led the committee to
conclude that the allowance was indeed insufficient and "varies in the different
Counties, without just or reasonable Cause, and in a manner not reconcilable to
any good System of Government" [JHC 37, 1779, 313]. However, missing from
the legislation enacted after the report of this committee, namely the
Penitentiary Act in 1779 and the Act for better regulation of Houses of
Correction in 1782, was any attempt by the Parliament to fix a minimum rate
for the maintenance of prisoners.

20 Some of the evidence given by the keepers conflicts with the evidence stated in the returns. The keeper
of Tothill Fields slated that the convicts had an allowance of 2d per day whereas the returns indicate that
the allowance was Id per day. A similar situation exists for New Prison Clerkenwell where the keeper
staled that the allowance was Id per day and the return indicates 2d. These discrepancies were not
referred to by the committee and tend to indicate that the returns were not being cross-referenced to the
keepers' evidence.
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Instead, the concept of the science of disciplinary punishment was established
and relied upon by evidence given by John Howard. He claimed, without
offering any numerical data or proof other than his observations, that the
prison at Baruth in Franconia was profitable, and at Anspach the convicts were
"allowed a Sixth Part of their Labour" [310]. To further indicate the possibility
of profitability in more recent establishments, Howard reported that the prison
in Milan "was a very heavy Expence at first to Government, but that Expence
was continually decreasing" [310]. Moreover, the discipline imposed at these
establishments was reformatory to the point where "he walked through their
Apartments Two or Three different Days, and not One of them offered to leave
their Work, or even to speak to him to ask Charity" [310].

Thus instead of setting minimum conditions, the main thrust of the prison
legislation from this time was on the supposed reformation of convicts by
segregation, monitoring and the discipline of hard labour, stressing the point
that such labour could be profitable. This was clearly laid down by this
committee, who found:
That the means of Employment which should be provided for
those who are sentenced to Hard Labour are, if not altogether
neglected, generally unprofitable to the public, and in other aspects
ill-chosen; the Accommodations For this Purpose being
insufficient in many of the Prisons, and it being quite impractical
to provide them in others.

That the good Effects both of Solitary Confinement, and of
Constrained Habits of Industry, have been proved to your
Committee in many Instances; but that in some of the Prisons the
Convicted are mixed with the Accused, the Guilty with those who
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are to be presumed Innocent, the Felons with the Debtors, the
Males with the Females; and the Convicted are also permitted to suffer
long Imprisonments in total Idleness.

In short, your Committee must observe, That the whole
Arrangement of the Prisons, so far as they are informed, is, at
present, ill suited, either to the Oeconomy of the State, or the morality
o f the People, and seems to be chiefly calculated for the safe
Custody of the Persons confined, ivithout due Attention to their
Health, Employment, or Reformation [emphasis added, JHC 37, 1779,
313].

From the foregoing, it can be surmised that the intention, if not the actuality, of
subsequent prison legislation was primarily to have the hulks experiment
replicated throughout England despite the objections of the ratepayers who
would have to meet the costs. However, the hulks experiment, reported under
the second head of enquiry, came under closer scrutiny than it had by the
previous committee.

The scrutiny and recommended changes to the hulks system may well have
resulted from the plans, put forward by John Howard, to construct several
penitentiaries, although the recommendations by the committee regarding the
Construction of the penitentiaries was "to make the Experiment, in the first
instance, by establishing Two Houses only, One for each Sex within the Home
Circuit" [JHC 37, 1779, 314].

With a competing penal system that held the

promise of greater disciplinary powers and was seemingly more readily
adaptable to profit, the 1779 Committee addressed many of the shortcomings of
the hulks system that had been pointed out, but ignored by the 1778
Committee. The mortality rate, estimated at more than 25% by the previous
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committee still remained at approximately that rate21 [JHC 37, 1779, 308-9], and
this was now addressed.

The committee recommended that a hospital ship should be established as well
as a separate reception vessel for newly arrived convicts to arrest the spread of
gaol fever [typhus]. That the convicts be forced to become cleaner and the food
was to be better regulated [JHC 37, 1779, 313]. They also recommended that
those who were infirm, children and the elderly be removed from the hulks22,
and evidence from a member of the House, Herbert Mackworth stated that the
convicts in those classes were "improper Objects, and hurtful to the
Establishment" [JHC 37, 1779, 310]. A vegetable garden23 was to be established
to preserve the health of the convicts and to profitably employ those
recuperating from illness [313], ensuring that labour was extended to all.
Reformation, previously stated only in terms of hard labour was now to be
increased by religion and the employment of a clergyman "to perform Divine
Service on Sundays, and Great Festivals, and to bury the Dead" [313].

However, despite adopting many of Howard's recommendations regarding the
convicts, the committee concluded that the present system of contract for the

21 No percentage calculation was made by the 1779 committee. However, Campbell's evidence was that
132 had died from disease, mainly putrid fevers, from 26th March 1778. The number of convicts on
board his hulks was 510, giving an approximate mortality rate of 26%.
22 80 such persons were identified as being unsuitable for hard labour on board the hulks [JHC 37, 1779,
309],
23 it appears that a vegetable garden had already been established in 1778 to grow cabbages [Bentham
MSS, Portfolio 117, ff 1.2, cited by Oldham, 1990, 201]. This recommendation may have been to extend
the garden.
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warders was more appropriate24. An extension of the hulks system was also
recommended, but instead of the new hulks being located on the Thames, they
were to be located elsewhere, "to avoid the Expence of very distant Removals"
[313], presumably in an attempt to convince the judiciary and ratepayers to
adopt this system. Henry Bradley was later awarded the contract for these
additional hulks located at Loinstrome Harbour, Portsmouth.

Notwithstanding the identified shortcomings of the hulks, the committee
managed to conclude achieving a moderate success with their experiment,
where "the Labour done appears to be of solid advantage to the Public, and
may be estimated at rather more than One Third of the Whole Annual
Expence" [JHC 37, 1779, 313].

Calculating the One-Third Return.

How the committee reached this conclusion on the return value of the labour to
the expenses incurred is uncertain. No costings of labour appeared before this
committee.

Instead, the costings totalling of £6,053.12.6 supplied by Thomas

Powrey to the 1778 select committee were relied on [JHC 37, 1779, 309].

When

compared to the total annual value of Campbell's three contracts as £10,526:15:0

24 During this lime the Parliament was attempting to abolish many of its tenured offices, and although
the committee does not give any reasons for reaching the conclusion that the gaolers should be bound by
contract instead of becoming employees, there may have been a general reluctance at this time to change
the status of gaolers from being a contractor to an employee.
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the return from labour can be calculated at 58%. However, it appears that the
labour computation supplied by Thomas Powrey covered the period from 20
January, 1777 to March 177825, [JHC 37, 1779, 309] some fourteen months
bringing the approximate return from labour back to 49% per annum. From
this, the value of labour from the hulks can be estimated at one-half rather than
the stated one-third.

In reality, the deemed percentage value of labour to costs would be even
higher.

If the committee made any calculations26, it would appear that they

used the total value of Campbell's three contracts rather than the amounts paid
to Campbell though the Treasury. In doing so, they would have failed to take
into account the fact that the third contract was awarded after the period of the
labour computation. The amounts issued to Campbell from the civil list for the
period 12 July, 1776 until the 12 July, 1778 was £11,954:14:05 [AJCP 3, CO201/5;
17 Geo III, c 47; 18 Geo III, c 54].

However, calculating any percentage of

labour against these amounts paid becomes virtually impossible because of the
time frame of the three contracts and the lack of availability of the early
returns.

Campbell's original contract for £3,560 a year, payable in two equal
instalments, was to commence on 12 July 1776 for a three year term [Oldham,
1990, 37].

This contract required Campbell to accommodate 120 convicts, to

25 No time frame for the labour costings was stated in the original report.
26 No calculations could be located in the records.
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provide the hulk, guards lighters, tools, clothing, and medicine [Frost, 1994,
15]. A second contract was awarded to Campbell on 15 April 1777 and a third
contract on 2 February 1778, both of which were to conclude on 12 July 1779.
Both of these latter contracts required the supply of a vessel to accommodate
130 convicts for the annual sum of £3,483:7:6 each, to be paid in equal
instalments three times a year [Oldham, 1990, 38].

These latter contracts provided for a fixed sum for the supply of six lighters at
£600 a year and the maintenance of the convicts at 9d per day27, creating a
variable cost for maintenance rather than the generally reported fixed sum cost,
and this may also have been the case in the first contract [cf. Frost, 1994;
Oldham, 1990; who tend to report the expected or maximum annual totals
rather than assigning the costs as fixed and variable]. Further confusing the
issue is that although, under his contracts, Campbell was to provide for a total
of 380 convicts, his evidence to the second committee indicates that the hulks
contained 510 convicts [JHC 37, 1779, 308], which may have increased the
variable component, and during the period that the labour costings took place,
Campbell had 370 convicts on board [JHC 36, 1778, 927], but as the latest
contract had only just commenced, it is unlikely that these additional 120
convicts were included in the labour computations.

27 Oldham [1990. 38, 219] reports both contracts at £3,483:7:6. However, this appears to be in excess of
the total which calculated, viz:
Supply of hulk
Supply of Lighters
130 Convicts @ 9d ay /p a

£1004:00:00
$ 600:00:00
£1779:07:06
£3383:07:06
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However these figures are construed, it appears certain that the one-third
return was, at this time, an understatement. From the lack of computations in
the report, it appears more likely that Howard's estimate of one-third return
[JHC 36, 1778, 930] to the 1778 committee was relied upon as being correct
rather than the committee undertaking any separate calculations. Indeed, the
committee appeared to be more interested in the implementation of Howard's
penitentiary model which was held out to have increased disciplinary powers
by way of segregation and more suitable labour, to require less by way of
supervision, and hence lower supervisors salaries, and held the promise of
being totally self-supporting with eventual profits accruing [JHC 37, 1779, 310,
314]. Whatever the committee's reason for their lack of calculation and their
use of Howard's estimation, the various counties tended to remain sufficiently
unconvinced of the benefits that could supposedly be derived from disciplinary
punishment.

Further Legislation in Prison Reform and Discipline.

As mentioned above, the penitentiaries envisaged by Howard were never built,
nor was the integrated and centralised system of bookkeeping implemented.
But the change from transportation to imprisonment as punishment for crimes
had created a crisis in the existing system of prisons and houses of correction.
The overcrowding of gaols was not a problem when Howard undertook his
study. It was mainly the condition of the gaols that was of concern to him.
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With the cessation of transportation and the increase in the penalties for crime
the state of the prisons was reaching crisis point, and "Howard estimated that
the prison population increased 73 percent between 1776 and 1786" [Ignatieff,
1978, 84]. The number of prisons built, or proposed, during this time to effect
incarceration as a means of punishment has already been outlined in Exhibit
2.2. In addition to these new prisons, the use of the existing system of houses
of correction became the focus of prison reform.

However, instead of

implementing the accounting requirements outlined in the Penitentiary Act
that would have provided both a total and individual approach to costs, profits
and behaviour, new legislation was passed which focussed on individual
profits and behaviour with no clear provisions made for aggregating either the
costs, profits or behaviour patterns into a whole.

Discipline was now to be

stated in terms of individual control. Moreover, whilst this individual control
was to be exercised over the prisoners, it also appears to have been held out to
their keepers as an inducement to adopt the new disciplinary punishment in
their institutions:
It was a question not of treating the body, en masse, "wholesale",
as if it were an indissociable unity, but of working it 'retail',
individually; of exercising upon it a subtle coercion, of obtaining
holds upon it at the level of the mechanism itself - movements
gestures, attitudes, rapidity: an infinitesimal power over the
active body [Foucault, 1979, 137].

22 Geo III, c 64 was passed in 1782, which attempted to regulate the houses of
correction throughout England.

The separation of the various classes of

prisoners was required, and women were to be kept separate from men [s I].
The buildings were required "to be fitted up with mills, looms, utensils &
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implements as judged proper for employing persons committed to hard
labour" [s III].

However, where the Penitentiary Act identified that profits

generated by this system of punishment belonged to the Penitentiary House
concerned, section VII of the 1782 Act took a more individualistic approach to
profit. It required the governor to keep a separate account of the work done by
each convict sentenced to hard labour, and he was required to account with
and pay half the net profits to the convict on discharge. How the net profits
were to be calculated by the Governor remained unstated and no provision was
made to calculate the total amount of profit that was to accrue to the House of
Correction to defray the running expenses. Instead, financial inducements for
implementing a system of disciplinary punishment with an individual focus
appear to have been held out to the Governor who was to receive a salary plus
some proportion of the profits earned by the convicts [s IX].

To further

convince the Governors to adopt disciplinary punishment, the initial cost of
implementing the system, and presumably the running costs and salaries
should a loss be made28, were to be paid for by a levy on the county rates [s V].

In addition to making the implementation of disciplinary punishment a
financially attractive proposition to the governors of the Houses of Correction,
what appeared to be of central concern in this legislation was the order to be
achieved

through regulations concerning "time, space and movement"

[Foucault, 1979, 137] to be imposed on prisoners subjected to hard labour. This
was outlined in section IV, and these rules, reproduced as Exhibit 2.5, were

28 22 Geo III, c 64 remained interestingly silent on how a loss should be dealt with.
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required to be displayed within the prison, for the information of both warders
and prisoners:

Exhibit 2.5 - Rules and Regulations for Imprisonment, 1782
Rules, order and regulation, to be observed and enforced at every
house of correction provided and established, or to be provided
and established, under the authority of the acts of the seventh
year of the reign of his late majesty King George the second, and
the twenty second reign of King George the third.
I.
That the several persons who shall be committed to the
house of correction to be kept to hard labour, shall be employed
[unless prevented by ill health], every day, during their
confinement [except Sundays, Christmas-day, and Good Friday]
for so many hours as the day-light in the different seasons of the
year will admit, not exceeding twelve hours, being allowed
thereout to rest half and hour at breakfast, an hour at dinner, and
half an hour at supper, and that intervals shall be noticed by the
ringing of a bell.
II
That the governor of each house of correction shall adapt
various employments, which shall be directed by the justices at
their quarter sessions, to each person in such a manner as shall be
best suited to his or her strength and ability, regard being had to
age and sex.
III
That the males and females shall be employed, and shall
also eat and be lodged, in separate apartments, and shall have no
intercourse or communication with each other.
IV
That every person so committed shall be sustained with
bread, and coarse but wholesome food, and water; but persons
under the care of the physician, surgeon, or apothecary, shall be
sustained with such food and liquor as he shall direct.V
.
V.
That the governor, and such other persons [if any] as shall
be employed by the justices to assist the governor, shall be very
watchful and attentive in seeing that the persons so committed
are constantly employed during the hours of work; and if any
person shall be found remiss or negligent in performing what is
required to be done by such person to the best of his or her power
or ability, or shall wilfully waste, spoil, or damage the goods
committed to his or her care, the governor shall punish every
such person in the manner hereafter directed.
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VI.
That if any person so committed shall refuse to obey the
orders given by the governor, or shall be guilty of profane cursing
or swearing, or of any indecent behaviour or expression or any
assault, quarrel, or abusive words, to and or with any other
person, he or she shall be punished for the same in the manner
hereafter directed.
VII.
That the governor shall have power to punish the several
offenders for the offences herein before described, by closer
confinement; and shall enter into a book, to be kept by him for the
inspection of the justices at the quarter sessions, and the visiting
justice or justices, the name of every person who shall be so
punished by him, expressing the offences, and the duration of the
punishment inflicted.

Although this legislation went further than the Penitentiary Act in its
explanation of the system of discipline to be implemented in the houses of
correction throughout England, it did not provide a detailed description of a
system of bookkeeping to measure the costs and revenues of disciplinary
punishment as did the Penitentiary Act, preferring to leave such calculations
up to individual governors.

It did, however, provide for one of Howard's

recommendations regarding the provision of salaries for the warders. It also
largely shifted the financial burden for the maintenance of prisoners from the
prisoners and their families to the various counties.

By 1784, the burden of financial support associated with the implementation of
disciplinary punishment was further imposed on the counties with legislation
outlining the requirements for the building and repair of gaols [24 Geo III, c 54]
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and houses of correction29 [24 Geo III, c 55]. The counties were now required to
provide prisons and houses of correction with:
dry and airy cells, ... [to segregate] prisoners convicted of felony;
prisoners committed on charge and suspicion of felony; prisoners
committed for, or adjudged to be guilty of, misdemeanors only ;
and debtors ; the males of each class to be separated from the
females ; and a separate place of confinement to be provided for
such prisoners as are intended to be examined as witnesses on
behalf of any prosecution of any indictment for felony ; and also,
separate infirmaries or sick wards, for the men and the women ;
and also a chapel ; and convenient warm and cold baths or
bathing tubs, for the use of the prisoners [s 4].

The foregoing has outlined what the various counties were required to
undertake as far as instigating the legislated system of punishment and reform,
but did little in convincing the various counties to adapt their gaols to embrace
this new form of punishment.

Certainly, some new prisons were constructed in order to adopt the new
methods of disciplinary punishment. Middlesex, Dorset, Norfolk, Sussex and
Gloucester appear to have embraced these new ideas [Ignatieff, 1978, 97;
Beattie, 1986, 604].

Others, such as Surrey and Southwark retained their

existing structures whilst implementing the concept of work as punishment
[Beattie, 1986, 604-5].

However, the concept of making the bulk of these

institutions at least self-supporting if not profit generating was in many cases
an ideal rather than a reality.

29 Both of these Acts were essentially the same, only one referred to houses of correction and the other to
gaols.
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Preston Penitentiary was opened in 1792 and used its inmates in weaving and
picking cotton for one of the "giants of the local cotton trade [Ignatieff, 1978,
97]. But this may have been an unusual circumstance. The provisions for work
contained within the Penitentiary Act and its successor which attempted to
regulate the houses of correction, restricted work to that of drudgery of the
most servile kind and would have severely restricted the commercial uses of
prisoners and created an unwanted burden on the county rate-payers. This
point is particularly highlighted where the keeper of the Southwark House of
Correction, and presumably other keepers of prisons, was ordered to "acquire
large quantities of sand and gravel that his prisoners might move around from
one part of the prison to the other [Beattie, 1986, 605]. This was neither self
supporting nor profit generating, but merely an attempt to comply with the
legislation.

Summary.

The focus of this chapter has been on the changes to crime and its punishment
in Eighteenth century England.

It has identified that the initial impetus for

change was that of re-defining crime through the various statutes. With the
rise in crime there also appeared the rise of a discourse that was primarily
concerned with the economic administration of punishment for crime rather
than questioning the justness of the concept of crime.
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It was within this new discourse of punishment that a power struggle between
the ancien regime and the state occurred in the administration of punishment.
The growth of the state and its attempt to replace the powers of the ancien
regime to extract a physical measure of punishment for crime with a new
disciplinary punishment was encompassed

within

the Hulks Act,

the

Penitentiary Act and the Act for Regulating the Houses of Correction.
Provisions for bookkeeping, that had not appeared previously, also emerged
within this new penal legislation. Whilst these bookkeeping provisions were
concerned with monitoring a newly developing concept of the political
economy of the body, they were also increasingly concerned with encouraging
the

adoption

magistrates.

of disciplinary punishment by the various gaolers

and

To this end, the concept of a total profit was adopted in the

Penitentiary Act when the Hulks Act was not seen to be widely adopted
throughout England. When the Penitentiary Act was largely ignored, a concept
of individual profit was held out as inducement to magistrates and gaolers to
adopt disciplinary punishment within their institutions.

Yet despite the

supposed attraction of accounting and profit, disciplinary punishment was not
seen as being widely adopted as a means of punishment. Moreover, whilst the
select committees appeared to have had the intent of persuading the adoption
of this new form of punishment, they displayed a lack of calculative ability in
their reports. The calculative monitoring that was required to be applied to
punishment had not transferred from the domain of the prison to the domain of
the parliament. Instead, the expansion and application of the criminal laws led
to an overcrowding of the prisons. New means had to be found to deal with
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both the increase in prisoners and the convincing of the judiciary to adopt
disciplinary punishment. This will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

T he B otany Bay D ecision : M otives and Calculations
The interest which occasioned the first settlement of the different
European colonies in America and the West Indies was not altogether so
plain and distinct as that which directed the establishment of those of
ancient Greece and Rome [Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1939,
523].
'

Smith's statements could apply equally well to New South Wales
[Abbott, 1985, 41].

Introduction.

The previous chapter outlined the struggle between the state and the ancien
regime in an attempt to have the state's system of disciplinary punishment
replicated in the prisons throughout England. Whilst some success on the part
of the state did occur, this success was fragmented.

In general, both the

judiciary and the ratepayers objected to the high initial cost of prison reform.
Hard labour was instigated as a means of punishment in some of the prisons,
but the form of labour, in terms of both profitability and reformation, was
found to be unsatisfactory by the 1779 select committee.

This chapter outlines the strategy of transportation adopted by the state to
encourage the application of disciplinary punishment by the ancien regime. In
doing so, the transfer of the costs of such punishment was largely transferred
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from the various counties to the state.

However, whilst transportation was

used as a successful strategy by the state, it was problematic.

When the

Transportation Act [24 Geo III, c 56, 1784] was passed, no suitable colony had
been identified to receive the convicts. It was not until August 1786 that Botany
Bay was identified as the colony that was to receive the convicts. Moreover, a
problem that has faced many historians researching the early history of
European settlement in Australia is the ascribing any clear or obvious motive to
the English Government regarding the settlement of Botany Bay, in particular,
as a convict colony. Intense debate has ensued in much of the early literature of
Australian history postulating the various motives that could be ascribed to the
English Parliament regarding the unique decision to found a convict colony.

This chapter seeks to enter this debate within the context of the development of
prisons and disciplinary punishment. It is argued that the establishment of a
discourse of punishment in the late eighteenth century to effect reformation of
the convicts and create a gain to the public through their labour provides a
mechanism for integrating rather than negating the several purposes or motives
for the penal settlement at Botany Bay advanced in the historians' literature.
Within this context, it is further argued that the principal motive of parliament
was the selection of a suitable site to transport convicts that would effect a
profitable disciplinary reform that was not being effected in England despite
the legislated requirements. The various competing plans for the establishment
of a convict colony are identified, and it is maintained that these were
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evaluated using a rudimentary analysis that had the application of disciplinary
punishment as its primary object.

Re-examining the Motives Debate.

Strong debate has often ensued in the early historians' literature regarding the
underlying purpose of the British Government in establishing a penal colony in
New South Wales.

From the various debates, four main motives can be

identified:

1.

As a means to effect colonisation given the de-population fears that
abounded in Britain at this time and the extant view that territory could
only be claimed through settlement and not discovery [eg. O'Brien, 1950,
Wilson, 1986].

2.

An attempt by the Parliament to curb the powers of the East India
Company [eg. Knorr, 1963; Dobb, 1978].

3.

To ease the overcrowding of the prisons and the prison hulks [eg.
Gonner, 1978; Barton, 1980; Crowley, 1955; Clark, 1962, 1980; Shaw,
1990; Gillen, 1982. See Frost, 1994 for counter arguments to this popular
viewpoint].

4.

As a strategic naval base and as a supply depot for naval and
commercial purposes [Dallas, 1978; Blainey, 1966; Frost, 1985, 1994. See
Gillen's comments, 1985 for counter arguments to Frost's earlier work].

Whatever purpose has been put forward by these historians, the general
viewpoint has been that the purpose was singular. In addition to this, a general
theme that emerges from all of these debates, with the exception of Frost [1994],
has been that New South Wales was used as a dumping ground for Britain's
unwanted

criminals who were then, by

and large, forgotten by the
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Government.

This theme is particularly evident in the proponents of

overcrowding who saw transportation being used solely to ease the burden on
prisons.

However, it is also implicit in the other theories regarding the

settlement of Botany Bay, where convict settlement was regarded as an
ancillary motive to that of trade, navigation, naval supplies etc., and the
convicts were primarily dumped at Botany Bay in order to claim the territory
as English. In more recent times, Robinson [1993] has adopted this dumping
ground theme in a study of the contributions of women convicts to early
Australian society. It must be noted that as far as the selection and subsequent
treatment of the convict women was concerned, Robinson's claims are
particularly valid.
motive

However, it appears unlikely that a particular or singular

that could be attributed to the

English Government was the

establishment of a dumping ground for either male or female convicts,
particularly given the investigations of the select committees into prison or
prisoner reform, and the various legislated financial attempts to induce the
judiciary and governors of prisons to adopt disciplinary punishment.

In defence of the earlier motive debates, evidence does exist within the early
records to indicate that all of these arguments are equally valid. The hulks and
prisons were full, and the overcrowding of the prisons was an issue. The claim
that the English Parliament wished to find some means to curb the powers of
the East India Company is also valid and is discussed more fully later in this
chapter. The concerns regarding the de-population of England also emerged
within an early plan for the settlement at Botany Bay, as did settlement for
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commercial and naval purposes [J M Matra's first proposal, 23 August 1783,
HRNSW, 1, 2, 1-6].

Further evidence also exists regarding the use of the

colony for naval supplies. A petition to the government by Sir George Young1
and John Call12 requested that they be granted Norfolk Island, listing the
benefits to the government as a ready supply of flax for cordage and timber for
masts [AJCP 2, CO 201/3. fl71, 24 May 1788]. Although unsuccessful in their
petition, timber from Norfolk Island was sent to the Deptford Naval Yard to
test its suitability for masts3 [AJCP 6119, ADM 106/3322, f 57, 12 June 1789].
Furthermore, some rather unsuccessful experiments with flax were carried out
in the early days of settlement at Norfolk Island [Frost, 1985, 1994]. The British
regarded the area in which Botany Bay was situated, not only as a means of
supply for naval necessaries, but also as possessing a strategic naval advantage:
When this colony from England is established if we should ever
be at war with Holland or Spain we might very powerfully annoy
either State from the new settlement. We might, with equal safety
and expedition, make naval incursions into Java, and the other
Dutch settlements, or invade the coast of Spanish America, and
intercept the Manilla ships. Thus this check would, in times of
war, make it a very important object, when we view it in the chart
of the world with a political eye [The Daily Universal Register, 14
October 1786, 34].

In recent years, many historians of the early European settlement of Australia
have refrained from entering the motives debate with the view that there is no

1 Sir George Young was Admiral of the White.

2 Frost [1994, 55] identifies John Call as Sir John Call. The petition identifies him as John Call Esquire.
3 '['he limber was found to be unsuitable.
4 This is closely paraphrased from Matra's first proposal regarding New South Wales, put before the
Home Office in August, 1783.
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singular or definite motive that emerges.

This appears highly likely as the

various attempts to establish a singular motive were taken, in many instances,
from the same evidence. Kociumbus states, but offers no clear evidence, that all
of the reasons advanced "had a common economic basis in the policies being
evolved in Britain to rationalize labour and protect investments at home and
abroad during the take-off to industrialisation" [1992, 333, note 7]. This view is
also echoed in part by White, who puts forward the proposition that at least
part of the reason for transportation to New South Wales was the attraction of
distance and the unlikeliness of return as a means to increase the horror of
punishment.

This, in turn enforced morality at home in the emerging

industrialised workforce, where "[f]ear of the consequences was the basis of the
whole system of morality, and Botany Bay became one of the most fearful
consequences" [1992, 17]. Lines [1992, 29-30] argued that settlement was part of
the overall application of Enlightenment ideals to impose the English form of
rationality and order in a strange land and to exploit the natural resources in
the name of science and England.

All of the foregoing are as equally valid as any of the motives which were
theorised by the earlier historians, and the discussion in the previous chapter of
the imposition of enlightenment values to punishment for crime tends to
indicate the plausibility of the above arguments. However, implicit in many of
the multiple motive themes identified in more recent times is that the convicts
were dumped on the other side of the globe in order to either rationalise
labour, control the population, or to set aside yet another part of the globe for
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the extraction of natural resources in the name of England. Furthermore, the
sweeping aside of the work of earlier historians and their expounding of a
singular motive has merely sidestepped the debate rather than adding to it,
whilst accepting at the same time, the motive of dumping convicts.

Problems ivith Motives:

Despite the evidence to support all of the foregoing debates over motive[s], two
perplexing and inter-related issues emerge which appeared to have fuelled the
debates by the creation of a rupture in the previous smooth surface of history.
The first issue was that the settlement of New South Wales was solely a
government venture. This was considered to be a new form of colonisation
which emerged at that time, and many of the proponents of the dumping
theory have focussed on the uniqueness and the apparent haste of the decision
to settle Botany Bay with convicts. Central to this line of thought was a lack of
planning on the part of the government. Gillen refers to this lack of planning as
"a long history of dither" [1985, 327-8] where the government was seen to be
merely reacting to a crisis within the prison system. Yet this "long history of
dither" [Gillen, 1985, 327-8] had resulted in the concept of public gain through
disciplinary punishment being enshrined in penal legislation, if not always
implemented by the various counties.

The hulks, discussed in the previous

chapter, were directly maintained by the Treasury and viewed as successful.
Howard's proposed penitentiaries were intended to further the concept of
disciplinary punishment. Both of these disciplinary punishment experiments
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were essentially government ventures, and yet the founding of a colony by the
state instead of private interests is seen as unique.

The second issue, also underpinned by the claim of a lack of planning by the
government, was that although there were several options available to effect
the settlement of convicts elsewhere on the globe, many of which followed the
traditional colonial model, in the end these other plans were rejected.

The

entirely convict colony model has been seen to be accepted as a matter of
expediency, or as Gillen would have it, dithering.

It is contended that although the form of colonial settlement was unique, it was
not the case that the government dithered until the last possible minute. Nor
was it the case that the convicts were dumped. If that was to be the case, the
transportation of convicts could have taken place at an earlier time that it did.
There was a fully developed plan already in place in 1785 to effect immediate
transportation that was effectively quashed by the parliament.

Had the

expediency of dumping the convicts been the main criterion this plan could
have been immediately implemented.

Instead, what emerges from the

evidence, when viewed within the framework of disciplinary punishment
embraced by the government, is the selection of a site and suitable conditions to
extend the concept of disciplinary punishment. Botany Bay was not the first
choice of the parliament; it was the second choice when the first proved to be
non-existent.

This second choice negated any plans for a direct commercial

settlement and may have been regarded as unfortunate, but it did not negate
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the plans for the extension of disciplinary punishment or its attendant profit
motive.

A New Form o f Colonisation?

According to Fieldhouse, the settlement of New South Wales as a British
colony:
was something unprecedented in English, and indeed European
overseas colonisation. The fact that ultimately the colony came to
resemble closely the typical settlement colonies of North America
in forms of government, social structure and economy is
misleading. At the start New South Wales was an imperial
hybrid which could not be fitted into the traditional patterns of
the English overseas empire [1969, 9].

This view of the difference in the settlement of New South Wales is also echoed
in Melbourne, who points out the primary difference from other British
colonies as being the formation of a "special and peculiar government" [1963,
5], which initially set New South Wales apart from other settlements.

Previously, colonies had been established either by individuals or private
groups for commercial purposes, originally operating under a Royal Charter
granted by the Crown, with later colonial forms being incorporated by the
Government [cf. Webber & Wildavsky, 1986; Winjum, 1972; Gower, 1969;
He wins, 1892]. Colonisation was primarily regarded as a private affair with
state intervention restricted to the economic sphere, which gave rise to the "old
colonial system" [Fieldhouse, 1969, 9].

From this point of view, New South
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Wales has not been viewed as being established under the existing mercantilist
colonial system as it was solely a government venture. On the surface, state
intervention at a time of mercantilist policies appears puzzling. The colonial
policies created a view that the colonies were in existence to serve as suppliers
of raw materials to the mother country and as a purchasing market for the
produce of the mother country.

To this end, various Enumeration Acts,

Navigation Laws, and bans on colonial manufactories were enacted [cf. Clark,
1969; Fieldhouse, 1969; Baxter, 1945]. Indeed the initial plan proposed for the
colonisation of Botany Bay took the form of the mercantile or traditional
colonial model. However, the settlement at Botany Bay was only one of several
plans put forward to the government, and all of these plans involved the
establishment of a colony primarily for settlement by convicts. Moreover, the
main criterion for selecting amongst these plans was the application of convict
labour to the public good rather than the selection of a colony that would
necessarily fit easily within the traditional colonial model. This criterion was
firmly established by two select committees, in 1779 and 1785, investigating the
resumption of transportation.

However, whilst the mode of settlement was

unarguably unique in English colonial history, the concept of public good and
the perceived reformation of the convicts through making them useful did not
negate the traditional view on the use of convict labour for profit.

In this

experiment the change of focus was primarily that of the state benefiting
directly rather than indirectly.
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The 1779 Select Committee and Colonial Planning Proposals.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the 1779 House of Commons Select Committee
considered the resumption of transportation as a form of punishment for crime.
Duncan Campbell was questioned on the possibility of resuming transportation
to North America, but the evidence he gave was that, in his opinion "about One
hundred might be disposed of Annually in Georgia, and upon the Frontiers of
Florida, but did not think any could in Canada" [JHC 37, 1779, 311]. The low
estimate of convict numbers that would be accepted in North America led the
committee to investigate the possibility of transporting elsewhere.

Two conditions were stipulated by this committee regarding any transportation
proposals: that "Escape might be difficult, and where, from the Fertility of the
Soil, they might be enabled to maintain themselves, after the First Year, with little
or no Aid from the Mother Country" [emphasis added, JHC 37, 1779, 311].
Public good, for this committee, was defined in terms of effecting cost savings
to the state.

This view of public good is consistent with this committee's

findings on the superiority of the hulks system over the prisons system and the
anticipated superiority of the proposed penitentiaries using the terms of hard
labour to effect reformation. Whilst the committee did consider options that
would encompass the traditional sale of transported criminals, the limited
criterion of the ability of the convicts to be self-supporting tends to indicate that
the traditional sale of convict labour could, if necessary, be ignored.
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Sir Joseph Banks5, who "was naturally attracted to schemes with involved
governmental action and the possibility of more expeditious and programmatic
implementation" [Gascoigne, 1994, 201], gave evidence that Botany Bay was, in
his opinion, the best place to settle convicts. He recommended that the
government could send out a large number, at least two or three hundred. He
described to the committee the many advantages he saw in such a settlement,
in particular, the distance, being "about Seven Months Voyage from England"
[JHC 37, 1779, 311], where escape would be difficult, "as the Country was far
distant from any part of the Globe inhabited by Europeans" [311]. In addition to
this he saw little opposition from the natives; a favourable climate which was
"similar to that about Toulouse, in the South of France" [311]; with the means of
subsistence being readily available:
he did not doubt but our Oxen and Sheep, if carried there, would
thrive and increase ; there was great Plenty of Fish, he took a
large Quantity by hauling the Seine, and struck several Stingrays,
a kind of skate, all very large ; one weighed 336 Pounds. The
grass was long and luxuriant, and there were some eatable
Vegetables, particularly a Sort of wild Spinage ; the Country was
well supplied with Water ; there was an abundance of Timber
and Fuel, sufficient for any Number of Buildings, which might be
found necessary [311].

A missing feature of Banks's plan, the one that was ultimately adopted in 1786,
was that it was completely uncosted.

The only reference he made to any

possible cost was what he envisaged the government should supply:
a full Year's Allowance of Victuals, Raiment, and D rin k ; with all
Kinds of Tools for labouring the Earth, and building Houses ;
with Black Cattle, Sheep, Hogs, and Poultry ; with Seeds of all
Kinds of European Corn and Pulse ; with Garden Seeds ; with
5 ¡3anlcs had sailed with Captain James Cook and they had landed at Botany Bay in 1770.
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Arms and Ammunition for their Defence ; and they should
likewise have small Boats, Nets, and Fishing-tackle ; all of which,
except Arms and Ammunition, might be purchased at the Cape of
Good Hope ; and that afterwards, with a moderate Portion of
Industry, they might, undoubtedly, maintain themselves without
any Assistance from England [311].

John Roberts, a former Governor of Cape Coast Castle in Africa, made another
proposal to the committee regarding transportation.

Roberts proposed a

convict settlement at Yanimarew, 400 miles from the mouth of the River
Gambia in Africa. Like Banks, he listed the many agricultural advantages of
the proposed convict settlement [311]. However, whilst the plan proposed by
Banks appeared to have been an impromptu one, this plan appears to have
been under consideration for some time as Roberts had prepared a cost
estimate for 210 convicts for two years for the committee's consideration,
reproduced below as Exhibit 3.1:

Exhibit
-—Plan
for Transportation,
----------------------- —3.1
—
-------------------------------------------X
T ------------------------- / 1779.
—
First Year's Establishment
To their Passage and Provisions
To the Purchase of a Schooner, Wages, and Diet, for a
Master, Mate, and 4 Men for 3 Months
To the Cost of a Long Boat
To Presents to the King and principal People of
Yanimarew Kingdom, for Lands to settle the Convicts
upon
To building a Mud Fort, with 4 Bastions, to mount 16
Guns, with Apartments for the Governor and Other
Officers, Store and other Houses
To building a Town to contain 54 Houses for Convicts
To 10 Tierces Store Beef
To Ordnance and Ordnance Stores

£
1,372

s.
15

621
60

8

100

_

600
120
35
317

-

-

3

d.
4
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To sundry Stores for Building, with Artificers,
Tradesmens, Labourers, and Garden Tools, and some
other things which are indispensably necessary for the
Settlement
To the First Year's expence in Africa, that will attend
supporting and maintaining 210 Convicts from the Day
of their Arrival
To sundry other Stores

434

8

6

3302
43
£7,049

19
13
7

4
8
10

The Expence of governing, supporting, and cloathing, 210 Convicts, One
Year from their Arrival in Africa, will be £.3,302. 19s. 4d. Sterling, as by the
foregoing Estimate, which is £. 1 5 .14s. 63Ad. each Convict.

Second Year's Support
To the Salaries and Diet for the Governor and 4 European
Officers
To the Expence attending the Schooner Crew, 2 Whites and 8
Blacks, for Wages, Provisions, and Naval Stores
To 4 Black Linguists Wages and Diet
Thirty Free Blacks Wages and Diet
To Provisions for 210
£328
To Liquor for ditto ------200
To Cloathing d itto ------164
To Presents to the Natives, and other extra Expences

£.

s.

1,480
240
74
230

692
100
£2,816

N.B. The Expence attending the governing, supporting, and cloathing, 210
Convicts, the Second Year, will be £. 13. 8s. 2V4d. each.
The Third Year, to govern, cloath, and support, 210 Convicts, will be done
without further Expence to the Public, as well as any other, that may be sent
out after the Expiration of the Second Year, from the First Convicts Arrival in
Africa.
Should a Company be established to direct and manage the Commerce of
Gambia River, the Convicts that may be hereafter sent out there, will be of no
further Charge to the Public, from their arrival in the said River. [JHC 37,1779,
311-2].

Thomas Perkins, a former trader in Africa, and Robert Stubbs, who had resided
in Africa for four years, confirmed the suitability of Yarinmarew as a convict
colony.

Both agreed that Yarinmarew would be a healthy location after the

d.
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convicts had been exposed to the seasoning sickness that would claim the lives
of about ten-percent of the convicts.

In addition to Yarinmarew, Thomas

Perkins proposed a settlement at Podore, on the River Senegal. However, other
evidence given as to the suitability of either location was that the seasoning
sickness was much greater than claimed by the proposers of convict settlements
in Africa [312]. Doctor Thomas Wallace estimated that around sixteen percent
would succumb to seasoning sickness, and Richard Camplin gave an account of
European deaths at Cape Coast Castle in the years 1775 and 1776, where:
out of the 746 Persons sent, 334 had died, and 271 had been either
discharged, or had deserted, and of many there was no A ccount;
and that the Climate on that part of the Coast was so fatal, and the
Mortality had been so great, that the African Committee, during
the last Three Years of the abovementioned Period, had sent only
7 Officers, and had manned their Garisons with the Natives, and
the Children of European Soldiers born in that Country [JHC 37,
1779, 312].

However, the danger to the lives of the convicts did not appear to weigh
heavily on the minds of the committee, as they concluded:
That the sending of atrocious Criminals to unhealthy Places
where their Labour may be used, and their Lives hazarded, in the
Place of better Citizens, may in some cases be adviseable ; and in
the Instance of Capital Respites, is indisputably just [JHC 37, 1779,
314].

Whilst the discourse, if not the adoption, of discipline as punishmentreformation within prisons appeared to be well established at this time, the
concept of what transportation was to achieve in terms of punishment was still
in transition. Those convicted of capital offences and issued conditional
pardons were potentially to be exposed to a new form of punishment, where:
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The right to punish has been shifted from the vengeance of the
sovereign to the defence of society. But now it finds itself
recombined with elements so strong that it becomes almost more
to be feared. The malefactor has been saved from a threat that is
by its very nature excessive, but he is exposed to a penalty that
seems to be without bounds [Foucault, 1979, 90].

No qualms on the part of the committee about endangering convict lives were
expressed, indicating a transitional penalty for crime that had no bounds.
However, in keeping with the discourse on penal reform the committee did
explicitly express the sentiment that the use of convict labour should be of
public utility [314], and other evidence given cast some doubt on the utility of
sending convict labour to Africa. Thomas Perkins indicated that the trade at
Yarinmarew was diminishing, "in the Year 1770 there were 25 Sail of Trading
Ships in the River ; and that there were now about Two in a Year" [JHC 37,
1779, 312]. Colonel Charles O'Hara who outlined the political uncertainty of
the native tribes in the area indicated the lack of suitability of Podore and
Yarinmarew as convict settlements. He related the difficulties of defending the
fort at Podore, stating that the cost was so great that the English had abandoned
their fort, and "apprehended that it would be equally difficult to support any
similar Establishment on the River Gambia" [JHC 37, 1779, 312].

Public utility, in the form of useful labour being imposed on the convicts,
coupled with the specific terms of reference set by the committee: the
unlikelihood of escape and the ability for the convicts to become self
supporting within twelve months, should have eliminated both Yarinmarew
and Podore from consideration. Where escape might have been difficult from
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either of the African proposals, Yarinmarew required government funding for
two years and Podore Fort had already been deserted by the English as costly
and indefensible. Another proposal, put by the committee to Sir John Irwin, a
member of the House of Commons, was the feasibility of using convict labour
at Gibraltar [314].

His short response indicated that this could only be

undertaken if hulks were established to prevent the convicts escaping into
Spain, and no further discussion appears about Gibraltar as a possible location.
Only Botany Bay remained as a possible location for the transportation of
convicts.

Although the committee fell short of recommending Botany Bay at this time,
they did resolve that it might be of public utility to amend the Transportation
laws to allow transportation to recommence to "any other Part of the Globe that
m aybe found expedient" [JHC 37, 1779, 314]. Despite their conclusion that the
health of the convicts could be jeopardised if it was in place of other citizens,
Botany Bay was the favoured location:
That the Plan of establishing a Colony or Colonies of young
Convicts in some distant Part of the Globe, and in new-discovered
Countries, where the Climate is Healthy and the Means of Support
attainable, is equally agreeable to the Dictates of Humanity and
sound Policy, and might prove in the Result advantageous both to
Navigation and Commerce [emphasis added, JHC 37, 1779, 314].

Although this plan for transportation to Botany Bay was not adopted in 1779,
this evidence and analysis of the terms of reference set by the Committee
indicates that Botany Bay was, at this time, the preferred location. Moreover,
this concept of public utility was based on the application of disciplinary
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punishment and justified by using a rudimentary analysis on the economic
utility of convict labour. But, similar to the committee's findings on the state of
the prisons, the concept of economic utility was mobilised by reference to the
science of punishment that was established by Howard's evidence rather than
undertaking any calculations.

The Hulks as Transportation.

The change in sentencing laws, the removal of transportation as a means of
disposing of convicts, and the refusal of many of the counties to spend large
sums of money to erect the new disciplinary prisons had led to an
overcrowding of the prison system. The poor condition of many of the prisons
in turn led to a new problem, that of internal order within the institutions.
Between 1783 and 1785, Lord Sydney, the Secretary of State for the Home
Office:
received dispatches from magistrates in thirty-five localities
reporting outbreaks of fevers, escapes or riots, appeals for
military guards around their institutions, and pleas for the speedy
resumption of transportation [Ignatieff, 1978, 84].

In 1784, some five years after the committee reported and with no location
identified to receive the convicts, new legislation was passed that authorised
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the resumption of transportation [24 Geo III, c 12 & 566]. The provisions of this
legislation were to remain in operation until June 1, 17877 [cl. XIX].

The activity resulting from the passing of the Transportation Act had several
major effects on the process of incarceration.

Because there was no place to

transport to, it allowed for a further extension of the operation of the hulks to
receive the convicts sentenced to transportation [24 Geo III, c 56, cl VI].
However, where the previous sentence of hard labour was in lieu on
transportation, under the Transportation Act, incarceration on board the hulks
was to be regarded as part of the sentence of transportation. With the hulks
now identified as the location the counties could send their convicts,
expediency was expressed as the object of the legislation [24 Geo III, c 56,
preamble].

Several provisions of this legislation also made it clear that

disciplinary punishment was to be administered. The 1779 select committee
had identified that the legislation requiring the counties to implement such
punishment was not being undertaken and had found this to be unsatisfactory
[JHC 37, 1779, 307, 313]. However, they also held that the lives of capital
respites could be endangered. With the passing of the Transportation Act, a
new discourse in "penal arithmetic" [Foucault, 1979, 91] was forming, where it:

6 24 Geo III, c 56 repealed 24 Geo III c 12 "except with regard to prisoners who have been removed by
virtue thereof" [24 Geo III, c 56, cl. XVII]. Cap 12 was passed in the first session of parliament that year
and cap 56 in the second session. The reason for the two Acts in 1784 was that a major flaw was
discovered in 24 Geo III c 12 where it allowed prospective transportées to be removed to the hulks, and
although it allowed them half their earning, they could not be forced to labour against their will
[O'Brien, 1950, 97J, necessitating the passing of 24 Geo III, c 56.
7 The I Iulks and Transportation Act [24 Geo III, c 56] was extended by 28 Geo III, c 24 [1788].
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was not so much to establish a new 'economy' of the power to
punish based on more equitable principles, as to set up a new
'economy' of the power to punish, to assure its better distribution,
so that it should be neither too concentrated at certain privileged
points, not too divided between opposing authorities; so that it
should be distributed in homogeneous circuits capable of
operating everywhere, in a continuous way, down to the finest
grain of the social body [Foucault, 1979, 80].

Centralisation of disciplinary punishment by the state was seen as the way to
ensure that the economic distribution of punishment took place. To ensure that
such punishment was "more regular, more effective, more constant and more
detailed in its effects" [Foucault, 1979, 80]. Prisoners under sentence of death
or transportation were to be removed from the county prisons and the
responsibilities of the magistracy, and sent to the hulks or other designated
places ensuring that centralisation and evenness of disciplinary punishment
took place. However, centralisation of punishment was only to take place after
an examination "b y an experienced surgeon or apothecary, [who was to state
that the convicts] appear to be free from any putrid infections or distemper, and
fit to be removed from the gaol or prison" [cl VI]. When the convicts were
received at the hulks or other places of confinement, they were to be fed,
clothed and kept to labour by the overseers [cl VIII].

The overseers were to

report to the court on a quarterly basis. These reports were to contain:
the name of every person in their custody, the offence of which
he or she shall have been guilty, the court before which he or she
shall have been convicted, and the sentence of such court,
together with his8 age, and bodily state, and his behaviour whilst
in custod y; and also the names of such offenders who shall have

8 The change in idenlifing gender in this paragraph is not explained in the legislation. It can be
presumed that it was only envisaged that this form of reporting pertained to the hulks, which by this
time only held male prisoners.
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died whilst in such custody, or shall have escaped, or have been
lawfully discharged from the same [24 Geo III, c 56, cl XI].

These provisions clearly re-iterate the disciplinary provisions contained within
the Hulks Act [16 Geo III, c 43, 1776] and, to some extent, the Penitentiary Act
[19 Geo III, c 74, 1779], indicating that the concept of expediency was to be
coupled with the application of discipline.

In addition to ensuring a centralisation of punishment, the Transportation Act
also ensured a greater certainty in punishment by removing the provisions for
parole. The Hulks Act had indicated that convicts could be released "by order
from one of his Majesty's principal secretaries of state" [16 Geo III, c 43, s XIX],
after determination by the courts of the convict's good behaviour [16 Geo III, c
43, s IX & XIX]. By contrast, the Transportation Act only envisaged the release
of prisoners at the expiration of their sentences, and the right to judge the
behaviour and reform of individuals was removed from the courts. The reports
required to be presented to the courts by the overseers were to be merely an
administrative device, as the release of individual convicts was only permitted
as a lawful discharge [24 Geo III, c 56, cl XI]. The duration of the penalty was
seen by the state as an important corrective device:
This reconstruction of homo oeconomicus excluded the use of
penalties that were too short - this would prevent the acquisition
of habits and skills of work - or too long - which would make any
apprenticeship useless. ... The duration of the penalty has
meaning only in relation to possible correction, and to an
economic use of the corrected criminal [Foucault, 1979,122].
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The centralisation of punishment at the state's rather than the counties expense
encouraged the magistracy to apply the sentence of transportation rather than
adopting their previous strategies of adjusting the crime to fit a lesser sentence.
In turn, the Transportation Act ensured an increase in certainty of punishment
by omitting the various counties and the court system from the administration
of punishment.

A sharp increase in the costs of incarceration can be noted in the additions to
the hulks and the attendant rise in costs after the passing of the Transportation
Act. Campbell commenced a new contract on 12 October 1784 for the Censor
Hulk at a cost of £6,500 nett per annum to accommodate 240 convicts [Campbell
to Rose, 30 November 1784, AJCP 3549 Tl/600, f 240].

On 1 April 1785 the

Home Office hired the Ceres Hulk from Campbell, this time using variable
costings for convict maintenance rather than the fixed sum of the previous
contract [Nepean to Steele, 27 July 1785, AJCP 3549, Tl/623, f 178]. The total
increase in the operation of these additional contracts on the cost of the hulks
over the years can be seen in Exhibit 3.2. This exhibit has been compiled from
three different sources showing different amounts, perhaps due to different
balance dates and possibly the Treasury's lax record keeping. However, the
pattern of the escalating cost of the hulks can be ascertained, particularly the
sharp increase in the 1786 appropriations for 1785 when the judiciary would
have commenced applying the sentence of transportation.
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Exhibit 3.2 - Cost of the Hulks, 1777 -1786.
Amounts reported to have been paid to Duncan Campbell for Care and
Maintenance of Convicts: 1777 -1786.
Year«

1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786

Colonial Office:
AJCP 3 CO 201/5, f
279

1879:10:06
9075:03:11
13586:17:03
14348:02:09
15487:17:00
14719:04:09
14452:17:03
12212:11:06
13578:14:04
21560:05:07

Amount Reported as drawn on Civil List
through Parliamentary Annual
Appropriations

17 Geo III, c 47
18 Geo III, c 54
19 Geo III, c 71
20 Geo III, c 62
21 Geo III, c 57
22 Geo III, c 67
23 Geo III, c 78
24 Geo III, c 44
25 Geo III, c 60
26 Geo III, c 61

No details*
9075:03:11
13586:17:00
14348:02:09
15487:17:00
14719:00:00
No details*
12212:11:06
13578:14:04
21560:05:07

Select Committee
for Finance of
Convict
Institutions, 1798.
[Session 348, Vol
IV, 27]
1140:16:10
7846:14:05
11129:8:00
+16012:11:01
+15834:00:01
+14876:19:00
13280:10:09
10259:03:11
13012:02:01
18143:10:05

# The years used are those in the various reports. However, the Treasury had
already issued the parliament-appropriated sums to Campbell for the
preceding year's service. Hence 1777 pertains to services rendered by Campbell
in 1776. The time frame for this exhibit is also restricted to the period prior to
transportation to New South Wales that was reported in a separate table to the
Select Committee for the Finance of Convict Institutions. The Colonial Office's
calculations cover the years 1777 - 1790, and the hulks were provided for by
Parliament from the Civil List annually.

* The annual appropriations were not always detailed. In both the above
instances, only the total amount of appropriations was mentioned with no
indication of what these amounts were appropriated for.

+ These are the only instances where the amounts reported to the Select
Committee by the Treasury are higher than the amounts issued from the Civil
List.

Returning the hulks to an incarceration only basis could have reduced this
increase in the cost of maintenance. Instead, the decision was made to retain
and expand the mode of disciplinary punishment on board the hulks and
indicates the commitment of the state to the concept of reformation and public
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gain through convict labour.

Together with this increase in costs, further

increases were also made in the system of accountability for these costs, to
ensure that the system of disciplinary punishment was having the desired
effect on the convicts.

This will be discussed in a later section.

The

Transportation Act also extended the Penitentiary Act until June 1 1787 [cl.
XVIII], further indicating the commitment of the state to the system of
disciplinary punishment. In addition, another select committee was appointed
in 1785 to investigate measures to bring about transportation in a manner
consistent with the intentions of disciplinary punishment.

The discourse of disciplinary punishment also grew as a result of both the
Transportation Act and the Penitentiary Act. During the period 1783 to 1785,
where there was a recognised crisis within the prisons, several new proposals
for dealing with the increasing number of convicts were presented to the Home
Office. At least some of these proposals, presented to Lord Sydney at the Home
Office, would have effected a lessening of the crisis within the prisons.

Yet

none of these plans were adopted to augment the hulks system or presented by
the Home Office to the 1785 Select Committee on Transportation as a possible
alternative. These plans, which included the Botany Bay proposal, are outlined
below.
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Growth o f the Discourse o f Disciplinary Punishment:

James Maria Matra formally presented the plan initially proposed by Sir Joseph
Banks to the 1779 select committee to the Home Office in August 17839. It
outlined a plan for a settlement in New South Wales that was primarily based
upon the generally agreed traditional colonial model outlined previously. In
addition to suggesting the settlement as a replacement for the loss of the
American Colonies and as an asylum for the American loyalists10, agricultural,
commercial and naval advantages that would accrue to Britain from such an
exploit were enumerated. He also envisaged that it would be populated solely
by free settlers and hence ascribes the cost to government as being not more
than £3,000 [HRNSW, 23 August 1783, I, 2, 1-6].

Although the plan did not

mention convict labour, given Sir Joseph Banks evidence and the previous form
which colonisation had taken the supply of such labour may well have been
implicit in the plan.

9 This proposal was "laid before the Coalition Government of Fox and Lord North, but the ministry went
out of office in December, 1783, and no action was taken" [HRNSW, I, 2, xxxvi]. It was later considered
by the Pitt Ministry and from the date on the proposal and subsequent plan, 23rd August, 1783, appears
to have been seriously considered by Lord Sydney prior to the Pitt Ministry taking office. Furthermore,
the plan had the approval of Sir Joseph Banks and outlines many of his statements on the suitability of
Botany Bay. This approval may well have led Lord Sydney to seriously consider it, but it seems, not
sufficiently to put it before the select committee in 1785.
10 The American Loyalists were clearly viewed as a problem. Whilst they had remained loyal to Britain
during the American W ar of Independence many had since returned to Britain. O'Brien points out that
"Fven in 1782, England and London in particular, was swarming with American Loyalists, driven from
their homes, and subsisting mostly on public and private charity. Many, of course, had crossed the
border into Canada, but the others were a constant anxiety to the British Government, who cast round
for a plan to rid them of this hungry, homeless, and most embarrassing host of patriots" [1950, 116].
I Iowever, as Matra was one of the Amercian Loyalists, this plan may also be regarded as having a
particularly personal preference on the part of the author.
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After a meeting with Lord Sydney11 the plan was immediately reformulated to
specifically include a justification for the re-commencement of the convict
transportation system [HRNSW, 23 August 1783, 1, 2, 6-8]. In this subsequent
proposal Matra restated part of the report from the 1778 Committee.

In

particular, the evidence given by Banks where the settlement of convicts at
Botany Bay could be viewed as the application of humane and sound policy as
well as being advantageous to navigation and commerce.

Humanity and

sound policy was reiterated within the concept of disciplinary punishment, and
was to be achieved by giving the convicts a few acres and some assistance until
the land was cropped, and in this way:
they must work or starve. I likewise suppose that they are not, by
any means to be reproached for their former conduct. If these
premises be granted me, I may reasonably conclude that it is
highly probable they will be useful; that it is very possible they
will be moral subjects of society [HRNSW, 23 August, 1783, 1, 2,
7]-

The calculative silences in Matra's plan are particularly noteworthy. In the first
plan he refers to a cost to Government. Presumably this is an establishment
cost. Yet he does not attempt to ascribe a monetary gain to any benefits which
might accrue to the government. The government would have benefited from
the customs duties levied from the various Customs and Enumeration Acts.
Private industry would benefit from the new source of supply of raw materials,
thus increasing national wealth. Yet no attempt appears to have been made at*

n Lord Sydney [ Thomas Townshend] was Secretary of State for the Home Department in both the Fox
and Lord North Ministry and the Pitt Ministry. The Home Department took over the affairs of the
Secretariat and Council of Trade and Plantations in 1782 after the loss of the American Colonies [Barton,
1980, 559-562]. This curious blend of departments meant that Lord Sydney was responsible for civil
peace, a i Iome Department responsibility, and colonial affairs, a Trade and Plantations responsibility.
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estimating benefits.

In the second proposal he did not envisage any method of

measuring the proposed usefulness or morality which his plan would effect,
although the hulks experiment had been deemed to be successful without any
such measures being in place. He also appears to consider this plan financially
superior in terms of economy to any other which was currently under
consideration.

He gives some costing on the hulks system of £26..15..10 per

convict for a year12; the general annual charge to the public for all people
convicted as being in excess of £20,000 per annum13; and the Africa Proposal
costings of £9,865 for establishment costs and £15..14..00 per annum for each
convict thereafter14, he remains silent on the cost of his own plan. Instead he
claimed that:
The expence to the nation is absolutely imperceptible,
comparatively, with what criminals have hitherto cost
Government; and thus two objects of most desirable and beautiful
union will be permanently blended - economy to the publick, and
humanity to the individual [HRNSW, 1,2, 8, 23 August 1783].

Despite

this lack of costing, the plan was not immediately rejected.

Correspondence ensued on 1st October, 1784 with Matra proposing a settler15 to
Under Secretary Nepean of the Home Department together with a costing of

12 This costing is from Campbell's evidence to the 1779 Select Committee where he had combined both
fixed and variable costs, staling that "he was allowed at the Rate of £ .2 6 .15s. 10d. per Man per Year" [JHC
37, 1779, 309].
13 Presumably this amount refers to the costs borne by the various counties and it is uncertain how Matra
calculated this amount. It does not appear to be the cost of the hulks as parliament allowed £14,719 in
their 1782 Appropriations Act for the cost of maintaining the hulks [22 Geo III, c 67].

14 This was the Yarinmarew Proposal put before the 1779 Committee. Matra appears to have ignored the
anticipated cost reductions after the first year.
is Prom the tone of Matra's letter it appears he was advertising for settlers. The one he proposed was a
James De Lancey who had been active in bringing together some American Loyalists to settle in New
South Wales [I IRNSW, 1,2, 8-9, plus margin notes].
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£15 per convict for transportation to New South Wales [HRNSW, 1,2, 8-9, 1
October 1784].

It appears that in order to convince the government of the

economy of his plan it should compare favourably with the Yarinmarew
proposal and the cost of the hulks, hence his proposed amount of £15 per
convict may have been selected to make his proposal more attractive than the
other two options. This appears likely, as he does not discuss any variability in
cost if the number of convicts shipped varied16. As he envisaged utilising the
East India Company's ships to China, this costing was based on enquiries made
to the East India Company by Sir George Young rather than from detailed
costings presented to the Home Office. It appears to be based on the use of
"China ships, twenty being taken out by each yearly, will rid you of as many
[convicts] as are on hand" [HRNSW, 1 October, 1784, 1,2, 9]. In this further
proposal, Matra remains silent on any establishment charges which the
government might incur, although as this plan is so similar to Sir George
Young's plan [discussed below], the original establishment amount of £3,000
may be inferred.

The next plan proposed for Botany Bay was in January 1785 by Sir George
Young17. He too proposed a traditional colonial model for the settlement of
New South Wales. Indeed, when the proposed costing amounts are focused on,

16 This appeared to be fairly well understood at the time by both the Navy and merchants who could
calculate costs for each type of ship dependent upon its tonnage [Knight, 1989].
17 Sir George Young was Admiral of the White. He was also one of the applicants to the East India
Company in 1783 for the use of Norfolk Island. He applied again to the English Government for Norfolk
Island in 1788 after Botany Bay was settled. He was unsuccessful in both attempts.
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this plan appears to be an extension and detailing of Matra's plan rather than a
separate plan.

The major difference from Matra's proposal for population of New South Wales
by American loyalists and convicts was Young's intention to populate the
settlement with both American loyalists and natives from the Friendly Islands
and China. The only British population considered in this scheme were to be
convicts and, in addition "a few that are possessed of the useful arts and those
occupied among the crews of the ships sent on that service" [HRNSW, 13
January 1785, I, 2, 12]. The economy of this plan appears to have been of
concern, as Young utilises the amount of £3,000 and begins to detail in broad
terms only what this amount was to encompass:
Upon the most liberal calculation the expence of this plan cannot
exceed £3,000, for it must be allowed that ships of war are as
cheaply fed and paid in the South Seas as in the British Channel
[HRNSW, 13 January 1785,1,2,12].

In addition to the cost of victualling the crew of three ships, this amount
apparently takes stores and provisions, livestock and plants for the initial
settlement into account and concludes with a list of implements, with no
amounts or unit costs, that he considered necessary in order to establish the
colony:
Necessary Implements:Irons in bars
Forges and anvills
Spades and shovels
Mattocks

Soap
Hatts and caps
Wheels of barrows
Seeds and plants
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Spikes and nails
Pitchforks
Axes of sorts
Iron crows and wedges
Saws of sorts
Large hammers
Mills
Grindstones
Cutlery
Cooking utensils
Iron pots of sorts
Shoes and leather
Linnen and woolen cloth
Tinware
Threads, needles &c.
Stockings

Articles of trade with natives of the
islands, &c.
Window glass
Grain of sorts
Fishing tackle
Gardening too
Carpenters' do.
Smiths' tools
Shoemakers' do.
Bricklayers' do.
Masons' do.
Coals as ballast
Some leaden pumps, &c.
Scythes
Pewter and earthenware.
[Source: HRNSW, 13 January 1785, 1,2,
13].

These plans appear to espouse a traditional, mercantilist colonial policy that
proposed massive and yet indescribable gains to government at a minimal
public cost of £3,000. The Home Office appeared to have both of these plans
under consideration18 and possibly viewed such a settlement as a means of
effecting several goals, including trade, navigation, strategic advantage and as
a means of clearing the country's prisons.

Other plans were also available within the Home Office, and although not all of
the plans dealt with transportation, some at least should have been suitable for
consideration by the 1785 committee. Oldham [1990, 109] has described these

is Although no singular piece of strong evidence exists, the government does appear to have had these
plans [as well as the Africa proposal] under consideration. Matra's various correspondences with Lord
Sydney and Under Secretary Nepean tend to indicate interest, at least in some quarters of government.
Sir George Young's plan was submitted through the Attorney-General, Pepper Arden, to Lord Sydney,
with the Attorney-General's covering letter emphasising the removal of convicts as being of primary
concern [HRNSW, 13 Jan, 1785, 1,2,10].
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as unofficial proposals. Although official in the sense that they were presented
to Lord Sydney, he apparently considered them as unworthy of attention.
Oldham speculates that this sweeping aside of the various proposals was
primarily because the proposers lacked official support [1990, 109].

A Sir Watkin Lewes19 proposed entering into a contract with the government
for 600 men and 30 women. He required that the government hand over the
Woolwich Rope Yard to him in order that he could employ the convicts, and
that the government should construct and pay for 600 cells at £10 per cell. His
plan followed, and in some instances extended, the regime of discipline put
forward in the Penitentiary Act. However, his proposal which claimed "to save
the public at least 10,000 pounds a year" [Oldham, 1990, 110], required that the
government outlay not only the rope yards and the cost of constructing the
cells, but that they also advance him £6,000 to be repaid over a period of six
years. In addition to this, he also stipulated that the Navy was to purchase the
rope made by the convicts at a discount. Whilst it can be inferred that this plan
was not presented to the 1785 committee as it did not relate to transportation,
the cost to the government was similar to that of the cost of the hulks20 and
could have been considered as an alternative or addition to the hulks system.
However, this scheme was not implemented.

19 j i-iis proposal was undated. Oldham located it in a bundle of Home Office papers dated 1785.
20 The cost of the hulks in 1784 was £12,212:11:6 [24 Geo III, c 44].
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Another proposal, undated and with no identification of the proposer21,
"suggested the perpetual retention of convicts in mines 50 to 100 fathoms
underground because the Holy Writ had declared that the Deity had ordained
eternal darkness as a just punishment for sinners" [Oldham, 1990, 111]. Yet
another scheme, apparently initiated by Lord Sydney himself prior to 1785, was
that of sending convicts to the Dutch East and West Indies settlements. The
Dutch had agreed to this scheme, but it appears to have been thwarted by Lord
Howe on the grounds that the Dutch could then claim that all English sailors
who were captives of Holland could be claimed by the Dutch to be convicts
and not returned to England [Oldham, 1990, 112-3].

Other schemes for the resettlement of convicts focussed primarily on Africa or
New Zealand.

A Mr J. Margetson proposed that the government purchase

from him a large ship to be used as a hulk and guardship on the River Gambia;
a Colonel Dalrymple suggested a settlement on the Caffree coast; a Colonel Call
suggested that a suitable use of convicts would be to further British trade by
assisting "the peoples of Chile and Peru against their goverments" [Oldham,
1990, 115].

In addition, Call also suggested the use of Botany Bay, New

Zealand or New Caledonia as possible settlements [Oldham, 1990, 113-6].

Despite the various plans presented to the Home Office outlining various
schemes for disciplinary punishment, the parliament found it necessary to

21 Oldham suspects, from various snippets of evidence present in this proposal, that the unidentified

person was William Eden [Lord Auckland]. Eden's "Discourse on Punishment", written around 1784
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appoint a select committee in 1785 with the resumption of transportation as its
sole term of reference.

Chaired by Lord Beauchamp, it was appointed to

enquire into the measures which had been taken towards the execution of the
Transportation Act [24 Geo III, c 56], and to recommend any further measures
that were thought to be necessary. The findings of this committee concerning
the steps that had been taken by the Home Office towards setting up a system
of transportation were sufficiently alarming to necessitate two reports going
before the parliament. The first report on the 9th May 1785 was to prevent the
intended and almost immediate actions of the Home Office and the second
report on the 28th July 1785 was to further chastise the Home Office and to
investigate other possibilities for transportation.

The Beauchamp Committee's First Report -Rejection o f the Dumping Theory.

Although this committee appears to have been formed as a standing committee
on the transportation of convicts, the wording of this first report indicates that
it was presented to the House as a matter of urgency rather than as a periodic
report [JHC 40, 1785, 954]. The discovery that the Home Office had already
taken steps to transport convicts to tropical Africa in a plan nearly identical to
that presented to and seemingly rejected by the 1779 committee appears to have
necessitated this report.

was based on an argument of utility, and concluded that banishment should not be beneficial to the
criminal {Oldham, 1990,112].
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The only fully costed plan that had been presented to the 1779 Committee was
that of Yarinmarew. Although not adopting this plan in full, the Home Office
was in the process of finalising a plan to immediately transport two hundred
convicts to Lemane Island, situated on the River Gambia close to Yarinmarew
[]HC 40, 1785, 955]. However, where the Yarinmarew plan was consistent with
the concept of disciplinary punishment by allowing for the building of a fort,
and providing for a governor and officers to guard and oversee the work of the
convicts, this new plan proposed a further economy that was inconsistent with
disciplinary punishment.

It proposed a method that was similar to that

adopted in the county prisons, that the convicts be left on the island to fend for
themselves, with only a guard ship located to prevent any escapes.

The evidence given to the 1785 Select Committee by Evan Nepean, the Under
secretary of the Home Office, indicated that this plan "was under the
Contemplation of Government, and preferred to every other Plan, though not
finally resolved on" [JHC 40, 1785, 955]. However, in other evidence given by
Nepean, he indicated that two transports had already been chartered from a Mr
Calvert for that purpose with the cost to be £10 per convict for transportation.
The convicts identified for transportation to Lemane Island had already been
removed to the Ceres Hulk and would already have been transported except
that the season for sailing was too far advanced [JHC 40, 1785, 955].

When

pressed on the costings for this undertaking, which should have been similar to
that of the proposed Yarinmarew Project, Nepean informed the committee:
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That no exact Calculation had been made of the Total Expence ;
but from the best Information he could collect, the Expences of the
Transportation and Maintenance could not exceed the Cost of
keeping them in this Country. - And being called upon for a
further explanation, he said, That they would not cost
Government more in the first Year than they did on board the
Hulks at Home ; and that the Second and Third Years the Expence
would be much reduced, even though all the Settlers should live,
and that he included the Expence of the Guard Ship in his
Calculation. [JHC 40,1785, 955].

From the various conflicting pieces of evidence given by Nepean, it becomes
clear that the transportation was to take place in the immediate future, and that
the Home Office may have been in possession of a fully costed plan that it did
not wish to present to the committee for its consideration.

Other evidence sought from the committee established that the prisons were
overcrowded and that transportation was becoming an urgent necessity.
Richard Ackerman, the keeper of Newgate Prison, informed the committee that
Newgate was already overcrowded and that the numbers would increase to
600 within the next few days. However, despite this increase in Newgate, the
provisions made under the Transportation Act for the removal of capital felons
to designated places such as Newgate or the hulks were found to be primarily
inoperative owing to the vast number of capital felons. Thomas Butterworth
Bailey, a reform minded magistrate from Lancaster [Ignatieff, 1978, 97], gave
evidence that the overcrowding in the gaols in his County was becoming an
embarrassment, and "That these Prisoners are maintained out of the County
Rates, at a great Expence, and that being closely ironed they cannot work" [JHC
40, 1785, 954].

Yet, despite this evidence, transportation was not merely to
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resume to any convenient location as a matter of urgency. Had this been the
case, the select committee would have approved the plans put forward by the
Home Office.

Instead, it called for further evidence that the location was

unsuitable.

Eight witnesses attested to the unsuitability of Lemane. Whilst evidence was
given as to the unhealthy tropical climate, this does not appear to have been the
committee's, or perhaps the witnesses, chief concern.

Instead, most of the

evidence centred on the harmful effects on trade in the area should a convict
colony be established there22. The trade at Yarinmarew had been identified by
the 1779 committee as declining, and whilst the 1785 committee does not use
the same public utility argument to prevent the establishment of a convict
colony at Lemane, it appeared to view the proposed settlement as contrary to
the public good.

The Beauchamp Committee's Second Report

The second report of this committee, presented to the House of Commons on
28th July, 1785 appeared to have several objectives: to find that incarceration
within England was less than satisfactory; to establish a firm case for the
resumption of a transportation that would effect the reformation of criminals;

22 Whilst this evidence was fairly wide ranging, most of it appeared to focus on the vindictiveness of the

natives in the area who would either murder the convicts and steal their provisions; or be harmed by the
convicts and seek retribution on any European who ventured up the river to trade. In both scenarios
envisaged, the basic fear appears to have been that any convict settlement in that area would have led to
a decline in the view of European supremacy in the eyes of the natives.
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to quash the Home Office's scheme for transportation to Lemane Island in
Africa; and to fix on another site regarded as more suitable. Yet despite these
objectives, and the careful collection of evidence against the Home Office's plan
for the settlement of Lemane Island, this second report also consists of the same
rhetoric of the science of punishment rather than seeking numerical evidence to
establish the objectives of transportation.

The committee sought to establish that the disciplinary punishment required by
statute was not being administered on a profitable basis. This was referred to
in the first report with evidence from a magistrate, Thomas Butterworth Bailey,
that the overcrowding and the securing of the prisoners with irons prevented
them from undertaking profitable employment.

In the second report the

committee, rather than calling for returns, made an estimate of 1,500 of those
sentenced to transportation who were still incarcerated within county prisons
to indicate the extent of overcrowding and the high expense of incarceration
without a return of labour [JHC 40, 1785, 1162].

They then turned their

attention to the hulks. The committee claimed that instead of such punishment
effecting reformation, the institution of the hulks was merely a breeding
ground for criminals [1161].

The one-third return identified by the 1779

committee, demonstrated in the previous chapter as being closer to one-half,
was now considered as unsatisfactory. In their opinion, the hulks were "a dead
Charge to the Public, except for the small Return made by their Work at
Woolwich Warren" [JHC 40, 1785, 1162]. Without ascertaining either the costs or
the return on costs of the hulks, this committee appeared to use the rise in
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numbers to find the labour return unsatisfactory. As regards the reformatory
concepts that were the cornerstone of the system of disciplinary punishment,
the committee further concluded that the public reputation of the hulks undid
any reformation that had been effected on individual convicts, identifying the
divisions created in society by the discourse of criminal:
That when they regain their Liberty, no Parish will receive them,
and no Person set them to Work - That being shunned by their
former Acquaintances, and baffled in every Attempt to gain their
Bread, the Danger of starving almost irresistably leads them to a
Renewal of their former Crimes [JHC 40, 1785,1161].

Having established the lack of success of the hulks without taking any
evidence, transportation was then identified as providing the means of
reformation

that

the

hulks

and

prisons

were not effecting.

Whilst

transportation was acknowledged as having the disadvantage of answering
"very imperfectly the Purpose of Example" [JHC 40, 1785, 1162], the gains to the
public from the removal of convicts was stressed as a major benefit.
Presumably this perceived benefit was a financial one, although the committee
did not state the exact financial nature of this benefit. Instead, the committee
emphasised the positive benefits to the state and to the reform of the individual
convict from transportation and the application of disciplinary punishment:
That should His Majesty think fit to establish a new Settlement for
enlarging the Commerce of His Subjects, the Labour of these
Convicts may be employed to the most useful Purposes - That
there are commonly both Husbandmen and Artificers among
them, as well as Men of Talents, and Education - That the
enterprizing Disposition which many of them have shewn,
would, under a strict Controul, peculiarly fit the for the defence of
a new Settlement - - That an Aversion to Labour, and the
Inequality of Fortunes, which stimulate Men at Home to the
Commission of Crimes, could, in such a State of Things, have no
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Operation - That the ordinary Seductions would be beyond their
Reach, and consequently they would remain honest, for Want of a
Temptation to be otherwise That having no Hope of returning,
they would consider their own Happiness as involved in the
Prosperity of the Settlement, and act accordingly - That under
judicious Management, and the Hope of being restored to
Freedom, the most refractory might gradually be reformed [JHC
40,1785, 1162].

With transportation thus established as reformatory and profitable to both the
convict and society, the committee then requested from Lord Sydney a copy of
all plans for transportation that had been submitted to the government.
Notwithstanding the various plans that had been submitted to the Home
Office, Lord Sydney claimed:
that different Ideas had been suggested on the Subject, but that
such Suggestions were either made in Conversation, or appeared,
from the Nature of them, unworthy of the Attention of the
Committee, and that no such Plan as was required existed in his
Office [JHC 40, 1785, 1161].

Given the social standing of at least some of the proposers of the various
schemes for the uses of convict labour, in particular, Sir Joseph Banks through
the agency of James Matra, the similar proposal by Sir George Young, and Lord
Sydney's own plan, it would have been unlikely that the committee were not
aware of at least these plans that were seemingly dismissed by Lord Sydney.
Furthermore, both Sir George Young and Mr Call, both of whom had submitted
convict settlement schemes to the Home Office gave evidence to the select
committee regarding the unsuitability of Lemane [JHC 40, 1785, 958-9]. Yet the
committee's report made no reference to these plans. Instead, the committee
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resolved to investigate plans for transportation that had been brought to their
attention, by:
such as the Industry of Individuals has collected for their
Consideration, and which they submit to the House as highly
interesting to the Peace, good Government, and Morals, of the
lower Order of the Community [JHC 40, 1785, 1161].

Who these individuals were or what plans they presented to the committee is
not clear. In reality, the only proposal for the settlement of convicts that was
considered by this committee was that of Das Voltas Bay23 on the south-west
coast of Africa. The committee proceeded to list, in glowing terms, the various
advantages of this settlement. Good weather conditions and a plentiful supply
of food and water met the basic requirements for the settlement of the convicts.
In addition, it was viewed as being suitable for the settlement of the American
loyalists, offered port facilities as well as refreshments for shipping. It was also
well situated for the carrying on of the whaling industry [JHC 40, 1785, 1163-4].

A major problem in the perceived advantages was that the information the
committee had to rely upon was scanty.

Europeans had seldom visited the

coast and the main information had been taken from journals dated 1762 rather
than direct evidence. The East India Company had unsuccessfully attempted to
survey this area in 1779 and "it proved abortive, from the improper choice of
Vessels, or the Incapacity of the Persons who were employed in the Service ;
and that there is now no Chart existing of the Coast in the Possession of the

23 Presumably this is located in what is now known as Namibia. The committee only referred to it as a

large tract of land between the Cape of Good Hope, a Dutch settlement, and Portuguese Angola.
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Court of Directors" [JHC 40, 1785, 1163]. The committee resolved to have the
coast surveyed at government expense to attest to its suitability [JHC 40, 1785,
1164].

It appears certain that Das Voltas Bay was the preferred location and the
committee had gone so far as to estimate the expense of settling the convicts at
£25 per head including transport, six months provisions, clothing, tools, and
agricultural necessities, with a total cost of £12,500 to settle 500 convicts [JHC
40, 1785, 1164].

The largest saving in this estimate was that it was envisaged

using slave vessels which meant that the government would not have to pay for
the return voyage of the ships [JHC 40, 1785, 1164]. From the foregoing it can
be seen that the colonisation that was envisaged by the committee would only
be suitable if it were also settled for commercial purposes. Despite this being
the preferred option, the committee concluded that "it will not answer the
Purpose of annual Transportations, unless it becomes a numerous and
flourishing Colony, which will require for many Years the fostering Hand of
the Mother Country" [JHC 40, 1785, 1164].

Notwithstanding the committee's reservations regarding the site they had
selected as being the most suitable to receive convicts, it took great pains to
rapidly dismiss the Home Office plan, it being:
their decided Opinion, that the Idea of composing an entire
Colony of Male and Female Convicts, without any other
Government or Controul but what they may from Necessity be
led to establish for themselves, can answer no good or rational
Purpose - That such an Experiment has never been made in the
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History of Mankind - That the Outcasts of an old Society will not
serve as the sole Foundation of a new one, which cannot exist
without Justice, without Order, and without Subordination, to
which the Objects in Question must of Necessity be Strangers That Confusion and Bloodshed would probably soon take place
among them ; and that no Spot, however distant, can be pointed
out by the Committee, in which the Mischiefs of realizing so
dangerous a Project might not be felt on the Trade and
Navigation of these Kingdoms [JHC 40,1785, 1162].

Further serving notice to the Home Office that their plan was unsuitable, the
committee stated that transportation of the convicts "shall not expose them to
any imminent Danger of their Lives" [JHC 40, 1785, 1162].

Whether or not this committee was actually formed to force the Home Office
into what was considered to be appropriate action is not known. What is clear
is that the proposed action by the Home Office regarding transporting the
convicts was in no way regarded as being suitable. Constant discipline was to
be imposed on the convicts and their reformation through transportation was to
be effected, not by merely removing them to a distant place but by the
imposition of their labour to the public good.

The Motive o f Public Good.

The public good argument, established by the 1779 committee and confirmed
by the 1785 committee is the most persuasive argument for integrating the
various motives which were put forward by the earlier historians, and at the
same time negate the view that the convicts were dumped. The public good
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identified by both committees took the view that convict labour was to be used
to establish new colonies, to effect or promote trade, and in the case of the 1785
committee, to provide ports of refreshment and a means of supply for naval
vessels operating near Africa. Rather than seeking a location merely to dump
convicts, the committees' reports sought to analyse, on a rudimentary economic
basis the most advantageous site to promote trade and agriculture, to provide
strategic naval bases and supply depots as well as solving the problem of the
overcrowded prisons and render the convicts useful. Moreover, the usefulness
of the convicts was seen in their reformation through constant supervision,
where
the punishment and correction that it must operate are processes
that unfold between the prisoner and those who supervise him.
They are processes that effect transformation of the individual as
a whole - of his body and of his habits by the daily work that he
is forced to perform [Foucault, 1979,125].

Parliamentary Pressure and Response.

From the deliberations of the two committees, only two plans were seen to
meet the stated criteria, Botany Bay and Das Voltas Bay.

It can also be

reasonably concluded that Das Voltas Bay was preferred over Botany Bay.
Geographically, it was better suited to the known trade routes, offering a badly
needed alternative to the supply by the Dutch at the Cape of Good Hope. It
was better situated on the known trade routes of South America and India. It
also offered the advantage of being a territory that was not in the possession of
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any other nation, whereas Botany Bay was within the East India Company's
trading monopoly area.

The Nautilus was dispatched in September 1785 to survey Das Voltas Bay and
report on its suitability for settlement [Frost, 1994]. By early 1786, the urgency
of the problem of how best to deal with convicted criminals was becoming a
matter of serious concern in the parliament.

A Mr Bastard requested

information in parliament as to the likelihood of a speedy resumption of
transportation, and a Mr Mainwaring added to this debate by describing "such
numerous, such daring, and such dangerous gangs of villains assembled, to the
great annoyance of the public" [Parliamentary Register, Vol XIX, 7 February
1786, 54].

Mr Mainwaring informed the House that the formation of these

gangs was directly attributable to the substitution of imprisonment for
transportation, although left unstated as to how this was the case24. The Prime
Minister, William Pitt, responded:
that the matter to which he [Mr Bastard] interrogatively referred,
had long been, and was at that time, under the consideration of
Government; that a great variety of proposals had been presented
to them on the subject; and that every reason existed for believing
that when they had been able maturely to weigh the tendency of
each, and to compare their practicability, proprietary, and policy,
the result would prove an application to Parliament, accompanied
by a description of the least unexceptionable plan, which would
of course be submitted to the investigation and final decision of
the House [Parliamentary Register, Vol XIX, 53].

24 Presumably Mr Mainwaring was referring to the working parties from the hulks. However, he also
appeared concerned later about the numbers either pardoned or released from the prisons and hulks.
Pitt's response to this questioning only referred to former reason.
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Despite Pitt's response, the great variety of proposals he referred to had
already been rejected by either the Home Office or the 1785 Select Committee.
However, he did not appear to take the view that transportation should be
resumed to any part of the globe merely for the sake of expediency.

His

response to Mr Main waring clearly indicated the government's policy on
disciplinary punishment:
great difficulty lay in fixing upon a fit place for the transportation
of convicts; and, until this difficulty could be surmounted, it
necessarily became incumbent on Government to dispose of the
convicts in such a manner, as should at once serve to free the jails
of their Company and to keep the felons employed in a way most
likely to be felt by them as punishment, and to conduce, in some
degree, to the public service. Inconveniences unavoidably would
result from the convicts being so employed rather than being sent
out of the country; but to such, let their magnitude prove what
it might, it were sound policy to agree until Administration
[determined in this case to lose no time] should have devised
inevitable modes for carrying into complete force the sentences
against the transports [Parliamentary Register, Vol XIX, 55-6].

Such questioning resumed again on the 7 March 1786. This time, Mr Bastard
wanted an account of the numbers on board the hulks and in the prisons from
the 1 January 1775:
Specifying the offence and time for which such persons were
sentenced to be transported or imprisoned respectively, and
which of them have been discharged, and at what time, and on
what account, and whether such persons so discharged have, at
any time, and when, been convicted of any, and what, subsequent
offence or offences [Parliamentary Register, Vol XIX, 329].

Whilst the parliament agreed to this request, they were not so eager to accede
to his next request: the expense of maintaining the hulks and details of any
subsequent convictions of discharged prisoners. The Attorney General stated
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"that the order could not be complied with" [Parliamentary Register, Vol XIX,
330].

A Mr Watson "doubted whether the motion could be complied with,

because the books were burnt in 1780" [330]. Pitt, seeing Bastard's request as a
"move [towards] some proposition relative to transporting felons" [330],
countered with the response that transportation:
was a subject of great intricacy. Several new modes of disposing
of the convicts had been pointed out, every one of which was
attended with such difficulty and expence, that Government was
not a little embarrassed what method to take consistently with
public safety [330].

Notwithstanding the attempts by the government to forestall Mr Bastard's
request, his motion was put to the House and carried25. The government was
clearly coming under pressure to resume transportation immediately on the
grounds of public safety. This pressure did not appear to force Pitt into any
hasty decisions regarding either the transportation question or the operation of
the hulks.

Indeed, the effect on the hulks of the Penitentiary Act and the

Transportation

Act was to increase

the accounting and accountability

requirements concerning the hulks in a bid to further effect disciplinary
punishment.

25 An account was tabled in Parliament on 18 May 1786 giving the amounts paid to Duncan Campbell
between 5 July 1785 to 5 July 1786 "which have not been made good by the Parliament" [JHC 41, 1786,
823]. No report could be located on the discharge of prisoners or their subsequent re-offences that were
also requested by Bastard.
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The Hulks Evidence.

Much of the agitation in parliament and many of the dumping claims have
alluded to the overcrowding of the hulks and prisons as the reason for the re
commencement of transportation.

It is undeniable that the prisons were

overcrowded, as evidenced by the report given to the 1785 committee by the
keeper of Newgate. However, the hulks, whilst full, were not overcrowded, as
Exhibit 3.3 below, compiled by Frost [1994, 27] indicates:
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Exhibit 3.3 - Number of convicts on board the Justitia and Censor 1778-1787
[Source: Frost, 1994, Fig. 3, p. 27].
Year

1778

1779

1780

1781

Dale of Return

No

Amt
Contracted
for
(380)

11
February
15
A prfl__________
25
May
6
July
8
September
14 ■ October
3
December

341
365
395
383
490
503
506

8
13
7
11
30
8
13
1

January
February
April
May
June
September
October
December

485
514
516
507
514
513
501
495

(510)

4
17
28
2
27
5
11
30

January
February
March
May
J une
September
October
November

506
496
490
499
480
487
483

(510)

2
16
12
24
5
29
9
3

January
February

479
453
APri|__________
459
May
410
July
August
397
October
389
December

Year

1782

Date
Return

of

No.

Amt
Contracted
for

5
23
9
[27

May
June
October
December

297
256
227
204]*

9
11
12
10
[19

January
April
July
October
October

204
176
197
203
194]*

12

January
April
July
October

248

1785

12
12
12
12

January
April
July
October

263
504
481
494

1786

12
12
12
12

January
April
July
October

494
496
495
496

(490)

1787

(5)

January

506

(490)|

1786

12
12
12
12

Ceres 1786-7
January
April
July
October

-

(250)

(c.250)

(510)
1783

1784

(460)

(440)

(c.200)

-

(?)(J:250)
(C:?)
+C:?(490)

-

261
260

388
(440)
1787
January
1
264
(250)|
(5) January
340
February
12
307
April
1
^Figures taken from John Howard, The State of the Prisons in England and Wales, 4th Ed., p. 466.
J As embarkation of the first fleet began on 6 January 1787, Frost has counted the numbers to the
previous day
1782
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From the foregoing exhibit, it appears that Campbell did not exceed the
amount of convicts for which he had contracted with the Government. Where
the numbers were exceeded in 1785, these appear to have been on a short-term
basis as a result of the passing of the Transportation Act, and as a result of a
request by the Home Office^ [AJCP 3549, Tl/622, f2 1 0 ,12 Jan. 1785].

From 1783, when problems were identified within the prison system, the
returns Campbell was to submit were required quarterly. Instead of crowding
the hulks, a further system of accountability was instigated, both as a result of
the Penitentiary Act and the Transportation Act to ensure that overcrowding
did not occur and that the labour of the convicts had some value to the public.

One of these forms of accountability was the production of regular, quarterly
returns by Campbell as mentioned above. These took the form of a listing of
each of the prisoners' names with a sequential number allocated to each name
and comments where Campbell considered appropriate, for example, died or
pardoned. It was from this listing that Campbell based his quarterly claims.
These accounts were made subject to an examination or audit prior to the
Treasury issuing payment. The examination of the convict returns appears to
have been based on these returns and the terms of contract rather than a
physical examination of the numbers of convicts on board the hulks,
presumably because of the fear of contracting typhus [gaol fever]. Instead of an26

26 Numbers were also exceeded in 1779,1780 and 1781. No records could be located to explain this.
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independent physical check of the number of convicts on board, Campbell was
required to swear that the "account was just and right and that he has
Maintained and Cloathed the several Convicts as Specified in the said Account"
[AJCP 3549, Tl/616, f 250, March 1785]. In addition to these quarterly returns
of convicts, Campbell submitted an annual account for sundry disbursements27,
which was also subject to examination by way of checking that the vouchers
were valid [for some examples of these examiners reports regarding the
number of convicts see AJCP 3549, Tl/608, f 374, Aug. 1784; AJCP 3549,
Tl/600, f 1, Nov 1784; AJCP 3549, Tl/616, f 250, March 1785; AJCP 3549,
Tl/616, f 263, April 1785; AJCP 3549, Tl/622, f 200, July 1785; AJCP 3549,
T l/ 6 1 7 ,f 169, Nov 1785].

Whilst the hulks were in essence a private contract between the government
and Campbell, the implementation of similar principles regarding warders
appear to have been encapsulated as financial controls in the amount and
nature of the employees specified by the contract and verified by way of signed
pay vouchers [AJCP 3550, Tl/638, f 27, 20 May 1786].

The contract for the

hulks at Plymouth, also costed and attested to by the Navy as yet another step
in the system of financial controls, allowed for:
1 Master
3 Mates
1 Boatswain
1 Carpenter
1 Clerk and Steward
2~ The nature of the incidentals, for example, chaplain salary at £100 p.a., bounties paid and inquest fees
lend to indicate that these would be ongoing and presumably annual accounts. However, only two
incidentals accounts could be located in the records: AJCP 3549, T l/6 0 8 , f358, July, 1784 and AJCP 3550,
T l/6 4 8 , f208-9, July 1787.
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1 Cooper
2 Quartermasters &
23 Able Men

And that we are of the opinion with this Establishment One
hundred and Twenty five Pounds per Calendar Month will be
sufficient allowance for the care and conduct of the Convicts and
that One Shilling per day for their Provisions and the other
Articles therein mentioned is reasonable [Navy Office to Treasury
establishing payment terms for Plymouth Hulks, 7 Feb., 1786,
AJCP 3549, Tl/627, f 129-30].

The terms of payment specified in this contract, by way of a fixed cost for the
supply of guards and labour and a variable cost for prisoners, together with the
examination of each account ensured that the contract was adhered to and also
served as a check on convict numbers28.

Systems o f Regularity Imposed upon the Convicts.

In addition to the above, observation of the care and condition of the convicts
was put into public view.

This form of public observation had the dual

advantage of ensuring that the convicts, working in public view, were seen to
be adequately cared for by their guards and also as a means of imposing
discipline upon the convicts29. This form of work as discipline arose with the
passing of the Hulks Act in 1776. Later, this form of labour was expanded to

28 This was discussed previously, although an upper limit to the number of convicts which could be
received on the hulks is not specified in the letter from the Navy Office which establishes the terms of
payment, from Campbell's previous correspondence with Nepean it appears that the number of
convicts was specified when Campbell was requested to quote on the supply of hulks; "desiring to know
whether I can provide a Vessel for the Reception and Security of 250 Convicts, & upon what Terms"
[AJCP3549,1 1 /6 1 9 , f207, Campbell to Nepean, 5 March, 1785],
29 This also appears to be the grounds of Mr Mainwaring's obejetions put before the Parliament.
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include the Censor hulk in 1784 [Campbell to Sydney, 13th Oct. 1784, AJCP
3549, Tl/600, f 5].

At least from Campbell's viewpoint, the focus of the hulks experiment was
more concerned with the mode of labour rather than its monetary value. His
returns for the hulks where hard labour was the practice always indicated the
type and nature of such labour but did not attempt to value it.

Further

highlighting the mode, the first return for the Censor Hulk in July, 1785
indicates that the convicts labour was viewed as a means of disciplining the
mind by working the bodies of the prisoners:
The Convicts in the above return which have been Ordered on
board the Censor Hulk ... and have been occasionally employed
in the same Works on Conforming to which they were at first
very refractory: but they now go to their Labour with peace and
good Order [AJCP 3549, Tl/622 Reg. No. 1536].

Silence during work also appeared to have been instigated in the work
practices of the convicts' further implementing Howard's principles:
So far from being permitted to speak to anyone, hardly dare
speak to each other. But what is most surprising, is the revolution
in manners: not an oath is to be heard: and each criminal
performs the task assigned to him with industry, and without
murmering. It seems as if each convict was most desirous of
showing his readiness and his obedience to discipline [Campbell
to Hill, 20 Feb. 1786, Mitchell MS A3229, 127, cited by Frost, 30].

In addition, other evidence exists which indicates that the principles enunciated
by Howard and required by the 1779 committee were being instigated on the
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hulks. Campbell's invoice for incidentals included an amount of £100 a year
for a chaplain's salary; payments on a per call basis for a surgeon and
medicines; inquest fees on the death of convicts; bounties paid to released
convicts [Campbell to Sydney: AJCP 3549, Tl/608, f 358, July 1784; AJCP 3550,
Tl/648, f 208-9, July 1787]. In addition to this, an amount of 10/- for clothing
any new convicts brought on board the hulks was allowed in the new contract
entered into on 1st April 1785 [Nepean to Treasury, AJCP 3549, Tl/623 f 178,
27th July 1785]. The payment of these additional items tends to indicate that
new principles were being applied along the lines proposed by Howard and
that were concerned with the general physical and moral improvement of
prisoners.

From the foregoing it can be seen that the hulks, often regarded by historians
[eg. Gonner, 1978; Barton, 1980; Crowley, 1955; Clark, 1962, 1980; Shaw, 1974;
Gillen, 1982] as a large part of the problem leading to the implementation of
transportation, were not overcrowded, at least not by the standards of that
time.

Indeed, when preparations were being made for the second fleet, the

hulks were specifically acknowledged as not being overcrowded:
It having being represented to The King that exclusive of the
Convicts ordered for Transportation on board the Hulks in the
River Thames and at other places, the several Gaols in this
Kingdom are at this moment in so crowded a state with prisoners
under the same Sentence, that dangerous Consequences are to be
apprehended [Grenville to the Treasury, AJCP 1736, HO 36/6, f
279 & AJCP 3551, Tl/617, f 105, 6th July 1789].
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This also appears to have been the case during the preparations for the first
fleet.

The overcrowding of the hulks is not stated in a letter from Under

Secretary Nepean to a Mr Shelton30, dated 1st January, 1787, instead it indicated
that the convicts on board the hulks were "to be removed as soon as possible
from the hulk to make room for the people now in Newgate" [HRNSW, 1,2,
42]. Instead of overcrowding, the hulks appeared to have been the place where
a new concept of prisoner, subject to discipline and calculation, was to be
formed. Calculations had been made by the 1778 and 1779 committees as to the
worth of convict labour on the hulks to the public good, and comments made
on the reformation of such convicts by the system of discipline imposed on the
hulks where the convicts were subject to hard labour.

The problem appeared to be the gaols that were overcrowded as a result of
those sentenced to transportation that could not be placed on the hulks.
Howard had already identified the state of the gaols as being poorly run and
evil seminaries of vice. Little had changed in the gaols since Howard's study, if
anything the increased number of prisoners had eroded the conditions further.
Burke, in a plea to Parliament for something to be done about both the numbers
and condition of the prisoners argued that:
the gaols were crowded beyond measure; there was a house in
London which consisted at this time of just five hundred and
fifty-eight members; he did not mean the House of Commons
(though the numbers were alike in both), but the gaol of Newgate.
They attended in their places much more punctually than the
latter, and the reform in one would be not less agreeable than a
reform in the other. Pestilence might be the consequence of so
3o Mr Shellon was in charge of organising the convict indenture contracts with the various ships' masters.
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many persons being crowded in one house; and the public safety
no less than a human regard to the individual in question, called
on the interposition of Parliament [18 April 1785, cited by Barton,
1980, 492-3].

The relative success that was considered of the hulks experiment, at least in
terms of disciplinary punishment, cannot be ignored. What was brought to the
forefront by the 1785 committee was not the lack of disciplinary punishment
but the reputation of the hulks that excluded from employment anyone
released from them. Although the transportation question was becoming an
urgent one, the disciplinary punishment effected on board the hulks was the
desired means of punishment. The operation of the hulks, together with Pitt's
stalling of transportation being undertaken as a matter of expediency to any
location negates the dumping theory.

Plans for Botany Bay.

The much-awaited report on Das Voltas Bay was not received until July 1786.
It was disappointing.

There was "no Bay, River or Inlet in the area of Das

Voltas Bay, [and the Captain] had then sailed north along the west African
coast for some 1600 kilometres, 'without finding a Drop of fresh Water, or
seeing a Tree'" [ADM 51/627, cited by Frost, 1994, 108]. The mythical bay at
Das Voltas was dropped from the decision model and only Botany Bay
remained. However although the proposed colony appeared, at least from the
evidence given by Banks to the 1779 committee and the plans put forward by
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Matra and Young, to possess the desired benefits outlined by the two
committees the costs were at best rudimentary.

Costings must have been put together rapidly as on the 18 August 1786 the
decision was made to establish a colony for convicts at Botany Bay. The letter
from Lord Sydney to the Lords of the Treasury advising them of this decision
requested them "to take such measures as may be necessary for providing a
proper number of vessels for the conveyance of 750 convicts to Botany Bay,
together with such provisions, necessaries, and implements for agriculture as
may be necessary for their use after their arrival" [AJCP 1734, H 035/1, 18th
August 1786]. Attached to this was a detailed Head of a Plan which outlined
shipping requirements and the requirements for the selection of the marines:
As many of the marines as possible should be Artificers, such as
Carpenters, Sawyers, Smiths, Potters (if possible) and some
Husbandmen. To have a Chaplain on board, with a Surgeon and
one Mate at least, the former to remain at the Settlement [AJCP 1,
CO201/2, f l 2 , 18 August 1785].

Provisions were also to be made for the supply of seeds, grain and cattle, and
reference was made to the advantages which could be derived from the "New
Zealand Hemp, or Flax Plant" [AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 13, 18 August 1786] and for
"procuring from New Zealand any Quantity of Masts and Ship timber for the
Use of our Fleet in India" [AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 14, 18 August 1786]. This Head
of a Plan was the first time a reasonably detailed costing had appeared in the
official records. Four enclosures outlined the anticipated cost to government.
These are detailed below as Exhibit 3.4:

Exhibit 3.4 - Initial Costings for Botany Bay, 1786.

Staff Establishment for the Settlement at New South Wales.

Yearly Salary
£

s.

d.

The Naval Commander to be appointed
Governor or Superintendant General

500.. 00..00

The Commanding Officer of the Marines,
to be Appointed Lieut. Govr or Depy
Superintendant

250.. 00..00

The Commissary of Stores and Provisions
for himself and Assistants (to be appointed
or named by the Contractor for the
Provisions)

200 .. 00..00

Pay of a Surgeon
Do. of two Mates

365.. 00..00

Chaplain

182..10..00
182..10..00

182.. 10..00
£1497..10..00
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Estimate o f Provisions to be provided for the intended Settlement on the Coast
o f Neiv South Wales.
For the Staff

15 Rations

For the 3 Compy® of Marines
For Convicts - Men
Women

180
680
70

For Women to be procured from the
Neighbouring Islands suppose 200
at half Allowance

750

100
1045

Allowing for Deaths and Disasters during the Passage 1000 Rations it is
presumed will be sufficient.
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List o f Tools, Utensils &c Necesscuy for the Convicts and Marines intended to
proceed to Neiv South Wales.
Spades 1 @ 3 7 Shovels 1 @ 37Hoes 3 for each man at 9d.
Felling axe 1 @ 3/0
Hatchet 1 @ 17Knife 1 @ 6d each
Gimblet
Wooden Bowls, Platters & Spoons 6 for each Man
The Articles necessary to each man amounts to 12/6 which for
700 men will be
General Stock
Cross cut saws 40 @ 10/- each
Handsaws 1 for every 4 Men at 5/- each
Frame Saws 40 @ 16/- each
Adze 100 at 2/6 each
Broad Axes 100 @ 2/6 each
Hammers 1 for every 4 Men at 1 shilling each
Augers 140 at 1/- each
Drawing Knives 140 @1 /Chissels & Gouges 300 @ 7d each
Planes 100 @ 2/6 each
Iron Forges Anvils & Hammers 10 at £3
Grindstones 30 at 10/6 each
Wheelbarrows 40 at 10/- each
Pick Axes 50 at 5/- each
Ploughs 12 at £4 each
Iron hand Mills 40 at 2£ each
Coopers Tools 10 Setts at £1 ..15 each
Nails of diffnt Sizes at 2/9 pr 1000 abl 10 barrels
Spikes 2000 at £1..10 per 100
Hinges 200 pair at 8d each
Locks 100 at 1/- each
Bar Iron, flat and square 10 Ton at £17
Glass 1000 Squares at 8d per doz.
Fishing Lines, Hooks, Nets, Needles, Twine &c.

£437

20
43
32
10
12
8
7
7
8
12
30
15
20
12
48
80
17
100
30
6
5
170
33
100
£1268

10

—

—

—

15

—

—

—

—

—

10
15

—

—

—

—

—

—

15
10

—

—

—

—

15

—

—

—

10

—

—

—

—

—

10

—

—

—

—

—

13

4

—

—

—

—

6

8

—

- -

10

—
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Estimate o f Clothing to serve a Male Convict for one Year.
No.
Jackets
Wollen Drawers
Hat
Shirts
Worsted Stockings
Frocks
Trowsers
Shoes

2
4
1
3
4 pr
3
3
3 pr

Value
of each
4/6
212/6
3/1/2/3
2/3
4/6

£
0
£2

d

s
9
8
2
9
4
6
6
13
19

The Expence of Clothing Female Convicts may be computed to amount to the
same Sum.
A proportion for two years to be provided.
Source: AJCP 1, CO201/2, 15-21. 4 Enclosures to Heads of a Plan, 18th August 1786,
Lord Sydney to the Lords o f the Treasury.
*

The Treasury apparently wasted no time on the final costings of this plan as the
parliament set aside an amount of £31,299:10:0 "for transportation, etc. of
convicts" [26 Geo III, c 61, 1786]. This amount was certainly well in excess of
Matra's and Young's £3,000 proposal, and was also in excess of the estimate of
£12,500 for Das Voltas Bay.

However, Campbell's 1785 account for the

maintaining of convicts for one year on board the hulks was £21,560:5:7 [26 Geo
III, c 61, 1786] for approximately 500 convicts. The cost of transportation to
Botany Bay was envisaged as a once only cost covering maintenance of the
convicts for two years until the colony became self-supporting. By comparison,
transportation was seen to have the ability to effect greater economies to the

—
—

6
—
—

9
9
6
6
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public expense and with a continuance of disciplinary punishment, eventually
lead to a commercial return.

Rejection o f Mercantilist Policies?

Although Botany Bay as a convict colony was the second choice according to
the rudimentary economic analysis employed by the two committees, other
choices were available but rejected by the Home Office.

The 1785 committee's

report also resulted in the receipt, in 1786, of more proposals to the Home
Office for the use of convicts.

A Mr John Donaldson envisaged the use of

convicts in the North Sea Herring Industry. A Captain Blankett recommended
Madagascar. Alexander Dalrymple, the chief hydrographer for the British East
India Company, suggested Tristan da Cuhna, and a Mr Hussey suggested New
Zealand [Oldham, 1990, 113-6]. Yet, despite Pitt's claim to the parliament, none
of these plans appeared to have been under serious consideration by the Home
Office.

Perhaps, after being suitably chastised by the 1785 committee, the

Home Office's decision was to limit convict settlement to locations that were
identified as suitable by the select committees.

A major drawback to the Botany Bay location has been primarily seen as the
East India Company's trade monopoly of the area. That most of the plans that
were put forward encompassed mercantilist concepts is perplexing.

Yet, as

discussed above, the question of transportation, and the solution of Botany Bay
had been considered since 1779.

The 1785 committee certainly took such
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mercantilist policies into account in its deliberations, and merely because
Botany Bay was within the East India Company's trade monopoly did not
necessarily mean that such mercantilist policies were going to be ignored. As
discussed earlier, much of the early settlement at Botany Bay was concerned
with the supply of flax and timber, agriculture etc. What was ignored in the
Botany Bay experiment was the traditional mercantilist policies of private gain.
This was replaced with a new policy of public gain.

Whilst

commercial

policies

were

viewed

as being

advantageous,

the

government may have been becoming less than enamoured with the problems
and embarrassment created by traditional mercantile concerns in colonial
development. Although still viewing colonial settlement as a means to effect
national growth, the existing means were being questioned. As Smith pointed
out, the earlier colonies of the Greeks and Romans derived from necessity and
utility, but
The establishment of the European colonies in America and the
West Indies arose from no necessity: and though the utility which
has resulted from them has been very great, it is not altogether so
clear and evident.
It was not understood at their first
establishment, and was not the motive either of that establishment
or of the discoveries which gave occasion to it; and the nature,
extent and limitations of that utility are not, perhaps, well
understood at this day [1939, 525].

By 1786 when the government decided to establish the colony as a government
venture and not a commercial one, the limitations of the utility of mercantile
colonisation were becoming clear.
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Problems ivith Mercantile Colonies.

The East India Company's trade monopoly of the area in which New South
Wales was located may certainly have been given some consideration
regarding the form which colonisation was to take. However, if the monopoly
had been seriously considered, settlement would probably not have taken
place.

Indeed, the settlement may have taken place owing to previous

governmental economic intervention. The East India Company was virtually
bankrupt in 1772 and had to apply to the British Government for a £1 million
loan.

Instead

of

contributing

to

the

national

wealth,

the

previous

mismanagement of the company was now seen as a public liability.

As a

condition of this loan, many of the previous powers of the Company were
reduced. The Regulating Act [1773], introduced as a temporary measure, saw
the participation of the British Government in Indian administration [Keay,
1993, 384-5]. The subsequent India Act, 1784 [24 Geo. Ill, c 25, s II] managed to
consolidate government control over the administration of the East India
Company by replacing the directors with:
A body of Commissioners, six in number and known as the Board
of Control, who would henceforth superintend, direct and
controul [sic] the government of the Company's possessions.
...The Board was to work through the company, 'directing' the
directors by an elaborate system of scrutiny and consultation
which soon left Leadenhall Street with no greater powers of
initiation and revision than any other branch of the civil service.
The members of the Board included a Secretary of State and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, both government appointments, but
to avoid the obvious criticism it was emphasised that all Indian
patronage was to remain with the Company [Keay, 1993, 391].
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Despite this wresting of administrative control from the company, the trade
monopoly was still firmly in place. This repressed any plans the government
may have had for a direct commercial settlement but, in addition, the trade
monopoly obstructed naval and strategic concerns.

An application to the East India Company had been made by the Government
to allow settlement in Norfolk Island with the intention "to supply India with
Cordage, and with Masts, for want of which the Maritime Force employed in
India has often been reduced to distress" [Dalrymple, 1785, 1786. Reproduced
in Mackaness, 1943, p. 19].

Not only was this refused, but the company

indicated that they would be unwilling to deal with any other nation which
chose to undertake this project in any way other than to protect their trade:
17.
It has been alleged, we cannot prevent other Nations from
prosecuting this Project. Perhaps no other Nation has energy
enough to establish a Colony there, particularly if we
discountenance and obstruct them. But if any other Nation makes
the attempt, we are not exposed to the consequences of an illicit
trade, under pretence of an English Colony; nor are we liable to
be made responsible, for the enormities they commit; and if we
find They can bring the Project to bear, then it may become our
interest to interfere, by way of competition, but never Till then
(Dalrymple, Report to the Court of Directors of the East India
Company on British settlement on Norfolk Island, July 1785,
reproduced in Mackaness, p. 23).

In addition to the obstructionist trading policies exercised by the East India
Company the British Government had been faced with two colonial crises in
the preceding years that had threatened the security in both economic and
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strategic terms of Britain. As pointed out by Madden, the India Act may well
have resulted as a culmination of colonial events:
The shameful capitulation to self-styled "democracy" in America
where anarchy [so it seemed] had triumphed, and the disgraceful
revelation of extortion and mis-rule in India where private
enterprise had had free play, prompted British statesmen to
emphasise the need and appreciate the value of a strong, local
executive insulated against the irresponsibilities of a popular
attack, and of a more effective, alert supervision exercised by the
Government at home [1966, 6].

The utility to be derived from mercantile colonial settlement was beginning to
be called into question by the state.

Not only was it starting to cost them

money instead of the previous wealth contribution of colonies, but the
mercantilists' refusal to contribute to the strategic advantages of Britain were
creating problems for the government.

As a response to this problem of

colonies, the government increased its intervention in colonial affairs as
evidenced by the provisions contained in the India Act.

At the same time a rationalisation of government departments was undertaken
which reflected the dissatisfaction with the mercantilist colonial model. In 1782
the Secretariat and Council of Trade and Plantations was abolished by an Act of
Parliament and colonial affairs placed within a newly created plantations
branch under the auspices of the Home Office. In 1786 this arrangement was
changed to incorporate the plantations branch into a newly created Board of
Trade, although still under the auspices of the Home Office. The effect of this
Act was to bring together the concepts of civil peace, a responsibility of the
Home Office, with trade and colonial affairs that were previously the
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responsibility of the Department of Trade and Plantations [cf. Barton, 1980, 559
62; Checkland, 1983, 57]. Although this merger did not rule out the possibility
of future plantations or colonies it did indicate that any future colonies would
have to deal with increased control by the British Government. As Fieldhouse
points out, the administration of colonial affairs had been a major headache for
the government and "after 1783 the British merely congratulated themselves
that they now possessed fewer colonies liable to cause trouble" [1969, 22].

That the settlement was a new form of colonisation is undisputed, but this still
does not clarify any particular, singular motive that could be ascribed to the
Government.

Instead, what emerges is a culmination of domestic and foreign

concerns that required some solution. The overcrowding of prisons and Pitt's
desire

to

continue

the

system

of disciplinary

punishment may have

underpinned the final decision to settle Botany Bay with convicts rather than
free settlers.

This did not necessarily mean, however, that commercial

purposes were not envisaged.

Commercial Concerns V 's Penal Concerns.

There is some indication that direct commercial concerns were under
consideration. Matra had already located a possible settler who would have
borne at least some of the expense by his purchase of convict labour, and
Young's plan for a settlement of American Loyalists would also have reduced
the government's expense whilst developing the country. In addition to these
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two commercial solutions, the estimates of staff for the proposed colony
included an amount of £200 for the Commissariat of Stores and Provisions,
with the option for the Commissariat to be either appointed by the Government
or nominated by the contractors for the provisions [AJCP 1734, H 035/1; and
AJCP 1, CO201/2. f 15, both dated 18th August 1786].

Whilst this is not

necessarily indicative of commercial activities being considered by the
government, it does point to the possibility that the Government may have
been unsure at the time as to the mode of the intended settlement.

Commercial agents had been used in the American and Canadian colonies for
the supply of provisions at a commission, and to act as banker to the troops,
offering the possibility of making a gain on the exchange rates as an
inducement to contractors [Baxter, 1945, 98-99]. However, by October 1786 the
decision appears to have been made to eliminate, or at least reduce the
possibility of, any direct commercial concerns.

A commissary, Andrew Miller, was appointed by King's Constitution on the
12th October 1786 at a rate of pay established at "ten shillings per diem"
[Miller, NLA ms 1679]. Miller was to manage the stores and provisions and
was "to be subject to such Orders and Directions as he shall from time to time
receive from Us or from the Commissioners of Our Treasury or from the
Governor or other Commanding Officer of our said intended Settlement for the
time being" [Miller, NLA ms 1679].
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This appointment appeared to have eliminated the only commercial avenue
available for private settlement. By placing the stores and provisions under
government control, any trade that was established would virtually have to
deal with the requirements of a government commissariat store and the penal
colony rather than an established commercial trading post where all types of
mercantile goods could be traded. In turn, the benefits to naval shipping could
be realised by the use of convict labour and not private concerns, which would
place the settlement within the terms, but not the spirit, of the East India
Company's charter.

Further to this, the appointed commissary although listed in his commission as
"Andrew Miller, Gentleman" [Miller, NLA msl679] was formerly a purser's
steward who had served previously with Phillip on both HMS Basilisk and
HMS Europe [Gillen, 1989, 246]. This background combined with what was
essentially a Treasury appointment, meant that commercial types of trade or
bookkeeping were possibly not envisaged, although the mode of bookkeeping31
was unstated in Miller's original commission.

From this and the type of

government envisaged as well as the marines sent to act as guards, it may be
surmised that the experiment undertaken on the hulks was to be continued and
extended in New South Wales by instigating the final principal enunciated by
Howard. That of converting the warders from independent contractors to paid
subordinates of the state. That is, to subject the convicts to a further process of

3i The type of bookkeeping and record keeping required of Miller by the Treasury will be dealt with in
the next chapter.
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regularity with the intention of reforming them into useful and moral subjects
of society32.

Summaiy.

From the foregoing, it can be seen that the transportation decision was an
experiment by the state in ensuring penal reform as well as an attempt at
colonisation.

The state's insistence on the continuance of the system of

disciplinary punishment meant that the final wresting of control from the
courts over the administration of punishment had to be achieved. Where the
Transportation Act effected this objective, it had three major drawbacks. The
first was a rise in the expense to the state when centralisation of punishment
occurred within the hulks system. The other problem was that the hulks were
inadequate

to deal with

the

growing number of those sentenced to

transportation as a secondary punishment.

However, the third and most

pressing

name

problem

was

that

despite

the

and

intention

of

the

Transportation Act, there was no readily identifiable colony to transport the
convicts to.

Two select committees were appointed in an attempt to establish the
reformatory effects of transportation and to identify a suitable colony. The 1779
committee preferred Botany Bay but no clear recommendation emerged. Das
Voltas Bay was identified by the 1785 committee, but the location turned out to

32 This point is also made by Melbourne [1963, 6], However, his opinion differs in the claim that New

South Wales was the initial phase of the experiment and not the secondary phase as argued above.
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be mythical.

Whilst the final selection of Botany Bay was undertaken

somewhat hurriedly, it has been argued that this was the only other colony that
had been identified that possessed the qualities sought for the application of
disciplinary punishment.

Botany Bay may have been regarded as less than optimal with regard to
effecting a profitable trade but entirely suitable for effecting a regime of
disciplinary punishment.

Although it was to be isolated from commercial

trade, the labour of convicts was to be further utilised for public gain as it had
been with the hulks experiment. It was also identified as possessing strategic
and naval advantages, and of having an abundance of pine for masts and flax
for rope, all of which were much needed naval supplies. The various motives
that have been put forward are all in existence, but instead of existing in
isolation as a single motive, an examination of the growing discourse of
disciplinary punishment integrates rather than negates these motives.

The

dumping theory, often expounded as a major motive of any plan, can be
dispelled when the focus is on disciplinary punishment rather than mercantile
concerns or that of a crisis within the prison system. It appears more likely that
the establishment of the colony of New South Wales was within the changing
discourse of punishment, and as a means of achieving economy and humanity
that was seen to be reciprocally beneficial to the convicts and to the state.
However, until the plans for Botany Bay were expressed in financial terms, the
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economy of this form of punishment relied heavily on the science of
punishment developed by Howard rather than calculating costs or returns.

With a colony located for transportation, the state, through the agency of the
Treasury, was now the central mechanism in the application of disciplinary
punishment, and as the central mechanism such punishment should now be
able to give an accurate focus on costs and benefits. However, the antiquated
accounting system employed by the Treasury was inadequate to deal with the
demands placed upon it to track such costs.

The undertaking of the first

transportation was subject to cost overruns and a general lack of scrutiny. The
reasons for this lack of scrutiny and the nature and types of costs incurred in
the first transportation will be examined in the following chapter where the
focus will be on the operation of the Treasury.
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Chapter 4
T he M anagement of the K ing 's T reasure

Introduction.

Where the previous chapter reconciled the differences in motives by viewing the
decision to transport through the lenses of disciplinary punishment, this chapter
deals with how the project was financed and recorded.

This area has been

problematic in early European-Australian history for two reasons. The first being
that the high costs involved have been used as justification for some of the motives
proposed by various historians.

From the centralised state involvement in

secondary punishment and the high cost involved some researchers have
surmised that the decision making for transportation was of a financial nature.
For example, Dallas [1978] and Blainey [1966] have both used the issue of the high
costs involved to establish an argument for a motive that was naval or commercial
and not primarily penal.

Blainey argued other objectives on the grounds that

transportation "was a startlingly costly solution" [1966, 17], and Dallas argued that
"the costs and risks involved point to some deeper reason" [1978, 39]. O'Brien,
who argued a penal colony as the major motive, also identified many of the
various costs involved and commented that "the British Government had not been
niggardly in expenditure" [1950, 195]. Whilst it is not in dispute that the various
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motives were valid, these arguments indicate that transportation was undertaken
with an active foreknowledge of the costs involved, and that the transportation
decision was primarily an economic one largely based on economic fact. The
second reason is that whilst the research on accounting evidence has been sparse,
it is often conflicting, as accounting researchers have variously discussed differing
accounting techniques employed within the early years of the penal colony.

Gibson [1986, 1988] proposed that the accounts were kept in double entry format.
Parker [1990] claimed that the accounts were charge and discharge.

Craig &

Jenkins [1996] concluded that the accounts were generally kept in single entry
form prior to 1817, primarily to promote the private interests of the civil
establishment [220].

Scorgie and Reiss [1997] attempted to show a linkage

between the colonial accounts and naval accounts. Moreover, they investigated
some accounts both for and within the colony and claim that accounting was
actively used in the initial decision to transport, where:
The cost per convict unit of the venture which involved officers,
seamen, marines, civil administrators and the convicts was foremost
in the minds of those who planned this new punishment system
[1997, 59-60].

To validate this argument, they cite Frost [1994] who used the Middleton Papers,
which indicated that some members of the government undertook some costings.
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From the foregoing, two main inter-related arguments emerge. The first that total
costs were important in the decision to transport, and the second that decision
making was sufficiently advanced to identify per unit costs for transportation.
Underlying these arguments is the hypothesis that there was some form of an
accounting system in place that could readily identify these costs prior to their
being incurred. Moreover, this accounting system was sufficiently advanced to
supply information in some form for decision-making purposes. These views are
disputed.

This chapter investigates the form of government bookkeeping that developed,
particularly in the latter half of the eighteenth century, to demonstrate that the
claim by the various authors of the existence of an active financial decision making
process, at this early stage of transportation, did not take place. Instead, similar to
the penal legislation, the state was also making incursions into the operation of the
financial system of the ancien regime. A series of internal controls that focussed on
the control of behaviour of individual accountants was legislated. However, no
provisions at this time were made for the ultimate consolidation of any accounts.
Instead, the type of bookkeeping that was legislated was concerned with the better
individual management of the king's treasure rather than a total management of
the state's treasure. It is maintained that there was no system in place that could
either anticipate or effectively collate costs sufficiently for decision-making
purposes during the preparations for the first fleet.
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The Treasure of the Ancien Regime.

With the introduction of the Transportation Act in 1784, the Treasury was
supposedly the central agency for financing disciplinary punishment. This section
deals briefly with the history of the Treasury. This history is important as some of
the financial system in place during the early period of transportation to New
South Wales was developed during this early period.

The origins of the Treasury were within the medieval Exchequer and as such,
what constitutes the Treasury has undergone a transformation in meaning.
Treasury during the early medieval period primarily referred to both the physical
storage and management of the king's treasure. As Roseveare notes that:
even when one has made the elementary distinction between the
custody of the treasure and the administration of finance, it would be
wrong to suppose that something called 'the Treasury' was at the
heart of medieval English government. The king was that heart, sole
and unfettered, and ... he could, and generally did, manage his
finances through such agencies as he chose. Chancery, Chamber,
Wardrobe, Treasury and Exchequer played complimentary and
sometimes interchangeable roles in the guardianship of the king's
profit. The inconvenient essence of financial administration in
medieval England was flexibility carried to the point of fluidity
[1969, 19].

The exact date of the establishment of the Treasury is within and therefore as
obscure as that of the establishment of the medieval Exchequer. Binney [1958,168]
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establishes the Treasury as a distinct department from the reign of James I with
the appointment of the first office of the Lord Treasurer, but also points out that it
was not until 1714 that this office was continually held. Thus, it was not until
some time during the seventeenth century that the formation of a distinct Treasury
that was separate from the Exchequer emerged. But by the late twelfth century the
Exchequer had divided into two parts, that of the Upper and Lower Exchequer1
[Roseveare, 1969, 19]. This division of the Exchequer gave rise to a rudimentary
system of accountability where a partial separation of functions between the
custody of the king's treasure and its audit occurred.

The custody and initial

recording of the cash or treasure was installed within one department, the Lower
Exchequer, and the audit function undertaken by the Upper Exchequer.

The Lower Exchequer was primarily responsible to the king for the accounting
function.

Designated as Treasurer of the Receipt, it was responsible for the

assessment and collection of taxes, rents, fines, penalties and other revenues from
the various sheriffs or rent farmers.

Robert outlines the procedures of cash

collection by the Lower Exchequer as follows:
It was the custom for the sheriff to journey to Westminster each year
at Easter and pay into the Lower Exchequer, or Exchequer of the
Receipt, approximately one-half of the total amount for which his
region was liable. The Treasurer, having accepted the sheriffs
proffer, or payment on account, issued instructions for a tally to be

1 This division may have occurred prior to this time. It was not until a Bishop of London, Richard Fitznigel,
wrote a treatise, Dialogus de Scaccario, on the operations of the Exchequer about 1176 were there any written
records on the processes of administering the royal treasures [Robert, 1956, 76; Binney, 1958,168].
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cut, one half being given to the sheriff as his receipt, the other
finding its way into the Exchequer archives [1956, 78].

These wooden tallies were the form of accounting employed by the Lower
Exchequer as well as serving as a receipt to those paying cash into the Treasury.
Each tally, some 8 or 9 inches long2, had its value inscribed upon it by a series of
notches:
At the top they put thousands of pounds so that the cut for it will
take the thickness of the palm of the hand. £100 the breadth of the
thumb, £20 that of the little finger. The cut for the £1 is of the
thickness of a grain of ripe barley; for Is. less, yet so that by the two
converging cuts something is removed and a small notch made; a
penny is marked by a single cut, nothing being removed. On the
edge where a thousand is cut you shall put no other number save the
half of a thousand, in fashion so that you remove the half of the cut
[Fitznigel, circa 1176 quoted by Robert, 1956, 76].

The collection and recording thus complete, the half tally could then be stored in
the Exchequer archives and the cash stored in the Treasury strongroom, with:
its watchman and its halfpenny nightlight guarding the treasure which included Domesday Book, the King's Seal and the great
account rolls of the realm as well as chests of coin and treasure
[Roseveare, 1969, 22].

From the store of treasure rather than the tallies, the Lower Exchequer could then
determine whether sufficient funds were available to effect the payments required
under the Great or Privy Seals [Binney, 1958, 168-9].

2 The length of the tallies were to measure "from the tip of the index finger to the tip of the thumb" [Robert,

1956, 76].
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The Upper Exchequer was primarily responsible for the auditing function.

But

this function was also concerned with the final collection of royal revenue. The
various sheriffs were again required to attend Westminster at Michaelmas, but in
addition to paying over the balance of their account they were to be audited on
their whole account. The debt, assessed primarily from the Domesday Book, had
previously been entered on the Pipe Roll3 [Chatfield, 1977, 21-2], and this
assessment was to form the basis of the audit. Present at the audit were sundry
clerks, and the "Treasurer, ... watched by his superiors, the Justiciar and the
Chancellor, and even, on occasion, by the King himself" [Roseveare, 1969, 23]. On
completion of this audit the amounts collected from the sheriff were entered onto
the Receipt Roll, and when the final balance declared quit, sent to the Clerk of the
Pipe to issue the sheriffs quietus or discharge and entered onto the Great Roll of
the Pipe. If for any reason the sheriff was not declared quit, the sheriffs account
was sent to the King's Rememberancer to enter the necessary charge against the
sheriff in the accounts and if considered necessary, to undertake proceedings for
recovery [Roseveare, 1969, 23, 134].

This simple system was highly dependent upon cash, the attendance of a few
officials and the presence of the king rather than the chronological recordings

3 It is not entirely clear which department was responsible for this initial assessment. The king appointed
"three able Persons" in 1266 to undertake an annual survey of the kingdom and perform the assessment [51
Hen III, slat. 5, Cl. IV]. However, from the various processes involved in the audit and with the Lower
Exchequer responsible for the custody of the Domesday Book, it appears likely that the Lower Exchequer
was involved in some form in making the assessments and writing up the Pipe Roll.
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made on the various pipe rolls. However, as the business of government grew
increasingly complex, most of the system employed in simpler times remained
intact. The signing of the Magna Carta in 1215 fixed some of the dues that could
be levied by the king and created the first financial crisis within the Exchequer.
The restriction on the levies that could be raised coupled with a backlog of
exchequer audits led to a financial crisis in the royal revenue and subsequent
expenditure cycle. Underscoring much of this problem was that the Exchequer
audits were so far behind that the sheriffs or rent farmers could retain large sums
of royal revenues in their hands for some years before being called to an audit. By
1266 the slow process of revenue collection and its associated audit had an impact
on the expenditure cycle. Legislation was passed requiring the various sheriffs
and bailiffs to appear before the Exchequer on certain dates to settle their account
in full. Failure to appear was to be punishable by a fine, and for those who did
appear "their Bodies shall remain without departing from thence, until they have
paid or made agreement" [51 Hen III, Stat 5, 1266]. However, despite the attempts
by the legislation to make the sheriffs and bailiffs more promptly accountable to
the king, the course of the Upper Exchequer remained unaltered. Where it was
responsible for the entire collection of royal revenue, this was to be achieved by
ensuring the individual accountability of the sheriffs and bailiffs. There did not
appear to be a focus on collating the total amounts due from the kingdom as a
whole as the Exchequer "continued to use roman rather than arabic numerals until
its demise in the nineteenth century" [Roseveare, 1969, 26]. Moreover, the focus
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was on the collection of revenue rather than the control of expenditure. Spending
the treasure was regarded as the business of the king and the role of the Exchequer
was to ensure that sufficient cash was on hand to effect this.

Exchequer audits and collections grew even more inefficient with an increasing
number of official appointments made on the grounds of reward rather than
ability. This inefficiency led to a system of expenditure where much of the royal
revenue did not pass through the Exchequer but transferred directly from the
sheriffs' hands to creditors of the king, often after long delays.

Exchequer

bookkeeping was in disarray as was the royal creditworthiness [Binney, 1958, 2;
Roseveare, 1969, 60].

State Involvement in the King’s Treasure.

It was not until 1665 when Sir George Downing, an Exchequer Teller, formulated a
solution to the credit crisis by insisting that all monies pass through the Treasury.
With the king's creditworthiness in disarray, public loans on the credit of
incoming revenues were necessary to enable the king to finance the business of the
state [Roseveare, 1969, 61]. The role of raising the necessary finances through both
loans and the collection of revenues from the rent farmers transferred to the
Parliament through the Treasury. This raising of government finance from the
public by the state rather than the king now required a new accountability.
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Although in a technical sense, the Treasury's accountability was now to the
Parliament which now possessed the sole right to grant supply, neither the
Parliament nor the Treasury had developed any mechanisms for ensuring that the
supply of money was appropriated for expenditure in the manner intended by the
Parliament. The treasure was still regarded as belonging to the king [Chubb, 1952,
7-9].

The

main

accountability that developed with

this new financing

arrangement was to the public. Members of the public willing to advance money
to the Government at 6% interest were to receive a chronologically numbered
certificate4 from the Treasury.

This money was now to be redeemable in the

sequence of the certificate numbers when the Treasury collected the outstanding
taxes from the various sheriffs. In addition to this, a system of Treasury records
was instigated in 1667 to include Order Books, Minute Books, Warrant Books and
Letter Books, and the Treasury records were to be open to the public for inspection
[Roseveare, 1969, 60-2].

The Upper Exchequer continued its ancient course virtually unaltered. It was still
accountable only to the king for the auditing function, but the process of receipt
and issue of money was now in the hands of the Lower Exchequer.

This new

financial arrangement required some central co-ordination if public confidence

4 Roseveare [1969, 60] indicates that depositors received a certificate. However, Mepham [1986, 104]
indicates that the depositor received a tally instead of a certificate. The certificate was used to prepare the
tally. The tally was then marked with the number of the bill, and the bill then filed by the Auditor of the
Receipt. Given the existing system within the Exchequer and subsequent legislation, Mepham's outline of
the system appears to be more accurate.
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was to be sufficiently restored in order for them to advance the government the
necessary funds.

In November 1667 this central co-ordination occurred when

orders were issued:
by his Majesty in Council that neither of his principal Secretaries of
State nor any other person whatsoever do at any time hereafter
prepare or offer to his Majesty for his royal signature any grant,
order or warrant relating to his Majesty's Customs, or any other
branch of his revenue unless the business first takes rise and begin
with the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury or the Lord Treasurer
for the time being, and that they be acquainted with and consenting
the same [Privy Council Register, PRO, PC 2/60, 1 November, 1667
reproduced in Roseveare, 1973, 113, Document 2].

Although technically the Lord Treasurer's position was within the Upper
Exchequer, this order and a subsequent one on 31 January 1668 where the control
passed from the Lord Treasurer to the Commissioners of the Treasury, placed the
office and function of the Treasury as a distinct administrative body at the head of
the Exchequer. In addition to this, a physical separation also occurred when the
Treasury moved from the Exchequer buildings at Westminster to Whitehall
[Roseveare, 1969, 63].

Notwithstanding the apparent separation of the Treasury, its new control over
public revenue and expenditure and its system of record keeping, the reality was
somewhat different. Both the Exchequer and the Treasury were still staffed by
sinecured posts, some for life and some hereditary, they were

"immune to

dismissal for anything short of treason, it took proved dishonesty to justify their
suspension, and that was none to easy" [Roseveare, 1969, 74]. The lack of any
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timely audits by the Upper Exchequer helped to ensure that any dishonesty in
officials could remain undetected and further delay the revenue collection.

By

1696, with a war with France in progress, the government's credit standing with
the public had reached a crisis point.
Large numbers of tallies-of-loans were in private hands, and there
were no funds to pay them as they fell due. The consequence was
that they were quoted at a heavy discount, as much as 40 per cent, on
occasions, and the Government felt obliged to do something about
them if public confidence was to be restored [Robert, 1956, 84].

To restore the public's confidence and to effect the repayment of some of the loans,
new legislation was considered necessary in 1697 "for the better Observation of
the Course anciently used in the Receipt of Exchequer" [8&9 Will III, c 28].
Although by its heading the legislation proposed to alter only the Lower
Exchequer, it was also an attempt to reform, or at least increase the efficiency of,
the Upper Exchequer and its associated audits by placing its progress in revenue
collection into the public gaze. At the same time, it also placed greater control in
the hands of the Treasury. Exchequer appointments, previously made by the king,
were now to be made "with the Approbation of the Commissioners of the
Treasury, or the Treasurer of the Exchequer for the time being" [cl V]. Furthermore,
appointments could be terminated if the incumbent or his appointee failed to
perform the required duties [cl I & II].

To ensure these required duties were performed, this legislation instigated a
system of surveillance. The four Tellers of the Lower Exchequer, when receiving
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money were now to be watched by an officer from the Tally Court. The Teller was
then to issue a Bill to the Tally Officer who would issue the depositor with a tally5.
Depositors were no longer to be issued with the Teller's private Bills [cl I].
Furthermore, to prevent the Tellers keeping the cash, they were not permitted to
issue the Tally Officers with their own Bills. Receipts and cash held by the Tellers
were now required to be in agreement [cl II]. The Teller was required to charge
himself with the amount received [cl I], and the Tellers' accounts were to be taken
weekly by the Auditor of the Receipt [cl VIII].

Payments by the Tellers were also to be subject to scrutiny. All payments had to
be authorised by an Order or Debenture made out by the Auditor of the Receipt
after a request by the Commissioner of the Treasury or the Treasurer of the
Exchequer.

Both the Auditor of the Receipt and the Clerk of the Pells were

required to enter these payment authorisations into books provided for the
purpose [cl III & VIII].

In addition to the system of payments on Orders and

Debentures, the Auditor of the Receipt was required to issue Imprest Certificates
for money issued on account, and required to transmit the Imprest Rolls to the
King's Rememberancer every six months "in order to the charging6 or prosecuting
of Accomptants" [cl VIII]. At Easter and Michaelmas the Auditor of the Receipt
was to supply the Treasurer with a list of receipts, issues and remains at the

5 This legislation appears to merely formalise the system instigated by Downing in 1665.
6 The Rememberancer kept the records in Charge and Discharge accounting.
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Exchequer [cl VIII]. The accuracy of this was to be assured by way of the Auditor
of the Receipt checking the Tellers' cash, at least every twenty-eight days, to
ensure that the tellers had the cash that they were charged with, and by an
examination of the Tellers payment vouchers7 which were to agree with the
Auditor's weekly certificates [cl XIII].

Security over the cash was to be by storing it in chests with three different locks on
each chest. The Tellers were to hold one key, the Clerk of the Pells another, with
the final key held by the eldest of the two Deputy Chamberlains. The presence of
all three keyholders was required to lock or unlock each chest. The unlocking of
the chests was to occur each morning of business, and orders for cash from the
previous day were to be removed from the chests that morning and issued to the
Tellers.

In the evening the chests were to be unlocked and the day's cash

collections deposited in the chests, the money bags weighed and a ticket regarding
the contents of each bag placed within the bag. However, this twice-daily ritual
was to be increased for issues should the Navy, Ordnance or Forces require
money. In this case the chests had to be opened immediately and "the publick
Service dispatched without Delay" [cl XII].

To facilitate the system of surveillance over the cash collection and its issue: time,
space and movement were to be regulated [Foucault, 1979, 137].

The various

7 No mention is made of the Tellers' entering these payments as a discharge in their accounts.
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officials were now required to have regular hours of attendance. The officials of
the Tally Court were required to attend daily, except for Sundays and other
holidays, from eight in the morning until one in the afternoon from Lady-day to
Michaelmas, and from nine in the morning until one in the afternoon from
Michaelmas until Lady-day, unless they were sick or had approved leave of
absence from either the Treasurer or Under Treasurer of the Exchequer. Hours of
attendance were not specified for the Auditor of the Receipt, Writer of the Tallies
and Counter Tallies, the Clerk of the Pells or the four Tellers. Instead, they were
required to attend if their personal attendance was required, and could appoint a
deputy or clerk to "give such due and constant Attendance in their respective
Places, as that His Majesty, His Heirs and Successors, or any other Person or
Persons, who are to receive money, or have other lawful Occasions there, may not
be delayed or prejudiced" [cl IV]. In addition to their required attendance, public
confidence in advancing the Government money was to be further advanced by a
table that was to be outside the office of the Auditor of the Receipt:
shewing how far the Officers there have proceeded in the
Repayment of Loans made upon the Credit of such Taxes, Aids,
Impositions or Revenues, and how far the Monies which shall be
paid into the Exchequer by the respective Receivers thereof do extend
from time to time to discharge the Principal and Interest upon the
said Taxes, Aids, Impositions, or Revenues respectively, whereby all
Persons concerned at all such Times when the Office ought to be
open, may without Trouble or Difficulty see what Progress is daily
made in the Repayment of Loans upon the several Registers kept
pursuant to any Act of Parliament in that Behalf [cl VI].
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The Eighteenth Century Treasury.

The system employed in the Treasury and the Exchequer remained virtually
unaltered during most of the eighteenth century.

Some structural changes had

taken place. The Commissioners or Lords of the Treasury were now served by the
Joint Secretaries to take minutes and action any decisions made by them.
However, despite the legislated attempt in 1697 to control the Exchequer in order
to increase the public's confidence in the monetary affairs of the government, little
had taken place. Indeed, a notable feature in the seventeenth century legislation
regarding accounting was that it was concerned primarily with ensuring that the
receipts and repayments of public loans were duly recorded and that the cash held
by the Tellers' balanced.

The treasure may have been augmented by

parliamentary credit and managed by the Treasury, but it was still regarded as
belonging to the king.

To ensure the safeguarding of the royal treasure, the

system focused primarily on the imposition of an individual surveillance and
accountability of the Tellers' to prevent them using the king's treasure for their
own purposes. But apart for ensuring individual honesty by way of a system of
internal control, there was a lack of concern in linking the various payments into
any comprehensive totals. This lack of concern has already been noted in chapter
2 where Oldham [1990, 205] had to reconstruct, from various Treasury warrants
issued, the various payments made for transportation under 4 Geo I, c 11 [1718], as
the Treasury did not have any system in place to calculate such totals. Its primary
concern was to ensure that the cash held by the tellers' balanced. Moreover, no
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steps had been taken to ensure that the appropriations made by the great spending
departments, particularly that of the Navy and Army8 were checked.

As

Roseveare noted:
It was much less easy to apply business-like disciplines to the great
spending departments. The enjoyed a great deal of autonomy.
Whilst they were obliged to wait upon the Treasury to know when
and how they would get their funds, they possessed considerable
discretion in deciding how and when they spent them.
Departmental treasurers were called to account in the Exchequer at
irregular intervals, and until they laid down their office [or died]
their affairs were usually free from inquisition. It was within this
privileged immunity that most of the characteristic abuses ...
peculation, profiteering and waste - tended to arise [1973, 37].

Economic Reforms and the State.

Although parliament had the responsibility for the raising of revenue from the
public and its subsequent repayment, no attempts at economic or structural reform
regarding expenditure took place until the 1780's. Up until this point, expenditure
had been regarded as the king's business. The parliament regarded itself merely
as a facilitator to ensure that the king's business could be carried out, but as Chubb
points out:
Whenever the king overspent his Civil List grants he applied for
funds to pay the government's debts and the House was then forced

8 These were identified by the 1697 legislation as being exempt from being kept waiting for the cash they
desired. However, the main problem was the Navy who were only required to put rough estimates of their
required annual supply before the parliament. These estimates were under three heads of Ordinary, Extra
Ordinary and Sea Service, and parliament tended to take the traditional line of voting the Naval supply
unqueslioningly. The army supply was another matter and more detailed estimates were required [Binney,
1958, Roseveare, 1973].
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to consider national expenditure. From the accession of George III
such overspending was common [1952, 9].

To deal with this overspending, the Appropriations Act [20 Geo III, c 62, 1780] was
passed in an attempt to ensure that the sums granted to the spending departments
were applied for the purpose intended by Parliament and hence to economically
regulate the operation of the various spending departments, particularly that of
the Army, Navy and Ordnance Departments. Possessed of their own treasuries,
they were voted their annual operating sums by Parliament allocated under the
respective heads of supply and issued their cash from the Exchequer. However,
they had remained virtually unaccountable to either the Treasury or the
Parliament regarding their spending or cash balances. The Treasury was obliged
to issue them with money on request, provided it had been supplied by an
allocation of the Parliament, but this system "often obliged them [the parliament]
to sanction large payments without knowing if they were really necessary"
[Roseveare, 1973, 62]. The Departmental Treasurers' could and apparently did,
keep large sums of government money at their own disposal, and the system of
supply without adequate appropriation and the tardiness of audits encouraged
this practice. In essence, the Treasury was possibly raising more money by way of
loans from the public than it actually required.

The various departmental

treasurers were reluctant to use their surplus funds for anything other than the
normal course of their business and merely requested more by way of supply for
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any extraordinary expenses9. Compounding this, the annual Appropriations Acts
passed by Parliament prior to 1780 had not taken these balances into account when
granting further supply and had granted fresh amounts based on the various
estimates put forward by the Departments10.

Seeking to remedy this apparent abuse of the king's treasure, the 1780
Appropriation Act also sought to identify the various unspent balances in the
hands of various Departmental Treasurers and have them paid back into the
Treasury to be applied towards making good the supply

[20 Geo III, c 62,

preamble]. The Departmental Treasurers were now to be left with balances that
were as small as possible, and these balances were to be kept in an account at the
Bank of England [Roseveare, 1973, 63].

In addition to the attempt at Parliamentary control over supply and appropriation,
20 Geo III, c 54, Accounts Publick, was also passed in 1780 in an attempt to further
control the operations of the Treasury and Exchequer. It provided for the:

9 These covered such ilems as defraying the charge of the pay and clothing of the Militia in 1775 and 1776 [15
Geo III, c 8 and 16 Geo III, c 19]. Money was also raised through public loans, presumable to cover shortfalls
and extra payments required for the civil list [17 Geo III, c 51,1777, for £M1; 18 Geo III, c 57,1778 for £M1; 18
Geo III, c 64,1778 for £M1],
10 Little to no details were contained in the various annual Appropriation Acts prior to 1780, and even after
1780 Parliament often passed the Acts with no details. For Example 15 Geo III c 42, 1775 granted supplies
not to exceed £1,915,552:16:11:2q; 16 Geo III, c 49,1776 granted a sum not exceed £1,837,428:3:10; 17 Geo III, c
47, 1777 passed the annual supply with no sums mentioned; 18 Geo III, c 54, 1778 granted an amount of
£2,296,209:1:8:2q but this time indicated where the various sums were to be allocated; 19 Geo III, c 71, 1779
granted supply of £2,071,854:13:8:2q indicating allocation; 23 Geo III, c 78, 1783 granted supply of £2,200,000
with no details, despite the requirements passed in 1780 that supply and appropriation be matched.
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appointing and enabling Commissioners to examine, take, and state
the public Accounts of the Kingdom; and to report what balances
are in the Hands of Accountants, which may be applied to the
publick Service ; and what Defects there are in the present Mode of
receiving, collecting, issuing, and accounting for publick Money ;
and in what more expeditious and effectual and less expensive
Manner, the said Services can in future be regulated and carried on
for the Benefit of the Publick [20 Geo III, c 54, 1780. Extended by 21
Geo III, c 54,1781; 22 Geo III, c 50, 1782; 23 Geo III, c 68, 1783; 24 Geo
III, c 13, 1784].

By 1781 the Commissioners of Public Accounts had made some small inroads into
identifying government sums held in private hands such as £18,723:13:11 held by
Sir William Howe, late commander in chief in America, and these sums were
included in the 1781 Appropriations Act [21 Geo III, c 57].

By 1782 the Commissioners had identified the problems associated with the
duality of roles of government servants, elected members and government
contractors, all of which could describe any one person.

22 Geo III, c 45 was

passed in 1782 "for restraining any person concerned in any contract, commission,
or agreement, made for the Publick Service, from being Elected, or Sitting and
Voting as a Member of the House of Commons", in an attempt to ensure that
lucrative government contracts were not awarded to members of the House of
Commons.

However, a major objection to the passing of this legislation came

from the Treasury itself, when under this legislation one of the Treasury
Secretaries positions was made "permanent, on a reduced salary, and excluding
him from Parliament" [Fifteenth Report from the Select Committee in Finance,
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Treasury, 19 July, 1797, 286].

Treasury officials and other government officers

were now required to be seen to be independent.

Reforming the Exchequer.

By 1783 the Commissioners of Public Accounts had identified some of the
inefficiencies within the Exchequer.

Although these inefficiencies were known

previously, as discussed above, little had been done to alter the ancient course of
the Exchequer.

The final report of the Commissioners of Public Accounts

described the ancient practices and inflexibility of the Exchequer as:
the old and obstinate forms of the Exchequer, which, however,
proper and accommodating they might be to our expenditure when
they were adopted, were now infinitely too confused, dilatory, and
intricate, for the enlarged business of our present expenditure [Pitt
reading the Report to the Parliament, Parliamentary Register, Vol,
XVII, Feb 17, 1785, 182].

Now, a new discipline based on economy was to be applied to the Exchequer. The
Commissioners identified:
several useless, expensive, and unnecessary offices ; and that the
emoluments arising from other of the offices of the said Receipt of
the Exchequer, are become excessive ; and that the mode of paying
the officers by allowances, fees, and gratuities, is inconvenient both
to the public, and to individuals [23 Geo III, c 82, 1783].

However, unlike the immediacy of the penal legislation, matters touching on
appointments and expenditures although now managed by the Treasury were still
largely regarded as the king's business by the parliament. As such, most of the
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administrative and economic reforms to be applied to the Exchequer were future
ones. The offices of the two Chamberlains, the Tally Cutters and the Usher of the
Exchequer were only to be abolished on their respective deaths11 [cl I], whereas the
lesser position of Second Clerk to the Tellers was abolished immediately [cl IV].
The various fee chests112 were to be consolidated and placed in the hands of the
First Clerk of the Pells, who was to be responsible for accounting for the fees and
answerable to the Commissioners of the Treasury [cl IX]. The percentage of fees
that belonged to the Second Clerk to the Tellers was to be paid into the hands of
the First Clerk of the Pells to form part of the central fee fund.

Whilst this

legislation allowed the continuance of the practice of the higher officers receiving
their respective percentages of fees, this was only to continue during their lifetime.
Anyone taking office after the death or retirement of any of these officers was to be
a salaried officer, with the salaries legislated as:
Auditor
Chief Clerk of the Auditor
Clerk of the Pells
First Clerk of the Pells (as receiver of the
money arising from the fees herein-after
directed to be received
To each of the Four Tellers
To each of the First Clerks of the Four
Tellers
23 Geo III, c 82, cl V

£4,000 pa
£1,000 pa
£3,000 pa

£ 200 pa
£2,700 pa
£1,000 pa

11 These were hereditary offices. This legislation provided for a life term for the present incumbent, but
ensured that the rights of the heirs were terminated.
12 The various officials were not remunerated by salaries. Instead, each office charged a fee for services
performed. These fees were accumulated in a fee chest and periodically divided between the officials
according to a predetermined formula.
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The salaries were to be issued from the fees chest with any surplus being
transferred rather than retained in the chest. One third of the surplus was to be
placed in the account for the use of the civil government, with the remaining two
thirds to be deposited into the sinking fund13 account. Should there be insufficient
fees available to pay the salaries, then the same proportions were to be drawn
from the respective accounts to meet the salary requirements [cl IX]. Whilst some
centralisation of accounts occurred under this legislation, this new centralisation
was not to apply to the king's revenues or expenditure, only the fee revenues and
expenses of the offices of the Exchequer.

In addition to changing the various official positions to salaried ones, a new
system of the receipt and issue of cash was proposed.

On the death of the

Chamberlains, the use of tallies was to be discontinued and replaced with
an indented cheque receipt of each sum so received ; which receipt
shall be made out by the Officer of the Auditor attending in the Tally
Court, signed by him, and by the Officer of the Clerk of the Pells ;
and upon passing any account of money received, the receipt shall
be produced, together with the account, and examined with the
counterfoil of the cheque in the Office of the Auditor ; and the
account shall be compared with the entry in the Office of the
Auditor, and with the record in the Office of the Clerk of the Pells,
and the truth of the account shall be certified by the Officers
checking the same ; and the custody of one of the keys to the Tellers
Chests, the Standard Weights and Measures, and the Standard pieces

13 The sinking fund was the account used to repay the government's debt.
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of gold and silver, shall be committed to the Auditor of the Receipt
of his Majesty's Exchequer ; any former useage or custom to the
contrary notwithstanding [23 Geo III, c 82, cl II].

However, whilst this legislated system should have brought some degree of
financial control over the Treasury and Exchequer, the reality was somewhat
different. Whilst the Appropriations Act had made some small inroads into the
collection of government monies held in the hands of various officials, its main
object was to ensure that such monies were being applied for the purposes
indicated by the Parliament. Yet the legislation had failed to identify any methods
that could ensure this as neither the Treasury nor the Exchequer was obliged to
report to the Parliament as to whether the expenditures made by the various
accountants was in accordance with the Parliament's intentions.

Furthermore, the

major reforms to the Exchequer, legislated in 1783 were only to be undertaken in
the future. The tally system, dependent upon the death of the Chamberlains for its
own demise, continued until 182614 [Robert, 1956, 85].

Audit Reforms and the State.

By 1785 the legislative focus turned towards the Auditors of the Imprest15 with
"An Act for better examining and auditing the Publick Accounts of this Kingdom"
[25 Geo. Ill, c. 52].

Unlike the consideration of life tenure given to the

14 The tallies were stored at Westminster and took up so much space that they were ordered to be destroyed
in 1834. The workmen assigned to burn them over-stoked the stoves and as a result the Parliament buildings
were burnt down [Robert, 1956, 85J.
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Chamberlains, Tally Cutters and Ushers of the Exchequer, the tenured offices of
the Auditors, from July 5,1785 was to:
cease and determine, on due Compensation being made to them for
their Interest in the same ; and that all Fees, Gratuities, and
Perquisites, in the Office of the Auditors of the Imprest, should be
forthwith abolished ; and that every Officer and Clerk in the said
Office or Department should be paid by the Publick a certain fixed
annual Salary, in lieu of all such Fees, Gratuities, and Perquisites [25
Geo III, c 52, cl I].

The Commissioners appointed to enquire into the public accounts had reported
scathingly on the audit practices existing within the office of the Auditors of the
Imprest.

Pitt, in presenting the Commissioners report to the Parliament, noted

that:
the Commissioners had stated with truth to be, not an accurate
examination into the uses to which the specific sums had been
applied, but merely an inquiry into the arithmetical exactness of each
account, ... [renders] this practice absolutely nugatory, ... another
establishment, of less expence and more utility, might succeed: an
establishment where efficient checks, and substantial disquisition
might take place of mere numerical forms and examinations
[Parliamentary Register, Vol XVII, Feb. 17 1785, 185-6].

In the place of the Auditors of the Imprest there was to be a Board of five
Commissioners, The Commissioners for Auditing the Publick Accounts, who were to
receive a fixed salary not exceeding £4,000 annually instead of the usual system of
fees [25 Geo III, c 52, cl III].

Two of the Commissioners were to be the

is The Auditors of the Imprest belonged in the Upper Exchequer and were responsible for all administrative
audits. The Auditors of the Receipt, mentioned previously belonged to the Lower Exchequer [Binney, 1958,
287].
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Comptrollers of Army Accounts "who shall continue to be the Commissioners for
Auditing the Publick Accounts so long only as they shall be Comptrollers of Army
Accounts" [cl IV]. Lifetime tenure on appointment was no longer to be the case. A
separate audit division was to be formed, rather than the audit taking place within
the existing Exchequer, and provisions were made for any clerks or officers
appointed by the Commissioners to be salaried through a total sum of £6,000 set
aside for salaries and office costs [cl VI]. In addition, the Army audits were now
to be centralised as were the audits of the receipts.

Whilst these existing

departmental audit offices were not explicitly abolished, they were reduced in
importance by the powers granted to the Audit Commissioners. Invested with the
same powers as the Auditors of the Imprest [cl VIII], the Audit Commissioners
were also granted additional powers of searching:
all such Persons as shall have received and Sum or Sums of Money
by way of Imprest, or in any other Manner, for which they shall be
accountable, to attend on them personally, from Time to Time, as
they shall be required, and to exhibit to the said Commissioners, or
any three or more of them, all such Accounts, Books, Certificates,
Warrants, Muniments, Receipts, or other Papers whatsoever, in the
Possession of such Persons, which shall appear to be necessary for
the Purposes of their Examination ; and it shall and may be lawful
for the said Commissioners, or any three of them, and they are
hereby authorised, when they shall see Occasion, to cause Search to
be made, or Extracts to be taken from the Books, Rolls, or Records, in
the Custody or Keeping of any Officer or Minister in the Court, or in
the Receipt of the Exchequer, without paying any Fee or Reward for
the same [cl IX].

The purpose of this Act was to overcome the tardiness of the previous system of
audit and to facilitate a more timely revenue collection by the government, which
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in turn was felt would facilitate spending in line with Parliament's intentions. To
this end the Commissioners were required to create as little delay as possible in
the auditing process, and to make "full, just and perfect Accounts or Declarations
of Accounts, containing briefly the Sum and Substance thereof in Charge and
Discharge" [cl X].

The completed accounts were now to go to the "Lord High

Treasurer, or the Commissioners of the Treasury" [cl XIV] instead of to the King's
Rememberancer.

In order for the Audit Commissioners to be able to attest the

Audit, the Auditor of the Exchequer was required to transmit to them a list of all
money issued from the Treasury by way of imprest [cl XIV].

The imprest system was identified as the greatest drain on public money. Whilst
the annual appropriations were handed down by the Parliament, most of the
appropriations made were for events that had already occurred and had been paid
for16. The Exchequer and the various sub-treasuries were often acting in advance
of parliamentary approval, where "a great deal of money issued took the form of
advances or imprests to be spent abroad which could not be appropriated at the
time of issue" [Chester, 1981, 214]. However, even if parliamentary approval for
expenditure had been sought, the method of keeping government accounts was
through an imprest system where the

16 For example, most of the money identified in the annual appropriations to pay Campbell for the hulks had
already been issued to him. In some instances, the parliament did not provide supply and a double amount
was appropriated the following year. However, it was the Treasury who prepared the list of required
appropriations for the Parliament, which gives some insights into the poor state of Treasury bookkeeping.
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Imprest, or the great accompts, are those of the mint, wardrobe, army,
navy, tenths, and other public accompts [Rolt, 1761, reproduced in
Sheldahl, 1996, 100].

Under this system, money was issued, on account, from the Exchequer to the
accountants or sub-treasuries for their respective purposes rather than all accounts
being paid centrally through the Treasury.

To facilitate cross checking on the various imprest accounts, a new role was
designated for the King's Rememberancer, that of recording the charges against
the various Treasurers of the spending departments17. All public officers were now
required to transmit an annual account to the Rememberancer "within thirty Days
of the thirty-first Day of December" of all the money they had issued by way of
imprest or on account from the Treasury [cl XVI]. Any failure on the part of the
various treasurers to do this meant that the charge would be to their own account,
unless they produced satisfactory proof and received the approval of the Lord
High Treasurer or the Commissioners of the Treasury [cl XVII]. However, despite
the attempts to ensure that the monies imprested by the various accountants were
accounted for on a regular basis, the accounting system used was one that
imposed personal liability on the various accountants. No clear processes were
put in place that could identify whether the overall expenditure matched the sum
voted through the Parliamentary appropriations and no reports were required by

17 Previously the Auditor of the Receipt was required to transmit the Imprest Rolls to the Rememberancer
every six months [8&9 Will III, c 28, cl VIII]. The Imprest Rolls were now the province of the Audit
Commissioners and the King's Rememberancer was to handle the individual accounts.
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the Parliament. Instead, the Commissioners of the Treasury were given a greater
power to operate the financial system without such scrutiny.

Naval Resistance to Auditing.

The intention of the Audit Act was to centralise the various government audits
into one office and hasten the audit process, but an exception to these
requirements was the Navy. The Navy Treasurer "was excused furnishing the
Auditors with all his vouchers, a practice authorised for about a century past by a
Privy Seal issued in respect of each successive Treasurer" [Binney, 1958, 146]. The
Navy had its own auditors, who, like the Auditors of the Imprest merely made an
arithmetical check on each account.

Not only was it the largest spending

department, but its means of paying its various contractors consisted of Navy Bills
which were drawn at terms of either ready money or in course. The first category of
bills being payable on presentation and the second category payable when
sufficient funds existed. That sufficient funds seldom existed18 put the Navy into
the same position as the Exchequer had been prior to the legislation that attempted
to regulate its receipts and payments on public loans.

It also required that

Parliament occasionally vote them large sums under the Extraordinary head in
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order to retire the large debts incurred through its use of Navy Bills [Binney, 1958,
141].

In 1785 a proposal was drafted by Dundas, the Treasurer of the Navy, to bring the
Navy accounts under the auspices of the Treasury and the Commissioners of
Audit instead of the Navy Board. He proposed a change to the previous practice
of an outgoing Treasurer holding all balances in his hands until called to audit.
Instead, the Treasurer of the Navy, on quitting his post, was to transfer all monies
held in his hands to his successor. In addition to this, the books were to be closed
annually by the Treasurer, rather than on his retirement or death. This system
also proposed that the Treasurer of the Navy no longer be directly responsible for
the balances held in the hands of the various sub-accountants. The various sub
accountants of the Navy were now required to
draw, by imprest, the sums necessary to their several services, and
should have personally to account to the Exchequer, giving at the
same time the Treasurer for the time being regular information of the
state of the application of the sums so drawn [Parliamentary
Register, Vol XVII, Feb 17, 1785, 183].

This proposal, later legislated as 25 Geo III, c 31 [1785], was not going to fit neatly
in line with the proposals put forward by the Commissioners of Public Accounts.

is It is possible that sufficient funds did exist. However, the imprest method of keeping the Navy accounts
was such that most of the balances were held in the Navy Treasurer's or sub-accountants hands and were
used for private purposes. Typical of this was the pay books for the various ships. It could take several
years for a voyage to be completed and the crew paid off. In the interim, the mounting balance was held in
the accountants hands and often used for his own purposes rather than for retiring the outstanding Navy
Bills [Binney, 1958; Roseveare, 1969].
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In return for his acceptance of a centralised audit, Dundas refused to consider the
aggregation of all money voted to the Navy. Instead, he
proposed, that when the sum appropriated to any one service be
exhausted they should not draw for more money while they had
sums in their hands originally drawn for other, and not dissimilar
services. He said not dissimilar because he would not totally agree
that the new scheme should totally abolish the old forms. Distinct
heads might still be maintained: and they naturally divided
themselves into three - the Victualling, the Navy, and the
Commissioners of Sick and Hurt. Under these several heads the
sums might be applied indifferently, either to the particular objects
for which the money was originally drawn, or by taking sums from
the other service, under the same head which was not exhausted
[Parliamentary Register, Vol XVII, Feb. 17 1785, 184].

With the acceptance by the Parliament of Dundas's terms, all sub-accountants who
had been issued with public money were now required to present their accounts
to the Audit Commissioners for audit on a regular basis.

Instead of the

Commissioners for Audit only having to audit the main Departmental Treasurer's
accounts, they were now required to audit all accounts and their small office was
insufficient to cope with this new workload. Sub-accountants within Great Britain
were now to present for audit their Account Current together with all vouchers
pertaining to their expenditure "within three Months of the End of Each Year from
the Commencement of his Account" [25 Geo III, c 52, cl XX, 1785], for sub
accountants in Europe, the time limit was to be four months. For the West Indies,
América and Africa, the sub-accountants had to present their accounts within six
months or twelve months for sub-accountants in the East Indies [cl XX].
Furthermore, where the previous system of audits with an arithmetical check only
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had meant that certain items claimed by the various sub-accountants need not be
verified by way of vouchers, the 1785 Audit Act sought specifically to quash this
practice. The auditors were now required to insist on adequate documentation to
prove every claim "notwithstanding any Allegation of papers being lost or
destroyed, except on Application to the Court of Exchequer" who could take
evidence and reach a binding decision [cl XIII].

The Failure o f Auditing.

This new system of audit that sought to centralise and accelerate the audit process
and to ensure that government monies held in the hands of the various
accountants was being applied to the uses which it was intended to be applied had
virtually failed before it had commenced. The envisaged process regarding the
monetary system was that the Treasury was to have the onus of record-keeping
and was to issue warrants for money to the various sub-treasuries in line with the
Parliament's annual appropriation requirements.

But the Navy's conditions

regarding their acceptance of the auditing arrangement meant that the Treasury
was issuing warrants for sub-accountants rather than for sub-treasuries.
Moreover, apart from the sheer volume of audits required under this Act, no clear
onus was on the auditors to ensure that the actual expenditure was in line with the
Parliament's intentions, only that the relevant vouchers existed to prove the
expenditure. Another arrangement that was overlooked was that the system of
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imprests and the auditing focus was on the receipt and expenditure of cash. No
attempts were made to quash the Navy's practice of issuing their own Bills or any
provisions made for auditing these Bills until they were cashed.

The Treasury

could control the flow of cash but had no control over the issue of the Navy Bills
and little to no control over the proprietary of any expenditure of cash.

Furthermore, there was no system of accountability to the Parliament in any of the
legislation pertaining to accounting or auditing. Instead, the Commissioners for
Audit were required to report to the Commissioners of the Treasury [25 Geo III, c
52, cl XIV], and not to the Parliament.

It would also appear that this lack of

accountability to the Parliament pertained to investments made by the Parliament.
Forrester, in his study of accounting requirements for the Forth and Clyde Canal,
constructed from 1786 to 1816 with some financial aid granted by the Parliament,
noted that instead of being required to report to the Parliament:
the Act19 required the company to deliver to the Court of Exchequer
annually an abstract from their books showing the state of their
funds and debts as well as the gross revenues and deductions
therefrom [1980,116].

With Treasury as the final arbiter of accountability rather than the Parliament
meant that the excesses that the Audit Act was presumably intended to check
could be continued. Rather than a control over finance being exerted by either the
Treasury or the Parliament, the legislation that had proposed economic reforms to

19 24 Geo III, c 57 [1784]
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the system of government had, in reality, only effected minor and relatively
temporary controls over individuals.

The Techniques of Government Accounting.

Further facilitating the continuance of excesses of government expenditure with
little to no accountability was the system required for accounting.

The Audit

Commissioners were required to prepare charge and discharge accounts, as was
the Rememberancer, and the various sub-accountants were required to prepare
accounts current. These techniques of accounting have apparently confused some
accounting researchers in their interpretation of the remaining documents. The
use of accounts current initially led Gibson [1986, 1988] to propose that the
Commissary in New South Wales kept his accounts in double entry form in 1790.
Whilst this initial proposition by Gibson has subsequently been dispelled, Parker
[1990, introduction] refers to these accounts as charge and discharge, and the
internal colonial commissariat accounts as bookkeeping barter [1982, 143]. Craig
and Jenkins [1996, 216] refer to the accounts as written lists of single entry
accounting. Scorgie and Reiss [1997, 64-67] also refer to the colonial accounts as
charge and discharge and claim that the accounts were similar to those of a Navy
Purser's account rather than Treasury accounts kept in the form of an account
current.

All have apparently missed the fact that the legislation required an
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account current rather than change and discharge accounts to be prepared by the
various accountants.

Moreover the first commissary, Andrew Miller, whilst he

had previously held a position as a navy purser, was part of the civil
establishment in New South Wales and his commission clearly states that he was
to receive orders from either the Home Office, The Treasury or the Governor
[Miller, NLA ms 1679]. No mention is made in Miller's commission regarding the
keeping of naval

accounts, instead

the inference is that the

accounting

requirements of the Treasury regarding the preparation of accounts current rather
than naval accounts or charge and discharge were to be upheld. Notwithstanding
this, no records could be located in either charge or discharge or accounts current
by Miller20. The records that were relied upon were those of John Palmer, the
second Commissary, and not only were these were kept primarily in account
current format, but the heading in many instances indicated that they were an
account current [Archives Authority of NSW, NC11/1. Abstract o f Stores and Persons
Victualled; and Accounts, 1792-4, Shelf Location X21].

Given this confusion, the

nature of this form of accounting is discussed below.

20 Arthur Phillip, the first Governor of New South Wales did prepare an account current and not a statement
of charge and discharge. This will be discussed later.
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Accounts Current

An important strength of the account current and the charge and discharge
method of accounting was that, consistent with the legislation passed pertaining to
Treasury control, it made each and every accountant personally liable for all
receipts and payments under his custody. The account current takes "the form of
debtor and creditor on opposite pages. ... when the account is drawn out, the
peculiar style of the ledger is laid aside, all references are supplied, and every
article is related in common language" [Hamilton, 1788, 259]. The debtor was the
accountant and when cash or valuable goods were received or a Bill of Exchange
drawn, the accountant debited himself with the various amounts described and
listed separately. The creditor side indicated the person or firm [or in the case of
final accounts, the Treasury] upon whose authority any transactions were made
which dissipated the debits. A detailed listing was also required for these credits
in order for the creditor to ascertain the total accountability of the accountant.

Such a simple form of accounting in everyday language allowed the agency of
many individuals.

Being reduced to this simple form with no requirements for a

technical accounting language meant that all who handled government monies,
goods or Bills of Exchange could be termed as accountants. However, this form of
accounting was not restricted to government accounts. In the eighteenth century
such accounts, it would seem, were commonplace. Yamey [1958, 132], describes
this form of accounting as being suitable for dealing with short-term debts.
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Merchants were advised to keep a book of accounts current, and a dictionary
definition in 1751 describes the use of these as:
Book of Accounts current. This book is kept in the form of debtor
and creditor, like the led g er; it serves to draw up the accounts which
are to be sent to correspondents, in order to settle them in concert,
before they are ballanced in the ledger ; it is properly a duplicate of
the accounts current, which is kept to have recourse to occasionally
[Postlethwayt, 1751, 315 reproduced in Sheldahl, 1996, 75].

Rolt's dictionary gives a briefer description, being "Accompt current, is the clear,
nett, running accompt of bills drawn, or cash remitted between merchant and
merchant" [1761, reproduced in Sheldahl, 1996, 100].

Mepham [1988, 266-7]

indicates that accounts current were also used by eighteenth century slavers as a
means of calculating the profits at the completion of particular projects.
Thompson's 1777 treatise on bookkeeping indicates that accounts current were
regarded as a suitable means of bookkeeping where factors were used [1984, 61],
and Dodson's 1757 text indicates that it was also used by farm or estate stewards
[1984, C2]. However, these early texts that indicated the use of accounts current
also made provision for their eventual transfer into a ledger in some form.
Dodson gave details on how the various accounts should be transferred to the
ledger accounts that would depict the various sums of income and expenditure
under their respective heads [1984]. In Dodson's instructions the account current
tends more towards a hybrid general journal form of bookkeeping.

Mepham's

[1988] example of slaver accounts indicates that the various accounts current were
transferred to a ledger and when the profits of the separate ventures were
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ascertained, the profit was transferred to the partners' accounts current. In this
instance the account current was used as both an agent's account and as an
account of the individual profit of the partners. Thompson's text indicates that his
favoured method was to close the accounts current by transferring the balance
only [1984, 63].

Charge and Discharge Accounting.

However, instead of advocating the transfer of the various accounts current to
some form of general ledger, the 1785 audit legislation only advocated that these
accounts current be re-written in an acceptable accounting language as charge and
discharge accounts by the professional accountants, the Commissioners for Audit.
Furthermore, they were only to be presented to the Treasury on completion of the
audit and no provisions were made for either checking these accounts against the
Treasury's warrant books or for any re-writing into a ledger.

Such charge and

discharge accounts were:
... of the same nature as an accompt current; but differs considerably
in form. It contains, on one side, the articles intrusted to the care of a
factor, for which he is accountable ; on the other side, the manner in
which he has rendered accompt for the same ; and concludes with
the balance which remains in his hands, or which is due to him by
his employer.
... Instead of charging the several articles at the time they are
received, the whole sum which the factor is employed to collect is
charged at once, but any part which he is not able to recover before
the accompt be settled, is admitted as an article of discharge, unless
the factor be bound as cautioner for the payments. If there be any
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goods intrusted to his care, they are charged and discharged in
separate columns. And as the design of the accompt is to exhibit the
state of the affairs under his management in a concise point of view,
the amount of the articles alone is inserted, and the particulars of
each are drawn out in separate accompts, to which the general
accompt of charge and discharge refers [Hamilton, 1788, 259].

Whilst the 1785 Audit Act remained silent on any transference of a balance to a
ledger account, it did require that the departmental accountants advise the King's
Rememberancer at least annually of all amounts that had been transferred into the
hands of any sub-accountants.

The departmental accountants may have kept

ledgers, but there was certainly no legislated requirement for them to do so. Nor
were any provisions made for the audit of any ledgers that were kept. This
particular problem was highlighted in 1830 by:
... the discovery by Sir James Graham, on becoming First Lord of the
Admiralty in November 1830, that the appropriations for Naval
Services had been disregarded for some years. The Navy had been
employing more men that had been provided for in the votes; in one
year as many as 3,100 men in excess. The money had largely come
from the votes for timber and the materials for building sh ip s.... This
discovery, which Graham had to reveal to the House of Commons,
and the confused manner in which the Admiralty kept its accounts,
led him not only to reorganize the department but also to improve
the system of accounts and audit.
It was generally agreed that the causes were loose estimates which
did not truly represent the financial requirements of the service; an
incomplete system of accounts which did not and could not show the
naval expenditure under the heads of the separate grants; a tardy
examination of the accounts; and, above all, the absence of any
returns to the House of Commons showing how the intentions of
Parliament had been complied with [Chester, 1981, 212-3].
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Instead, the process was one of individual accountability for the various
expenditures and the cash balances held in accountants' hands rather than an
overall accountability or any process of calculating expenditure by function.
Moreover, this form of accountability appeared to have pervaded the keeping of
all government accounts.

Personal Accountability not Functional Accountability.

Where the underlying intention of the Parliament from 1780 may have been to
ensure that supply and appropriation matched and to bring greater efficiency to
the system of government, the use of a charge and discharge accounting system
only ensured a personal accountability rather than an accountability by function.
A major flaw in this system was that it was more akin to the system utilised by
land stewards than by merchants.

Whilst it had the strength of enforcing an

individual accountability, its principal weakness was that it did not readily permit
the interconnection of the various accounts or departments as did the bookkeeping
system envisaged in the Penitentiary Act or double entry bookkeeping, which was
recommended for the use of merchants, to:
... exhibit the state of all the branches of his business, the connection
of the different parts; the amount and the success of the whole. They
should be so full and so well arranged, as to afford a ready
information in every point for which they may be consulted
[Hamilton, 1788, 265].
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Although this individual accountability purported to allow a focus on the
previously recalcitrant accountants in order to speed up the revenue collection and
subsequent expenditure process, in reality, the administrative reforms instigated
were insufficient to deal with the amount of transactions despite the appointment
of professional auditors21. Roseveare noted that even by "1806 the Chancellor of
the Exchequer could report that £455 million of public expenditure was
unaccounted for in any formal sense" [1973, 64].

Furthermore, even if these

changes had facilitated the accounting and auditing process to some extent, the
type of bookkeeping utilised coupled with the vast number of accountants did not
readily permit an accountability of the whole.

Whilst double entry bookkeeping was known and expounded by the various
textbooks writers in England during this period, charge and discharge accounting
would have been used at least by some businesses. However, its main application
would have been by land stewards22 and by those involved in dealings with the
government. Baxter [1945, 157; 1983, 137] indicates that these accounts were used
not only by government officials but were also required by private contractors
who had dealings with the government, and were the Treasury's means of
controlling private contractors.

However, English Treasury accounts were not

21 At least pail of this problem would have been created by Dundas's proposal that all sub-accountants be
audited. The Commissioners only appeared to have envisaged the audit of the main accountants.
22 Dodson's 1757 text outlined both estate steward accounts kept in accounts current and charge and

discharge and those of a merchant in London which appear to be kept on single entry [Dodson, 1984].
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unique in their application of charge and discharge accounting. Lemarchand, in
his study of eighteenth-century bookkeeping in France, points out that two basic
models of bookkeeping emerged, "the merchants model is double entry and that
of the nobles and for the finances of the state is charge and discharge" [1994, 120].
Laribee [et al, 1994], cite examples of nineteenth century Spanish customhouse
accounting where a journal of charge and discharge was required.

Charge and discharge accounting was thus the preferred accounting method for
large estate holders, nobility and government, all of which were generally of the
same class.

Whilst there may have been some snobbery involved in this

viewpoint, Lemarchand points out that where charge and discharge was used the
view appeared to be that it "was the part the lord could use to his own account"
[1994, 124]. Hence, the use of charge and discharge by the English Treasury and
the Auditors was still grounded in the concept of recording and ensuring the
personal safeguarding of the king's treasure rather than being accountable for the
expenditure of the treasure to the Parliament or the public. There did not appear
to be a realisation that the treasure was no longer the king's.

The various

accountants were only to be responsible for that part of the treasure which they
held and no attempt was made to instigate a system which could readily calculate
and overall total of treasure or accountability for the whole. Indeed, apart from
the system of individual accountability for expenditures, most of the focus still
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appeared to be on the raising of loans from the public and the accountability to
that portion of the public who had lent the government money.

Individual Accountability and Centralised Revenue.

Whilst the focus of the foregoing legislation was primarily on revenue collection,
that focus was supposedly to facilitate timely government expenditures.

The

system of recording revenues was that they were collated under their various
heads and kept in separate accounts. Furthermore, some of the revenues could
only be used for specific purposes, for example the account for Plantation Duties
for America was to be applied only for colonial purposes, and the balance of this
account was left idle for several years after the loss of the American colonies
[Binney, 1958, 23]. Even when individual account balances could be applied for
the general use of the government, the individual revenue accounts with surpluses
had to be identified. The number and complexity of these accounts would have
hampered the process. Binney identified some
sixty or seventy folios of accounts, the complexity of which beggars
description and is hardly to be believed except after attempting to
unravel the transaction entered therein [1958, 110].

The establishment of the Consolidated Fund [27 Geo III, c 33] in 1787 was
designed to overcome the expenditure anomalies of individual departments by
consolidating all revenues into a central pool.

Where previous issues by the

Treasury were dependent upon sufficient funds being available in the account it
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was to be issued from, the Consolidated Fund was designed to overcome this.
Should a shortfall occur, a priority of claims was ascribed. But as Binney points
out, this order of priority was subject to political interference, and the lack of
accountability to the Parliament facilitated this political interference. Furthermore,
there were many drawings on it by the Prime Minister, Pitt23, for militia payments
and bounties to promote public objects which evaded any recording being
undertaken [Binney, 1958, 110].

In addition to the problems of a lack of public accountability by the Treasury,
which could allow such manipulations, the centralisation of revenues together
with the failure to reform the Exchequer or to develop a system of accounting and
auditing that could embrace the system of departmental credit as well as cash,
allowed the operation of a system of expenditures that could effect the goals of the
current political party with little to no observation.

Transportation was such a

goal, although from the prescribed method of keeping government accounts,
could hardly be described as a goal underpinned by financial decision making.

Financing for Transportation.

The supposed centralisation of the administration of revenues and expenditures to
the various spending departments should have meant that the Treasury was in a

23 Pill was also Chancellor of the Exchequer. Hence, he was accountable only to the King and himself and
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central position to at least co-ordinate the various expenses, through their system
of warrants, that were required to be incurred for transportation.

The Home

Office was responsible for the convicts and colonial affairs, and would have been
the appropriate agency to devise a system to monitor the behaviour of convicts
and this will be discussed in the next chapter.

However, when transportation

became an issue means had to be found to transport the convicts and this involved
naval advice and assistance. The use of the Treasury to co-ordinate the affairs
between the Home Department and the Navy was not a new one.

The hulks

experiment was primarily the concern of the Home Office, but as far as judging
that the rates and terms offered by Campbell and Bradley were reasonable, the
Treasury sought the advice of the Admiralty rather than the Home Office [cf.
AJCP 3549 Tl/627, f 129 and AJCP 6119 ADM106/2213, f 101 both dated 7 Feb.
1786; AJCP 3551, Tl/655, f 126 and AJCP 6119, ADM106/2214, f 214 both dated 25
March 1788]. However, it was the Treasury, not the Navy, who issued the money
to Campbell for the hulks as it had for the previous system of transportation.

The co-ordination required by Home Office of the Treasury was communicated on
the 18 August 1786 in their Heads of a Plan. This outlined the naval shipping
requirements of a warship and supply ship commanded by discreet officers. Two
companies of marines were also required, in addition to the ships' crew, to form a
military establishment, and for the preservation of peace and good order on shore.

nol the Parliament for such spending.
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Provisions, tools and implements were also ordered for the marines and convicts,
and suitable ships to transport the convicts were required [AJCP 1, CO 201/2, f 1 1 
21 18 August 1786].

The Treasury communicated these requirements to the

Admiralty Office on the 26 August 1786 [Oldham, 1990, 125], who communicated
the plans to the Navy Board on 6 September 1786 [AJCP 4393, ADM 108/Id, f 182
3].

Although the Treasury had passed the responsibility for the supply and
organisation of the project to the Navy, it appears that the original assumption was
that it was the Treasury and not the Admiralty, Navy Board or Home Office that
was to have the central responsibility for the finances, and this had certainly been
the case for the hulks. The Admiralty letter to the Navy Board giving the initial
orders confirmed that although they were charged with the physical organisation
it was the Treasury who was to be responsible for the issue of payments:
the Lords of the Treasury should forthwith provide a sufficient
number of Vessels for their conveyance Thither, together with other
Supplies for their Subsistence, as well as Tools to enable them to
erect Habitations, and also Implements for Agriculture [AJCP 4393,
ADM 108/1D, fl82].

However, from the subsequent payment advice issued by the Navy on 30th June,
1790 that it appears that an amount greater that that granted by the Parliament for
transportation was applied towards shipping and victualling costs by the Navy
and not by the Treasury [AJCP 3, CO 201/5, f 274]. This transference of spending
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was organised by Sir Charles Middleton who pointed out that the Treasury
contracts for shipping and provisions issued during the American War had been
the subject of many financial abuses. In his opinion, the Treasury Board was not
up to judging the fitness of the tenders or the propriety of the contractors claims,
but that the Navy Board did have the requisite experience. The Navy Board thus
took over all such contracts during the American war, and in 1786 Middleton was
arguing usual practice [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8/365, f 58, 18 Jan. 1794].

Knight

[1989, 125] indicates that this usual practice was that the various shipping
contractors were paid in Navy Bills rather than Treasury Bills. These Navy Bills
were exempt from the auditing process until cashed [Roseveare, 1969, 93] and
certainly contributed to the lack of Treasury control over expenditure for the first
transportation.

However, it appears that the private interests of Pitt and Sir

Charles Middleton in effecting disciplinary punishment through transportation
and the commercial interests of the East India Company in the venture were also a
major influence in the awarding of the original shipping and victualling contract
[Knight, 1989].
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The Economy o f Transportation?

The Navy Board advertised 24 on the 1 September 1786 for the supply of "1500 tons
of shipping, by the ton, to carry persons and provisions to Botany Bay" [Oldham,
1990, 125].

The quotes were to be submitted to the Navy Office on the 12

September 1786. On the 21 August 1786 Under Secretary Nepean at the Home
Office received a quote for the expedition from Messrs Turnbull, Macauley and
Gregory. They offered to undertake the expedition at 28 Guineas per person, with
the vessels to remain at Botany Bay for two months after their arrival. In addition
they quoted for victualling at 7 1/3d per man, per day, and to purchase the
required tools and utensils free of their commission [AJCP 1, CO 201/2, f 23 &
AJCP 1734, HO 35/1, no folio]. Nepean must have passed this information to the
Admiralty as they replied to Turnbull, Macauley and Gregory on the 6 September,
1786 advising them that the quote was unsatisfactory in its present form and a
public tender form had to be used [AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2347, f 159]. Yet despite
the requirements of the Navy's Public Tender form, the quote from Turnbull,
Macauley and Gregory is the only remaining quote available in the records25.

24 Atkinson [1976, 301] points out that there was only one advertisment placed for the supply of shipping. It

was placed in the Morning Herald, a West-End newpaper. The next advertisment for the supply of
provisions was only placed in the same newpaper on 23 September.
25 A brief letter exists to a Mr Brough indicating that his proposal regarding the supply of Archangel built
ships could not be accepted [AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2347, f 81]. However, no quote could be located, nor
could any letters to other contractors who tendered be located
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W illiam Richards Jnr. was awarded the contract, although the original terms and
conditions of the contract are shrouded in mystery. The only records that can be
located regarding the awarding of this contract can be found in Prime Minister
Pitt's papers and not in the Navy's or Treasury's records. No specific terms are
mentioned, but Richards approached Pitt after the advertisement appeared in the
newspaper with a scheme to utilise the returning vessels for the East India
Company's tea trade in China.

His proposal, in prose and not columnar form,

indicated that this would result in saving the Government £4,000 and also save the
East India Company £18,000. He had already approached the Deputy Chairman
of the East India Company 26 who "promised that he would be Friendly to me in
the Course of my Tender", and had also approached Sir Charles Middleton, the
Comptroller of the Navy27, who "was likewise very friendly & promised his
assistance if in consequence of it the Conditions of the Contract was altered & the
Ships to be discharged at Botany Bay" [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8, f 29-30, 2 September
1786]. Richards was requesting Pitt's intervention in the process to ensure that he
was awarded the contract.

In particular, the East India Company required an

immediate response from Pitt that this proposal was acceptable to him.

26 The contract would have been to the East India Company's advantage as they were prevented from
submitting a lender themselves by 22 Geo III, c 45 [1782].
27 Knight [1989, 126] speculates that Middleton supported Richard's proposal because the were both
evangelists with strong moral streaks. From subsequent correspondence, it appears that Pitt, Middleton and
Richards were of like minds on the concept of the reform of convicts through disciplinary punishment [cf.
AJCP 3551, T l/6 5 5 , f 379 4 Apr, 1788; AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2214, f 250, 10 Apr, 1788; AJCP 5992, PRO
3 0 / 8 / 1 7 1 , f 2 5 -8 ,1 7 Apr, 1788; AJCP 5992, PRO 3 0 /8 /3 6 5 , f 5 9 ,1 8 Jan, 1794],
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No records could be located amongst Pitt's papers that indicated his approval of
the venture to the East India Company or to Richards. However, under the India
Act [24 Geo III, c 25, 1784] Pitt, as Chancellor of the Exchequer, was a
Commissioner on the Board of Control of the East India Company and could have
communicated this approval verbally.

Richards was awarded the contract on 25

September 1786 and informed Pitt of this on the 28 September28, the day after the
Deptford Naval Yard had surveyed the vessels proposed by Richards and
approved them [AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2347, f 161].

On 6 October 1786 Richards again wrote to Pitt regarding the contract.

The

owners of the ships were demanding that all costs be borne by the government if
they arrived in China after the 15 January 1788. He requested that Pitt approach
the East India Company regarding this matter, despite his view that it would be
unnecessary as the ships would arrive in China on time29. He also pointed out that
his being awarded the contract had caused some disquiet within shipping circles:
the whole interests of a certain set of Gentlemen that are materially
affected by its adoption, have been employed to Thwart every means
of it being obtained, & whose interests will suffer on account of it
being the means of the India Company, not taking up any more
Ships this Season [AJCP 5992, PRO30/8, f 31-2].

28 This letlcr is missing from Pitt's papers. However, Richards refers to it in his letter of 6 October, 1786
[AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8, f 31].
29 The East India Company was approached about this matter, but is would appear that they were
approached only after it became clear that the departure of the first fleet was sufficiently delayed so that the
ships could not arrive in China on time. The East India Company forwarded extracts of their minutes dated
9 February, 1787 and 4 April, 1787 which excused the ships being in China by 15 January, 1778, "free of
expence to the Company" [AJCP2, C O 201/2, f 324].
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From the foregoing, it appears that Pitt was influential in the awarding of the
contract to William Richards Jnr. Although how influential it is difficult to say.
The lack of records in the Treasury and Admiralty files pertaining to this contract
and the various letters contained within Pitt's personal papers tend to indicate that
a reasonable degree of influence was exerted by Pitt, Sir Charles Middleton and
the Directors of the East India Company in the awarding of this contract.

In

addition to the shipping contract, Richards was also awarded the victualling
contract. Although no letters from Richards to Pitt are in existence regarding this
contract, no documents remain in the Home Office, Navy or Victualling Boards to
indicate whether Richards was awarded the contract from the lowest price or by
preference. However, where Richards’ proposal indicated economy in effecting
transportation, these economies were as rhetorical as those put forward by the
prison reformers. No system was put in place that could budget for or monitor
the costs of transportation. Instead, the individual accounting system outlined in
the legislation, together with the Navy's system of credit was used. Rather than an
active financial decision making system being put in place to monitor the various
costs of transportation, no indication of this or the anticipated economies appear in
the accounting reports for the first fleet. This is discussed below.
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A ccou n tan ts f o r th e N ew South W ales E xpedition.

As noted above, it was the Navy and not the Treasury who ultimately kept the
accounts regarding the payments for shipping, victualling and the salary of the
marines. However, this was a large department which used several sub
accountants, and, under Dundas's terms, it was these sub-accountants who
imprested money from the Treasury and who maintained the various accounts. In
addition to the Navy accountants, the Treasury and Ordnance were also issuing
payments or stores for the expedition. With the passing of the 1785 Audit Act, all
of the accounting systems employed within the various departments should have
been similar. Yet, although some form of an accounting system appears to have
been used in these instances to record the various expenses, the system in place
only required that cash receipts and expenses were recorded. No consolidation of
any departmental costs took place until 1789, much too late to ascribe an active and
financial decision making process to the business of transportation. Moreover, this
consolidation of costs by function rather than person was undertaken at the
insistence of the Home Office and not the Treasury or the Parliament, and only
after doubts appear to have been raised as to the viability of the transportation
experiment. This issue will be discussed in the next chapter. The concern below is
to identify the various accountants and their expenses, and to point out that most
of these expenses were not known, nor were they centralised prior to the
departure of the first fleet on the 13 May 1787.
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Navy Accountants.

The Deptford Naval Yard was responsible for the fitting out of the transports and
the keeping of accounts. Their accounts for "the Expence of fitting Transports &
supplying them with Beds and other Necessaries" was required to be transmitted
to the Admiralty on 15 November 1787, some six months after the departure of the
fleet [AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2347, f 230]. The Portsmouth and Plymouth Naval
Yards were also involved in supplying the first transportation fleet and kept their
own accounts. The Admiralty required them to transmit a separate account of the
stores issued and expenses they had incurred in this supply, but only required this
after the departure of the fleet [AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2347, f 207, 28 Feb. 1787].
Lieutenant Shortland, the agent for the transports was required to keep a separate
account of the candles used by the marines during the voyage [AJCP 6119, ADM
106/2214, f 178, 8 Jan, 1787], and was also required to send the Admiralty an
account of any slops or bedding he supplied during the voyage [AJCP 6119, ADM
106/2347, f 365, 29 July, 1789]. Captain Teer, the officer in charge of fitting out the
transports was yet another accountant who also appeared to be holding bonds
from the various supply contractors. He was required to transfer these bonds into
the hands of the Navy Treasurer on 26 November 1787 and 6 December 1787,
again some six or seven months after the fleet's departure [AJCP 6119, ADM
106/2347, f 231 & f 236]. A Commodore Lafosey was requested to supply an arms
chest and an accoutrements chest and account for these to the Admiralty, with no
time specified as to when the account should be transmitted [AJCP 6119, ADM
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106/2347 f 162, 17 Jan. 1787]. In addition to these accountants, the Victualling
Board and the Paymaster for the Marines were also accountants for the
transportation and would have had to eventually report to the Admiralty, but no
records could be located requesting these accounts in order to consolidate them.

From the foregoing it appears that the Admiralty was keeping track of the various
sub-accountants involved in the expedition, but was only beginning the attempt to
bring the various costs together six months after the departure of the first fleet.
Moreover, the Admiralty appeared to consider itself as the accountant for the
drawings and expenses, and not the various sub-accountants as had been the
conditions under which the Navy consented to in the 1785 Audit Act. The use of
Navy Bills, payable in course, rather than Treasury Bills meant that the various
expenses could be delayed until a future date without either the Treasury's or the
Auditor's knowledge or approval. However, the Admiralty's method of ordering
supplies from the various sub-accountants without necessarily obtaining quotes
for some inter-departmental works30, and their laxness in calling for the various
accounts some time after the departure of the first fleet hardly indicates the
existence of a bookkeeping system designed for financial decision making.

30 External suppliers appeared to be required to quote, but not all internal works were subject to the same
process. However, the Deptford Naval Yards did issue some quotes to the Navy Board for fitting the
Transports and Naval vessels destined for Botany Bay [AJCP 6119, ADM 106, Deptford Yard Letterbook,
Series 1]. Other internal quotes could not be located.
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However, there are some indications of a concern with finance within the records.
By December 1786, the Prime Minister, William Pitt, was attempting to gather
some of the costings together.

The shortcomings of the accounting system

maintained by the Treasury and the Admiralty can be seen in Pitt's request for
some financial information from other sources. As Pitt was also Chancellor of the
Exchequer, he would have known the incapability of the accounting system of
collating any costs or estimates according to function. Instead, he asked Nepean to
write to Sir Charles Middleton, requesting:
a statement to be made of the expences which it is supposed will be
incurred under the direction of the Navy Board for the providing of
provision, clothing, implements, &c., for the convicts, and sending
them out the Botany Bay, including the expences incurred for the
detachment of marines [HRNSW, 1,2, 31 Dec. 1786].

But Pitt only required a rough estimate.

Consistent with Hoskin and Macve's

[1986] description of a pre-modern accounting, this estimate was only required in
order for him to "form an opinion to what expence this establishment may be
likely to amount" [HRNSW, 1,2, 32], rather than to make a decision based on
costing information. Moreover, if financial decision-making had been forefront in
Pitt's mind, this information would have been requested earlier, as the first fleet
had originally been due to depart at the time of the request for costs. Middleton's
response identified the cost of transportation as £44,723 [Middleton Papers, cited
by Frost, 1994, 167]. Whilst this amount was in excess of the £31,299:10:0 granted
by the Parliament in 1786 for the transportation of convicts, if it had been used for
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comparative purposes31, it would have hardly been alarming. Particularly given
that some additional expenditure 32 had been approved by the Home Office and the
Treasury, but not the Parliament, regarding various items such as additional
security being fitted on the transports [cf. AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2347, f 164 29 Nov
1786, f 172 1 Dec 1786, AJCP 1736, HO 36/5, f 218-8 10 Dec, 1786], and changes to
the victualling arrangements for the marines and convicts [cf AJCP 1736, HO 36/5,
f 175-6, 4 Sept, 1786, f 244, 2 2 Dec, 1786].

On the 22 December 1786, at around the time originally planned for the transports
to depart, Lord Sydney at the Home Office advised the Treasury that another
vessel would be required to transport the female convicts currently in Newgate
Prison [AJCP 1736, HO 36/5, f 220]. However, this additional item did not appear
to require additional costings to be prepared.

Instead, it took Middleton until

April 1787, some four weeks prior to the departure of the fleet, to estimated the
costs that would be incurred under the Navy head to be:
Freight of Convicts
Freight of Provisions
Provisions for the Convicts for Two Years
Victualling Convicts and Marines on the Passage
Slops and Beds for Convicts and Medicines for Garrison
Implements and Necessaries
Agent and Extra Expences
Expence of Sirius and Supply Tender including Stores, Wages,
Provisions, and Wear and Tear for three years

£19,464
7,840
15,578
8,000
4,600
3,000
700
34,375

31 There is no indication in the records that it was used for comparative purposes.
32 Approval was given to incur the additional expenditure, but no costings were put forward to indicate any
limit on the expenditure.
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Marine Establishment including Officers and victualling for Two
Years
_______12,220
£105,757
Source: Middleton Papers, "An Account of the Expences incurred and that will
probably attend the Botany Bay establishment", 18 April 1787. Cited by Frost,
1994, 168.

The foregoing has indicated that no system was in place, either formally in terms
of Treasury and Navy accounting systems, or informally in terms of either
Middleton or Pitt tracing estimates and costs for financial decision making
purposes. Instead, there appeared to be a commitment to effecting transportation
consistent with the legislation rather than a focus on costs or decision making
being driven by costs.

The various claims by historians of an active financial decision making process
underlying these costs appears to be faulty [O'Brien, 1950; Blainey, 1966; Dallas,
1978; Frost, 1994].

More particularly, Scorgie and Reiss's [1997] claim that the

government could calculate a cost per convict is highly suspect. Instead, they have
relied on Frost who calculated a unit cost and who ascribed this knowledge to Pitt
and Middleton. Frost also pointed out that this unit cost rose successively with
each set of accounts that were prepared [1994, Chapter 8 ]. Moreover, if financial
decision making had been at the forefront of their minds there would have been a
more timely and accurate reporting of the various costs than occurred, as well as
some indications of censure over the rising per unit costs. Instead, no indication of
either of these could be located in the records.
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Further emphasising this lack of accounting as a basis for decision making is that
despite Middleton's estimates or the Admiralty's insistence on centralising the
various accounts for this expedition, their accounting system appears to have been
tardy.

On 28 November 1789, the Home Office requested that the Navy forward

an estimate of the costs of naval vessels and marines for inclusion in their accounts
[AJCP 1, CO 201/2. f 43]. At this stage, at least some of the costs should have been
known, as the Navy would have been appropriating money from the Parliament.
Yet it appears that the original estimates from 1786 [HRNSW 1,2, 32] were
transmitted to the Home Office. This is outlined below:

An Estimate of the Expences which will attend the Equipment of the Sirius and the
Tender that will accompany her to Botany Bay - of the Annual Expence of their
Establishment, including the Victualling - of the probable Value of the Stores that
may be annually expended on board the Sirius and Supply - and also of the
Annual Pay of the Marine Establishment.

First Year's Equipment
Hull, Mast, Yards, Furniture, and Stores
Wages
Victuals
Second Year
Wages and Victuals as before
Third YearWages and Victuals as before

Annual Pay and Clothing
Establishment
4,696:6:8
Three Years

of

the

Sirius
7,072
3,322
1,981
12,375

Supply
3,270
1,123
681
5,074

5,303

1,804

5,303
22,981
8,682
*31,663

1,804
8,682

Marine
14,089
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Total
£45,752
* No Charge for Stores included in the last two Years, it being supposed that what
is carried out will last the whole term. [HRNSW, 1,2, 32, circa 1786 & AJCP 1, CO
201/2. f 43, 28 November, 1789]

It took the Navy until the 29 April, 1790 to collate the amounts paid to William
Richards Jnr for the shipping and victualling, and by this time it included the costs
of the Lady Juliana and Guardian storeship that were dispatched in 1789 [AJCP 3,
CO 201/5, f 257-260].

By the 30 June, 1790 the Navy Office had managed to

produce, possibly at the insistence of the Home Office, an account of their entire
payments, except those of the naval and marine expenses.
below as Exhibit 4.1:

This is reproduced

Exhibit 4.1 - Navy Accounts for Transportation, 1790
N avy Office 30th June 1790
An Account of Expences actually paid by Bills past at this Office for the Transporting and Maintaining of the
Convicts sent to New South Wales distinguishing each year.
Years in which they were paid
Nature of the Expences
1787
1788
1789
1790
Total
1786
Freight of the following Transports
including the discount on the Bills.
Viz.
5946:08:00
3632:02:02
771:02:04
1157:12:04
385:11:02
Fishburne
5232:06:07
3205:15:11
675:04:08
1013:13:08
337:12:04
Golden Grove
4109:09:02
2444:03:00
554:17:06
832:19:11
277:08:09
Borrowdale
7204:18:03
3883:08:00
1106:09:10
1661:01:01
553:18:06
Alexander
4228:02:05
1156:09:02
1023:05:02
1536:02:11
512:05:02
Scarborough
3473:00:04
827:08:04
989:04:10
1242:02:10
414:04:04
Lady Penrhyn
3449::08:02
844:11:02
914:13:08
1267:17:05
422:15:11
Charlotte
3315:08:02
567:02:04
1613:00:03
851:07:04
283:18:01
Friendship
679:06:04
4693:15:11
1019:16:02
2994:13:05
Prince of Wales
343:16:08
383:14:10
379:09:10
1107:01:05
Lady Juliana
623:02:00
623:02:00
Justinian
617:13:06
617:13:06
Expence of fitting them for the
Service
400:00:00
325:07:02
16:03:04
4939:16:08
4198:06:02
Cloathing, Slops & Bedding
1540:00:06
7583:04:01
1024:07:10
30452:06:00
20304:13:07
Victualling & providing for the
Convicts & the Marine Guard
prior to sailing, on the passage
and for a Store there
381:15:01
381:15:11
W ine, Essence of Malt &c.
10:15:06
31:04:07
42:00:01
H andcuffs & Irons for securing the
Convicts
63:19:04
63:19:04
Stationery for the Commissary of

Stores & for the Commanding
Officer of Marines
Tools & Implements of Husbandry
&c.
Marquees & Camp Equipage for
Marine Officers
Portable House of the Use of the
Governor
Medicines,
Drugs,
Surgeon
Instruments and Necessaries
Seed Grain
Old
Canvas
supplied
for
Portsmouth Dock Yard for Tents
&c for the Convicts Till Huts could
be erected
Hearths, Coppers for the Use of
the Settlement
Pay & Disbursements of the
Agents employed on that Service
Expenses of fitting His Majesty's
Ship Guardian for a Storeship
M oney advanced upon Account
for Victualling,
Cloathing &
Transporting Convicts according
to an
Agreement with Mr
W hitlock

3056:08:07
389:04:01
130:00:00
1429:15:05
286:17:04
69:00:09

28302:14:05
Source: AJCP 3, CO 201/5, f 274, 30 June, 1790.

24345:19:06

3056:08:07
389:04:01
130:00:00
1429:15:05
286:17:04
69:00:09

881:06:06

118:10:03

118:10:03

118:03:09

999:10:03
7710:00:00

7710:00:00

7393:04:04

15093:15:00

1643:03:04

16736;18:04

47465:09:03

3299:18:05

110807:05:11
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From the foregoing, it can be calculated that the amount expended in Navy Bills
for the first transport fleet was £80,537:12:0633, and when the estimate for the naval
vessels and the marines are added, a total of £126,289:12:06 can be estimated as the
costs attributable to the Navy for the first transportation. Whilst it is clear that the
experiment of transportation was costly, given the form of accounts and estimates
that were used, it was only possible to estimate this cost incurred on the naval
head some three years after these costs had been incurred.

Treasury and Ordnance Accountants.

In addition to the various Navy accountants, the Ordnance Department was to
supply the required

ordnance for the expedition, involving yet another

bookkeeper and a different set of accounts. However, unlike the Navy, the
Ordnance Department were advised by the Treasury to "insert the Expence of the
said Arms & in their next Estimate to be laid before Parliament" [AJCP 3550, Tl/
638, 28 Nov. 1786]. Also unlike the Navy, the Ordnance Department sent their
costings to the Home Office in 1787, detailed below:

33 This has been calculated using all the amounts for the ships: Fishburne, Golden Grove, Borrowdale,
Alexander, Scarborough, Lady Penrhyn, Charlotte, Friendship and Prince of Wales, and the sundry amounts
from the 1786 and 1787 columns. It is also well in excess of Middleton's estimate, where by excluding the
amounts for the naval vessels and marine establishment he had calculated an amount of £59,182 for
transportation.
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Estimate of the Expenses of Ordnance Stores ordered to be sent to the intended
Settlement at Botany Bay.
£
116

s.
4

d.

126
50
73

9
15

0
11

0

0

635
19
2
553
176
19
340
0
23
6
340
0
17
£2,435
AJCP 1, CO 201/2, f 69 [undated but filed in 1786-87 letter sequence].

03/ 4
6

Iron Guns, 12 & 6 pdrs
2 Brass Guns, mounted on Travelling Carriages, 6
pdrs
6 Standing Carriages, 12 & 6 pdrs
2 Travelling Carriages, 12 pdrs
Round Shot and other Stores necessary for the
abovemntd Guns
500 Tents for the Convicts
160 Tents for the Marines
200 Musquets for Barter
200 Cutlasses for Barter
200 Stand of Arms for Marines
6

0

1 0 3/ 4
0
8
0

07 z

Other accountants involved in the preparations for the first transportation were
within the Treasury. However, in transferring most of the responsibility for the
identification and payments of accounts to the Navy, the Treasury was only
involved in issuing warrants for some minor payments. William Chinnery, a
Treasury Clerk, was appointed as "Agent to the intended Settlement in New South
Wales" on 1 May 1787 [AJCP 3570, AOl/1295].

Gunnery's role was that of

maintaining the civil establishment, that is, impresting the civil establishments'
annual salaries, including his own salary of £150, and issuing them [cf. AJCP 3551,
Tl/658, f 280 & f 282 - no date]. However, the provision for the civil salaries was
not included within the amount granted by the Parliament for transportation, but
was a separate vote in the 1787 Appropriations Act of £2877:10:0 [27 Geo III, c 33].
Mr. Cotton of the Treasury was also involved in the issue of money for the
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expedition. Although, unlike the Navy's practice of allowing accounts to mount
without putting additional, or timely and

detailed, estimates before

the

Parliament, both Mr Cotton's and Mr Chinnery's drawings were included in the
Parliamentary Appropriations for 1788, 1789 and 1790 [28 Geo III, c 26; 29 Geo III,
c 61 & 30 Geo III, c 32 respectively].

By 1790, possibly at the insistence of the

Home Office, the Treasury had prepared a list of all issues pertaining to New
South Wales that amounted to £70,532:12:11, although only £14,032:7:1 of this was
directly attributable to the first transportation [AJCP3, CO 201/5, f 347-8].

Colonial Accountants.

Included in these Treasury accounts were Bills drawn by Governor Phillip and
Andrew Miller. As part of the civil establishment they came under the auspices of
the Treasury and Home Office and not the Navy34. Indeed, Governor Phillip had
been sent a copy of the 1785 Audit Act by Lord Sydney, and acknowledged this in
a letter on April 23,1787:
I have this day received your Lordship's letter of the 6 th with a
printed Copy of an Act for better examining and auditing the Public
Accounts and I have the honor to assure your Lordship that I shall
strictly conform myself to the particular sections pointed out, and
shall take care that all Sub-Accountants conform to the directions
contained therein [AJCP1, CO201/2, ff 138].

34 Both Phillip and Miller were naval officers and this had led to some speculation by previous researchers
that the accounts kept were naval accounts [Craig & Jenkins, 1996; Scorgie & Reiss, 1997]. Orders were given
to the subsequent Commissary, John Palmer, to keep his accounts in the manner of a ship's purser [HRA, 1,1,
456,15 Nov. 1793], but this appears to have been one of the internal controls that were developed later when
the colony was put on a financial basis.
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Yet despite his assurances, his sub-accountant, Andrew Miller's accounts current
are not available 35 and Phillip only appears to have issued one account current to
the Treasury with other expenditures being advised by letter only.

Phillips'

account current, clearly marked as such, is reproduced as Exhibit 4.2.

35 Miller died during his return to England. His final accounts do not appear in the Audit Rolls nor do his
Accounts Current, if indeed any were produced.
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Exhibit 4.2 - Phillip's Account Current, 1787
D r Governor Arthur Phillip of the Territory of New South Wales in Acct Current with} The Right Honorable the
Lords
}Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury
Cr
1787
Sept

1

To a bill in favor of Luiz Antonio
Tinoco de Silva

135

1787
May

10

June

7

By bottles purchased for two
Medicine Chests for the Prince of
Wales
and
Lady
Penrhyn
Transports
By soap purchased at Teneriffe to
repay what was lent from the
Marines Store for the use of the
Convicts while the Ships were at
the Motherbank the remainder
(1°) in charge of the Commissary
Between 7th August & 4th
September
By Sundry Expenses in satisfying
the People belonging to the Island
& Store Houses where some tents
&c were landed to be aired &
where Lieut. Dawes and two
Midshipmen
with
several
Marines & others were landed &
a
Tent
erected
for
the
Astronomical Instruments
The Boat & Crew belonging to the
Captain of the Port & to himself
he having attended the transports
coming in and going out & for
various little services performed
by his Boats - No port charges
nor boat hire paid
The
Coopers
employed
in
removing the Casks of Provisions

2
3

10

27.2.0

38.0.0

3.2.0

68

2

Cape of Good Hope
24th of October 1787
A Phillip
Source: AJCP 3550, T l/ 655, f 465.
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24

from the Store Ships on board the
Transports to make room for
Sprits and Wine purchased for
the use of the Garrison when
landed
By Seed Wheat from Rio Grande
& various other Seeds purchased
at this place
By 160 yards of Linen purchased
for the Convicts Children there
being nothing provided for them
by Government
By 5 pieces of Coloured Linens
bought at the Cape of Good Hope
for clothing the above Children
part delivered here & the rest for
their use when landed
By four pounds of Thread for the
above
By 1900 lbs of Rice bought for the
use of the Children & Sick to be
given during the passage at the
discretion of the Surgeon

£

32

16

8

10

6

15

-

16

12

10

135
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The foregoing account current prepared by Phillip was as a form of advice and
receipt in order that the Treasury honoured his expenditure.

Indeed, his letter

advising the Treasury of the Bill indicates that "As no Vouchers could be procured
for these expences, I have not thought it proper to put them to the Commissary's
Account" [AJCP 3551, T1 /645, f 50,1 Sept. 1787]. It is unlikely that he prepared an
account current other than the one above. Instead, Phillip's audited accounts tend
to indicate that he produced "several Documents and Vouchers" rather than a
check being made against his accounts current, with the exception of the one
above [AJCP 3570, AO 1/1295, Audit Roll, July 1794].

It is unknown whether or not Miller prepared his accounts in the required manner
as no accounts current pertaining to him could be located in the records.
However, his letters advising the Treasury of expenditures are in the records
[AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 170, 10 June 1787; AJCP 1734, HO 35/9, no folio, 14 January
1788; AJCP 1734, HO 35/9, no folio, 25 April 1788], and from a list subsequently
prepared by the Treasury it appears that all the Treasury Bills drawn by him were
honoured by the Treasury without the production of an account current [AJCP 3,
CO201/5,f 347-8, 1790].

From the foregoing, it can be surmised that the provisions of the 1785 Audit Act
were interpreted by Phillip to mean that an account current was only required if
there was no underlying documentation, and may explain the lack of an account
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current in the records during Miller's term of office.

However, it can also be

surmised, particularly from the tardiness of the naval accounts, that other
accountants were equally lax in preparing their accounts in the required manner.
Although even if the required accounts current were prepared by the various
accountants, the lack of amalgamation of the various accounts and the extremely
cumbersome process of audit meant that various sums could be expended with
little to no scrutiny for several years. This certainly appears to have been the case
for the initial undertaking of the first transportation.

Summaiy.

This chapter has investigated the claim held out by some of the proponents of
motives that identified the settlement of the colony in terms other than primarily
penal. Whilst these claims have been far ranging, they allude to either an active
financial decision making system or to debating the form of record-keeping that
was maintained within the early colony.

The total costs identified in this chapter pertaining to the first transportation
amount to £142,757:16:71/2, yet, as demonstrated in this chapter, there was no
system in place prior to the departure of the first fleet that could have indicated
this.

Instead, the costs mounted with little provision in place for their central

recording until paid. It is clear that the accounting systems maintained by the
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Treasury and the Navy was not designed to supply financial information for
decision-making purposes as advocated by those using the high costs as a reason
for advancing a motive that discounted the settlement as a penal one. Nor was it a
system that could identify per-unit costs. Instead, the accounts were designed to
hold individual accountants accountable to the king through the Treasury for the
cash balances held in their hands.

Whilst economy and profit were considered as objectives in matters of penal
reform, these concepts were still rhetorical.

Transportation consistent with

disciplinary punishment, rather than the cost of transportation, appeared to be the
primary objective. This situation was to remain until 1789 when the calculations
were taken over by the Home Office. The growth of this new form of calculation
will be discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
F rom C risis A ccounting T o A N ew C oncept of E conomy
I
therefore think it will be Cheaper to feed the Convicts on Turtle and
. Venisph at the London Tavern than be at the expence of sending them here
i , [in a fetter marked private and secret from Major Ross to Under Secretary
! Nepean, AJCP 2, CO 201/3, f 173,10 July; 1788].

introduction.

Chapters 2 and 3 have discussed the incursion of the state into the realms of
secondary punishment, and have argued that there was a reliance on the science of
punishment based on Howard's observations, and a distinct absence of calculation
in decision making. Chapter 4 also demonstrated this lack of calculation when it
came to financial matters. The treasure was still regarded as the king's and state
intervention was concerned primarily with the individual recording of the
physical inflow and outflow of the treasure, and to identify its whereabouts rather
than its economic use. However, whilst the previous two chapters have rejected
the claims put forward that transportation was primarily to achieve other
objectives, or that the use of costings for decision-making purposes took place, this
situation was not to continue. The main problem in many of these studies [eg.
Scorgie & Reiss, 1997, Frost, 1994] was that they considered the accounting system
as a continuum, and in general, relied on later records to reach their conclusions.
In reality, two types of accounting were undertaken during the early time frame of
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the settlement of New South Wales as a convict colony.

The first consisted

primarily of the official accounts outlined in the previous chapter where
accounting pertained to cash outlays that had occurred. This system was the only
one in place until 1789. The Home Office also instigated a second accounting
system in late 1789, based on mathematics rather than reform, that was concerned
with actual, anticipated and per unit costs as well as comparative costings. The
initial transportation may not have been cost effective, but by using costs from
1796 to 1810 Lewis manages to conclude that "not only was transporting convicts
justified on the basis of cost alone, but more importantly, the net returns were very
large" [1987, 21].

Knight, who investigated the Navy's role in transportation,

whilst maintaining that a financial decision process was taking place within the
Treasury, also notes this discrepancy in the costings between fleets, where
"subsequent contracts, calculated in different ways, cost less" [1989, 135].

This chapter investigates the transformation that occurred to the system of
disciplinary punishment when the Home Office eventually calculated the high
costs referred to in the previous chapter. Using these costs as a basis for decision
making, changes were made to ensure the future viability of maintaining a
receptacle for convicts.

These changes transformed the nature of disciplinary

punishment from one that intended to reform to one where the principal intention
was to achieve an economic reform. This was undertaken by the creation of an
accounting system, operating separately from the Treasury or the Navy, which
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focused solely on costs and cost savings, and the discourse of the reformation of
the individual transformed into a discourse of costs.

Measurements for Transportation.

The apparent inducement to prepare the first set of accounts pertaining to the
penal colony in New South Wales was a change in the leadership at the Home
Office. This change in leadership will be addressed in a later section. However,
despite the rhetoric of costing and lack of calculation outlined in the previous
chapters, criteria had been stipulated for the measurement of success of the colony.
The following section outlines the criteria that were set for the measurement of
success and how, in 1789, the penal colony's failure to meet these criteria was
constructed through accounting calculations and led to a transformation in the
object of transportation.

Criteria for Success.

The dual and inter-related objects of forming a penal colony was supposedly to
further impose disciplinary punishment as a means of reforming criminals, and to
compensate the government for any costs which were to be incurred in its
establishment, with a profit eventually ensuing. Although these criteria had been
previously outlined by the various select committees appointed to inquire into
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prisons and transportation, they were also either explicitly or implicitly contained
within Phillip's instructions and hence could be used as a means of measuring the
success or otherwise of the experiment. The explicit instructions were in regard to
the records that were to be kept outlined the financial scope under which the
colony was to operate.

The implicit requirements were those pertaining to

disciplinary punishment. These requirements are outlined below.

Explicit Financial Measurements.

Whilst the initially identified cost of £31,299..10..00 [26 Geo III, c 61, 1786] for
establishing the colony was higher than the African option, from the deliberations
of the two select committees on transportation and Matra's plan, this cost was
possibly envisaged as a once only cost. It was also pointed out in the previous
chapter that there were no real means in place to readily measure such costs until
some time after they had been incurred. However, there did exist the view of an
economic colony and this was explicitly contained within the instructions
transmitted to Phillip regarding the Commissary's record-keeping requirements.
The only additional costs envisaged as being borne by Government were to be that
of subsequent transportation and the replacement of some minor agricultural
equipment. Whilst Phillip's instructions did not cover the terms of subsequent
transportation, they did outline the envisaged financial terms of support for the
colony. He was to ensure that the tools were issued using:
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every proper degree of economy, and be careful that the Commissary
so transmit an account of the issues from time to time to the
Commissioners of our Treasury, to enable them to judge of the
proprietary or expediency of gmnting further supplies [HRNSW, 1,2, 87
88, 25 April, 1787, emphasis added].

However, where clear orders had been given for procuring seed, food, wine and
livestock during the voyage, no such provisions were made for a further re-supply
of these items [AJCP 1, CO201/1, f 48, 1786; AJCP 1736, HO 36/5, f 207, 1786]. The
Commissary was required to transmit accounts of clothing and provisions that he
issued [HRNSW, 1,2,88], but this was primarily an accountability function rather
than a means of judging whether a fresh supply should be issued. Further issues
of clothing were envisaged as being produced by the convicts from the flax plants
at Norfolk Island. Food was to be grown from seed and the propagation of the
livestock purchased at Cape Town during the voyage. Instead of a re-supply of
food, Phillip was cautioned to prevent, as much as possible, the slaughtering of
livestock until the herds were sufficient to supply the colony, "without having
further recourse to the places from whence such stock may have been originally
obtained" [HRNSW, 1,2, 88]. Instructions were also issued regarding the harvest
of crops. Some of these crops were to be used to immediately supply the colony
with food, with the remainder reserved "as a provision for a further number of
convicts, which you may expect will shortly follow you from hence" [HRNSW,
1,2, 88].

From the foregoing, it becomes clear that the financial success of the

colony was to be measured using the terms of self-sufficiency and there was an
expectation that this would be achieved fairly rapidly. Underscoring this
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expectation was that provisions for the colony were only provided for two years,
with the first year provided for at full allowance and the second year at half
allowance [AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 12,18 Aug. 1786; HRNSW 1,2, 92, April 1787].

Although Phillip's instructions remained silent on making the colony a profitable
venture, his orders did contain indications that a commercial colony would
eventually be established. He was given the ability to grant land, and
to appoint fairs marts and markets as also such and so many ports
harbours bays havens and other places for conveniency and security
of shipping and for the better loading and unloading of goods and
merchandises as by you shall be thought fit and necessary [HRNSW,
1,2, 66, Governor Phillip's Second Commission1, 2 April, 1787].

From the foregoing, it is clear that the financial measurements regarding the
colony was that it was to be, at least, self-supporting if not profitable in as short a
time as possible.

Implicit Disciplinary Measurements.

The other measure of success was the imposition of disciplinary punishment on
the convicts, and this had been viewed by the select committees as crucial to the
achievement of the above-mentioned self-sustainability.

Yet, although the

transportation of convicts could be deemed to be the major issue in the

1 Phillip’s First Commission was issued on 12 October 1786 [IIRNSW, 1,2, 24-5]. It was fairly brief and
was superseded by the Second Commission that gave more detailed provisions for governing the colony.
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establishment of the colony, no explicit instructions appear to have been issued to
Phillip regarding the required discipline to be imposed.

However, with the

development of penal legislation, discussed in Chapter 2, and the various
deliberations

of

the

select

committees

on

disciplinary

punishment

and

transportation, discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, this silence in Phillip's instructions
is not necessarily indicative that the imposition of disciplinary punishment was
not a major consideration.

Moreover,

whilst Phillip's instructions

and

commissions can be deemed to be fairly all encompassing regarding the process of
governing, they do not necessarily detail the particular methods which were to be
employed. An example of this can be seen in the bookkeeping methods that were
transmitted to Phillip separately by Lord Sydney.

Such detailed methods of

bookkeeping

Phillip's

were

not

contained

within

either

commission

or

instructions, yet as the bookkeeping instructions were already covered in the 1785
Audit Act [25 Geo III, c 52] they were an integral part of his duties as both a
Government Officer and Governor of a colony.

The appointment of Phillip as

Governor of a penal colony would have meant the imposition of English penal
laws, which would have meant the imposition of disciplinary punishment.
Consistent with the view that compliance with penal legislation was indeed a
major consideration was the instructions issued to Phillip. He was to obtain an
assignment from the ships' masters for the labour of the convicts, given
instructions on how to employ the convicts, and to ensure religious observance
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and good order amongst the convicts [HRNSW 1,2, 87-90, Phillips Instructions, 25
April, 1787]. In addition, it can be inferred that disciplinary punishment was
intended by Philip's actions during the preparations for sailing.

These actions,

when viewed in light of the penal legislation outlined in Chapter 2, tend to differ
from the viewpoint of some historians, who have ascribed such actions to either
Phillip's humanitarian principles or to his good management.

Humanity, Good Management or Penal Concerns?

Phillip's humanity in the management of the first fleet has been regarded by some
historians as exceptional [cf. O'Brien, 1950, 134; Ward, 1992, 51; Knight, 1989, 132],
with his personal qualities being described as "kindliness, breadth of vision,
firmness and sincerity" [O'Brien, 1950, 134].

Others, preferring to focus on

necessary items which were overlooked in the preparations [cf. Gillen, 1985, 329;
Clark, 1980, 25; Shaw, 1990, 7], also do not fault Phillip's management, rather they
indicate the haste of preparations as being the main culprit.

These viewpoints

regarding Phillip's management of the first transportation are not in dispute.
However, given the legislation that had been passed concerning the maintenance
of prisons and the care of convicts, together with the specific financial
considerations outlined above, much of Phillips' behaviour towards the welfare of
the convicts can more readily be attributed to the existing penal legislation rather
than from his supposedly kindly disposition.

Indeed, most of these historians,
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whilst acknowledging that the colony was established as a prison have overlooked
the development of prison legislation which required the separation of males and
females, cleanliness, the supply of wholesome rations, clothing and medicines,
spiritual guidance, and some form of monitoring be applied within penal
institutions. All of the foregoing was a legislated requirement for the control of
prisons and the maintenance of prisoners in the period prior to the decision to
impose transportation as a form of punishment, but this has generally been
attributed to Phillip, as either a part of his personal qualities or exceptional
management skills. This personal focus on Phillip tends to ignore the history of
prison legislation that underpinned the colonial experiment in disciplinary
punishment.

However, the foregoing does not mean that Phillip did not possess the requisite
management qualities to mount and carry out the colonial penal experiment.
Indeed the selection of Phillip, presumably for these qualities, does appear to have
taken place. The choice of Phillip as Governor of the colony was that of the Home
Office, not the Admiralty, and appears to have been on grounds other than his
naval abilities or seniority for the position.

Indeed, the Admiralty appeared

piqued at this choice, and Admiral Howe, presumably using naval criteria,
conveyed his doubts to Lord Sydney as to Phillip's abilities:
... being a matter so immediately connected with your Department, I
could never have a thought of contesting the choice you would make
of the Officer to be intrusted with the conduct of it.
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I cannot say the little knowledge I have of Captain Philips would
have led me to select him for a Service of this complicated nature.
But as you are satisfied with his ability, and I conclude he will be
taken under your Direction, I presume it will not be unreasonable to
move the King for having His Majesty's pleasure signified to the
Admiralty for these purposes, as soon as you see proper [AJCP 1,
CO201/2, f 131, 3 Sept, 1786].

Although the Admiralty was in charge of handling the bulk of the finances
regarding the expedition as well as the supply of the marine guards, the Home
Office was clearly in charge of decisions regarding the management of the
convicts.

This is evidenced both by their choice of Phillip despite Admiralty

opposition, and decisions that were later made regarding the management of the
penal colony. Notwithstanding the Home Office's earlier attempts to establish an
ungoverned penal colony in tropical Africa, they now appeared anxious to
implement the disciplinary punishment stipulated by the legislation and reiterated
by the Select Committees.

Concepts of Discipline Implemented by Phillip and the Home Office.

Where the hard labour required of convicts under the penal legislation could not
be implemented whilst confined on ships2, other principles were certainly applied.
The Home Office readily acceded to Phillip's requests for additional clothing and

2 This lack of labour was clearly recognised by Sir Charles Middleton in his calculations of rations for the
convicts. The rations provided for the passage appear to have been less that that provided after landing
when they were expected to work, where “confinement on shipboard will not admit of much exercise, this
allowance will be found more advantageous to the health of the convicts than full allowance” [HRNSW 1,2,
92, Middleton to Nepean, April, 1787].
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nightcaps [HRNSW, 1, 2, 80, 18 April 1787]. Phillip's account current indicates
soap for washing the convicts on the arrival at the transports, and medicine bottles
to complete the fitting of medicine chests

"for the Transports that had none"

[AJCP 1, CO201/2 f.183]. Wholesome rations were also of concern, and Phillip
requested the Home Office:
to order the marines and convicts to be supply'd with fresh meat and
vegetables at such places as I may stop at in the passage, and to
order the Commissary to draw bills on the Treasury for such
supplies [HRNSW, 1,2, 54,1 March, 1787].

This was also agreed to by the Home Office, and fresh provisions were provided
whilst in port during the voyage [for costs see AJCP 1, CO201/2, f. 170, 10 June
1787; AJCP 1734, HO 35/9, 14 January 1788; AJCP 1734, HO 35/9, 25 April 1788;
for complete victualling lists see AJCP 1106, T46/22, 1787].

The management of the first fleet, briefly outlined above, was almost certainly the
application of the extant penal legislation, and whilst the imposition of discipline
was the intention, it also resulted in a minimal loss of lives during the voyage
[Watt, 1989]. Furthermore, owing to this treatment the health of the convicts and
marines, at least during the voyage, was preserved.

Watt, in his study of the

health records found that although there were some outbreaks of typhus, mumps,
malaria and dysentery during the voyage, "the health record [of the first fleet] was
good" [1989, 140].
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Further indicating Phillip's intentions to implement disciplinary punishment and
some form of record-keeping are notes he prepared for the undertaking of the
expedition. It was his intention to rely on the existing criminal and behaviour
records of convict behaviour, to segregate male and female convicts, and to further
segregate them according to their crimes and behaviour [HRNSW, 1,2, 51].

In

addition to this initial reliance on the existing records, he intended to inspect the
convicts during the voyage to ensure that the conditions of the prison legislation
was being carried out by both the guards and the convicts:
During the passage, ..., I shall visit the transports to see that they are
kept clean and receive the allowance ordered by Government; and
at these times shall endeavour to make them sensible of their
situation, and that their happiness or misery is in their own hands, that those who behave well will be rewarded by being allow'd to
work occassionally on the small lotts of land set apart for them, and
which they will be put in possession of at the expiration of the time
for which they are transported [HRNSW, 1, 2, 51-2, undated, circa
1787].

Whilst Phillip's notes on his management of the convicts appear to rely heavily on
his visual inspection of the condition of the transports during the voyage, they also
indicate that the behaviour of the convicts was of concern. However, his notes
give no indication of how this monitoring of individual behaviour was to be
implemented. Behaviour books, required by the prison legislation, could not be
located and subsequent letters written indicate that the behaviour of the convicts
was to be verbally vouched for by the officer in charge rather than in written form
[HRNSW, 1,2,138,12 Feb. 1788; and 138,16 May 1788].
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However, Phillip's view of the reformation which could be effected through
disciplinary punishment was not high and perhaps reflected the views of the day,
the lack of behaviour books, and the major underlying motive for transportation
rather than an insistence on incarceration within England:
As I would not wish convicts to lay the foundations of an empire, I
think they should ever remain separated from the garrison, and
other settlers that may come from Europe, and not be allowed to mix
with them, even after the 7 or 14 years for which they may be
transported m aybe expired [HRNSW, 1,2, 53].

Notwithstanding this view on the merits of discipline as a form of reformation of
character, discipline was clearly the intent of transportation.

To apply and

maintain this, three companies of marines accompanied the first transportation
"not only to enforce due subordination and obedience in the settlement intended
to be formed there, but for the Defence of the Settlement against the incursion of
the Natives" [AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 35, Admiralty Office to Lord Sydney, 21 Nov.
1786].

Arrival at Botany Bay.

The fleet arrived at Botany Bay on the 18, 19 and 20 January 17883. It was not as
Banks had described it, but was swampy ground with little fresh water. Phillip

3 This section is merely a brief sketch of events. Most of this can be found in various books on the history of
European settlement in Australia.
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then had to begin the search for a more suitable location, which was found in Port
Jackson, with the fleet arriving there on the 26 January 1788. Whilst most of the
stores and convicts were unloaded at Sydney Cove in Port Jackson, an almost
immediate second transportation took place for some of the convicts. They were
sent to Norfolk Island4 to commence the self-sufficiency of the colony in producing
its own clothing supply.

The imposition of disciplinary punishment for those

convicts sent to Norfolk Island was considered to be a priority as the instructions
issued by Phillip to King stated that:
The convicts being the servants of the Crown till the time for which
they are sentenced is expired, their labour is to be for the public, and
you are to take particular notice of their general good or bad
behaviour, that they may hereafter be employed or rewarded
according to their different merits [HRNSW, 1,2,138,12 Feb. 1788].

With the establishment of civil government, the principles of disciplinary
punishment could supposedly be implemented. The convicts at Port Jackson were
to work at clearing the ground and erecting dwellings, and were later to be
employed at a public farm for the benefit of supplying the communal store
[HRNSW, 1,2, 87, Phillips Instructions, 25 April 1787].

However, a major

shortcoming to this plan was soon discovered when the marine guard refused to
act as overseers to the convicts. It appeared that their opinion of enforcing due

4 The Supply was sent to Norfolk Island on the 14th February, 1788. Lieutenant King was to be in charge
there, and, had a complement of “a petty officer, surgeon’s mate, two marines, two men who understood the
cultivation of flax, with nine men and six women convicts” [HRNSW, 1,2, 1 2 4 ,1 5 May, 1788].
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subordination and obedience in the convicts differed markedly from the view held
by Phillip. In his first letter to Lord Sydney, Phillip noted that:
the convicts, naturally indolent, having none to attend them but
overseers drawn from amongst themselves, and who fear to exert
any authority, makes this work [clearing the ground] go very slowly
[HRNSW, 1,2,123,15 May 1788].

In a letter written to Lord Sydney the following day, Phillip expanded on the
reasons for the lack of supervision as problems by the marines in interpreting the
meaning of enforcing due subordination and obedience in the convicts:
The officers who compose the detachment are not only few in
number, but most of them have declined any interference with the
convicts, except when they are employed for their own particular
service. I requested soon after we landed that officers would
occasionally encourage such as they observed diligent, and point out
for punishment such as they saw idle or straggling in the woods.
This was all I desired, but the officers did not understand that any
interference with the convicts was expected, and that they were not
sent out to do more than the duty of soldiers [HRNSW, 1,2, 138,
Phillip to Lord Sydney, 16 May 1788].

The refusal by the marines to implement the system of discipline left Phillip with
the only option of appointing convicts to supervise convicts with little success.
Although his original option was to seek out and segregate convicts convicted of
lesser crimes and those of good behaviour, the lack of a commercial return on the
sale of convict labour had resulted in the convict indent papers being left in
England with the agents by the various ship's masters [HRNSW, 1,2, 154, Phillip
to Nepean, 9 July 1788]. The segregation of convicts into various classes according
to their previous history was not possible.

Instead, Phillip appears to have
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segregated them according to their behaviour on the voyage, appointing overseers
from those he deemed most worthy. Disciplinary punishment using convicts as
overseers was less than satisfactory was constantly stated in his official letters to
the Home Office at the same time requesting that suitable overseers be sent out
from England [cf. HRNSW 1,2,154, 9 July 1788; 184, 28 Sept. 1788].

However, it was not necessarily the slowness of the work or the lack of
supervision that led to the colony's failure, but the compounding effect of
widespread illness through scurvy, the failure of the crops and the loss of
livestock.

The accounting reports issued from the colony were based on these

failures and the crises resulting from them rather than the envisaged accounting of
success.

The Financial Failure of the Colony - Crisis Reporting.

The food provisions for the penal experiment had been estimated to last two years,
and as discussed above, the only re-supply that was envisaged was to be that of
replacing worn-out agricultural equipment. Where reports were required from
time to time to indicate the use of the supplies, the reporting methods which
appear to have been adopted were not that of a regularity of reporting or of a
complete set of reports made out when a ship sailed, but reports issued pertaining
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to the most recent need or crisis5. Indeed, the reports that were made out only
appear to have been undertaken as an attempt to prove that an urgent situation
existed and that re-supply was absolutely necessary. Moreover, these reports did
not follow the method required where the commissary was to forward an account
of the issues made from store. Instead, the only reports transmitted were those of
items required or of provisions remaining in the store.

The first of these reports, issued by Commissary Miller and reproduced below as
Exhibit 5.1, indicated the shortage of livestock belonging to the civil government.
To emphasise the urgency, it also indicated that the loss of livestock after the
report date had created a further crisis in the precious food supply.

5 An exception to this crisis reporting was the return of Marines and Officers. These were transmitted fairly
regularly to ensure that their pay was drawn and available to their agents.
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Exhibit 5.1 - Account of Livestock, 1788
An A ccount of Live Stock In the Settlem ent May 1st 1 7 8 8
T o W h o m B e lo n g in g
G o v ern m en t

S ta llio n s

H o rs e s

1

2
1

G ov ern o r

C o lts

B u lls

C ow s

2

2
2

3

S h eep

G o a ts

R am s 1

1

H ogs

P ig s

D u c k s F o w ls C h ick en s

R a b b its

T u rk e y s

G eese

3

5

8

17

5

6

4

9

6

9

8

55

25

2

6

6

36

62

18

29

35

122

87

B oar 1

E w es 12

S o w s 19

W ith e rs 3

10

22

Ew es 1
Lam b 1
L ie u te n a n t G o v e r n o r
1

O ffic e rs a n d M e n B e lo n g in g to th e

1

1

7

12

10

17

5

7

1

2

D e ta c h m e n t
11

S ta ff

1

O th e r In d iv id u a ls
T o ta l

1

3

3

2

5

29

19

Since the 1st of May - Three Sheep Dead & the Cows and Bulls lost.
Andw Miller
Commissary.
AJCP 2, CO 201/3, f 43.

49

25

5
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The foregoing account was transmitted with Governor Phillip's first despatch,
dated 15th May 1788.

In his report, Phillip reiterated the loss of the stock and the

uncertainty of the fish supply to supplement the diet of the colony.

He also

informed Lord Sydney that only eight acres of ground could be sown with wheat
and barley that year and advised of "the necessity of a regular supply of
provisions for four or five years, and of clothing, shoes, and frocks in the greatest
proportion" [HRNSW, 1,2,127].

Subsequent despatches during 1788 indicated a worsening of conditions within
the colony. Widespread scurvy, owing to a reliance on salted rather than fresh
provisions had exhausted the medical supplies. By 12 July 1788 the surgeon, John
White, advised the Home Office of this.

He requested, in addition to anti

scorbutics, the supply of a two-page list of medicines [AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 177-9].
To prove the necessity of a re-supply of medicines, a return of the sick dated 30
June 1788 was enclosed in Phillip's despatch, indicating the number of convicts
and marines who were sick or had died since landing, as well as indicating that 52
of the convicts were "unfit for labour from old age, infirmities, &c" [HRNSW, 1,2,
54].

In the same despatch, the Commissary, Andrew Miller, transmitted a two-

page list of his requirements6, reproduced below in Exhibit 5.2:

6 A version of this list was also transmitted in Phillip’s despatch dated 28 September, 1788. More articles
had been added by this time and the Home Office transmitted this list to the Treasury for re-supply, with
quantities inserted [AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 101-2].
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Exhibit 5.2 - Colonial Requirements, July 1788
A List of Articles Most wanted in the Settlement [viz1].
House Carpenters Axes
Chalk Lines - none sent out
Felling Axes
Cross cutsaws
Pit Saws
Saw Setts
Files for Cross cut & Pitsaws, a Considerable Number as they soon wear out
Gimblets, Augers, Chisles & Gouges
Iron Pots of 3-4 and 5 Gallons, much wanted at this time
Bill Hooks
Syths & Reap Hooks
Nails, mostly of 18-20-& 24 penny
Ditto Spike - Brass
Sheet & Pig Lead
Swan & Buck Shot
White and Red Paint
Oil for Ditto
Canvas No 3 - Six Bolts ]
"
4 Six
" ]
"
6 Eight " ] For Boat Sails
"
7 Eight " ]
"
8 Six
" ]
Twine, One Hundred weight
Sail Needles
Copper Nails for repairing Boats
Iron in Bars
Steel in Bars
Armourers Tools none sent out
Gun Powder, Musquet Balls, and papers for the use of the Garrison none sent out
Strong Double Tin Plates
Stone Masons Tools
Trowels for Bricklayers
Glass not less than 10 inches by 8
Fifteen Puncheons of Red Wine for the Use of the Hospital
Hooks and Fishing Lines for the Natives
Cloathing for the Men and Women Convicts with a large Proportion of Shoes
Long Frocks and Strong Jackets for the Natives
Soldiers Blankets for the Convicts
Twelve Turn over Carts
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Wheel Barrows
.
Four Timber Carriages
Black Smiths Hammers
Carpenters
Do.
Turkey Stones for the Carpenters Tools/none sent out
Rope of I V 2 inch - One Coil
Do of 1 inch - One Coil
’

AndwMiller
Commissary

[on bottom of letter: Rcfrom Commissary Miller - 25 March, 1789].
AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 62.

From the foregoing, the crisis in July appeared to be caused primarily from
scurvy, and this is convincingly indicated by the transmission of a list of required
medicinal supplies together with a return of the sick.

By contrast, the

Commissary's request for articles was not accompanied by a report of the state of
goods on hand, or in use, as was required in the reporting orders for re-supply.
However, he did take care to point out where the needed supplies had not been
sent out, and Phillip sent a covering letter with the Commissary's list attesting that
the shoes, clothing and bedding, which were not intended to be re-supplied, were
necessary [AJCP 3551, Tl/671, f 203, 12 July 1788].

By the end of September 1788 the food supply became the most pressing crisis.
The loss of the livestock in May was now added to by the failure of the crops.
Phillip advised Lord Sydney that
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all the seed wheat and most of the other seeds brought from England
having been spoiled, as well as what wheat was put on board the
Supply at the Cape; several acres sown with this wheat have been
sown a second time, with the seeds preserved for next year, in case
of any accident happening to what we have in the ground, and
which has left us without a bushel of seed in the settlement [HRA, 1,
I, 85, 28 September, 1788].

To further indicate the urgency of the situation, Miller included his first account of
the victuals sent from England, reproduced below as Exhibit 5.3:

Exhibit 5.3 - Stores Returns, Sept 1788
An Account of Provisions remaining in His Majesty's Stores, at Sydney Cove, New
South Wales 30th September 1788.
F lo u r............ . ............... 414,176 Pounds.... .... is 62 Weeks Ration
51,330
15
Rice
127,608
43
Beef
214,344
128
Pork
2,303 Bushels
58
Pease
15,450 Pounds
49
Butter
Number of Persons Victualled
Men 698, Women 103, Children 42.

Provisions at Norfolk Island 20 Months
Number of Persons Victualled
Men 44 - Women 16
AndwMiller
Commissary
AjCP 2, CO201/3, f 126.
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These reports were transmitted on the Sirius that had been sent to the Cape of
Good Hope to purchase emergency supplies, although this supply was in
contravention of the orders given to Phillip. Care was taken to ensure that a list of
the supplies required to be purchased at the Cape of Good Hope was forwarded to
the Home Office in the hope that payment would be honoured by the Home Office
and the Treasury rather entered as a charge on Phillip's personal account. This is
reproduced below as Exhibit 5.4.
Exhibit 5.4 - Colonial Purchases, Sept 1788
An Account of such Articles, as by order of the Governor
are to be purchased at the Cape of Good Hope by Captain
John Hunter, now Commanding His Majesty's Ship Sirius
V izAs large a Quantity of Flour as can be conveniently
stow ed-----supposed equal to 4 Months for the Garrison.
Sixty Bushels of Seed Wheat.
Twenty Bushels of Seed Barley.
Ten Bushels of Indian Corn for Seed.
Twelve Bushels of Garden Seeds.
One Bushel of Turnip Seed.
Coarse Sugar ...Six Hundred Pounds.
(
(For the Use of India Sago...... One Hundred Pounds.
(the
Hospital Raisins.............One small Cask.
Spices.............. Six Pounds.
(
V inegar........... Three Hogsheads.
Tin Saucepans. One Dozen.
Coarse Thread, Blue & White with Needles
to the value of Ten Pounds.
Leather & the Materials necessary for mending the
Convict Shoes to the value of Ten Pounds.
T a r .... Two Barrels.
AndwMiller
Commissary
Sydney Cove, Port Jackson
New South Wales, September 22nd 1788.
AJCP 2, CO 201/3, f 107
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Moreover, as some of the supplies pertained to the hospital, a return of the sick
was also included in this despatch to further underscore the necessity and urgency
of the situation [HRA 1,1, 84].

The urgency of the supply situation was reiterated in a despatch on 30 October
1788.

Phillip repeated7 his reasons for sending to the Cape of Good Hope for

supplies and further outlined the lack of progress in farming [AJCP 2, CO 201/3, f
143]. However, the next despatch dated November 16 offered a glimmer of hope
that the settlement could eventually be self-supporting. The return of the Golden
Grove storeship from Norfolk Island had brought a favourable account of that
settlement:
They have Vegetables in great Abundance, as well as fish, the Grain
that had been sowed, after the first had failed [from having been
heated in the Passage, or injured by the Weavil] promises a great
Treasure; the soil is extremely rich, and to the depth of many feet
wherever they have dug; the people ¿are very healthy [AJCP 2,
CO201/3,f 147].
£.

With this favourable account was enclosed samples of timber, flax, peppers and
other flora, and some black lead for Sir Josepfi Banks's opinion. Little was said
about the main settlement at Port Jackson other than a brief report on the state of

7 Part of the reason for repeating such important information was the fact that shipping was uncertain.
Despatches, where possible, were copied and sent on several ships in the event of one or more of them
sinking. However, where Phillip considered the matter vital to the well-being of the colony it was
mentioned in several despatches.
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the convicts, which indicated that the ravages experienced from scurvy were
almost ended:
Except the Old, and those who brought incurable complaints with
them, the people are very Healthy [AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 148].

The surgeon's report indicated a slowing of the death rate and a reduction in the
number of marines and convicts under treatment [HRA I, 1, 104], presumably
owing to the arrival of fresh vegetables from Norfolk Island. However, the food
supply still appeared to be of concern. Where Phillip's letter remained silent on
this, the Commissary transmitted a complete and numbered return of all persons
at the settlements of Norfolk Island and Port Jackson.

In this list each person

victualled is separately listed, with an indication under "Quality" as to his or her
status in the colony.

A further column, headed "D, DD, or R" indicated the

"Births, Deaths and Discharges" in both settlements [AJCP 3551, Tl/668, f 286
301]. The first D denoted either a discharge in the case of the marines or a transfer
from Port Jackson to Norfolk Island in the case of the convicts and some of the
marines, DD denoted deceased, and R, which only appears to have been used in
the instance of the convicts, appears to denote a runaway.

The final column,

headed "Time When" indicated the date of the occurrence and in some instances a
reason was given such as the date of death or date of departure from the colony.
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From Miller's lists8 it is possible to roughly ascertain the numbers victualled and
still alive in the colony, excluding Governor Phillip, as:
Total Numbers as per Miller's List:
At Port Jackson
At Norfolk Island
Total persons
Less Deaths from 26 February, 1788:
Marines - Drowned at Norfolk Island
Marines - Died at Port Jackson
Marines Wives
Marines Children
Male Convicts - Drowned at Norfolk Island
Male Convicts - Died at Port Jackson
Male Convicts - Executed at Port Jackson
Female Convicts - Died at Norfolk Island
Female Convicts - Died at Port Jackson
Convict Children - Died at Port Jackson
Convicts who had run away
Total Number remaining on list:
Less: located as transfers or listed twice [D]:
Male Convicts - Norfolk Island 4 Oct
Female Convicts - Norfolk Island 4 Oct
Marines - Norfolk Island 5 Oct
Marines - discharged and departed?

1033 persons

66
1099
3
5

0
2

1

28
4

0

13
8
_4
__68
1031

21
11
1
_2
35

Total Numbers victualled according to
Commissary's Return

9969

8 Miller’s lists are more comprehensive that that of the Surgeon as the latter only appears to count deaths at
Port Jackson and apparently only those where treatment had been applied. He does not list drownings or
executions. Hence the Surgeon listed only 4 marines and 2 children of marines had died, 27 male convicts,
13 female convicts and 9 convict children [IIRA 1 ,1 ,1 0 3 -4 ].
9 This listing appears at odds with the previous stores return, dated 30 September, where the total number of
persons victualled is 903 [ATCP 2, CO201/3, f 126], and Phillip’s letter of 9 July, 1788 indicates that 966
people were victualled [IIRNSW, 1,2, 150]. These discrepancies possibly indicates that stores issue records
were not kept in any formal sense at this time, and why no stores records could be located during Miller’s
term as Commissary.
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Numbers compiled from AJCP 3551, Tl/668, f 286-301, entitled "A
list of Persons who have been Victualled from His Majesty's Stores
Commencing the 26th Day of February 1788 with the Births, Deaths
and Discharges to the 17th November 1788".

To further emphasise the precarious position of the food supply following the loss
of the crops at Port Jackson, Miller enclosed a report of the stores on hand which
had been surveyed by the "Surveyor of the Settlement, and the Master and Purser
of His Majesty's Ship Sirius" [AJCP 3551, Tl/668, f 303]. This is reproduced as
Exhibit 5.5 below:
Exhibit 5.5 - Colonial Returns, Nov. 1788
An Account of Provisions in His Majesty's Store at Sydney Cove, New South
Wales 16lh November, 1788.
Beef and Pork
Flour & Rice
Butter
Pease

20 Months
18 d°
13 d°
16 d°

Supposing all the Casks to be full which from the surveys already made, cannot be
expected.
AndwMiller
Commissary

The above provisions are cast for the Detachment and Convicts only, not including
His Majesty's Ship Sirius, and Supply armed Tender, both of which must be
hereafter Victualled from the Store.
Source: AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 161

On this report, Miller appears to have taken care to point out that the survey of
remaining stores was possibly over-inflated, and that the store had to supply more
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people than were listed in the returns. That is, he did not anticipate the supplies
lasting the colony for the times indicated, and hence a re-supply of provisions
with the next shipment of convicts was vital.

The foregoing reports tend to indicate that the reporting system used by the civil
administrators in New South Wales was one of crisis rather than accountability.
Had accountability been the primary purpose of such reports, these should have
taken the form required by the Treasury and Home Office, showing the amount of
stores received, issues and amounts remaining in the format of an account current.
According to the 1785 Audit Act, Miller should have been charged with such
supplies by the original sub-accountant who issued the money for the stores, and a
record of this transmitted to the King's Rememberancer, yet no such charges could
be located. Moreover, these accounts, although stipulated in Phillip's instructions
to be forwarded "from time to time" [HRNSW, 1,2, 87-88, 25 April 1787], should
have been transmitted annually and not spasmodically. Instead of a system of
accountability, no records appear to exist as to the original amount of tools or
provisions that were sent by William Richards Jnr or received by Miller into the
government store.

Nor do records appear to have been kept by Miller of the

issues of such tools or provisions. Miller's lists do not indicate issues or amounts
in any form.

Although supposedly responsible for such issues, he only

enumerates stores remaining in terms of time. Nor does he enumerate any crops
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that were grown locally on the government farm, which would have augmented
the stores supplies.

Disciplinary Failure of the Colony.

Whilst the foregoing attests to the financial failure of the colony, that is, its
inability to produce its own food supply in the time frame intended by the Home
Office, it was also a failure in disciplinary terms. This was discussed above as the
refusal of the Marine Guard to superintend the convicts. Within the same time
frame as these early reports, the situation between Governor Phillip and Major
Ross, the commander of the Marines and the colony's Lieutenant Governor,
deteriorated further. Ross appeared to have considered the colony a failure from
the start, as evidenced by his remarks opening this chapter regarding the high cost
of maintaining a convict colony.

He also appeared disgruntled at Governor

Phillip's refusal to take him into confidence regarding the plans for the colony and
conveyed this to Nepean in the same letter:
I came out without any Orders or Instructions from your Office with
respect to the intentions of Government, so am I still ignorant of it for
the Governor has never told me neither has he ever adviced or
Consulted with me on the Subject, and I believe every body else are
in the dark as well as myself ... I cannot see how I could write
without informing him [Nepean] of the manner in which the
Governor treats me as Lieut1 Governor, and as to the Detachment,
they have just the same Cause for Complaint that I have ... I will not
answer for what may be the Case hereafter for take my word for it,
there is not a man in this place but wishes to return home, and
indeed they have no less than Cause, for I believe there never was a
Set of People so much upon the Parrish as this Garrison is, and what
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little we Want, even to a Single Nail, we must not send to the
Commissary for it, but must apply to his Excellency, and when we
do he allways says as there is but little come out, and of Course it is
but little we get, and that we are obliged to take as a matter of favour
[AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 173,10 July, 1788].

This ongoing dispute between Phillip and Ross appears to have commenced when
Phillip requested that the marine officers would implement a disciplinary
surveillance over the behaviour of the convicts. By 30 October, Phillip's letters
had lost all subtlety regarding the behaviour of the marine officers, repeating a
portion of his letter of 16 May 1788 [HRNSW, 1,2, 138].

However, instead of

giving the previous reason as a lack of understanding of their duties he indicated
that a serious rupture had occurred between the civil and military establishment
that prevented the application of discipline:
"That Officers would, when they saw the Convicts diligent, say a
few Words of encouragement to them, and that when they saw them
idle, or met them straggling in the Woods, they would threaten them
with Punishment, or point them out to receive it, if they thought they
deserved Punishment." This I only desired when Officers would do
it without going out of their way; it was all I asked, and was
pointedly refused [AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 145, 30 October 1788,
quotation marks in original].

This rupture between the civil and military establishment had created a situation
where the envisaged application of disciplinary punishment could not be
effected10. This led Phillip to request, on several occasions, that overseers be sent

10 Major Ross went so far as to place most of the officers under Court Martial which meant that they could
not sit as members of the Civil Court to try the convicts for any new crimes. A brief background to this
dispute was that the officers were attempting to apply a milder form of punishment in their own Court
Martials similar to that applied by Phillip to the convicts. An early Court Marial sentence gave the marine
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out in the next transportation.

By the end of October 1788 he advised Lord

Sydney that
the little Progress we have been able to make in cultivating the
Lands; and I presume the necessity of a few proper persons being
sent out to superintend the Convicts, as well as Settlers who have
been used to Cultivation: for at present this Settlement only affords
one Person that I can employ in cultivating the Lands on the Public
Account. ... It must, my Lord, be Settlers, with the assistance of the
Convicts, that will put this Country in a Situation of supporting its
Inhabitants [AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 143-4].

Apart from the lack of progress in farming, what appears to have disturbed Phillip
is the lack of supervisors to implement disciplinary punishment and its attendant
record keeping of behaviour. He admitted to Lord Sydney that he had given up
"his little plan ... formed in the Passage for the Government of these People"
[AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 145]. This discarded plan of Phillip's, had envisaged some
form of record keeping of convict behaviour and offered rewards for good
behaviour and sanctions for poor behaviour [HRNSW, 1, 2, 51-2, undated, circa
1787].

the choice of 100 lashes or to make a public apology. Ross refused this sentence and attempted to make the
court re-convene and reconsider. They refused and were placed under arrest.
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Initial Response of the Home Office to the Colony's Failure.

The issues raised in Phillip's or Ross's letters were not put before the parliament to
judge whether the re-supply of the colony was worthwhile. Instead, the Home
Office, together with the Treasury, handled these matters as an internal affair.

Most of the letters written from the colony in 1788 were received by the Home
Office in March April and May, 1789 [cf. Gentleman's Magazine, March, 1789, 273
4; AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 177-9, received 2 April, 1789; AJCP 1736, H036/6, f 252
April 21, 1789; AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 147, received 12 May, 1789; AJCP 2, CO201/3, f
173, received 13 May, 1789]. Lord Sydney's response was fairly swift, as by the 29
April 1789 he had written to the Treasury informing them
that a great part of the Provisions sent out with him [Governor
Phillip] to the Settlement lately made upon that Coast, have been
expended, and that there is an immediate occasion for a further
Supply, together with certain Articles of Clothing, Tools and
Implements for Agriculture, Medicines Etc. for the use of the
Convicts now at that place, His Majesty has given orders, that One of
His Ships of War of two decks with only her upper tier of Guns shall
be got ready to carry out the said Provisions and Stores [AJCP 2,
CO201/4,f 83].

The method of crisis reporting from the colony apparently had effect as copies of
White's list of medical necessaries, Miller's list of purchases at the Cape and
Miller's list of articles most wanted were copied and transmitted as enclosures in
this letter to the Treasury. In addition to these enclosures, an estimate of cloth for
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clothing 100 male and 100 female convicts11 for a year was attached, together with
prices per yard, and an order for the supply of 15 months provisions of beef, pork
and flour for 15 months for 1,000 men [AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 83-95 & AJCP 3551,
Tl/671, 205-2181112]. The Treasury was to calculate a reduction in the supplies from
the list Miller had ordered from the Cape of Good Hope, and the Home Office had
inserted quantities to be supplied on Miller's list of articles most wanted.

In

addition to this, Lord Sydney also extended the list to include items such as
"Locks that cannot be picked - Twelve" [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 89].

On receipt of this re-supply order, the Treasury also appears to have extended the
required lists. The cloth, ordered for 100 male convicts and 100 female convicts
was altered to supply 600 men and 400 women convicts [AJCP 3551, Tl/671, f
207]. Advice also appears to have been taken from Sir Joseph Banks, as Miller's
lists were extended to include additional tools and hardware "recommended by
Sir Joseph Banks" [f 214].

In addition to the foregoing, Lord Sydney instructed the Treasury that the ship
carrying the supplies was to purchase wine from Tenerife and black cattle or other
livestock from the Cape of Good Hope for the settlement. Once again, the imprest

11 No explanation was given as to why the clothing was for 100 convicts and not 1000.
12 Although essentially these two documents are similar, Enclosure 1, pertaining to vicutalling is missing
from the Colonial Office copy and may have been detached and forwarded to the Victualling Board. This
enclosure does appear in the Treasury copy, but the Treasury copies have been filed in a rather muddled
sequence with enclosure numbers missing.
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system was to be used to bypass parliamentary approval for the experiment. The
purchases were to be paid for using Treasury Bills,
which Bills, It is His Majesty's pleasure you do discharge whenever
they appear, provided they are accompanied by proper Vouchers
and Certificates, that the Articles purchased shall have been obtained
upon moderate terms [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 84].

In addition to a re-supply where none had been envisaged, Phillip's request for
overseers was also included.

Lord Sydney instructed the Treasury to make

financial provisions for the salaries of eight or ten overseers, which was not to
exceed £40 per annum each [AJCP 2 CO201/4, f 84-5].

Phillip's request for

gardeners and artificers was also responded to swiftly, with the Treasury being
advised that "Twenty five of those confined in the Hulks in the River, who are
likely to be the most useful, should be sent out in the Ship intended to convey the
Provisions and Stores [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 84]. The marine guard was also to be
replaced, and the problems with the marines reported by Phillip appear to have
been heeded as it was "thought advisable, instead of replacing them with another
Detachment from that Corps, that a Corps of Infantry should be forthwith raised
for that particular Service" [AJCP 3551, Tl/671, f 219, Navy Office to Treasury, 20
May, 1789].

Whilst the colony appeared to engage in a form of crisis reporting in its initial
phase, these reports were responded to by the Home Office and the Treasury in a
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speedy manner. However, neither the Home Office nor the Treasury appeared
concerned with undertaking any form of costing that would place the experiment
in a financial framework. Instead, what appeared to be at issue was to ensure the
success of the colony through the application of disciplinary punishment using the
physical rather than the financial criteria stipulated by Howard.

To this end,

overseers were employed13, Campbell was requested to select suitable convicts14,
and a special corps of guards raised.

Reason for the Re-supply of the Colony.

Whilst financial accountability may have been absent in the Home Office under
Lord Sydney, the transmission of new supplies to ensure the success of the colony
was a matter of urgency. Overcrowding in prisons had preceded the departure of
the first transportation.

Whilst the first transportation had relieved the

overcrowding to some extent, this was short lived.

The change in sentencing,

from that of hard labour in England to transportation had caused a rapid
expansion in the numbers incarcerated awaiting transportation.

On the 31st

October 1788 Lord Sydney advised the Treasury of overcrowding at Newgate
Gaol, where

13 9 Superintendants of Convicts were hired at the rate of £40 per annum each [AJCP 3551, T l/671 f 223-4,
Grenville to Treasury, 29 June 1789J.
14 The convicts were selected by Campbell for their trades. Of the 25 convicts sent on board the Guardian
19 were farmers, 1 was a gardener, 2 were blacksmiths, 1 was a founderer, 1 a shoemaker, and 1 a house
carpenter [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 147, 2 September, 1789].
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near 750 Persons, in which number they include near 150 Women
who are under Sentence of Transportation [AJCP 3551, Tl/661, f
232].

The legislation pertaining to transportation [24 Geo III, c 56, 1784] only allowed for
the removal of male convicts to temporary holdings until transportation could be
effected. The female convicts had to be held in their original place of sentencing
until transported. With the hulks full, there was no location available to send the
male convicts and it was judged to be the most expedient solution to take up
another vessel to transport the female convicts. However, it was recognised that
the vessel could not sail until reports from New South Wales had been received,
and Lord Sydney advised the Treasury that he was
Unwilling to recommend the sending any more Convicts thither
immediately, but if the advices which I imagine I shall shortly
receive from him [Governor Phillip] answer my expectations I shall
certainly propose that the Female Convicts in question should be
sent to the same Place. If however it should happen that the Plan
should not, upon the receipt of those advices be found an eligible
one, It is most likely that some part of North America will be fixed
upon for their destination [AJCP 3551, Tl/661, f 233].
The Lady Juliana was chartered from William Richards Jnr, and similar to the
conditions of the tender for the first fleet, no correspondence appears to have been
entered into as to whether or not Richards was the cheapest contractor. The female
convicts were already on board the Lady Juliana awaiting transportation when the
letters were received from Governor Phillip, and would have made the decision to
re-supply the colony a necessity, particularly given that the North American
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colonies steadfastly refused to accept convicts [Smith, 1965].

Moreover, the

removal of the female convicts to the Lady Juliana had done little to ease the
overcrowding in the prisons.

A New Order of Accounting.

The lack of financial accountability at the Home Office under Lord Sydney, the
Navy under Sir Charles Middleton and the Treasury under Pitt, had led to what
can only be considered as a gentleman's arrangement regarding the organisation
of the first fleet, the chartering of the Lady Juliana, and sending the Guardian with
fresh supplies for the foundering colony. The lack of records which can be used to
trace the financial concerns regarding the first fleet is, at best, scarce and tends to
indicate that verbal rather than written agreements were primarily used.
Government bookkeeping, despite the requirements of the Treasury and prison
legislation, was not yet concerned with economy. Instead, there appeared to be
the intent to ensure that the required disciplinary punishment of the convicts was
being administered.

However, on 3 June 1789 Lord Sydney was replaced as

Secretary of State for the Home Office by Lord Grenville [National Library of
Australia and the State Library of New South Wales, AJCP Handbook, Part 3,
1984, 13], and from this point forward in the records appears a semblance of
written order and the beginning of the preparation of cost accounting reports.
Jupp [1985, 89] points out that the methods of recording letters in the Home Office
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prior to Grenville were antiquated and outdated to the point where information
regarding the business of the Home Office was not readily available to those not
immediately connected with the Office. Grenville
instituted the practice of having a precis made of all incoming and
outgoing correspondence with colonial officials ... In addition he
established a register for letters that were circulated amongst cabinet
ministers for information [Jupp, 1985, 89-90].

However, Jupp found that despite this innovation by Grenville in record keeping,
his general approach to administrative matters was primarily conventional [1985,
90]. Yet it is from Grenville's supposedly conventional approaches in instigating a
policy of financial accountability that a form of accounting arose for the
application and administration of disciplinary punishment. Moreover, this new
order of accounting created a shift in the focus of disciplinary punishment from
that of the behaviour of the convicts to the economic behaviour of those
responsible for the administration of the punishment.

Accounting as Calculation.

Where the Home Office, under Lord Sydney's leadership, had preferred to leave
the organisation and recording of finances to the navy, Grenville's approach was
quite different.

Grenville had graduated from Oxford in 1780 where "he had

demonstrated an uncommon ability in mathematics" [Jupp, 1985, 15].

It was

perhaps his ability at mathematics and his apparent desire for order that Grenville
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brought to the Home Office that began to reduce the experiment of the penal
colony to that of a calculative order. By October 1789, some four months after
Grenville took office, the Home Office had produced the first accounting report on
the new convict colony.

This first report of the costs, as far as they could be

collated at that time, is reproduced as Exhibit 5.6 below:
Exhibit 5.6 - First Accounts, October 1789

Expences attending the Settlement at New South Wales made up to the 1st October
1789.

Establishment
For three Years from the 10th October 1786 to the 10th
Octr1789 at £2877..10 a Year
Expences
Bill drawn by Govr Phillip & Commissary Miller from
Teneriffe, the Cape of Good Hope Incl Sundry other
Charges
Provisions sent and on Board to be provided for the
Convicts now about to sail
Necessaries, Tools, Clothes, Implements of Husbandry,
Medicines etc sent or ordered to be provided for the
Convicts now about to embark
Freight of Transport Ships with the Expence of fitting
them for the Service
Provisions for the Convicts and also for the Marine Guard
etc. Viz
Price to their sailing
£4916.. 5..-For the Passage
9071.. 0.. 2
For a Store at Botany Bay
16205.. 3..—
Wine, Essence of Malt and Mess
Necessaries
381:.151:Z1
Carried Over
Brought over
Clothing Slops & Beds
Tools, Implements of Agriculture etc.
Medicines, Drugs, Surgeons Necessaries, Marquees,

£
8,632

s
d
10 0

5,830

-

-

19,223

-

-

27,000

-

-

43,878

11

-

30,574
£135,138
£135,138
5,556
3,056
2,084

3
4
4
8
18

3
3
3
4
7
11
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Stationary and other small Articles
Pay & Disbursements of the Agent to the Transports
employed on their Service
To which may be added the Expence of fitting His
Majesty's Ship the Guardian to carry out Provisions etc. to
Port Jackson and of her Maintenance to this Time

881

6

6

9,831
£156,548

8
7

6
1

N.B. - No Part of the Expence of His Majesty's Ship Sirius, and Supply Tender, is
brought into this Account.
AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 150.

Whilst at least some of the reason for the preparation of this report can be ascribed
to the making over of accounts when an incumbent left office or died, as indicated
in chapter 4 most of these costs did not arise from the Home Office. This and
other reports and letters indicate that Grenville was more concerned with the
overall administration and cost of disciplinary punishment than the behaviour and
reform of the convicts. Under his guidance, careful calculations appear to have
been made with regard to the re-supply of victualling that had been arranged by
Lord Sydney. Where the legislated accounting system had called for an
accountability of all items sent and amounts used, no records could be located that
indicated the supplies sent to New South Wales with the first fleet. With this re
supply, Phillip's position as Governor was now put on a clear financial footing.
On the 24 August 1789 he was transmitted an itemised account, on the Guardian,
containing:
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a General Invoice and Bill of Lading of sundry Articles of Clothing,
Tools, Implements for Agriculture, Medicines &c which have been
provided by Government and shipped on Board the Guardian for
the use of the Convicts and other Persons residing within the limits
of your Government [AJCP 2, CO 201/4, f 39]

Unfortunately, the Guardian, a naval vessel engaged to ship 3,000 tons of stores
and transmit the accounts to Phillip, hit an iceberg in December 1789 during its
voyage to New South Wales and was forced to shelter at Cape Town where the
stores that could be salvaged were sold [cf Frost, 1994, 154; HRNSW 1,2, 262; see
also AJCP 6119, ADM 106/2216 f 192-3, 13 Sept. 1791 and AJCP 6119, ADM
106/2217, f 14, 6 Feb. 1792 for the accounts of Lt. Riou, captain of the Guardian].
As a consequence, the colony never received these much-needed supplies.
However, the Bills of Lading transmitted on the Guardian covered the shipment of
stores on both the Guardian and Lady Juliana, and the 3,000 tons of provisions on
this latter vessel arrived at Port Jackson on 3 June, 1790 [HRNSW, 1,2, 345]. From
a costing viewpoint, it is unfortunate that the invoice covering the stores sent was
not copied by the Home Office for their files, but the calculation of supplies and
the bills of lading covering these stores were attached to the Home Office copy.
These documents show a careful calculation between the supply of victuals and
their use in terms of time, taking both the goods shipped and Miller's account of
the remaining supplies into consideration. These are reproduced below as Exhibit
5.7:
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Exhibit 5.7 - Bills of Lading, May 1789
Beef, Pork & Flour Shipped in the Lady Juliana Transport & Guardian Man of War
per our order 13 May 1789.15
Six Hundred Tons
Lady Juliana marked I Guardian G
I 50 Teirces15# Beef 42 pd of 8 each
G 446 Teirces do ~ 42 pd of 8
496
Pounds Beef
I 150 Barrels Pork 50 pd 4 each
(365 ..................... 50 pd 4 ......
G(271 ...................... 52 pd 4 ......
786 B arrels...
G 548 Teirces Pork 53 pd 6 .....
Pounds Pork
I 200 Barrels Flour 336 pounds each
G 879 Barrels Flour 336 "
"
1079 Barrels flour

1005 Barrels Flour left out of the Guardian and now in
Dulwich Store House
Shipped
Pounds Flour
Pounds Beef
•
Meat )
Pork
Ration 5 Pounds ) per week
7 flour )
5 ) per
1000 Men for 100 weeks @ 12 pounds
7 ) week

600 Tons @ 2000 Pounds to the Ton is
AJCP 2, CO 201/4, f 43

Pounds
16,800
149,856
166,656
30,000
73,000
56,368
159,368
174,264
333,632
67,200
295,344
362,544
Pounds
337,680
362,544
700,224
166,656
333,632
1,200,512
500,000
700,000
1,200,000
1,200,000

Whitehall 22 August 1789

15 A Tierce was a large barrel which measured a third of a pipe of wine and held 42 gallons or 336 or 304'
pounds. Spelling in original is incorrect.
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Calculation of the quantity of Provisions provided for the Convicts and other
Persons at Port Jackson and on Norfolk Island
Months
Flour &
Rice
18

Beef &
Butter
Pork
In Store on the 17th November
20
13
1788 as appears by the
Commissary's Return
Purchased by Captain Hunter
4
at the Cape of Good Hope
Shipped on Board the Lady
25
25
Juliana (excepting 1005 Barrels
of Flour which will be sent
over in the next Ship)
45
47
13
NB.
The
whole
number May 1792 May 1792 Dec 1789
Victualled according to the
Commissary's
last
Return
appears to be 993 Persons.
For 1000 persons

Pease
16

16
March
1790

The Juliana has on board 18 months
Rations for the Female Convicts on
board her, after their landing.
AJCP 2, CO 201/4, f 44

Exhibits 5.6 and 5.7 depict a careful calculation and a growing awareness of the
cost of maintaining the colony that had not existed under Lord Sydney's term at
the Home Office. Nor did this form of calculation exist within the Treasury's or
the Navy's records.

Moreover, Phillip was advised16 of the heavy expense

involved in obtaining and shipping the stores, and that
the sending them out to New South Wales makes it extremely
necessary that you should pay the utmost attention to appropriating

16 As this advice was transmitted on the Guardian, it is unlikely that the letter was received by Phillip and
no records could be located of Phillip receiving this advice.
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them to the best advantage, and that you should from time to time
transmit to me particular accounts of your proceedings in their
respect [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 40].

The Home Office was clearly taking over accountability for costs from the
Treasury and the Navy. Moreover, there now appeared to be a realisation that
costs were only one part of the equation.

Not only was Phillip being made

accountable for the cost of the stores, the economic use of these stores was also to
be subject to the reporting process.

This new economic accountability was not only to pertain to the colony and its
particular costs. Grenville also appeared to display concern that the colonial costs
should compare favourably with the other form of incarceration available through
the hulks system.

Campbell was now called to account for his expenses and

supply a report to the Home Office on all the amounts that he had claimed for the
previous twelve months, and calculate an average cost per convict.

This is

reproduced as Exhibit 5.8
Exhibit 5.8 - Hulks Expenses, 1789
That the Expenses of keeping and maintaining the Sundry Convicts on the River
Thames, Langstone Harbour and Portsmouth, taken from the four last quarter
accounts, delivered to the Lords of the Treasury and Secretary of State, being one
Year ending the 12th October 1789, in which is included all Charges made by and
paid to Mr D. Campbell.

justinia, Hospital, Lighters
Censor
D° and D°

average No Sums allowed
of Convicts
284
£ 6947
262
6500

4s
-
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Ceres
Fortune and Hospital Ship
Lion
Stanislaus
Average N° for one Year
If 1707 Convicts Cost £39,509..11One Convict will cost £23..1..11 for a Year,
or 15d per Diem.
AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 154, October, 1789.

284
360
284
233
1707

6354
7993
6432
5382
£39,509

6
19
2
11

Campbell's return to the Home Office must have been found to be relatively
uninformative for Grenville's decision making purposes as on the 28th October
1789 he was required to report exactly what the 15d per diem encompassed.
Campbell indicated that the amount covered "Ships, Hospitals, Lighters, Guards,
Maintenance & Cloathing" [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 159], allowing Grenville some
small insight into the costing process.

Imposing Calculative Norms and Standards.

The making up of the New South Wales accounts and Campbell's new form of
accountability to the Home Office instead of the Treasury were merely the first
steps taken by Grenville to impose a new form of economic order regarding
transportation. The overcrowding of the prisons had created a situation that was
considered dangerous and the need was perceived for the sending of a second
fleet. Grenville communicated this to the Treasury on 6 July 1789 indicating that a
contract was required for transporting 1,000 convicts together with the requisite
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stores [AJCP 3551 Tl/671, f 105-6]. However, where Lord Sydney's original plan
had conveyed the requirements for the first fleet to the Treasury together with a
concept that cost was no object:
Upon the whole it may be observed with great force and truth, that
the difference of Expence (whatever method of carrying the Convicts
may be adopted) that the mode of disposing of them, and that of the
usual ineffectual one, is too trivial to be a Consideration with
Government, at least in comparison to the great object to be obtained
by it, especially now the Evil is increased to such an alarming
Degree, from the inadequacy of all other Expedients that may
hitherto have been tried or suggested [AJCP 1, CO201/2, f 13, 18
August, 1786, emphasis added].

Grenville's letter clearly conveyed the concept that cost savings were an integral
part of transportation, and therefore not to be considered as "too trivial" [AJCP 1,
CO201/2, f 13, 18 August 1786]. The Lords of the Treasury were thus required to
arrange for shipping "in such a manner as may be likely to be attended with the
least Expense to the Public" [AJCP 3551, Tl/671, f 105, 6 July 1789].

He also

informed the Treasury that he had already advised Governor Phillip of the arrival
of the convicts and stores and that he required an economic distribution of convict
labour as well as economy in the distribution of stores. Phillip was now required
"to dispose of them [convict labour and stores] in such a manner as may be the
most likely to ease the Public of the Expense of further Supplies after those which
are now to be provided, shall have been expended" [AJCP 3551, Tl/671, f 106].
Grenville also advised the Treasury on 18 July 1789 that further cost savings were
to be effected in transportation. He had arranged with the Court of Directors of
the East India Company that the vessels hired to transport the convicts were to
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return with "Cargoes of Tea from China" [AJCP 3551, Tl/671, f 107], hence
allowing the vessels to be discharged from Government service at Port Jackson.

The Treasury once again passed the chartering of the vessels to the Navy. The
Neptune, Scarborough and Surprize were chartered from George Whitlock, a
London Broker, on behalf of the owners, Camden, Calvert and King [AJCP 3,
CO201/6, f 273-6, copy of charter agreement dated 27 August 1789; AJCP 5992,
PRO 30/8/246, f 375-7, 9 October 1792, establishing Camden, Calvert & King as
the ship owners]. Instead of waiting until the voyage was complete, as appeared
to have been past practice by the Navy, the Home Office had calculated the
amount of the contract by the end of December 1789 [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 196].
The Navy's lax method of awarding contracts and the lack of Treasury control
over such contracts and their subsequent costs must have displeased Grenville.
When he was advised by the Treasury of the necessity of chartering another vessel
in order to accommodate the convicts and stores to be shipped, his response issued
through Nepean was that he:
does not see the least Objection to the Measure, but on the Contrary,
he thinks that it will be a Means of ascertaining the actual Expence
incurred, & be a Guide to their Lordships upon any future Contracts
which may be made for a similar Service [AJCP 1736, H 036/6, f 314,
Nepean to Treasury, 30 Oct, 1789].

Grenville had apparently judged both the Navy and the Treasury as unfit to track
the costs of the penal colony. In December 1789, Grenville had his office prepare a
list of queries as to the nature of the various costs and who was responsible for
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their payment [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 180, paper entitled Convicts under Sentence of
Transportation].

From the response to these queries and from Campbell's

calculations of the cost of maintaining the convicts on board the hulks he had his
office prepare a draft of the various expenditure heads involved in transportation
and queried a Mr Mitford at the Treasury to supply the details of the various
amounts [AJCP 2, CO201/4, fl83-191].

By the end of December 1789 the final

version of accounts was complete and is reproduced as Exhibit 5.9 below:
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Exhibit 5.9 - Transportation Accounts, Dec. 1789
An Account of Expenses incurred in Transporting and Maintaining the Convicts sent to New South Wales, including the Pay of
the Civil and Military Establishments employed in that Country from the time the decision on the measure took place, to the
expiration of the Sentences of the said Convicts, calculating on the average of their respective Sentences.

1787

C l o th in g , B e d d in g e tc p u r c h a s e d b y th e

1

n a v y B o a r d f o r th e s u p p ly o f 6 8 0 M a le a n d

B y a m o u n t o f C lo th in g , M a in te n a n c e etc.
w h ic h w o u ld h a v e b een c h a r g e d to

7 0 F e m a l e C o n v ic ts w h o C o m p ris e d th e

G o v e r n m e n t b y th e C o n tr a c to r s f o r th e H u lk s

F ir s t E m b a r k a tio n , s u p p o s e d to b e su fficien t

f o r th e M a le C o n v ic ts sen t to N e w S ou th

f o r t h e ir u s e d u r in g th e p a s s a g e to N e w

W a le s h a d th e y c o n tin u e d in th e ir C u s to d y

S o u th W a l e s , a n d f o r tw o Y e a r s a fte r th e ir

d u r in g th e tim e of th e ir s e r v itu d e , e s tim a te d

a rriv a l

a t 3 6 6 2 4 9 8 d a y s fo r O n e M an a t 1 5 d p e r d iem
5 1 5 6 ..—..-4

2

T o o l s a n d Im p le m e n ts o f H u s b a n d ry , fo r

th e S u m n o w a llo w e d to th e C o n tr a c to r

2 2 8 ,9 0 5 ..1 1 ..- 3

D ed u ct

E r e c t i n g P u b lic E d ific e s , in c lu d in g N a ils,
G la s s e t c .

3 0 5 6 ..-8 ..-7

T h e v a lu e of th e la b o u r o f th e a b o v e
C o n v ic ts o n th e W o rk s c a r r y in g o n a t
P o r ts m o u th , G o s p o rt a n d W o o lw ic h
a n d in th e R iv e r T h a m e s , s u p p o s in g
tw o th ird s o f th e n u m b e r to b e
c o n s ta n tly e m p lo y e d a t lO d p e r d ie m
each A l lo w in g f o r S u n d ay s a n d o th e r h o lid a y s

3

M e d ic i n e s , S u rg e o n s In s tru m e n ts ,

3 5 1 1 9 ..1 5 ..—

1 9 3 ,7 8 5 ..1 6 ..-3

B y a m o u n t o f C lo th in g M a in te n a n c e e tc of

N e c c e s s a r i e s o f d iffe re n t S o rts e tc f o r th e

F e m a le C o n v ic ts , w h ic h m u s t h a v e b een p a id

H o s p i ta l s

b y th e ir re s p e c tiv e C o u n tie s w h e r e th e y w e r e
1 2 0 2 ..-8 ..-7

trie d o r b y G o v e rn m e n t, in c a s e th e y h a d
c o n tin u e d in E n g la n d d u r in g th e tim e o f th e ir
S e rv itu d e . E s tim a te d a t 1 1 7 3 5 5 5 d a y s fo r e a ch
F e m a le C o n v ic t a t 4 d p e r d ie m e a c h
1 9 ,5 5 7 .1 1 .- 8
£ 2 1 3 ,3 4 3 ..- 7 ..- l

4
5

S e e d G r a in

2 8 6 ..1 7 ..- 4

H a n d c u f f s a n d Iro n s fo r s e c u rin g th e
C o n v icts

4 2 ..- 1 ..—

6

Marquees for the Governor, the Civil and
M a r i n e O ffice rs

7

3 8 9 ..-4 ..-1

O ld C a n v a s s u p p lie d fr o m P o r ts m o u th
D o c k Y a r d fo r T e n ts e tc fo r th e C o n v ic ts
6 9 ..- ..- 9

u n til H u t s c o u ld b e E re c te d
8

S ta t io n e r y fo r th e C o m m is s a ry of S to re s a n d
2 0 ..1 9 ..-8

P r o v is io n s
9

P r o v is i o n s fo r T w o Y e a r s fo r th e S e ttle m e n t
a g r e e a b ly to th e fo llo w in g c a lc u la tio n
F o r th e G o v e r n o r a n d S taff
T h r e e C o m p a n ie s o f M a rin e s

15

C o n v icts

180

W o m e n in te n d e d to b e b ro u g h t fro m th e

750

F r i e n d l y Is la n d s 2 0 0 @ h a lf A llo w a n c e
D e d u c t f o r c a s u a ltie s d u r in g p a s s a g e

100

R a tio n s

1045
45
1000

10

1 6 2 0 5 ..-3 ..—

C o m m i s s a r y M ille r's B ills fo r W in e , F re sh
P r o v is i o n s e tc p u r c h a s e d a t T en eriffe
G o v r P h illip 's Bills fro m R io d e Ja n e iro fo r

11

7 6 ..-.1 ..-9

S u p p lie s
1 3 5 ...- ..-

12

C o m m i s s a r y M ille r's B ills fo r F re sh
2 3 0 3 ..1 7 ..-6

P r o v is i o n s e tc . a t R io d e Ja n e rio
13

2 1 1 ..-1 ..-9

D o f o r F re s h P ro v is io n s , C a ttle & S eed
G r a in p u r c h a s e d a t th e C a p e o f G o o d H o p e
1 9 6 6 ..—.-7

14

4 2 6 9 ..1 8 ..-1

M r R ic h a r d s fo r P ro v is io n s S u p p lie d th e
M a r in e G u a r d a n d C o n v ic ts fro m th e tim e
o f t h e i r E m b a rk a tio n to th e tim e o f th e ir
S a ilin g fr o m S p ith e a d , in c lu d in g a q u a n tity
o f W in e , E s s e n c e o f M a lt a n d o th e r
N e c e s s a r ie s o f th a t N a tu re p u r c h a s e d b y
4 7 0 5 ..1 7 ..—

h im

*
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D o f o r P r o v is io n s e tc S u p p lie d th e
a b o v e m e n tio n e d M a rin e s a n d C o n v ic ts
fr o m t h e tim e o f th e ir S a ilin g to th e tim e of
th e d is e m b a r k a tio n in N e w S W a le s ,
in c l u d i n g a d is c o u n t on N a v y Bills

D o f o r s u r p lu s o f Salt B eef p ro v id e d b y h im
fo r th e S u p p ly o f the a b o v e M a rin e s a n d
C o n v i c t s la n d e d a s p e r A g re e m e n t in NS
W a le s f o r w h ic h h e o b ta in e d Bills o n the
T re a su ry
D o f o r F r e ig h t o f T ra n s p o rt S hips V iz'
B o r r o w d a le
P r in c e o f W a le s
F is h b o u m
C h a r l o tt e
A le x a n d e r
S ca rb o ro u g h
F r ie n d s h ip
G o ld e n G ro v e
L a d y P en rh y n

4037..
10..-5
4609..
11..-5
5842..
--..-9
3385..
11..-6
7079..
11..-5
4148..
10..-5
3261..-2. . 5217..
-2..-9
3412..
17..-6

L ie u te n a n t S h o rtla n d A g e n t fo r T ra n s p o rts
h is P a y a n d D isb u rse m e n ts d u rin g th e
V oyage
F e e s P a i d u p o n G o v r P h illip 's C o m m issio n
a n d f o r t h a t E sta b lish in g C o u rts o f Ju stic e

627..13..-6
E x p e n c e s in c u rr e d in co n v e y in g C o n v ic ts
fro m t h e O ld B a ile y to P o rts m o u th to
e m b a r k o n b d th e T ra n s p o rts

84..- 5..-8
T h e R e v d M r Ja ck so n to en ab le h im to
p r o v id e n e c e s s a rie s fo r the V o y a g e

50. . - . . T r a v e ll i n g E x p e n s e s of Cap* N o rm a n &
o th e r p e r s o n s c h a rg e d w ith d is p a tc h e s fro m
G o v r P h illip & o th e r triflin g E x p e n c e s

79..-..-9
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7 ,6 0 4 ..1 0 ..-5

4 3 6 ..1 1 ..-9

4 0 ,9 9 3 ..1 3 ..-8

8 8 1 ..-6 ..-6

23

F e e s o n th e a b o v e p a y m e n ts

1789

F lo u r , G ra in & S u r g e o n 's N e c e s s a r ie s

24

p u r c h a s e d b y C a p 1 H u n te r o f th e S iriu s a t

51..—..-8

th e C a p e o f G o o d H o p e , to w h ic h p la c e h e
w a s s e n t b y G o v r P h illip a f te r th e
e s ta b lis h m e n t h a d b e e n m a d e a t P o r t
Ja c k s o n
25

P a y o f A r tif ic e r s b e lo n g in g to th e S iriu s &
S u p p ly e m p lo y e d o n th e P u b lic W o rk s a t
P o r t Ja c k s o n f o r w h ic h B ills h a v e b een
d r a w n u p o n th e T r e a s u r y

26

E x p e n c e s a tte n d in g th e E q u ip m e n t of th e
L a d y J u lia n a , e m p lo y e d in c o n v e y in g th e
F e m a le C o n v ic ts to N e w S W a le s
1 6 6 ..-9 ..-5

27

M r R ic h a r d s f o r P ro v is io n s is s u e d to th e
C o n v i c t s a b o v e m e n tio n e d fr o m th e D a y o f
th e ir E m b a rk a tio n to th e 1 4 th Ju n e 1 7 8 9 , th e
D a y o f th e ir S a ilin g fr o m S p ith e a d
5 9 2 ..-3 ..-1

28

D ° f o r F re ig h t o f th e L a d y Ju lia n a T r a n s p o rt
ta k e n u p th e 1 5 th D e c r 1 7 8 8 , c a lc u la tin g th e
p a s s a g e a t 8 c a l a n d a r M o n th s, a llo w in g h e r
1 4 d a y s f o r la n d in g th e C o n v ic ts a n d S to re s
& 6 W e e k s (a s p e r a g re e m e n t) a fte r N o tic e
s h a ll b e g iv e n o f h e r d is c h a rg e . T h e Ship
m e a s u r in g 4 0 1 3 8 / 9 4 T o n s @ 9 / 5
2 ,9 9 3 ..1 7 ..- 6

29

M r R ic h a r d s fo r V ic tu a llin g the
b e f o r e m e n tio n e d F e m a le C o n v ic ts fro m th e
tim e o f th e ir s a ilin g to th a t o f th e ir la n d in g
in N e w S W a le s a llo w in g h e r a ru n o f 8
M o n th s & o n e W e e k a fte r h e r a r r iv a l fo r
th e ir d is e m b a r k a tio n a t 6 d p e r d ie m e a c h &
f o r C h ild r e n a t I V 2 p e r d ie m e a c h
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S 9 2 ..--..-7

1 2 8 ..-3 ..1 0

1 7 2 ..1 7 ..-6

3 ,7 5 2 ..1 0 ..—

l ,3 7 9 ..1 6 ..- 3

E x p e n c e s a tte n d in g th e E q u ip m e n t o f H is
M a j e s ty 's S h ip G u a r d ia n e m p lo y e d in
c a r r y i n g o u t P ro v is io n s a n d S to re s e tc.
7 ,7 1 0 ..- ..E x p e n c e o f v ic tu a llin g 2 5 C o n v ic ts
(A r t if ic e r s ) a n d e ig h t S u p e rin te n d a n ts sen t
o u t in t h a t S h ip fro m th e tim e o f th e ir
E m b a r k a tio n a llo w in g h e r a p a s s a g e of 6
m o n th s a n d 6 d p e r d ie m fo r th e C o n v ic ts
a n d 1 / - f o r th e S u p e rin te n d a n ts
2 1 4 ..-4 ..-6
P a y o f th e C o m m an d er a n d C rew ,
P r o v is i o n s , O rd n a n c e , W e a r a n d T e a r fro m
th e d a y S h e w a s C o m m is s io n e d , V iz ' 2 1 s t
A p r il, 1 7 8 9 to th e d a y S h e m a y p ro b a b ly b e
d is m a n t l e d , a llo w in g h e r six m o n th s fo r h e r
p a s s a g e th ith e r, th e s a m e o n h e r re tu rn , a n d
tw o M o n th s fo r h e r d e te n tio n in N e w S
W ciles a n d d is m a n tlin g o n h e r d is c h a rg e , a t
£ 4 p e r M o n th fo r h e r C o m p le m e n t
c o n s is t i n g o f 9 0 M en
6 .7 5 6 ..

- ..-

C l o th in g se n t o u t in th e L a d y Ju lia n a a n d
G u a r d i a n fo r 6 0 0 M a le a n d 4 0 0 F e m a le
C o n v ic ts fo r O ne Y e a r
3 9 6 2 .. 1 7 ..-4
H o s p i ta l S to re s D °

4 7 6 7 ..

-4 ..-1

I m p l e m e n t s fo r H u s b a n d ry D o

2 6 5 6 ..

1 5 ..-7

S u n d r y S to r e s V iz ' L e a d , S h o t, W in e ,
P la t te r s e t c
P r o v i s i o n s se n t o u t in th e a b o v e S h ip s
s u p p o s e d to b e su fficie n t fo r th e s u p p ly of
th e S e ttle m e n t f o r 1 8 M o n th s
B ill D r a w n b y Lieu*. R io u o f th e G u a rd ia n
f o r W i n e P u r c h a s e d a t T e n e riffe fo r th e u se
o f th e S e ttle m e n t

8 1 0 ..- ..- 8
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1 4 ,6 8 0 ..-4 ..-6

1 2 ,1 9 6 ..1 7 ..-8

1 2 ,0 3 4 ..-8 ..-6

220 .. 12..-8

39

E x p e n s e s o f C lo th in g S h ip p e d o n b o a r d the
N e p t u n e , S u r p r iz e , S c a rb o ro u g h a n d
Ju s tin ia n T r a n s p o rts fo r th e s u p p ly o f 9 3 0
M a le & 7 0 F e m a le C o n v ic ts th e N u m b e r
o r d e r e d to E m b a rk on B o a r d th e T h re e firstm e n tio n e d S h ip s fo r 1 8 M o n th s a f te r th e ir
l a n d in g in N e w S o u th W a le s
5 ,8 5 2 ..- 9 ..-

40

D ° H o s p ita l S to re s

3 ,2 0 2 ..1 9 ..-6

41

D ° I m p le m e n ts fo r H u s b a n d ry &

6 ,2 6 0 ..1 3 ..1 1

42

D ° L e a d s , W in e s , E s s e n c e o f S p r u c e , Iro n ,
S te e l a n d S u n d ry o th e r A rtic le s

43

M o v e a b le H o s p ita l

44

P ro v is io n s fo r th e S u p p ly o f th e a b o v e

1 ,5 9 9 ..1 2 ..-3
6 9 0 ..- ..—

m e n tio n e d 1 0 0 0 C o n v ic ts fo r 1 2 M o n th s
a f t e r th e ir la n d in g a t W h o le A llo w a n c e
45

6 ,1 7 8 ..-4 ..—

A n d w C a lv e r t fo r th e P a s s a g e o f 9 2 7 M a le
a n d 7 8 F e m a le C o n v ic ts a t £ 1 7 ..7 ..6 e a c h a s
p e r a g r e e m e n t a n d 9 d p e r d ie m in a d d itio n
f o r tw o d a y s fre sh M e a t p e r w e e k d u r in g
th e ir c o n tin u a n c e in a n y F o re ig n P o r t,
e s t im a ti n g th e la tte r a t 6 / - e a c h w h ic h
i n c r e a s e s th e first m e n tio n e d S u m to
£ 1 7 ..1 3 ..6

46

1 7 ,7 6 3 ..-7 ..-6

D ” f o r th e p a s s a g e o f 7 W o m e n , W iv e s of
C o n v i c t s a t £ 1 5 ..1 7 ..6 e a c h , th e s a m e a s the
F e m a l e C o n v ic ts e x c e p t in th e A rtic le s of
C lo th in g

47

1 1 1 ..-2 ..-6

D ° f o r th e p a s s a g e of 1 5 C h ild re n o f th e
C o n v i c t s a t £ 7 ..1 8 ..9 e a c h , h a lf th e S u m
a l lo w e d fo r th e p a s s a g e o f th e W iv e s o f th e
C o n v ic ts

1 1 9 ..-1 ..-3

i

1 7 ,9 9 3 .1 1 ..-3
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D ° f o r th e p a s s a g e o f 1 0 9 O ffice rs & M e n o f
th e N e w C o rp s a t 1 / - p e r d a y e a c h a s p e r
a g r e e m e n t , a n d 1 / - p e r D ie m f o r T w o d a y s
F r e s h M e a t w h e n in F o re ig n P o rts ,
c a l c u l a t i n g th e p a s s a g e a t 8 M o n th s fr o m
th e d a y o f E m b a rk a tio n & 8 a d d itio n a l d a y s
f o r F r e s h P ro v is io n s
1 .3 6 7 ..

1 9 ..-

D ° f o r t h e P a s s a g e o f N in e W o m e n , W iv e s of
th e S o ld ie r s a t £ 1 5 ..1 7 ..6 e a c h , th e s a m e a s
f o r F e m a l e C o n v ic ts e x c e p t in th e A rtic le of
C l o th in g

1 4 2 ..

1 7 ..-6

D ° f o r th e P a s s a g e o f E le v e n C h ild re n o f th e
S o ld ie r s a t £ 7 ..1 8 ..-9 e a c h , th e s a m e a s fo r
th e C h ild r e n o f th e C o n v ic ts
S 7 ..-4 ..-6
H ir e o f th e S h ip Ju stin ia n , B u rth e n 4 0 0 T o n s
a t 1 5 / 6 d p e r T o n , e n te r e d in to P a y o n th e
2 3 r d N o v . 1 7 8 9 , a n d e x p e c te d to re tu rn w ith
T e a f r o m C h in a b y th e e n d o f Ju n e 1 7 9 1
5 .9 7 2 ..

1 3 ..-4

D e d u c t F re ig h t o f T e a to b e c a r r ie d to th e
C re d it o f G ov ern m en t 4 0 0 T on s at £ 1 0 p e r
T o n a n d 1 5 0 T on s at £ 5 p e r Ton
4 .7 5 0 ..

- ..-

5 .2 0 0 ..

- ..-

8 .2 3 2 ..

- ..-

A m o u n t o f th e E x p e n c e a tte n d in g the
E q u ip m e n t o f th e G o rg o n
D ° o f W e a r a n d T e a r , p a y , M a in te n a n c e & c
o f h e r C r e w fro m th e 3 rd O c to b e r 1 7 8 9 to th e
3 0 th A p r i l 1 7 9 2 , T h e p ro b a b le tim e o f h e r
r e t u r n , f o r h e r c o m p le m e n t o f 9 8 M en a t £ 4
p e r m o n th a llo w in g h e r 6 m o n th s fo r h e r
p a s s a g e th ith e r, th e s a m e f o r h e r re tu rn
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1 ,3 6 7 ..1 9 ..--

2 3 0 ..-2 ..--

1 ,2 2 2 ..1 3 ..-4

1 3 ,4 3 2 ..- ..-

55

D ° o f t h e V ic tu a llin g o f O ffic e rs a n d M e n o f
th e N e w S o u th W a le s C o r p s , d u r in g th e ir
p a s s a g e , a n d o f M a rin e s , w h o it is s u p p o s e d
w ill b e b r o u g h t to E n g la n d b y th a t S h ip ,
a l l o w i n g th e f o r m e r 9 M o n th s fr o m th e tim e
o f t h e i r E m b a rk a tio n , v i z ' th e 2 9 Jany 1 7 9 0 to
t h e r e A r r iv a l in N e w S W a le s , a n d th e la tte r
s ix M o n th s f o r th e ir re tu rn to E n g la n d ,
s u p p o s in g 1 0 0 o n ly to b e b ro u g h t a w a y
ab ou t
3 ,5 0 0 ...1 2 ..-6

56

A m o u n t o f th e P a y of th e O ffice rs & M en of
th e M a r in e C o rp s fro m th e 1 st J a n u a r y 1 7 8 7
w h e n t h e y w e r e o rd e re d u p o n th is S e rv ic e
to th e 3 0 th A p ril 1 7 9 2 th e p ro b a b le tim e of
t h e ir r e t u r n to E n g la n d , a t £ 4 ,6 9 6 .6 .8 p e r
Annum

57

2 5 ,0 4 7 ..- 2 ..-2

E x p e n c e o f th e P a y o f th e O ffice rs a n d M en
o f th e N e w S o u th W a le s C o rp s fr o m th e
D a y t h e C o r p s c o m m e n c e d p a y V iz ' th e 5
J u n e 1 7 8 9 to th e 1 2 Ju ly 1 7 9 3 tim e o f th e
e x p ir a ti o n o f th e S e rv ic e o f th e C o n v ic ts
a c c o r d i n g to th e b e fo re m e n tio n e d
c a l c u l a t io n a t £ 6 ,0 5 4 ..1 3 ..- 0 3A p r A n n u m
2 4 ,8 3 2 ..- 7 ..-7

58

4 9 ,8 7 9 ..- 9 ..-7

A m o u n t o f th e E x p e n c e s a tte n d in g th e
E q u ip m e n t o f th e S iriu s a n d o f th e P a y a n d
m a i n te n a n c e & c o f h e r C r e w fo r S ix y e a r s
a n d 2 6 0 d a y s , c a l c u l a t e d f r o m th e 2 5 th o f
O c t o b e r 1 7 8 6 th e D a y sh e w a s
c o m m i s s io n e d , to th e tim e o f th e e x p ir a tio n
o f th e S e r v ic e o f th e C o n v ic ts (V iz ' 6 Y e a r s
a n d 1 8 8 d a y s , fr o m th e 6 th J a n u a r y 1 7 8 7 , th e
d a y w h e n th e firs t e m b a rk a tio n to o k p la c e )
to th e 1 2 J u ly 1 7 9 3 a llo w in g 6 M o n th s in
a d d i ti o n f o r h e r re tu rn a t 4 £ p e r m a n p e r
M o n th f o r h e r C o m p le m e n t o f 1 6 0 M en
5 1 ,6 0 0 ..- ..-

59

D ° f o r t h e S u p p ly T e n d e r fo r 5 5 M en
c a l c u l a t e d o n th e s a m e p rin c ip le fro m the
2 7 t h O c to b e r 1 7 8 6 w h e n sh e w a s
c o m m i s s io n e d

1 7 ,7 3 2 ..- ..-

6 9 ,4 1 2 ..- ..-
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60

E x p e n c e o f th e C iv il E s ta b lis h m e n t f r o m th e
1 0 th O c t. 1 7 8 6 to 1 0 * O c t 1 7 8 9 w h e n it w a s
i n c r e a s e d a t £ 2 ,8 7 7 .1 0 p e r a n n u m
8 .6 3 2 ..
C a r r i e d F o r w a r d 17

61

8 .6 3 2 ..

1 0 ..~
1 0 ...--

£ 3 1 1 ,8 1 1 ..- 4 ..1 0

E x p e n c e o f th e C iv il E s ta b lis h m e n t fr o m
tim e o f s u c h in c r e a s e b y th e A p p o in tm e n t of
a L ie u t G o v e r n o r o f N o rfo lk Is la n d , 1 0
S u p e r in te n d a n ts & c to th e tim e o f th e
E x p ir a tio n o f th e S e n te n ce s o f th e C o n v ic ts ,
viz* th e 1 2 * o f Ju ly 1 7 9 3 a t £ 3 8 5 6 p e r
A n n u m in c lu d in g a n a r r e a r fo r b ro k e n tim e
o f £ 7 0 2 ..7 ..8
1 4 ,5 7 5 ..-6 ..-3

62

2 3 ,2 0 7 ..1 6 ..- 3

P r o v is io n s , C lo th in g , H o s p ita l S to re s & c. fo r
th e w h o l e o f th e C o n v ic ts f o r th e ir S u p p ly
fo r O n e Y e a r , in a d d itio n to th e Q u a n tity
a l r e a d y c h a r g e d w ith in th is a c c o u n t, w h ic h
it is h o p e d w ill c lo s e all E x p e n s e s o n th e ir
A c c o u n t o f a n y c o n s id e ra b le a m o u n t a b o u t

20, 000. . - . . -

Source: AJCP 2, CO201/4, f l 92-199, December, 1789.

17 This was the last total which appeared on the calculations.

*
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Whilst the foregoing accounts take the form of an account current required by the
1785 Audit Act [25 Geo III, c 52], most of the costs contained within this account
do not pertain to the Home Office. Nor were these amounts personally held or
paid by a single accountant, as most of the accountants were identified in the
previous chapter. Instead what emerges from this account is the commencement
of a process that could establish standard unit costs for punishment.

This

development of a standard cost, whilst still based on actual costs, appeared to be
the intent expressed in the letter giving approval for the taking up of another
vessel in order to establish and measure future costs [AJCP 1736, H 036/6, f 314,
30 Oct. 1789].

As Miller and O'Leary point out, although the development of

standard costs and budgeting, has been placed "as part of a socially useful
theoretical-technical complex" [1987, 341] in much of the accounting literature, it
can also be placed in "a complex of practices which consist in a form of socio
political management whose concern is with individual persons and their efficient
functioning" [341].

There did not appear to be any reason underlying the

preparation of accounts or the attempt to develop standard costs other than
Grenville's expertise in the science of mathematics. The system of transportation
had been funded previously with no reference to finances.

But, with the

preparation of these accounts and the identification of costs, a new visibility is
created.

Where the behaviour and reform of the convicts was of concern

previously, this new mathematical gridding [Hoskin & Macve, 1986, 109] had
shifted the visibility to those managing the convicts. It could
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raise questions of waste and inefficiency in the employment of
human, financial and material resources, they supplemented the
traditional concerns of accounting with the fidelity or honesty of the
person. Cost accounting could now embrace also the individual
person and make them accountable by reference to prescribed
standards of performance. With this step accounting significantly
extended its domain, enmeshing the person within a web of
calculative practices aimed not only at stewardship but efficiency
also [Miller & O'Leary, 1987, 241].

Whilst still based on the actual costs calculated, the 15d per diem for the male
convicts on board the hulks is used as a standard, as is the 10d per diem on a
working day basis for the return on their labour [items 1 & 2].

A standard

estimate is also made of 4d for the female convicts [item 3], and this separation of
costs highlights both the separation of classes into costs as well as the low return of
labour from the hulks and the lack of return on female labour. This process of
standard costing is also evident in the accounts for transportation after Grenville
took charge of the Home Office. Where the accounts from the first fleet could only
be stated in terms of totals [items 1 - 25], the accounts pertaining to the Guardian
and Lady Juliana display a concern for the cost of victualling an individual [items
29 & 31] as well as the costs per ton for shipping [item 28]. This standard costing
procedure was further applied to the accounts of the second fleet where the
amounts for transportation are stated in terms of the respective classes of people to
be transported as well as the identification of each item that makes up the cost per
head within the classes [items 45 - 50]. With this new identification of standard
costs, the future performance of those involved in the business of punishment
could now be measured against a norm.
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Costing and Functional Accounting.

In addition to the setting of standard costs, these accounts are also a first attempt
to collate all costs pertaining to punishment. Whilst these accounts are in a
rudimentary form with no final totals given, from the manner in which the
accounts were prepared a new and orderly method of calculation can be
ascertained. This method of calculation was a first attempt to observe the business
of transportation as a whole, in a similar manner ascribed to the use of double
entry accounts: to view "the connection of the different parts [of the business]; the
amount and the success of the whole" [Hamilton, 1788, 265].

In doing so, the

Home Office had adopted a method of collating accounts according to function
rather than the Treasury's and Navy's method of collating accounts according to
person.

Further order and a new calculative reasoning can also be ascertained in the
manner in which the accounts had been set out.

There emerges a "spacial

organisation for order and surveillance" [Hoskin & Macve, 1986, 109] through the
use of the divisions into debits and credits. The credit side is used for the hulks,
and the debit side of this account indicates the expenses of the colony, and these
are collated according to time and particular categories. The expenses for the first
fleet, as far as could be ascertained by the Home Office, are contained in items 1 to
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25; the expenses of the Lady Juliana and Guardian are identified in items 26 to 38;
the expenses of the second fleet are identified, and at times estimated, in items 39
to 55; items 56 to 61 cover the costs of the marines, New South Wales Corps, naval
charges and Civil Establishment charges; whilst item 62 is a provision taken up
against any future charges.

Moreover, many of these costs were estimates,

showing a growing appreciation of both the costs involved in transportation and
the need for forward planning by the administrators.

More importantly, the accounts depict a growing form of calculative reasoning
based on an economy that had been absent from any previous calculations made
on the cost of transportation.

The cost of the hire of the additional vessel, the

Justinian, in item 51 is calculated separately together with the anticipated savings
to the government by the return cargo of tea.

The hire of this vessel had

previously been authorised by Grenville as a means of ascertaining an accurate
cost of transportation [AJCP 1736, H 036/6, f 314, Nepean to Treasury, 30 Oct.
1789].

Effecting savings to the Government in undertaking transportation was

clearly an issue to Grenville. The contract for the first fleet had allowed the profits
from the return cargo of tea to the East India Company and had only anticipated a
cost saving in the hire of vessels. By contrast, the hire of the Justinian was to be
regarded as a means to recoup most of the expenses incurred. In addition to the
separate hire of the Justinian, Grenville's instructions to the Treasury and the
Navy to effect transportation at the lowest possible cost also appears to have had
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an impact. The contract awarded for the second fleet was based on a fixed rate per
person transported [items 45-50] rather than the previous method of hiring vessels
[items 17 and 28], and issuing a separate victualling contract [items 14,15, 27, and
29]. Although not clearly set out in the accounts as comparative figures, the cost of
these items for the first fleet amounted to £53,304, and £19,59118 for the second
fleet. Thus the savings effected in transportation under Grenville's leadership of
the Home Office and involvement in organisation amounted to £33,713. Economy
through measurement and the organisation of accounts now appeared to be the
paramount criterion in effecting transportation rather than the previous focus of
ensuring the undertaking of disciplinary punishment.

Accounting as Comparison.

Further underscoring this new concept of economy were the calculations
undertaken on the credit side of the account. As well as introducing the concept of
standard costing, this had been used by Grenville to indicate the expenses saved
by

the

Government by

undertaking

imprisonment within England.

transportation

rather

than

effecting

Where the previous plans for prisons and

transportation reviewed by the various select committees had alluded to costs and
cost savings of various competing plans, these were merely rhetoric rather than

18 The figures, taken from items 14,15 and 17 for the first fleet and items 45,48 and 49 for the second fleet,
have been rounded. The costs of the Lady Juliana and Guardian have been ignored in order to compare the
cost of one fleet with another.
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any comparative costings being produced and in many instances decisions had
been reached with no recourse to costing. By contrast, the format of Grenville's
account on the cost of transportation appears to be an attempt to evaluate two
competing plans of imprisonment. The number of convict days on the credit side
is not the actual number of convicts that were on board the hulks. Instead, it refers
to the number of convicts that were transported.

He had used the information

obtained from Campbell on the daily cost to Government for maintaining a
convict on board the hulks at 15d and calculated the total cost of maintaining the
male convicts on board the hulks as opposed to transporting them. Offsetting this
cost, the Home Office had estimated the labour of the convicts as a two-thirds
return on the number of convicts employed on a working day basis. However, this
deemed return appears to have been an estimate on the part of the Home Office as
no records could be located that established this return at this point in time19. As
regards the 4d allowed for the female convicts, it is likely that this was obtained
from Grenville's previous ascertaining of the costs involved in transportation, and
these were outlined in a "Paper marked B" [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 180, December
1789, emphasis in original] although this paper could not be located in the
remaining documents.

From the Home Office's account on transportation, cost comparisons could have
been gained between the cost of incarceration on board the hulks amounting to

19 Later records do exist and these will be discussed in the following chapter.
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£213,343..07..01 and the cost of transportation as £355,019..01..01. Moreover, there
are further indications that this account was used for decision-making purposes on
the cost of maintaining the colony in that both the time frame for the colonial costs
and the costs of the hulks are contained within the same time frame. Thus, whilst
the cost of transportation was higher, the costs of maintaining the same number of
convicts on board the hulks as opposed to transporting them was for a period of
approximately six years20.

Yet Grenville would have been aware that the

sentences imposed on the convicts would have been for periods of either seven or
fourteen years or life, and if these convicts remained in England they would be
required to serve the full term of their sentences. From this, it can be assumed that
Grenville was making an attempt to evaluate and compare both projects on the
same time basis.

But, despite the higher total cost of transportation, the new

20 Although this is not stated in the account, the approximate period of six years is arrived at by calculating
the number of convicts transported together with the information on the number of convicts contained
within the account:
Male convicts on first fleet
680
Male convicts on second fleet
930
Total male convicts
1610 x 365.25 days = 588052.5 days per year
3662498/588052.5 = 6.23 years
Female convicts on first fleet
Women from Friendly Islands
Female Convict - Lady Juliana
Female Convicts on second fleet
Wives of male convicts
15 children at half ration
Total female convicts etc.

70

200
150
78
7
7.5
512.5 x 365.25 = 187190.6 days per year
1 1 7 3 5 5 5 /1 8 7 1 9 0 .6 = 6.26 years
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organisation of accounts could also identify the economies that could be achieved
through transportation.

A similar period, six and a half years, is also used in calculating the pay of the
marines and the New South Wales Corps, although these calculations also cover
their return passage to England, which was expected to take six months [items 56
and 57]. Similarly, the civil establishment was calculated for the same period, up
to the 12 July 1793 [items 60 and 61].

From the accounts and the various

calculations on time, it appeared that Grenville anticipated that the colony would
be self-supporting in a short time, hence his final allowance for the convicts of
£20,000, "which it is hoped will close all Expenses on their Account" [AJCP 2,
CO201/4, f 199, item 62]. Moreover, from the period covered by the costings it
appears that he may have anticipated the colony to be self-supporting by the
beginning of 1793.

Whilst this planned six year period was not transmitted to Phillip, nor does it
appear elsewhere, Phillip was further urged to economy in a letter transmitted
with the second fleet. He was transmitted bills of lading and invoices of goods
shipped which were "found to be of the first quality, and will, I hope, be applied
to the best possible advantage" [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 49, Grenville to Phillip, 24
Dec 1789]. From this transmission of invoices, it appears that Grenville had the
intent of transferring accountability for these items to Phillip, who was to report to
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Grenville rather than the Treasury on their use, and this had already been
communicated in a letter transmitted on the Guardian21. The invoice covering this
shipment is reproduced in Exhibit 5.10 below:
Exhibit 5.10 - Invoice Transmitted to Colony, Dec. 1789
Invoice of Clothing, Tools, Implements for Agriculture, Medicines &c shipped on board the
Neptune Capn- Gilbert, marked and numbered as per Margin, and consigned to Capn- A. Phillips,
Governor of New South Wales for the use of the Convicts and Hospital &c. &c.
AD
N°-l @637
638 @ 651
652 @ 657
658 @ 677
678 @ 725
726 @ 730
731 @ 7 3 5
736 @ 7 4 4
745 @ 7 4 6
747 @ 9 8 6
787 @ 8 1 5
816 @ 8 4 5
846 @ 8 8 5
886 @ 898
899 @ 903
904 @ 923
924
925 @ 933
934 @ 938
939 @ 948
949 @ 9 8 2
983 @ 9 9 2
993 @ 1071
1072
&
1097
1098 @ 1259
1260 @ 1299

William Wood & Co. Ironmongery
Samuel F Freeman - Lead & Shot & Ball
John Barnes - Madiera Wine
Mackeller Valdes Port Wine
Griffin & Curtis Painters Colors & Oils
Brickwood Butler & Co - Essence of Spruce
Daniel Rossick & Sons - Tin & Pewter Ware
North, Moore, Nanson & Tunson - Crocery
Sam Bevington & Son - Copper Kettles
James Masterman - Thread & Tape &
Buttons
Joseph Collyer - Hats
Bill Mendham & I lamond Shoes &
Leather
Luke Young & Son - Window Glass
North Johnson & Smith Wooden Bowls &
Platters
Henry Goldfinch - Hosiery
Devayne & I Iigiston - Medicines
David Evans - Surgeons Instruments
Thomas Niger - Portable Soup
William Clarke - Paper Quills & Ink
Thomas Rivington & Sons - Books
James Davidson - Twine & Fishing Lines
Arthur Shakespear - Hawsers
Knatchbull & Neale - Sheeting
John & Coutts Trotter - Hammocks

N°1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

£5,665
50
342
872
150
216
37
40
27
890

11
12

Fludyer Maitland & Co Clothing Blankets
&c
Pigons & Andrew - Gunpowder

18
13
—

11
—

—
—

5
—
13
6
5
19
—

2
4
6
10
9
3

200
747

14
9

—
10

13
14

130
45

6
11

8
4

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

14
19
13
3
3

—

23
24

161
415
102
116
26
154
284
81
2160
579

18
« 3

25

3262

13

26

146

-

22

9

2
3

9
6
6
6
8
1

4

-

21 As meniioned previously, this letter was possibly not received by Phillip as the Guardian was badly
damaged in December, 1789 during its passage to New South Wales. Grenville would have been unaware of
the loss of the Guardian and its cargo when he transmitted the letter and accounts with the second fleet.
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Samuel Wyatt Moveable Hospital
Deduct
Discounts
allowed
by
Tradesmen for Ready Money Payment

the

2 7 __________ 690

-

£ 1 7 ,606
753

3
6

4
6

-

£16 ,8 5 2

16

10

A]CP 2, CO201/4, f 56, 24 December, 1789.

Whilst most, if not all, of the items on this invoice would have been ordered by the
Navy, the Home Office involvement in the administration of transportation was
escalating. Lieutenant Bowen, the naval agent for the second fleet, was required to
advise the Home Office of the contractors, the provisions, and which vessel they
were shipped on [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 62, 16 December 1789].

Home Office

involvement in finances for disciplinary punishment was also increasing to
impose its calculative norms and standards of economy on both the Treasury and
the Navy. This involvement may have been the reason that further savings were
effected in receiving a discount for ready money on the provisions in the above
invoice rather than using the Navy's usual practice of issuing Navy Bills payable
in course [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 56, 24 December 1789].

Summary.

This chapter had traced the commencement in the use of costs for transportation.
The system that had been used during Lord Sydney's leadership of the Home
Office had encouraged the application of disciplinary punishment with a
minimum of record keeping. Accounts sent from the new colony took the form of
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crisis reporting rather than conveying financial information.

Moreover, the

reports on the effects of disciplinary punishment were disappointing.

The

reaction of the Home Office was to send urgent supplies on the Guardian and
Lady Juliana. That disciplinary punishment was still a major consideration was
evidenced in the use of the same contractor for the first fleet, William Richards Jnr
and the involvement of Sir Charles Middleton from the Admiralty, both of whom
were noted for their views on the reformation of convicts.

In addition to the

supplies, steps were taken to supply the colony with gardeners from the hulks,
overseers were hired, and the marine guard replaced with a new corps especially
raised for service in New South Wales. A particular absence during the early
arrangements for this shipment of urgent requirements was that of a financial
accountability.

Instead, physical steps were taken to ensure the survival and

success of the colony, particularly in terms of supplying the necessary labour to
effect disciplinary punishment.

On 5 June 1789 Lord Sydney left the Home Office and was replaced by Lord
Grenville. The arrangements for the despatch of the Guardian and Lady Juliana
were already in place, but prior to their sailing in August 1789 Grenville ensured
that a process of economic accountability for the colony was put in place. When a
subsequent fleet was arranged this process of accounting and accountability was
strengthened. By October 1789 the Home Office had prepared the first financial
accounts for the colony.

By December 1789 these accounts were expanded to
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detail every identifiable cost for transportation to New South Wales, including the
second fleet that was despatched in December 1789.

Forward planning for

transportation through the use of budgeting and the development of standard
costs emerges in these accounts. Offsetting these accounts was a new calculative
order - that of comparative costings. The penal colony could now be compared to
the hulks system in terms of cost and cost savings and active measures were taken
by the Home Office to ensure that these were more than the previous rhetoric.
Whilst still adhering to the policy of disciplinary punishment the Home Office had
now phrased this in financial rather than social terms.

The effects of this shift

from the social to the financial will be discussed in the following chapter.
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C h a pt er 6
V isible C osts : T he D iffusion of A ccounting K nowledge

I allude m yjford to the situation and înanagement of the Convicts on board
the Pitt now at Portsmouth, and destined to Botany Bay - they are about
500, besides the Military Corps and Crew on board, were I to describe the
Section o f the Vessel to you, the natural horror of viewing such a Number o f
miserable Objects within so small a compass would be so evident to your
Lordship, that no further discussioti would be necessary to obtain relief If it
is the intention to send these wretches out o f the way, the purpose will be
completely done, for I assert that not a third of them will reach their
Destination alive, the present heat below Decks is already almost suffocating
& must accumulate with every horrid Addition. [Anonymous letter of
complaint sent to Lord Grenville1, 21 June 1791, AJCP 1736, HO 36/7, f
164].

Introduction.

Secondary punishment, with the exception of those awaiting transportation, had
primarily become invisible. With this invisibility of punishment, the intent of the
economic costing procedures within the Home Office was to ensure that a new
visibility was created for the operation of the system of disciplinary punishment.
Effecting cost savings through the use of standard costs and the use of
comparative costings by the Home Office over the administrators of punishment

1 The letter was sent to Lord Grenville but responded to by Henry Dundas.
position of Secretary of Slate for the Home Office on 8 June 1791.

Dundas had taken over the
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was becoming the norm, although the formal financial accounting was still being
undertaken in the manner required by the Treasury.

The intense focus on costing and economy by the Home Office can be seen in the
subsequent operation of transportation of both the second and third fleet, the
increasing number and the changing form of reports generated from the colony,
and the impact on the operation of the hulks system. At the same time a marked
change also occurred in the attitude of the Parliament.

Where previous

parliamentary discussion had preferred to focus on disciplinary punishment for
reform with the concept of costs being secondary, the new invisibility of convicts
had shifted their focus to accounting. Accounts in monetary terms were primarily
called for as opposed to the previous accounts that were formulated in terms of
the application of discipline and its effects. In parliament, the discourse of costs
and the rhetoric of discipline now displaced the discourse of discipline and the
rhetoric of costs. A marked change in administration can also be noted within the
penal system. The discipline, once intended for those convicted of crime, was now
being imposed on those who administered the system of punishment. Moreover,
this discipline was to be imposed by way of them accounting for their economic
use of resources.

The final principle enunciated by Howard, that of discipline

imposed on the keepers was effected through an expanding network of reporting
requirements.
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The Second Fleet and Costing Discipline Impacts.

The second fleet comprised of a storeship, the Justinian, and three vessels for
conveying the convicts: Scarborough, Surprize and Neptune. The convict vessels
had been chartered from George Whitlock, a shipping broker, on behalf of the
owners, Camden, Calvert and King [ref. AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 273-276 for a copy of
contract dated 27 August 1789].

As discussed in the previous chapter, the

Treasury through the agency of the Navy arranged this contract on the lowest cost
basis, but with little to no controls being placed on the contractor to ensure that the
conditions the convicts were subjected to were satisfactory. In reality, the change
from a system organised by Middleton that contracted shipping costs separately
from victualling costs to one organised by Grenville that only allowed a standard
rate per convict transported meant a reduction in convict conditions. Under the
new financial arrangements, contractors were inclined to overcrowd their vessels,
evidenced by the complaint that opened this chapter. The one control that the
Navy did manage to put in place was the appointment of an Agent to the
Transports, Lieutenant Shapcote. He was to accompany the fleet and ensure that
the ship's masters acted according to their contract in adequately feeding and
accommodating the convicts [AJCP 4393, ADM108/ld, f 247, 25 Aug. 1789; for a
copy of Shapcote's Warrant see AJCP 3, CO201/5, f 345-6, undated]. However,
Lieutenant Shapcote died during the voyage and the mortality rate among the
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convicts was high2 [HRA I, 1, 203, 24 July 1790].

Phillip's return of the convicts

landed in New South Wales from this fleet, although incorrectly added, indicated
the effects of this new form of economy with a lack of financial controls. There
|

had been an overall mortality rate of 24% during the voyage of the second fleet,
with the highest, 31%, being incurred on the Neptune. In addition, the convicts
who survived the voyage had been starved of their rations and were "so
emaciated from what they have suffered on the voyage that they will never be
capable of any labour" [HRA 1,1,188,18 July 1790].

No response was received by Phillip from the Home Office until a letter written on
10 January 1792 from Dundas, the new Secretary for the Home Office, indicating
that:
The distress to which the convicts sent out in the three ships were
exposed during their voyage to New South Wales, is a subject into
which the strictest enquiry will be made, in order to the bringing of
punishment the persons who have been the cause of that shocking
calamity [HRA, 1 ,1, 331].

In a further letter dated 15 May, 1792, Dundas informed Phillip that he had "taken
the necessary steps to bring forward the conduct of the parties concerned in the
treatment of the Convicts on board the Neptune, Scarborough and Surprize"
[AJCP 3, CO 201/6, f 158].

This long delay in the Home Office's response to

2 It is not clear whether the death of Lt. Shapcote was the primary reason for the high mortality rate,
particularly given the observations made by the anonymous writer at the beginning of this chapter and the
form of costing for transporting that was employed by Grenville. However, Shapcote's death was the initial
reason ascribed by Phillip.
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Phillip regarding the treatment of convicts during the voyage can, in part, be
attributed to the long delays in receiving letters from such a distant colony.
However, the sailing time was approximately six to nine months, which would
have meant that Phillip's letter was probably received by the Home Office by
April 1791, some eight months prior to the first response by the Home Office
regarding conditions on board the transports3. Grenville's leadership of the Home
Office appeared to have been marked by an intense focus on economy through the
preparation of accounts rather than of the conditions that arose from the
economies, and no action appears to have been taken on this head.

Instead of

Phillip's letter regarding the state of the convicts, what appears to have been the
catalyst for action by the Home Office was agitation in Parliament by Sir Charles
Bunbury on 15 February 1792. Sir Charles Bunbury was in possession of evidence
in the form of a letter of complaint from a convict, Thomas Evans, who had been
transported in the Neptune. Bunbury used this letter as an excuse to call for:
An account of the number of persons embarked on board the
Neptune, Scarborough, and Swyrize and how many of them arrived at
New South Wales, and the state of their health.
Copies of the contracts entered into between Government and the
proprietors of ships, respecting the Supplies and Maintenance of
such convicts [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXXI, 1792,192].

3 This delay in response rather than shipping time is further confirmed by a letter written to Phillip by J.

King on 10 January 1792 that indicated that "Several Affidavits have been taken, since the return of the
Neptune, respecting the inhuman treatment [of the convicts] ... and in consequence of which, the Master, it is
reported, has absconded" [AJCP 2, CO 201/5, f 210].
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In addition, Bunbury called for transportation to New South Wales to cease and be
replaced by another colony that would cost less to maintain [193]. The response of
the Home Office through Dundas was that it was highly agreeable to an
investigation by the parliament into the mortality rate of the second fleet, as he:
only wished to prevent an impression going abroad that no steps
had been taken to investigate the matter by Government. On the
contrary, every measure had been taken by him that could suggest
itself as proper for the occasion. ...[The Comptroller of the Navy
was] ready to lay before the House the whole of the result, which
would prove that the contract had been made in the most
oeconomical way that it could be made, attending at the same time to
the comfort and ease of the convicts [Parliamentary Register, Vol
XXXI, 1792, 193].

However, whilst indicating a preparedness to discuss economy, Dundas remained
silent on the point of abandoning the colony or commencing the search for a more
suitable colony.

Some brief investigation into the conditions of the second fleet did take place on 1
March 1792 when various letters were tabled in parliament, but these do not
appear to have elicited discussion [JHC 47, 1792, 470]. Nevertheless, the Attorney
and Solicitor General was appointed to investigate into the mortality rate on the
Neptune only, and the report was issued on 6 July 1792. Although this report
. could not be located in the records, the contractor and the Admiralty took great
pains in writing to the Prime Minister to refute the findings of the investigation.
From their letters it appears that the investigation found both the contractor and
the Admiralty negligent in overcrowding the Neptune and in supplying
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provisions that were of a poor quality* [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8/246, f 52-54 & f 373
377, October, 1792]. Instead, both the Admiralty and the contractor insisted that
the high mortality rate could be attributed solely to the condition of the convicts
received on board the Neptune. Most of the convicts on board the Neptune had
been sent from the Dunkirk hulk at Plymouth [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8/246, f 398]. It
was claimed by both the Navy and the contractor that these convicts were received
in a weak and emaciated state, and they produced proof of this by way of a letter
from the contractor, George Whitlock, who was responsible for victualling the
convicts prior to their sailing, requesting a higher rate of payment for the convicts
on board the Neptune prior to their sailing, as he had supplied:
fresh Provisions and Vegetables, during the whole time, and which
was absolutely necessary towards preserving the health of the
Convicts in General ; but in particular of those taken on board the
Neptune from the Dunkirk Hulk at Plymouth in a very weak and
emaciated state [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8/246, f 396].

It was not recorded as to whether Pitt believed the Admiralty and the contractor
or the findings of the Attorney and Solicitor General. However, it is clear that the
investigation into the Neptune only arose because a complaint had been received
from a convict from the Neptune and raised in parliament by Sir Charles Bunbury.
There is no evidence of an investigation being undertaken regarding the overall
mortality rate or the treatment of the convicts on the other two vessels. Nor did
any debates appear in subsequent parliamentary records on this matter. It can4

4 No mention appeared to be made regarding the type of costing employed that encouraged the
overcrowding and the poor quality of provisions.
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also be surmised, from another event, that Pitt and the Home Office favoured the
opinion of the Navy over that of the Solicitor General. Camden, Calvert and King,
the ship owners involved in the second fleet, were awarded the contract for the
third fleet on the lowest cost basis [AJCP 1736, HO 36/7, f 66, 22 Oct. 1790].
Whilst this fleet had sailed prior to the debate in parliament and the investigation
into the Neptune by the Solicitor and Attorney General, its departure and the
condition of the convicts had also been the subject of parliamentary debate
[Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII, 9 Feb, 1791, 344]. This will be discussed in a
later section.

Irrespective of the supposed causes that were attributed to the high mortality rate,
all were underpinned by the increasing focus within the Home Office and the
Parliament on the reduction of costs for incarceration and transportation.

The

deaths of the convicts during the voyage may thus be attributed to both the
insistence of the Home Office on awarding the contract for transportation at the
lowest possible price and its attempts to reduce the costs of incarceration on board
the hulks. The reduction in the costs of transportation has already been dealt with
in Chapter 5.

The following section outlines the measures taken by the Home

Office to instil the new measures of economy in the hulks system.
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The Hulks System - Costs and Competition.

As mentioned above, much of the cause attributed by the Admiralty and the
contractor to the high mortality rate and the condition the convicts were landed in
New South Wales from the second fleet was the condition of the convicts from the
hulks. Whilst no proof, other than the letter from George Whitlock was offered,
nor could any clear evidence of this be located in the remaining records, the
reduction in the unit amount allowed for transportation was certainly a major
factor. However, in addition to the reduction in the expense of transportation was
the Home Office's focus on the cost, and returns on cost, of the hulks rather than
the condition of the convicts. Grenville had commenced the process of collecting
the cost of the hulks and the cost of maintaining one convict on board the hulks in
late 1789 [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 154, October 1789]. These unit amounts were stated
at £23..1..11 a year or 15d a day and certainly in excess of the unit rate of £17..13..6
that Grenville had arranged for the cost of transporting a convict on the second
fleet [items 1 & 45, AJCP 2, CO201/4].

By early 1790 the Home Office was

showing a keen interest in the amounts deemed to be earned by the supply of
convict labour to public works undertaken at the Woolwich Yards by the convicts
from Campbell's hulks.

This had been estimated at £35,119..15..00 in the

December 1789 accounts prepared by the Home Office [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 192
199, item 2] and covering a period of approximately six years. How this previous
figure was arrived at is unknown, but it is likely that it was an estimate obtained
verbally from Campbell.

Now the Home Office appeared to require written
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records of this information and how it was calculated. This report of the deemed
labour value of convicts is reproduced below in Exhibit 6.1:
Exhibit 6.1 - Value of Labour from Hulks, 1789
Account o f Convicts Earnings, Woolwich Yard 1789
Convicts
Number for
Amount at the
One Day
Usual Yard
Wages
1789 Quarters Lady
11,480
699..12..00
Midsr
16,448
1001..03..04
Mich5
24,609
1503..05..10
Christ5
20,505
1251..13..10
4455..15..00
AJCP 2, CO 201/4, f 179, 21 Jan, 1790.

Amount of
Wages at 1/per day
574.. 00.00
822.. 08..00
1230.. 09..00
1025.. 05..00
3652.. 02..00

Although no comparisons with the cost of maintaining the hulks were made, this
was the first time since 1778 that this labour costing had been undertaken, and at
that time the value of convict labour had been estimated at £2,703.12s.6d QHC 36,
1778, 932]. By July, 1790 the Home Office was also displaying an interest in the
overall costs of those sentenced to transportation, and had prepared an account of
monies which had been paid by the Treasury for the maintenance and
transportation of convicts from this commencement of the Hulks Act [16 Geo III, c
43, 1776]. This is reproduced as Exhibit 6.2 below:
Exhibit 6.2 - Cost of Convicts 1776 - 1790
Money replaced out of the Supplies in the following Years to the Civil List for
confining and maintaining Convicts from 12 July 1776 to 12 July 1790
1879..10..06
1777
9075..03..11
1778
13586..17..03
1779
14348..02..09
1780
15487..17..00
1781
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1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1786
1788
1788
1789
1789
1790
1790

(Granted for 87)567
... O
... C
... B7
... C
... B
... B
... C

14719..04..09
14452..17..03
12212..11..06
13578..14..04
31299..10..00
214560..05..07
30063..IO.2 V 2
4583..06..06
48417..13..05
8180..14..04
6888.07.06
33288..15..06
£293533..01.3V2

Issued out of the Civil List to Mr Campbell & Mr Bradley &
to be replaced in 1791
_________ 12721..16..02
£300254..17.5V2
AJCP 3, CO 201/5, f 275, entitled "An Account of Monies Issued at the Treasury
between 12th July 1775 to 12th July 1790 for Maintaining & confining Convicts on
the River Thames, Portsmouth & Plymouth".

Although no records could be located that indicated Grenville's objectives at this
time in collecting this information, from the times in which these figures were
collected it can be speculated that some comparison was to be made between the
cost of maintaining the hulks and the return from the labour provided by the
convicts.

This speculation is further confirmed by another report that was

required to be prepared by Campbell on the labour supplied by convicts from the
hulks. Presumably Campbell's valuation of the work undertaken by convicts at
one shilling per day was unacceptable to Grenville. The new report, reproduced

5 Xhis was the amount granted for the transportation of convicts and not for their maintenance on board the

hulks.
6 C Denotes amounts paid to Duncan Campbell.

7 B denotes amounts paid to Henry Bradley.
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below as Exhibit 6.3, details the type of work undertaken by the convicts, lists it by
month and not by a quarter year, and applies different rates for different types of
work.
Exhibit 6.3 - Valuation of Convict Labour, 1788 - 1790
A State of the Convicts Employed in and about His Majesty':s Dock Yard at
Woolwich beginning Aug11788.
Justitia

1788
August
September
October
November
December
1789
January
February
March
April
May
June

Justitia and
Stanislaus
1789 June
July
August
September
October
November
December
1790
January
February

Labourers

Sawyers

Carpenters

Bricklayers

Raising
Ballast

Pile
Drivers

655
4238
4407
4293
2289

20
262
297
294
180

12
181
180
181
97
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540
500
260

1784
2995
3459
3690
4195
3341
35345

234
352
408
361
406
346
3160

82
153
155
145
169
158
1513

22
25
38
85

360
720
780
720
780
630
5610

-

1162
6510
6804
6262
5752
4882
4924

106
602
616
582
611
483
498

58
324
305
309
262
186
181

10
62
78
75
75
72
111

150
810
780
780
810
750
780

255
1869
1754
1731
1567
735
996

5962
6011
48269

594
558
4650

194
175
1994

124
110
717

780
720
6360

1006
1508
11421
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Labourers including Boat Men, Terres Beaters and
Flod8 Men ................ 83614 @ 1 / -each
Saw yers............
7810
Carpenters..............
3507
Brick L a y ers........
802
Pile D riv ers.........
11970
24089 @ 2/- day
Raising Gravel for Deepning the
King's Moorings
11421 @ 9d day

£4184..14..00

2408..18..00
428.. 5..09
£7017..17..09

From the 25 June 1789 to 28 February 1790 being 8 Months & 3 days the Justitia &
Stanislaus were both employed in this Service. The value of the Convicts Labour
for that time is as stated below.

Labourers including Boat Men, Terres Beaters and
Flod Men ........... .
48269 @ 1/- each
Saw yers............
4650
Carpenters.............
1994
Brick L ay ers........
717
Pile D riv ers.........
6360
13721 @ 2/- day
Raising Gravel for Deepning the
King's Moorings
11421 @ 9d day

£2413.. 9..00

1372..2..00
428.. 5..09
£4213..16..09

AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 233 (undated, but presumed mid 1790 from folio sequencing
and the time period covered in the calculation).

From the foregoing reports required by the Home Office, it becomes clear that the
hulks were to be increasingly accountable for their costs and returns by way of a
deemed labour value that was more commercially realistic than the previous flat
rate of 1 /- per day. These figures cover a period of two and a half years instead of
the previous year. They also detail an aggregate amount as well as the amount
when Campbell had convicts from two hulks engaged on the same works. More

8 Presumably this is Terrace Beaters and Flood Men as the convicts were engaged in flood mitigation works
on the River Thames.
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importantly, they indicate a concern for the precise collation of labour provided by
the convicts in terms of time, place, and type of work than had hitherto been
reported. Now the amount of work in monetary terms, rather than the previous
focus of the mode of work and its effects on behaviour, appeared to be of concern.

However the Home Office interpreted the report, it becomes clear that the returns
from the convicts' labour were decreasing from the one-third estimated in 1778.
The value of labour for the two and a half year period calculated by Campbell
amounted to £7107..17..09 and the amounts issued to Campbell in 1788 and 1789, a
lesser period than that covered in the labour estimates, were £78481..03..07V2. The
return from labour could thus be deemed to be under 9%. The hulks, estimated in
the December 1789 accounts as a two-thirds use of labour at 10d per day gave an
overall return of 15%. Whilst these calculated percentages do not appear in the
records, the reports do appeared to have caused Grenville to re-assess the
economic utility of this system of punishment.

Competing Plans - Lower Prices.

This growing concept of the financial utility of the hulks first appeared in the
Home Office calculations in December 1789 [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f l 92-199].
However, prior to the Home Office collating these figures, the cost of the hulks
had become an issue. William Richards Jnr., the contractor for the first fleet and
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the Lady Juliana, had approached the Treasury Board on the 27 October 1788 with
an alternative plan "for the better regulating the Convicts, & saving to the Public
in the expences attending their Care", and on receiving no response, wrote to the
Prime Minister, William Pitt on 7 September 1789 to complain about the lack of
response [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8/171, f 19, emphasis in original]. It appears that
Richards had put an earlier plan into the Treasury, but this had been assessed and
rejected by the Admiralty Board as "the advantage of the Bargain depends entirely
on this circumstance, as the being paid for a greater number than are really
victualled will be proportionately in favour of the Contractor" [AJCP 6119,
ADM106/2214, f 250, 10 April 1788]. Instead, a new contract was awarded to
Campbell, but the competition from Richards appeared to have the effect of
reducing the amounts Campbell could claim under this new contract. The terms
were reduced from 12d per convict per day for clothing and maintenance to lid ,
although the fixed costs allowed had risen to £140 from the £125 allowed in the
1786 contracts [AJCP 3549, Tl/627, f 129, 7 Feb. 1786; AJCP 6119, ADM106/2214, f
244, 25 March 1788]. The awarding of this new contract to Campbell also had the
effect of reducing the amounts he could claim under his existing contracts as the
Admiralty advised the Treasury to "reduce the Allowance to the Convicts on
board the Ceres & Stanislaus Hulks to the Terms now offered" [AJCP 6119,
ADM106/2214, f 244].

The already poor condition of the convicts on board the

hulks was being further eroded by the application of new financial terms and
competition by both Richards and transportation.

Moreover, with most of the
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labour valued at one shilling or more per day and the cost of maintenance at l i d
under the more recent contracts, most of the excess of costs could be attributed to
either the fixed costs of the hulks or the convicts not working to capacity. In either
case, this lack of economy could now be ascribed to the hulks either in terms of the
labour costs of supervisors or problems with organising the supervision of convict
labour.

Richards letter to Pitt in September 1789 offering a savings on the maintenance of
convicts on board the hulks [AJCP 5992, PRO 30/8/171, f 19] appeared to have
triggered the request by the Home Office to the Treasury and Campbell to
establish the costs and returns of convicts.

Whilst it was impossible to cancel

Campbell's contract, Grenville appeared concerned that value for money was
being achieved. The low return from convict labour, particularly given the
reduced terms of the contract, must have displeased Grenville. He had already
arranged for the third fleet to be assembled on 10 February 1790, but this was for
the transportation of 1,000 convicts [AJCP 1736, HO 36/6, f 343-4]. By 9 August
1790 Grenville advised the Treasury that the numbers to be transported had
increased to "not less that 1650 Convicts, [instead of the 1,000 originally intended
to be sent away]" [AJCP 1736, H 036/7, f 43]. By 22 October 1790 the number of
convicts transported was increased to 2,000, which was approximately the same
number reported to be on board the hulks [AJCP 1736, HO 36/7, f 66].
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Instead of ensuring that the complaint by the Admiralty and the contractor for the
second fleet regarding the condition of the convicts on board the hulks was
investigated, the competition by Richards in driving down the price of
maintenance and the poor returns from the provision of convict labour appears to
have been the basis for the decision to transport an increased number of the
convicts from the hulks to New South Wales.

Although this was not stated

explicitly in the records, the accounts collated by the Home Office for the hulks
and further accounts that were required indicate that transportation was seen as
the most cost-effective option. This speculation on cost reduction is further
confirmed by Grenville's requirements that the Dunkirk hulk and one of the hulks
at Portsmouth were to be discharged from service when the convicts on board had
been transported [AJCP 1736, H 036/7, f 45, 9 Aug. 1790]. By November 1790
Campbell was required to supply to the Home Office the names and occupations
of "the most useful and orderly employed on the Works" [AJCP 3, CO201/5, f 313
5].

Although no underlying behavioural records were required by the Home

Office, it appears that the convicts were now to be singled out by their behaviour
and were to be specifically transported to achieve a greater economic utility from
their labour.

A further report, undated but covering the period from 12 July 1780 to 31
December 1790, was located that indicated the increased number of hulks in
service, the increased number of convicts aboard them, and the total expense for
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the period amounting to £264,385..17..2 [AJCP 3, CO201/5, f 339-40]. Moreover,
the expenses for 1790 amounted to £48,410..3..3 for the maintenance of an average
number of 2,106 convicts. Although this was not calculated on a per head basis, it
did amount to approximately £23 per convict for a year. It is likely that Grenville
called for this information in order to compare it with another estimate for
transportation.

This had been supplied by an Alexander Davidson9 on 1

November, 1790 in a letter marked "for private information" when he supplied a
detailed estimate of the cost of transporting convicts at £ 1 8 ..1 6 ..1 0 3/ 4 per head
[AJCP 3, CO201/5, f 310].

From the foregoing it can be seen that costing calculations to effect economy were
being performed for the hulks system and for transportation. Moreover, from the
various reports collected by the Home Office on both these systems of
punishment, it can be inferred that direct costing comparisons were being made.
Transportation was the preferred mode on the basis of costs only.

The Home

Office did not appear to display concern as to the welfare of the convicts, indeed,
no records could be located that re-iterated the intention of the establishment of
the hulks to reform convicts through the application of discipline. Nor could any
mention of profit be located. Instead, the costing mentality appeared to have been

9 Previously it had been the Navy's role to receive quotes and organise contracts for transportation. Whilst
Davidson's amount is in excess of the sum per head for the second fleet, this collection of all costs by
Grenville indicates that the business of transportation was becoming increasingly centralised within the
Home Office and that the cost of the hulks was increasingly becoming compared with the cost of
transportation.
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so firmly established that convicts who displayed the desired reform were
identified as being useful in supplying their labour in order to reduce the overall
costs and increase the benefits, by transporting them to New South Wales.

Parliamentary Responses - Silencing the Discourse of Reformation.

The invisibility of punishment through transportation was also thrusting the
concept of the cost of convicts rather than their reformation upon the Parliament.
An initial exception to this was the voice of Sir Charles Bunbury. As mentioned
above, Bunbury had argued in parliament for an inquiry into the conditions on
board the transport ships of the second fleet in February, 1792 [Parliamentary
Register, Vol XXXI, 1792, 192], and called for the replacement of the colony with
one that would cost less to maintain [193]. A year prior to this, he had raised
doubts regarding the efficacy of the means of punishment adopted by the
government, rather than focussing on contractual terms or costs as he did in 1792.
In February 1791, Bunbury was expressing concern over the alarming rate of crime
and the inability of the government to take sufficient measures to deal with it:
If the criminal history of this country was reviewed, the increase in
the number of convicts would appear alarming, and almost
incredible. Taking the average of the last twenty years, the number
of those capitally convicted had been double the number of those
convicted within the same preceding term of years. And what
would appear more strange, the number of those feloniously
convicted had twice exceeded that proportion. Such an enormous
increase within so small a space of time, it must be allowed, was a
serious and formidable evil, and demanded the most strenuous
exertions and the immediate application of means, in order, if
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possible, to prevent its progress [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII,
9 Feb, 1791, 344].

Bunbury also expressed doubts regarding the self-sustainability of the penal
colony but initially only called for an account "of the number of convicts shipped
to New South Wales, and the number more to be sent in the ships under order to
sail" [344].

A Mr Jekyll seconded this motion, also expressing strong doubts

regarding the state of the colony. However, he also called for the departure of the
third fleet10 to be delayed until it was firmly established that the colony was
sufficiently fertile to render support to those sent there. Jekyll pointed out that
strong rumours were abroad that in New South Wales
the soil was scanty, sterile and unproductive of every thing
necessary for the purpose of existence, and that this deficiency of
nature was by no means compensated by the supply of provisions,
so as to render the situation of the colony the most desperate and
dangerous that can be imagined [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII,
344].

Whilst Bunbury and Jekyll were obviously arguing for an investigation into the
condition of the colony and the treatment of the convicts sent there, the proposed
delay of the third fleet did not appear to be an issue which was to be
countenanced by Government.
Office

appeared

The various costings undertaken by the Home

to have influence, as the Prime Minister, William Pitt,

immediately turned the question into an issue of public economy rather than one
of humanity:
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with regard to the proposal that had been made of suspending the
sailing orders, he should consider himself by advising any such
proposal as betraying the duty he owed to the Crown. By such a
suspension, the season might be lost, without taking into
consideration the expence and inconvenience, without which, in
other respects it might be attended [Parliamentary Register, Vol
XXVIII, p 345].

Pitt furthered this argument of economy by pointing out that if the proposers held
that the present colony was unsuitable, extra expenses would have to be incurred
in the search for a new colony in order to carry out the sentence of transportation
ordered by the courts [345]. In the interim, Pitt questioned where the growing
number of convicts should be accommodated:
If they should be placed in penitentiary houses; it was necessary that
these penitentiary houses should be first built. Whatever measures
could be adopted would be found to be attended with expence,
inconvenience and delay [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII, 345].

In order to quash any suggestions by Bunbury or Jekyll that more penitentiary
houses might be constructed, Pitt then went on to attack the existing condition of
Penitentiary Houses, "regarded as the worst policy, where criminals were
accumulated without proper attention to the degree of their guilt"

[346].

Punishment, he argued, should be suited to the crime, and whilst not indicating
how transportation as a form of punishment fitted this "first and most obvious
maxim of punishment" [346], he pointed out that:
it was not necessary that it [Botany Bay] should be a place of luxury
and comfort; such a persuasion might be attended with the worst10
10 This motion was unsuccessful. The Third Fleet departed England for New South Wales in late February,
1791.
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consequences.
But he could almost venture to assert, and he
believed it would be confirmed by fact, that this settlement was not
only less objectionable in point of severity, and superior in point of
comfort and convenience to any former situation employed for the
same purpose [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII, 347].

Sir Charles Bunbury's original motion had only been a means to establish the
number of convicts transported or about to be transported to New South Wales
and to establish that the conditions within the colony were suitable for their
support. Pitt's arguments regarding expenses rather than conditions appear to
have been persuasive in re-establishing the objection into financial terms, as
Bunbury then moved, that in addition to a report on the number of convicts
transported, that:
There be laid before the House, an account of the expence incurred
in transporting the said convicts; [and] an account of the quantity
and cost of the provisions sent for the support of the settlement of
New South Wales [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII, 346].

No further mention was made of any delays to the departure of the third fleet,
instead Pitt had engineered a new focus on expenses.

However, Pitt who was

aware that the cost was high, may have been reluctant for an accurate cost of the
colony to be put before the parliament as he argued that the accounts could not be
fully made up as some of the supplies for the colony had been sent from the East
Indies11. The motion for accounts was thus diluted by the phrase "as far as can be

11 Supplies had been sent from the East Indies. However, the Home Office had arranged this after receiving
a list of the supplier's prices [AJCP 3, C O 201/5, f 294-5, Received by Home Office on 29 Jan. 1791]. Given
Grenville's previous practice of estimating costs, it is likely that the cost of supplying the colony was known
but Pitt was reluctant to relate the amount of the estimate.
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made out" [346].

By 21 February 1791 Bunbury was again pressing for more

information on the state of the colony and moved that extracts of letters from
Governor Phillip giving an account of the fertility of the land, and the behaviour
and employment of the convicts be tabled [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXVIII,
399].

The Treasury transmitted these instructions for the accounts to the Home Office on
the 10 and 21 February 1791 [AJCP 1735, HO 35/11, no folio; AJCP 3, CO 201/6, f
252].

Why it was the Home Office and not the Treasury that was required to

prepare the accounts was unexplained.

Although as discussed previously, the

Home Office had been centralising the accounts where the Treasury system had
remained unchanged, collating the charges and discharges of individuals and not
expenses by function.

The Home Office had the accounts prepared, although

these were signed: Charles Long, Treasury Chambers, and dated the 18 March
1791. This preparation of accounts attests to the new costing procedures within
the Home Office that allowed the fairly rapid preparation of a set of accounting
statements. These reports were tabled in parliament on 8 April 1791 and are
reproduced below as Exhibit 6.4:
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Exhibit 6.4 - Parliamentaiy Accounts, 1791
AN ACCOUNT
of
The Number of Convicts which have been shipped from England to New South
Wales, and of the Number intended to be sent in the Ships now under Orders for
that Service: Made out pursuant to an Order of the Honourable House of
Commons, dated 9lh February 1791.

Convicts shipped
Convicts intended to be sent in the Ships now under Orders
Treasury Chambers,
18th March, 1791.

Numbers.
2,029
1,830
3,859

CHARLES LONG.

AN ACCOUNT
Of the Expence incurred in transporting the Convicts to New South Wales, as far
as the same can be made up : Pursuant to an Order of the Honourable House of
Commons, dated the 9th of February, 1791.
Nature of the Expences.___________________________________AMOUNT.
£
Freight of the Transport Ships, with the Expence of fitting
42,271
them for the Service
4,039
Clothing, Slops, and Bedding
Victualling and providing for the Convicts and the Marine
Guard, prior to sailing, and also on the passage, and for a
Store there; viz.
Prior to sailing
4,324 1 11
On the Passage
7,310 12 2
For a Store at New South Wales 16,205 3 28,221
Wine, Essence of Malt, &c.
381 15 1
42
Handcuffs and Irons for securing the Convicts
Stationary for the Commissary of Stores and Provisions, and
63
for the Commanding Officer of Marines
3,056
Tools, Implements of Husbandry, &c.
389
Marquees and Camp Equipage for Marine Officers
130
Portable House for the Governor
Medicines, Drugs, Surgeons Instruments, and Necessaries
1,429
286
Seed Grain

d.

s.

4
16

8

12

2

-

1

8

4
7

4

1

-

-

19

15
17

5
4
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Old Canvas supplied from Portsmouth Dock Yard, for
Tents, &c. for the Convicts, until Huts could be erected
Hearths, Coppers &c. for the Use of the Settlement
Pay and Disbursements of the Agents to the Transports
employed on this Service
This Expence has been incurred upon the First Expeditions,
and is all paid
Charge of clothing, victualling, and transporting Female
Convicts in the Lady Juliana, hired in December 1788, viz
Paid already upon Account
4,269..19.. 9
Estimate of what more may be due,
Upon the Supposition that the Ship
May have been discharged at Port
Jackson from the Pay of this Board,
At the End of August last
3,454.. 3.. 2
Charge of the Justinian, hired in November 1789, for a Store
Ship to Port Jackson, and from thence to proceed to China to
bring home Teas for the East India Company; viz.
Freight for Two Years, the Time
Calculated for the Performance of
Thoke
Services out and home
7,389..
i
Deduct what may be expected to
be received from the Company for
Freight of the Teas she may bring
home
5,000..--.—
There remains the Sum of
Note.- £623.2, Part of the Sum of £2,389, being the Amount
of the Expence incurred on Account of this Ship, according
to the above Estimate has already been paid, which leaves a
Balance due of £1,765.18
Pay and Disbursements of the Two Agents who went out in
the Lady Juliana and Justinian
Charge of victualling, clothing, and transporting Convicts,
according to Agreements with Mr. Whitlock, in August
1789, and with Messrs. Camden, Calvert, and King, in
November 1790; viz
Paid upon Account to Mr. Whitlock 17,463.. 3.. 9
Do. to Messrs.
Camden, Calvert and King
30,100..
47,563.. 3.. 9
The Total Expence cannot be known
Until the Service is over, and the

69
118

10

9
3

881

6

6

81,889

11

6

7,724

1

11

2,389

1500

-
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Accounts are settled; but it is
estimated that what will remain
due upon the above two Agreements
will not probably be less than
2 0 ,0 0 0 . . - . . -

67,563
160,075

£

3
17

9
2

The Expence incurred on his Majesty's Ships sent on Service to New South Wales,
is estimated to be as u n d er; viz.
£
45,183
17,283
22,924

On the Sirius
Supply Tender
Guardian
Gorgon

s.

d.

—

____

—

„

1 0 ,2 1 1

—

—

95,601

—

—

Whitehall, Treasury Chambers,
18lh March, 1971.
CHARLES LONG
N.B.-In the preceding Account, the Charges incurred for the Transport of 200
Convicts from Ireland are included.

An Account of the Quantity and Cost of the Provisions and Stores which have
been sent to New South Wales for the Maintenance and Support of the Settlements
there, as far as the same Accounts can be made up : Pursuant to an Order of the
Honourable House of Commons, dated 9lh February 1791.
£
600 Tons of Provisions shipped in
June and July 1789
300 Tons of Provisions shipped in
December 1789
450 Tons Do Do February 1791
Clothing, comprehending Leather,
Shoes,
Stockings,
Hats,
Cloth,
Ozenburgs, Blankets, Rugs, Tape,
Thread, &c.
Implements, &c. comprehending
Implements of Husbandry, Iron,
Steel, Blacksmith, Armourer, Carter,
Bricklayer, and Masons Tools, Nails,
Hoes, Axes, Glass, Iron Pots, Tin
Plates, Fishing Tackle, Hooks,
Twine, Thread, Rope, Hawsers, Pig,

s.

d.

£

12,034

8

6

6,178

4

-

9,514

10

2

16,865

2

374

s.

27,727

d.

2

8
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and
Sheet
Lead,
Shot,
Ball,
Gunpowder, Bowls, Paints, Oil,
Canvas, Bibles, Prayer and other
Books, Weights, Scales, Measures,
Waggons, &c.
Medicines,
Hospital
Stores,
comprehanding
a
moveable
Hospital, Sheets, Blankets, Rugs,
Palliasses, Chirurgical Instruments
and Necessaries, Pewter, Tin, and
Copper
Ware,
Kettles,
Wine,
Vinegar, Groceries, Flannel, Salt,
Hammocks, Soup, Oatmeal. Barley,
Rice, Sago &c.
Off Discounts
Amount of Bills drawn by Governor
Phillip and Commissary Miller on
the Lords of the Treasury for sundry
Provisions, Stores, and Necessaries
for the Use of the Settlement

11,772

10

33/4

23,129
51,767
2,011

8
-2

7V2

1

49,755

18

6V 2

7,070
84,553
4 8 1/:
In the aforegoing Account is included the Cost of Twelve Months Provisions,
Clothing, Stores, &c. for 200 Convicts from Ireland, after their Arrival.
Treasury Chambers,
18th March, 1791.
CHARLES LONG.

An ACCOUNT of the Charge and Expence of the Civil and Military
Establishments in the Settlements of New South Wales : Pursuant to an Order of
the Honourable House of Commons, dated 9lh of February 1791.
£
Civil Establishment to 10lh October
1790
Military Establishment.
Pay of Marines to 1st January 1791,

about
Charge of the New South Wales
Corps, from 5lh June to 24th December

s.
..

13,784

d.
_

..

-

-

£

s.
13,190

17

d.
8
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1789, including Levy Money, the
Allowance
for
Clothing,
and
Accoutrements, and Contingencies
The Charge of the said Corps for the
Year
1790,
according
to
the
Establishment
Total Expence of the Civil and
Military Establishment, from the
Commencement thereof in 1787 to the
present Period
Future Annual Expence of the Civil
Establishment
Future Annual Charge of the Military
Establishment
Treasury Chambers,
18lh March, 1791.

4,751

8

11

6,134

7

3

—

—

—

29,669

16

2

£42,860

13

10

3,856
6,134
£9,990

7
7

3
3

CHARLES LONG.

Parliamentary Register, Voi XXIX, 8 April, 1791, 92-96. Also reproduced in
Phillip, A, Australiana Facsimile Editions No 15, Public Library of South
Australia, 1963, p 21-2612.

Whilst the record keeping procedures of the Home Office could be termed
admirable from their ability to produce these accounts for the parliament at short
notice,

the

accounts

presented

to the parliament

incomprehensible to the recipients.

may

well

have been

Sir Charles Bunbury had not originally

requested the accounts, but wanted a report on the state of the colony. It was the
Prime Minister, William Pitt, who had directed the debate towards the calling for
accounts.

Moreover, from the deliberations of the two select committees on

imprisonment that Bunbury had chaired in 1778 and 1779, the gathering of

12 This laller reference is more readily accessible than the Parliamentary Registers.
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evidence had focused on the condition of prisons and prisoners and their means
reform through employment rather than the costs. From the reports from these
select committees, characterised by their lack of calculation, it also appears
unlikely that Bunbury or many of his contemporaries understood accounts. This
point was made in parliament on 30 March 1791 when Lord Rawdon called for an
investigation into the income and expenditure accounts from 1786 to 1789.

He

asserted that whilst the accounts gave the impression of paying off the national
debt, this was not necessarily the case. Whilst Lord Rawdon was successful on
this motion13, his remarks are particularly enlightening as to why no debate
appeared to take place in the parliament regarding accounts that were tabled. He
stated that:
Papers lay on the table. To investigate these, required no
extraordinary talents, it was a mere mechanical process; in such a
pursuit, patience and perseverance were certain to attain their object;
and however highly ministers might value themselves on their skill
in finance, he would not hesitate to say, that the common book
keeper of an office, who was a man of integrity, could not err in this
branch of the department; and yet in this branch, Ministers had
failed. Was it for the want of information? In the science of
mathematics alone, (of which calculation formed so considerable a
part) it could certainly be attained; and yet towards this certainty, no
effort of impartial men could direct the ministerial eye; nay, it was
even sedulously averted [Parliamentary Register, Voi XXX, 1791, 78].

This avoidance of accounts by ministerial eyes was likely to be known to Pitt and
Grenville, but where the expenses were high as they were for the hulks in 1786,

13 Pill moved on April 8,1791 for the formation of a select committee "to enquire into the state of the public
income and expenditure" [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXIX, 65].
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Pitt had avoided the presentation of accounts to the parliament [Parliamentary
Register, Vol XIX, 7 March 1786, 330]. Now with Grenville's focus on accounts that
could display economies, Pitt was persuading Bunbury towards requesting the
presentation of accounts rather than an investigation into the condition of the
convicts and the convict colony. Whether accounts could be understood or not by
the recipients, the accounts could be used to demonstrate that increasing
economies to the government were being effected through the reduced cost of
transportation. At the same time, the impersonal nature of accounts could obscure
the conditions the convicts were being subjected to. However, Bunbury had also
called for extracts of letters to be tabled regarding the condition of the soil and the
state and behaviour of the convicts in New South Wales [Parliamentary Register,
Vol

XXVIII,

399].

These

extracts

of

letters,

which

would

have been

understandable, were also tabled with the accounts and great care appears to have
been taken by the Home Office regarding their selection.

The Construction of the Colony through Accounts of the Colony.

The extracts of letters tabled in parliament regarding the state of the colony were
all dated in early 1790. These extracts did not depict the colony of despair and
desperation that had necessitated the crisis accounting described in the previous
chapter. Instead, they constructed the colony as a thriving success. The health of
the colonists was attested to in the first letter, as well as the building works, the
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success of the Rose Hill farm, and the identification of areas for future expansion
of the colony [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXIX, 1791, 81-4].

However, whilst

Phillip's original letter did indicate these successes, they also disclosed that the
colony was labouring under great difficulty. The granary on Norfolk Island had
been destroyed by a hurricane, and the voyage of the Sirius to the Cape of Good
Hope to replenish supplies had only returned supplies for four months
necessitating a reduction of rations to two-thirds [HRA, 1 ,1, p 140-7,12 Feb, 1790].
These difficulties regarding the shortage of food in the colony were not presented
to the parliament. Instead, the opening extract indicated the success of Norfolk
Island:
When the Supply left Norfolk Island, the people were all very
healthy, and they had vegetables in the greatest abundance ; they get
fish when the weather permits to the boat to go to the reef, and, at
times, in such quantities, that fish is served to the people in lieu of
salt provisions [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXIX, 81].

Moreover, the extract of Phillip's letter indicated that the behaviour of the convicts
was exemplary, to the point where twelve convicts had been chosen as a night
watch to guard the stores [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXIX; see also Archives
Authority of New South Wales, AO 6037, SZ 985, 1-4, 7 Aug. 1789 for Night Watch
Regulations].

But, edited from this extract was news of a convict mutiny; of

marines robbing the stores; and an ongoing dispute between the marines and civil
establishment that had necessitated the appointment of a convict guard to replace
the marine guard [HRA, 1 ,1, p 140-7,12 Feb. 1790].

Most of the dispute between

the marines and the civil establishment was outlined in a letter from Phillip to
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Under Secretary Nepean, dated 12 February 1790 [HRA, I 1, p 148-155], and this
letter was entirely omitted from the papers tabled in parliament. Instead, extracts
of Phillip's letter outlining the exploration of the Hawkesbury River and the
goodness of the soil were tabled [Parliamentary Register, Vol XXIX, 84-6]. The
colony was not a success. Indeed the main thrust of Phillip's letters indicated that
whilst the colony had some potential, it would be several years before it could be
considered to be self-supporting, and then only with the assistance of settlers
rather than marines. Moreover, Phillip pointed out that the assistance of settlers to
develop the land would incur costs to the government:
As the labour of clearing the ground of timber will be great, I think
each settler should not have less than twenty men on his farm, which
I suppose to be from five hundred to one thousand acres; it will be
necessary to give that number of convicts to settlers who come out,
and to support them for two years from the public stores; in that
time, if they are any ways industrious - and I do not think they will
be able to do it in less time - at the expiration of two years, they may
return half the convicts they have been allowed, and would want no
further assistance from Government [HRA, 1 ,1,157,13 Feb. 1790].

This advice from Phillip was removed from the extracts put before parliament.
Whilst no debate or discussion was recorded in the Parliamentary Register on this
topic, the favourable extracts regarding the state of the colony must have suitably
impressed the parliament. This is evidenced by the accounts and letter extracts
being ordered by the parliament to be printed for general distribution to
interested parties [Phillip, 1791, reproduced 1963]. The success of the colony had
been demonstrated to parliament through two sets of accounts of the colony by
some careful editing on the part of the Home Office. Moreover, with these various
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accounts it could be demonstrated that transportation to New South Wales was
consistent with the provisions contained within the Transportation Act [24 Geo III,
cap 56, 1784] in terms of expediency of transportation and the application of
disciplinary punishment.

It was also demonstrated as cost effective to the

government, showing the reducing sums required for transportation, although this
may have been a point overlooked by many members of the Parliament.
However, it did establish a new construction of the colony in financial and
numerical terms rather than the previous reformatory terms within the
parliament. These new norms of calculation rather than reformation appeared as
an accepted discourse in parliament in 1792 when Bunbury called for "an account
of the number of persons embarked ... Copies of contracts" [Parliamentary
Register, Vol XXXI, 15 Feb. 1792, 192], and for the colony to be replaced with one
that would cost less to maintain [193].

Disciplinary Grid of Reporting.

The letters written by Phillip that were presented to parliament had been
addressed to Lord Sydney and not Lord Grenville. Phillip had been unaware of
the change in the leadership of the Home Office until the arrival of the Lady
Juliana on 3 June 1790 [HRNSW, 1, 2, 354], and as discussed in the previous
chapter, reporting for the colony under the previous leadership was markedly
different to that undertaken during Lord Grenville's tenure.

Where previous
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reports had been spasmodic, merely following a pattern of crisis reporting, reports
issued from the colony after the arrival of the Lady Juliana became more regular,
detailed and based on the relating of accounts that depicted the colony as a
successful economic unit. This new form of accounting was further communicated
to Phillip on the arrival of the second fleet in late June 1790. Copies of invoices
had been transmitted to Phillip and he was advised by the Home Office to apply
and report on the use of both the convict labour and stores to the best economic
advantage [AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 49 & 56, 24 Dec. 1789].

Although no instructions could be located regarding the format the reports were
to take, Grenville had financial estimates for the colony prepared and dated 3 June
1789, the same day he assumed leadership of the Home Office [Phillip
acknowledged receipt of these on 14 June 1790, HRA I, 1, 177].

In addition,

Grenville's letter to Phillip on the 19 June 1789 stressed economy with both stores
and labour, pointing out the considerable expense borne by the government in
undertaking this experiment [HRA, I, 1, 120-1]. Grenville, through the Home
Office, was clearly putting the colony under budgetary restraints but appeared to
leave the method of reporting unspecified, and Phillip, as the manager of the
colony was to be both increasingly accountable for these resources and the results
arising from their use.
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From the receipt of these various instructions urging economy a major change can
be noticed in the format of reports that were issued from the colony. This change
in reporting style can best be seen in the reports issued by John Palmer, the second
Commissary for Stores and Provisions.

Palmer replaced Andrew Miller as

Commissary 12 April 1790 [Carter, 1986, 1].

Craig and Jenkins [1996] identify

Palmer as "adept in accounting practices" and from the various accounting
records he kept during his term as commissary this certainly appears to have been
the case.

However, Palmer's first account sent to England did not display this

adeptness for careful record keeping that is displayed in later accounts and
reports. Instead, the form of this first report was concerned with the amount of
provisions in the store and the dates these provisions were expected to be
depleted. Whilst this account may also have been the taking over of the previous
commissary's accounts, being dated the 12 April, 1790, they also indicate the
immediate shortage of the food supply which was attested to in Phillip's covering
letter [AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 124], hence can be deemed as part of the previous crisis
reporting system. This first report by Palmer, in terms of stores remaining and
their anticipated expiry, is reproduced below as Exhibit 6.5:
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Exhibit 6.5 - Colonial Accounts, April 1790
Sydney Cove
An Account of the Provisions in this Settlement the 12th of April 1790
Pork
23,851 )
&

)

Beef
Rice

1,280 ) Pounds
27,455 Pounds

&
Pease
Flour

&
Biscuits

17 Bushels
56,884 )
)Pounds
1/924 )

26th ofAugust
Which will last at the
present Ration till the

The present Ration is
Pork or Beef two pounds
Rice two Pounds or in lieu thereof
Two Pints of Pease
Flour two Pounds & a half

13th of September

19*

of December

) For one Man or
) Woman for
) Seven Days
)
Jn° Palmer, Commissary

AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 126.

After receipt of the new orders urging the application and reporting of economy in
labour and stores, Phillip's letters changed from that of outlining the prevalent
conditions to that of forward planning to achieve the new goal of economy.
Moreover, some of the Home Office copies of Phillip's letters had portions marked
by brackets to highlight the progress made in the colony in terms of the
application of labour and the returns from agriculture. The first letter from Phillip
to Lord Grenville has the following example highlighted by such brackets:
[To mark the time in which it may be supposed the colony will be
able to support itself, it will be necessary to point out the
circumstances which may advance or retard that period. It will
depend on the numbers employed in Agriculture, who by their
labour are to provide for those who make no provision for
themselves] [AJCP 2, CO 201/5, f 172,17 July 1790].
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Other sections highlighted by such brackets pertained to the lack of labour to be
gained from women convicts; the state of building projects; and the progress made
in harvesting. Also bracketed, as a point of interest, was advice of the return of
convict labour [f 172-8].

This new return from the colony indicated the

commencement of a new economic rationality being applied to the labour of the
male convicts sent from England. Similar to the labour supplied from Campbell's
hulks, the convicts in New South Wales were now to be separated from others
within the colony and counted, listed and categorised according to their economic
use through labour rather than the previous numbers-only system of the
victualling lists or the personal identification in Miller's census.

As Foucault

points out, this concept of economic rationality required the effect of punishment
to be measured "what has to be arranged and calculated as the return effects of
punishment on the punishing authority and the power that it claims to exercise"
[1979, 91]. The work of individuals, although as yet uncosted within the colony as
it was on the hulks, was beginning to be marked in a grid form that would allow
the application of an enonomic rationality to be applied to the use of convict
labour. The first of this new form of reporting by Palmer, commenced one month
after receipt of the requirements for the application of economy in stores and
labour, is reproduced as Exhibit 6.6 below:
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Exhibit 6.6 - Colonial Labour Report, July 1790
Sydney, 23rdJuly, 1790
General Return of Male Convicts
40
50

19
8
9
2
9
10
40
12
18
4
10
3
6
38

Making Bricks & Tiles
Bringing in Bricks &c for the new Store House (N.B.) This is only a
temporary Employment, these Men being intended for Agriculture at Rose
Hill in a few Days.
Bricklayers & Labourers employed on Building a Store, & Huts at Rose Hill.
Carpenters employed at the new Store, & in building Huts at Rose Hill
Men who can work with the Axe, & who assist the Carpenters
Sawyers
Smiths
Watchmen
Receiving Provisions and Stores from the Ships
Employed on the Roads - mostly Convalescents
Bringing in Timber
Stone Masons
Employed on the Boats
Wheelwrights
Employed in the Store
Employed by the Officers Civil & Military Departments at their Farms.
These Men will be employed for the Public when the Relief14 takes place
Assistants to the Provost Martial
Gardeners & Labourer employed by the Governor
Coopers
Shoemakers
Taylors
Bakers
Attending the Sick at the Hospital
Barbers
Gardeners & others employed at the Hospital
Employed by the Governor bringing in of Wood &c

2
3
3
6
4
5
6
3
3
__3_
316
413 Under Medical Treatment
729

At Rose Hill
2
Employed at the Store
3
Servants to the three Superintendants
1
Employed taking care of the Stock
14 This refers lo Ihe relief of the Marine Establishment by the New South Wales Corps.
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2
5
1
1
4
1
3
1
1
4
25
119
12
179
AJCP

Employed at the Hospital
Men who work with the Axe, building Huts
Baker
Cook
Boys variously employed
Assistant to the Provost Martial
Thatchers
Servant to the Storekeeper
Servant to the Assistant Surgeon
Overseers
Sick
Clearing & Cultivating the Ground
Sawyers
2, CO 201/5,f 180

Unbracketed by the Home Office, and apparently ignored, were comments by
Phillip regarding the attitude of the convicts towards labour:
Experience, Sir, has taught me how difficult it is to make men
industrious who have passed their lives in habits of Vice and
Indolence, in some cases it has been found impossible, neither
kindness nor severity have had any effect; & tho I can say that the
Convicts in general behave well, there are many who dread
punishment less than they fear labour; & those who have not been
brought up to hard work, which are by far the greatest part, bear it
badly, they shrink from it, the moment the Eye of the Overseer is
turned from them [AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 173].

Instead, the concept of the economic rationality of punishment appeared to be
reaching a point within the Home Office and the colony that was initially
identified by Matra in 1783 where the convicts must work or starve [HRNSW, 1, 2,
7], and this was to be assisted by the identification of those classes. Moreover,
underlying the concept of disciplinary punishment was "a political anatomy to
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detail" [Foucault, 1979, 139] that was increasingly being encompassed not only
within the colonial labour reports, but also in others.

On the 25 July 1790, two days after the preparation of the labour reports, Palmer
had prepared a report that identified those victualled from the stores rather than
the previous system of listing the stores remaining. The identification of stores
that were wanted in the colony was included in Phillip's covering letter rather
than appearing on the Commissary's report. This second report by Palmer is
reproduced below as Exhibit 6.7:
Exhibit 6.7 - Colonial Victualling Report, July 1790
Total Number of People Victualled in New South Wales and its Dependencies the
25th day of July 1790___________________ ________________________________________
No.
No
Total
No
Victualled
Victualled
Victualled
at Sydney
at Rose Hill
1
1
Governor
116
9
125
Marine Detachment
1
26
27
Do. Wives
40
3
Do.
Children
43
87
16
103
New South Wales Corps
11
11
Women of Do.
12
12
Children of Do.
2
9
11
Civil
2
2
Women
3
2
5
Superintendants
1
1
Children of Do.
Lieutenants (Lt Maxwell Invalided
from His Majesty's Ship Sirius
2
2
Lt. Edgar, Superintenant for the Lady
Juliana Transport)
1
1
Surgeon, Mr Alley from Do.
6
6
Wives of Convicts
5
5
Children of Do.
729
179
908
Convicts Male
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Do.
Female
Do.
Children
Belonging to the Sirius
Do.
Supply
Natives
(turn over) Total
At Norfolk Island

Lieut. Governor
Marine Detachment
Do. Wives
Do. Children
Civil
Convicts Male
Do
Female
Do
Children
Belonging to the Sirius
Free Men
Total
Total No Victualled

42
6

316
41
44
1
2

358
47
44
1
2
1715

Total
No
Victualled
1
93
4
1
1
191
100
36
94
3
524
1715
2239
Jn° Palmer Commissary

PRO 2, C O 201/M 198

This and other reports by Palmer indicated a new form of economic and
distributive order occurring within the colony, that of the classes of those
drawings from the stores rather than Miller s previous list on November 1788 that
identified individuals [AJCP 3551, Tl/668, f 286-301].

Whilst still in a

rudimentary form when compared to subsequent reports, it was also the
commencement of a disciplinary grid of reporting. It could be read in conjunction
with the reports of those convicts deemed to be useful through their labour and
those who were not. It could also served as a cross check on the Marines and the
New South Wales Corps numbers that were transmitted as enclosures in the
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various despatches [AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 169 for the NSW Corps; HRA I, 1, 201-2
for Marines]. Moreover, it separated the individual stores in Sydney, Rose Hill
and Norfolk Island that were responsible for the issuances of the provisions
indicating a devolution of accountability to various storekeepers.

Enclosure,

previously identified as the physical enclosure of prisons, was now being applied
'

i

to the entire colony, including the military and civil establishment, through
bookkeeping by partitioning where:
Each individual has his own place; and each place its individual.
Avoid distributions in groups; break up collective dispositions;
analyse confused, massive or transient pluralities. Disciplinary
space tends to be divided into as many sections as there are bodies or
elements to be distributed. One must eliminate the effects of
imprecise distributions, the uncontrolled disappearance of
individuals, their diffuse circulation ... Its aim was to establish
presences and absences, to know where and how to locate
individuals, to set up useful communications, to interrupt others, to
be able at each moment to supervise the conduct of each individual,
to assess it, to judge it, to calculate its qualities or merits. It was a
procedure, therefore, aimed at knowing, mastering and using.
Discipline organises an analytical space [Foucault, 1979, 143].

Although these reports transmitted to the Home Office did not identify each
individual by name, it did identify them by their place within the colony, in terms
of both rank and physical location and hence identify their economic use within
the colony.

Hierarchical Observations.

By March 1791 the colony received supplies from Batavia.

This had been

organised by Grenville as a cheaper method of supply than that from England [cf.
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AJCP 2, CO201/4, f 125; AJCP 3, CO201/5, f 294-5 & f 298-300].

In order to

indicate that further measures of economy had been instigated, Phillip took the
opportunity of the supply vessel, Waaksamheyd, to further report to the Home
Office on the state of the colony. Attached to Phillip's letter to the Home Office
were plans formulated by Major Ross, now commander at Norfolk Island15,
entitled "No. 1 Plan & Order for the Convicts becoming independent of the
Provision Store for Flower" [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 21-3], and "No. 2 Plan for the
Convicts to become Independent for Animal Food" [AJCP 3, 201/6, f 25]
indicating that measures were being taken towards the desired economy of the
self-sufficiency of convicts.

Reporting, once the province of the Governor was now diffusing to others.
However, the reports issued from this time also indicate the commencement of a
hierarchy of reporting.

With discipline now expanded over all through the

various accounting reports, these reports had now extended to include inter
colonial reports that in turn did not necessarily have to be re-transmitted through
the Governor.

Architecture, identified by Foucault [1979, 170-1] as part of the

observation process, was well under way at this time in the various settlements
[Kerr, 1984, 8-9]. However, an architecture was also emerging within the record
keeping and its techniques of transmission "that makes it possible to see induce

15 The dispute between Governor Phillip and Major Ross had resulted in Major Ross being appointed as
Governor of Norfolk Island in place of Lt. King. This appeared to have been an attempt to move Major Ross
from Phillip and keep the peace rather than a promotion on merit.
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effects of power, and in which, conversely, the means of coercion make those on
whom they are applied clearly visible" [Foucault, 1979,171].

Where all previous reports had been relayed through the Governor, Ross now had
to transmit to Palmer a state of the settlement at Norfolk Island as it pertained to
stores. In turn, Palmer reported directly to Under Secretary Nepean at the Home
Office transmitting his reports on stores received, stores wanted, and the state of
the settlements at Sydney Cove and Norfolk Island [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 279-286,
24 March 1791]. However, where internal transfers of stores and provisions took
place, Palmer reported directly to Phillip who then transmitted the report to the
Home Office [see AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 51-60, 22 March 1791 for Palmer's transfers
from Sydney Store to Norfolk Island Store]. Through these relays of heirarchical
reporting, Phillip was no longer the central observer and relater of what was
required by way of stores. The central point of observation was now the Home
Office who could obtain knowledge from the various reports, and in turn the use
of this reporting system could coerce those who handled the stores to commune in
their economic application.

To indicate his economy with stores, Palmer's reports adopted a new format.
Where previous stores reports, including Palmer's first report, only indicated the
amount of provisions remaining and the anticipated time of their depletion, this
new report consisted of columns and separations that could identify different
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classes of people, number of people victualled, the number of various forms of
rations, whole numbers victualled, and the remaining stores in time. Rather than
the food supply being given prominence, this report gives prominence to the
consumption of the food and its economic distribution by class. The first of these
new reports is reproduced below as Exhibit 6.8:
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Exhibit 6.8 - State of Settlement, March 1791
State of the Settlement at Port Jackson New South Wales the 26th March 1791
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PRO 3, CO201/6, f 28
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Similar reports were also issued through Palmer for Norfolk Island [AJCP 1,
CO201/1, f ; 2 , 11 Feb. 1791].

Whilst the foregoing Exhibit resembles those

prepared by the Marines and the New South Wales Corps in their reports of their
numbers, Palmer appears to have adapted this form of reporting to victualling and
improved it to show totals.

In addition to displaying economy, the classes of those victualled now appear as
an important feature of the report. Yet the same ration was still being issued to all,
dependent on age and sex. Nor did this change in reporting indicate a change in
the food production of the colony. The food supply was still uncertain, as were
the crops with the latter being attested to later that year by a gardener sent out by
Sir Joseph Banks16 [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 358, 19 Nov. 1791]. But neither Phillip nor
Miller mentions this scarcity of a locally supplied food source in their reports.
That was now the province of the Gardener who relayed reports directly to Sir
Joseph Banks, who in turn relayed these reports to the Home Office17. From this
hierarchical network of reporting, the Home Office could now judge whether the
food supply was sufficient and being economically distributed, rather than relying
on the reports issued solely by the Governor. However, the gardener was also

16 David Burton was the gardener. He wrote to Sir Joseph Banks that the crops were light and suffering from
lack of rain; the soil was too light; and too little ground had been cleared for farming.
17 The letter was addressed to Sir Joseph Banks at his home address, Soho Square, London.
forwarded this to the Home Office.

Banks
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reporting directly to Phillip, who was also transmitting these accounts to the
Home Office ensuring a duplication of information for cross matching by the
Home Office [eg see AJCP 3, CO 201/7, f 17-18, Feb. 1792]

The previous method of reporting only difficulties encountered and the behaviour
of the convicts also disappeared under this new regime. Instead it appears to have
been conveyed to Phillip by Lord Grenville through the transmission of invoices,
parliamentary estimates, and urgings of the application of economy that the
reporting for the colony was to be one of an accountability and forward planning
that pertained to his economic management of the colony, rather than the previous
reports of the problems of imposing discipline on the convicts. Whilst no method
of reporting appeared to have been transmitted to Phillip by Grenville, the
message of reporting economy and success had apparently been relayed as
evidenced by the development within the colony of a reporting network. Phillip
conveyed this lack of the reporting of difficulties to his friend, Evan Nepean, in a
private letter attached to which were extracts from his diary18, claiming
They are, such as may not mark the attention of the Minister, and as
they were never intended, so they are certainly not calculated for the
eye of the publick, having been put down in haste, and mainly for
the information of a friend [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 67].

In writing to Lord Grenville, Phillip's letter style appeared to have adopted a more
formal tenor that highlighted only relatively minor problems such as the necessity

18 The extracts were detached and are missing from the records.
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of receiving the convicts' indent papers. However, he took care to report success.
Accounts of the poor behaviour of the convicts vanished, and were replaced with
reports of the exemplary behaviour of some the convicts19 [cf. AJCP 3, CO201/6, f
40-1, 5 March 1791; f 107, 7 Nov. 1791; f 179-181,14 Dec. 1791; f 199, 16 Dec. 1791;
AJCP 1, CO 201/1, f 77-8, 29 Jan. 1792]. He pointed out convicts who had been
emancipated for good behaviour, and convicts who had offered themselves as
soldiers [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 40-1, 5 March 1791].

In addition to the new reports of the exemplary behaviour of some of the convicts,
the reporting system of the colony became more regular and complex, and
increasingly columnar. In 1791, the commissary John Palmer issued two further
reports on the state of the settlement [AJCP 3, CO201/ 6, f 126, 18 Nov. 1791; f 204,
16 Dec. 1791]. Whilst these reports could be related to the uncertainty of the food
supply no specific mention was made of this. Palmer also transmitted a list of
artificers employed in the settlement and the amount paid to them20 [AJCP 3,
CO201/6, f 266, March 1791]; a list of stores received from various transports,
carefully matched with shipping dockets, amounts received from each vessel and
comparisons of numbers or weights [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 109, 27 Oct. 1791]; reports

19 An exception to this was in Phillip's letters to Nepean. He requested that Nepean arrange to have
distinctive clothing "marked with stripes of a different colour wove in them" [AJCP 3, CO 206/6, f 134, 18
Nov. 1791] to prevent the convicts selling their clothes to the military.
20 Money to pay for such items was transmitted on the Transport, Mary Anne, which arrived in the colony
on 9 July 1791. This voucher dates predates the arrival of cash and it is assumed that it was transmitted at a
later dale.
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on the quality of stores delivered from various suppliers [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 143,
18 Nov. 1791]; and a return of the public livestock [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 127, 10
Nov. 1791]. These new reports extended the disciplinary gaze to the suppliers, the
ship's masters and often the Navy and Treasury who had ordered the goods, as
well as making Palmer directly responsible for the goods under his charge.
Moreover, with this new set of accounts prepared by Palmer, they
afforded a new measure of control over the flow of goods, over
excessive monetary outgoings, and over subordinates. The new
accounts could be examined simultaneously for internal coherence
and external validity [Hoskin & Macve, 1986, 122]

The new accounting regime had also expanded in 1791 to include reports from the
Judge Advocate, David Collins. A "Description of Convicts who have absconded
from Sydney" was transmitted by Collins, with the descriptions indicating that a
system of recording and classifying convicts had been instigated.

Some fifteen

convicts were identified, in order of their absconding, in columns that identified
their name, length of sentence, age, profession, where they were sent from,
physical description and time absconded [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 88,14 Dec. 1791]. A
return of land granted with each settler identified, a description as to whether a
convict whose sentence had expired, or part of the military, marines, seaman or
civil establishment and their dependants [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 89-93, 14 Dec. 1791].
Accompanying this list was a description of "Encouragements given to the
Settlers" in order to make them self-sustainable [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 94]. James
Ruse, an ex-convict, was considered the most successful of the farmers. He had:
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One Acre & an half of Ground broke up [and was to be] assisted in
clearing the heavy timber off Five Acres, cloathed & supplied with
the Ration issued from the Public Store for fifteen Months, an Hutt
built, Grain for sowing his Ground the first year, with the necessary
Implements of Husbandry. Two Sow Pigs & six Hens given him
[AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 94].

Varying rewards were given to other settlers, but it is clear from this report that
eighteen months was the time frame in which they were to be self-sufficient [AJCP
3, CO201/6, f 94]. A return of the ground in cultivation was also transmitted in
November 1791 that indicated the various classes of settlers and the number of
acres devoted to various crops [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 105]. This new system of land
grants, checking of the crops and varying rewards as encouragement indicate that
a system of normalising judgement and its examination was being applied to all
within the colony to encourage their acceptance of an economic application of
resources.

The process of checking and recording the various crops grown

together with their linkage to individuals both set the initial calculative norms and
standards for agriculture, and provided a means for the examination of the
individual in his attempts at agriculture. No punishments were recorded for poor
husbandry, instead there appeared to be an
endeavour to make rewards more frequent than penalties, the lazy
being more encouraged by the desire to be rewarded in the same
way as the diligent than by the fear of punishment [Foucault, 1979,
180]
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Effects of Costing on the Colony.

Whilst the colony was not self-sufficient, these various reports issued to the Home
Office indicated that self-sufficiency was within reach and that the colony was
becoming successful. It was not. Watt points out that the amount of food issued
to individuals from the public store was inadequate for the work required, and
even if the caloric intake was adequate, the diet was "woefully deficient in
vitamins" [1989, 144]. Moreover, the arrival of the second fleet with its human
cargo of invalids had placed a further strain on the colony's ability to produce
food. The arrival of the third fleet between August and October 1791 only brought
more invalids resulting in a report being issued from the colony regarding the
contractor not issuing the convicts with their full rations [AJCP 3, CO201/6, f 99
102].

Instead of the colony receiving convicts who were capable, if unwilling, to work
the physical condition of the convicts who arrived on the second and third fleets
prevented them from work and placed a greater strain on the scarce resources of
the colony. Camden, Calvert and King were the contractors for both the second
and third fleet, and Watt's study identifies them as ex-slavers who had a previous
record of cruelty and a strong incentive towards profit. This was assisted by the
contract, which "offered no incentive to maintain the convicts in health" [1989,
139]. Yet at the insistence of Grenville at the Home Office these contractors had
been engaged at the lowest possible price.

It was not until the receipt of the
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anonymous letter of protest from a member of the public in England about
conditions aboard the convict transport ship, Pitt, that Grenville's successor,
Dundas, took action [21 June, 1791, AJCP 1736, HO 36/7, f 164]. Whilst his action
did result in a slight improvement of conditions for the convicts on board the
transport vessels, his solution to the problem was primarily couched in terms of
effecting cost savings through the imposition of financial controls:
In order to ensure as much as possible a proper treatment of the
Convicts who may in future be Transported during their passage
and to induce the Contractors to restrain the number to be taken on
board to no more than can be properly accommodated, all
agreements hereafter to be made should entitle the Contractor to
payment for such of the said Convicts only as should actually be
landed at the place of their Destination, and not for the number
originally taken on board [Dundas to Treasury, 23 June 1791, AJCP
1736, H 036/7, f 165].

Discipline had changed markedly during Grenville's tenure in the Home Office
from one that focused on measures to ensure the punishment-reform of the
convicts to one that focused on the costs and cost savings of the administrators of
disciplinary punishment. However, it had also changed markedly for the civil
establishment in the penal colony. Moreover, the system instigated by him was
one that impacted on the future management of the colony.

Accountability by

numbers and a system of cross checking had become established within the colony
as norms and transmitted to England for their examination. Whilst Dundas was
perhaps more willing to oversee the conditions of transportation, this was
primarily to be undertaken on financial terms, by passing the cost onto the
contractors through a series of controls that would further expand the disciplinary
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grid of reporting to the ships' masters.

In addition, he encouraged Phillip to

expand the system of reporting that had been developed within the colony and
indicated that the system was, as far as possible, to be replicated in England:
Of these, the treatment of the convicts on board the Queen ... I
highly approve of the examinations you have taken and transmitted
to me.
... I take this opportunity of desiring that in future the Commissary's
list of articles wanted may contain, for the information of his
Majesty's Secretary of State, the number, or quantity, of each article
opposite the same.
... I shall enclose in this letter an account of the different articles of
cloathing, stores, and provisions, which accompany it, and also a list
of the convicts, with the times for which they are respectively
transported.
... In consequence of the observations by Mr. Palmer on the articles
which have been purchased for the settlement by Mr. Alexander
Davidson. I have thought proper to give directions for the inspection
of such articles as are intended for New South Wales previous to
their being put on board [HRA 1, 1, pp 353-5, 15 May, 1792].

Costs and record keeping of certain items at least, had rapidly become the norm in
the management of the colony and its convicts. Under this system, the convicts
had been rendered invisible and silent, but their bodies were to be inscribed by
this new form of measurement. The food they ate and the labour they performed
was to be measured and reported. How they were to be transported and how
much it was to cost in terms of output rather than input was considered important
and to be subject to various reports.
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Accountability to the public for crime was once the sphere of the criminal, and
such accountability was rendered in terms of visibility and physicality. With the
advent of incarceration and later, transportation, punishment for crime rendered
the body of the convict invisible and at the same time also rendered them
increasingly

visible

through

bookkeeping

techniques

and

procedures.

Accountability for the punishment of crime was increasingly being developed by
those rendering the punishment through the use of accounting reports. However,
this new accountability was reduced to numbers and the reporting of the successes
of the guards who themselves were rendered invisible by distance and
increasingly visible by the reporting system. Any failures or shortcomings of the
system were discouraged from being reported.

The impact of the failures was

severe. Phillip sought retirement as Governor of the Colony on the grounds of ill
health [HRA I, 1, 313, 21 Nov. 1791]. The first commissary, Andrew Miller, had
returned to England on account of ill health but died during the passage [Carter,
1986, 1]. When military relief arrived in the form of the New South Wales Corps,
most of the Marines chose to return to England rather than take up the option of
receiving land and assistance to farm in New South Wales. Of the opinion of the
convicts, little is known, as transportation had effectively silenced them.
However, Watt's study of the remaining medical records indicates that in April
1792, the convicts at Parramatta were "'mere walking shadows' through want of
nourishment" [1989, 144]. Yet the reports transmitted from the colony during this
period indicated success with economy.

This expected reporting of economic
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success was further communicated to Phillip when allowing him permission to
retire:
I cannot conclude this letter without assuring you how much I
lament that the state of your health deprives his Majesty of your
further services in the Government of New South Wales, and I have
only to hope that, on quitting the settlement, you will have the
satisfaction of leaving it in a thriving and prosperous situation
[HRA, 1, 1, 355, 15 May 1792].

From Starvation to Trade - Public Finance, Private Gain.

Through the various accounts that had been established and transmitted, the
colony had been constructed as successful in the application of economy.

But

when Phillip departed the colony in December 1792 he did not leave a thriving
and prosperous colony but one that was constantly on the brink of starvation. His
successor and Commander of the New South Wales Corps, Major Grose, had
petitioned Phillip on 4 October 1792 to charter a storeship, the Britannia, which
had recently arrived in Sydney, to send to the Cape of Good Hope for supplies:
The situation of the soldiers under my command, who at this time
have scarcely shoes for their feet, and who have no other comforts
than the reduced and unwholesome rations served out from the
stores, has induced me to assemble the captains of my corps for the
purpose of consulting what could be done for their relief and
accommodation [HRA 1 ,1, 381].

On the departure of Phillip, the colony embarked on a new object under Grose
and the New South Wales Corps. This new object was trade. Whilst it ultimately
rendered the colony successful in terms of self-sufficiency, from the various
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reports prepared by Phillip and Palmer for the Home Office, it allowed a further
segregation of convicts to occur primarily in order to create a demand for the
goods imported for trade.

A new distribution of normalising judgement was

appearing within the colony.
The distribution according to ranks or grade has a double role: it
marks the gaps, hierarchized qualities, skills and aptitudes; but it
also punishes and rewards. It is the penal functioning setting in
order and the ordinal character of judging. Discipline rewards
simply by the play of awards, thus making it possible to attain
higher ranks and places; it punishes by reversing this process. Rank
in itself serves as a reward or punishment [Foucault, 1979, 181].

One of the first measures taken by Grose to effect demand was to use his new
rank in establishing a new order within the colony by reducing the rations issued
to convicts under the guise of safeguarding the food supply [HRA 1 ,1, 415,16 Feb.
1793]. This new distributive order was assisted by the classifications within the
columnar victualling reports prepared by Palmer and discussed above.

Yet

despite the stated concern of safeguarding the food supply, in a letter dated 9
January 1793 Grose indicated to Dundas that he had directed the Commissary to
purchase "a certain quantity of spirits and provisions for sale" from the Master of
the Hope that had recently arrived in Sydney [HRA, I 1, 414].

The provisions

purchased were ostensibly to increase the supply of rations to seven months, yet a
reduced ration for convicts was ordered [HRA, I, 1, 415]. The spirits were to be
sold to the non-commissioned officers and private soldiers and the money to be
held by the Commissary.
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To further promote trade and to further mark the gaps between the various
classes, Grose then turned to removing the means of subsistence from the settlers
whilst providing them with the means to purchase from the store or incoming
vessels. The money held by the Commissary was borrowed by the officers and
applied against the purchase of sheep from settlers21 by officers:
I am sorry to report that I am much plagued with the people who
become settlers, and who have evidently no other view than the
purpose of raising a sufficient supply to pay their passages to
England; and although Governor Phillip whilst here did everything
in his power for their accommodation and assistance, they still
persist in disposing of their stocks; and a large flock of sheep which
the Governor on his departure divided amongst them were, almost
as soon as given, offered for sale; and I was absolutely obliged to
encourage and promote the purchase of them by the officers,
dreading that, without this precaution, the dissipation of a week
would exterminate effectually a stock that had been the work of
years to collect [HRA, 1 1 ,4 1 4 ].
The removal of the sheep from settlers to officers was coupled with the granting of
one hundred acres of land to any officer who requested it [HRA, 1 1, 416], further
removing the means of production from ex-convicts and placing it in the hands of
the officers.

These steps were successful in establishing trade, as Kociumbus claims that the
various ships chartered by the officers of New South Wal^s Corps managed to

21 The selliers were primarily convicts who had served their time and had been issued 30 acres of land (or
more if they were married and had children) to provide for their subsistence. The British Government did
not wish the return of these convicts and this admission by Grose was in contradiction with the general
feelings in England. This is reflected in the somewhat late censure of Grose's behaviour by Dundas, where he
indicates that the sheep should have been confiscated and added to the public stock rather than purchased by
officers (HRA 1 1, 1 /7 /1 7 9 4 ).
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dispose of their cargo to settlers at "profits as high as 150 per cent or more" [1992,
47]. Further indicators that the measures to promote trade through establishing a
trade monopoly by the officers was successful is Kociumbas's claim that owing to
the administration of Grose and his successor, Paterson, "by 1796 officers owned
31.5 per cent of all land under cultivation, plus all of the horses, cattle and most of
the sheep in the colony other than the livestock owned by the government" [1992,
46]. The commissariat, originally used as an issues store, now provided a ready
market for wheat and livestock produced by these officer farmers and for
organising the sale of cargoes from ships.

Butlin reports that a system of Stores receipts, issued by the Commissary, emerged
around this time. These took the form of an internal currency, where:
Lacking cash to pay, instead of a formal bill of exchange the
Commissary gave a receipt universally known as a Store receipt,
specifying the amount due and the nature of the goods supplied, on
the understanding that it would presently be "consolidated", that is,
exchanged for a bill on London [1968, 31].
It appears highly likely that this system was developed in order to facilitate the
officers' trading concerns whereby settlers could sell their produce to the
Commissary and then purchase the officers' cargoes with Store receipts which
could then be converted to a bill of exchange through the Commissariat.

In

essence, the Treasury, through the agency of the Commissariat was funding this
trade, as when the bills of exchange were issued, they were drawn on the
Treasury. The growing amount of Treasury Bills being issued from the colony
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must have caused some alarm in England. On 15 November 1793, Dundas had
transmitted a new set of accounting rules to Grose. The Commissary was now to
supply a yearly return, which:
should be transmitted of all provisions, clothing, and stores,
annually received for the use of the settlement; and you will,
therefore, not fail regularly to transmit such returns to the Secretary
of State for this department, and to the Lords of His Majesty's
Treasury, with the Commissary's returns of their distributions,
under separate heads, of clothing, stores, and provisions. The
distribution of the provisions should appear in a victualling-book,
which should be kept by the Commissary, in like manner as is usual
with pursers on the Navy, bearing the persons on separate lists,
where their rations differ, the title of each list expressing the ration;
and the ready-made clothing should be distributed in the manner
above mentioned; and a regular account, both as to the time and the
numbers, mentioning their names to whom it is distributed, should
appear in a yearly return of clothing. [HRA, 1 1, 456].
Many of these rules imposed by England appear to be in reaction to Grose's
management of the colony and economy22, and were also conveyed to Governor
Hunter23, who was sent to relieve Grose's successor24. In addition to the above
record keeping, Hunter was informed that he should be the only one permitted to
draw bills for public purposes; and that in every requisition made for provisions
or stores "the quantity or number wanted should always appear opposite to each

22 Palmer's response to this new form of bookkeeping was to point out that he lacked the stationary required
to undertake the reports required. He requested that the Treasury send the required stationary [HRA I,
1,483,29 Aug. 1794],
23 This despatch was sent to Hunter prior to his leaving England, and although addressed to Governor
Hunter this was prior to him assuming the government of the colony. What becomes clear is that the
authorities in England suspected that Grose was using the office of the Commissariat for his own and the
Commissary's gain. The régularisation of the accounting reports and the detail required by Grose coupled
with the orders given to Hunter tend to indicate this.
24 Captain Patterson replaced Grose in 1794. Hunter arrived in the colony in 1795.
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article, with returns of what remains in the colony of each article so demanded,
and that in separate columns" [HRA, 1 1, 477,1 July 1794].

Despite his claim of a lack of stationary, Palmer commenced this new form of
record keeping from 1793, commencing a register for Hospital Necessaries [AJCP
1, CO201/1, F 159-162]; Provisions [AJCP 1, CO201/1, f 163-6]; Ordnance
Laboratory Stores [AJCP 1, CO201/1, f 123-6]; Slop Clothing [AJCP 1, CO201/1, f
130-1]; Stores Received and Expended [AJCP 1, CO201/1, f 132-144].

These

accounts were kept in the manner outlined by Dundas. In addition, Palmer also
commenced keeping a set of accounts current of the various bills of exchange
drawn by him, relaying the balances of these accounts current to the Treasury in
the form of an abstract [cf. Archives Authority of NSW, X21, 18 October 1792;
AJCP 1, CO201/1, f 199, purchases between 1 July and 4 Oct. 1793].

The 1798 Parliamentary Enquiry and Jeremy Bentham's Plan.

Whist it is undeniable that the colony was a success, at least in terms of trade
under the administration of Grose, the use of government funds to finance private
ventures appeared to cause some consternation in parliament in 1798.

In marked

contrast to the previous committees that had been formed with a focus on the
conditions of convict institutions and the implementation of disciplinary
punishment, a select committee was appointed in 1798 to investigate the financing
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of convict establishments. They compiled the amounts issued by the Treasury for
all convict establishments, but paid particular attention to the expenses for the
hulks and the colony at New South Wales.

Both systems were condemned,

primarily on financial terms. Calculations were made which showed that the cost
of maintaining one convict on board the hulks was, on average, £23..19..00 per
head [Finance of Convict Institutions Select Committee Report, 1798, Session 348,
Vol IV, 14]. The cost per head for maintaining one convict in New South Wales
was calculated at £33..9..5V4 [24]. However, what appeared more alarming to the
committee was that the cost of the colony could be more. In 1797, the amounts
paid by the Treasury for bills drawn in New South Wales had increased from
£10,019..11..5 in 1796 to £78,897..15..6 [121]. The committee noted that:
Above One Half of the Expences of the last Year 1797, appear to have
been occasioned by an Excess to that Amount, over and above the
usual amount of Bills drawn from the C olony; and it is remarked at
the Foot of the Account above alluded to, by way of Explanation,
that the Bills paid in 1797 were drawn from New South Wales in the
Years 1793, 1795, 1796, the greater part of which were not presented
at the Treasury until the Year 1797 ; but it is not stated, nor can it
probably be known, whether the Bills of the Year 1794, or of any
subsequent Year, are still to be expected or not [25].

The Committee concluded that the high cost of the colony was unjustified, and the
trade commenced by the officers of the New South Wales Corps an unwelcome
intrusion on the application of punishment:
The Security held out be the difficulty of Return on the Part of the
Convicts is the only Advantage that strikes the Eye ; but the Nature
of this Advantage, the Amount of it, and the Certainty of it, seem not
altogether undeserving of Inquiry ; nor whether a Security of the
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same Sort, more at command, and more to be depended upon, might
not be purchased upon less exceptionable Terms.

It may also be worth Inquiry, whether the advantages looked for
from this Establishment may not be dependant upon its Weakness?
and whether, as it grows less disadvantageous in point of Finance, it
will not be apt to grow less advantageous in the Character of an
Instrument of Police ? - The more thriving the Settlement, the more
frequented ; the more frequented, the less Difficulty of Return ; the
more thriving too, the less terrible. [Finance of Convict Institutions,
1798, Session 348, Vol IV, 27].

The Committee found the hulks system to be "a complete Seminary of Vice and
Wickedness" [17], although blame was consigned to the system rather that the
contractors [18]. However, where no labour returns could be calculated for New
South Wales, the Committee found that the labour from the convicts on board the
hulks in the Thames and at Portsmouth in 1797 could be valued at £15,8092:17:10
and compared to the cost for the year of £33,578:14:103/4 [14 & 15].

In this

instance, no percentage estimations were made by the committee [the return was
approximately 47%], instead the comment was made that the "Rates of valuation
now given are considerably higher than those which were adopted for the same
Species of Work, performed at the same Place in 1792" [16].

The committee

seemed intent on showing that the labour of convicts was valuable and, at the
same time, pointing out that the labour supplied by the convicts from the hulks
was too expensive and attended with too many difficulties, but not as expensive
and problematic as that of the penal settlement in New South Wales. Notable in
these deliberations of the committee is the absence of discussion on punishment as
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reform. Whilst this concept was still contained within penal legislation, the focus
through the use of accounting reports had shifted to costs.

The recommendation of the Committee was that a Panopticon Prison, proposed by
Jeremy Bentham in 1794, be constructed. The history of imprisonment and the
construction of the various prison and colonial accounts may well have led
Bentham to believe that it was possible to gain from the labour of convicts25. From
the point of view of the government, Bentham offered the possibility of
incarceration with an accounting that was transparent [Gallhofer & Haslam, 1994,
258] and this supposed transparency of accounting did not exist in either the hulks
or transportation system.

Furthermore, he

claimed

that his system of

imprisonment would revive the previous goal of reformation:
But it must be further noticed and remembered, that the great and
important Advantages which distinguish that Plan from any other
which has been hitherto suggested, consist in the certain
Employment and industrious Livelihood which it inures in those
whose Terms of Confinement are expired; in the Responsibility
which the Contractor proposes to take upon himself for the future
good Behaviour of the Criminals intrusted to his Care, even when
they shall no longer be under his Control; in the Publicity which is
meant to be given to the whole Conduct and Effect of the
Establishment, moral, medical, and economical, as well by an
Annual Report of its State and Proceedings, as by that constant
Facility of Inspection which will in an unusual manner be afforded
by the very Form and Construction of the Building, upon which the
prompt and easy Exercise of the superintending Powers of the
Governor himself principally depends [Finance of Convict
Institutions, 1798, Session 348, Vol IV, 20].
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Although perhaps considered vital to the committee was that Bentham's proposal
was to cost considerably less than either the hulks or transportation [20].
Certainly, Bentham's plan was one that allowed gain from labour and in this point
did not differ from either the hulks or the penal colony. The committee remained
silent on the peculiar similarities of the problems of institutionalisation identified
in the hulks system, or the possible problems they had associated with the lack of
terror in punishment should the project thrive as it had in New South Wales.
Instead, the committee concentrated on the accounts and the concept of cost
savings, relegating the concept of disciplinary punishment to that of rhetoric.

Although Bentham's prison was not built in England as the same problems that
had faced Howard's penitentiary design, the lack of obtaining a suitable site,
prevented construction2526 [Atkinson, 1978; Hume, 1973 & 1974].

However, the

decision taken by the committee was one that appeared to be solely founded on
economic rather than humanitarian grounds. The rationality of accounting had
pervaded the government, as had the concepts of cost and economy.

25 By 1802 Benlham had issued a pamphlet that unfavourably compared the cost of the colony with the cost
of his prison [cf Atkinson, 1978; Jackson, 1986; Pratt, 1997]
26 The experiment, using a panopticon prison, was later undertaken at Port Arthur in Tasmania [see
Atkinson, 1978, 3 for the linkage between Bentham and Tasmania]. The result was disastrous, necessitating
the construction of a lunatic asylum to contain many of the prisoners who had been incarcerated in the
panopticon.
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Summary.

The bookkeeping and cost saving practices instigated by Grenville at the Home
Office did not cease with his tenure. Instead, they diffused to both Grenville's
successor, Henry Dundas, and to the parliament. The previous focus of the Home
Office and the parliament had been on the application of disciplinary punishment,
yet when their gaze became focused on costs, the intention of disciplinary
punishment was relegated to obscurity and only to be referred to in order to
justify a financial decision.

The diffusion of the power of bookkeeping and costs was also seen in the colonial
accounts, where many of the difficulties encountered were actively obscured in the
many reports in order to report only those matters considered important under a
costing regime.

Governor Phillip appeared to embrace this new reporting

required by the Home Office, but left unstated as to method. A new economic
form of discipline emerged that largely transferred the focus from the convicts and
their behaviour to the behaviour of their keepers. The new central locus of the
Home Office emerged as the collator and judge of all knowledge.

That the

knowledge that was required to be transmitted to the Home Office was left
unstated in ways other than economic increased the power-knowledge of the
Home Office in the economic management of the colony. It also led to the creation
of norms and standards within the colony that were both a form of self
examination as well as having external validity.
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However, Phillip's successor, Francis Grose, actively used the accounting system
designed by Phillip and Palmer to benefit. Moreover, in doing so he expanded the
concepts of disciplinary power to ascribe an ordinal ranking to all within the
colony through the use of accounts. But from both Phillip's and Grose's actions it
can be seen that the power-knowledge possessed by the Home Office was still in a
rudimentary form. The process of self-examination was one that was internalised
by Phillip.

The failure of the Home Office to transmit formal reporting

requirements and their focus only on economic concerns indicates a form of
accounting, particularly within the Home Office, that could be termed pre
modern, where there was not yet "an analysis of both financial and human value,
i.e. which could render the interrelated but separable values of products and
persons calculable" [Hoskins & Macve, 1986, 124].

Instead, distance, a problem recognised by the 1798 committee in ensuring
effective accounting control, was used by Grose to establish New South Wales as a
trading centre at the expense of government. Yet success as a trading centre was
one of the goals originally envisaged for the colony under the concept of
disciplinary punishment. However, the intention of success was for government,
not private benefit.
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Bentham's plan of centralising the physical layout and the accounting system of
his panopticon prison thus appeared an attractive alternative for those charged
with effecting the means of punishment. However, the diffusion of bookkeeping
and cost savings to the parliament meant that the primary attraction was in the
reduction of costs. The nature of the constructed ideology of criminality or its
repercussions on society was not addressed. Punishment was to be hidden from
public view, and was to be located in accounts, set out in tabular form, making all
knowledge transparent through the visibility of numbers and the concept of
economy.
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Chapter 7
T he C hanging V isibilities T hrough A ccounting

The profitability of work done in the prison has always been negligible it was work for the sake of work. ... There was no real "rational"
economic reason to force prisoners to work in prisons. Economically, it
served no purpose and yet it was done [Foucault, 1990b, 106-7].

This thesis commenced with the statement that the system of disciplinary
punishment described in Clarke's [1995] novel, For the Term of His Natural Life,
whilst depicting and criticising the operation of this economic punishment did
not question how it arose. It was also pointed out in Chapter 1 that this was an
area that had been largely ignored by Australian accounting history
researchers. This study has endeavoured to fill some of this gap in the research
by examining the development of accounting techniques, and the early role of
accounting in the establishment and management of prisons and the penal
colony established at New South Wales. The main concern of this study has
been to identify the formation of, and changes to, the discourse of disciplinary
punishment and accounting as it was applied during the late eighteenth
century.

In doing so, it has depicted the initial rise and objectives of

disciplinary punishment and has traced the transformations of the discourse as
it was applied through accounting to the management of the hulks and the
penal colony in New South Wales.
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More particularly, this thesis has investigated the growth of state powers and
its increasing role in promulgating the use of disciplinary punishment and its
increasing use of a calculative form of reasoning that ultimately transformed
into the operation of a penal system that was described by Clarke [1995].
However, during the period covered by this study, disciplinary punishment
was still primarily regarded as a secondary punishment.

The primary

punishment, and thus the sentence imposed by the courts for those convicted of
what was considered to be a serious crime was capital. As Windschuttle [1994,
149] points out, the public spectacle of both corporal and capital punishment
continued in England until 1861 and 1868 respectively.

Transportation of

convicts to Australia also ceased in 1868. During the time frame covered in this
study the state's grasp on both the bodies of the convicts and the financial
system of the king was still a tenuous one. A concern of this thesis has been to
demonstrate how the state sought to impose on the powers of the ancien regime
by a series of strategies that were increasingly concerned with establishing the
rights of the state to operate the system.

Accounting was one of these

strategies. It was used as an instrument to convince others of the economic
efficacy of disciplinary punishment over existing forms of punishment; and it
was used at different points to create particular visibilities and at the same time
obscure others.
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Meaning of and in Accounting.

Given the nature of this study, the concept of accounting was defined broadly
to include not only the accounting techniques, but also their implications in and
for the social. These implications were seen to arise in both the techniques of
accounting and the concept of accountability. What is to count as knowledge at
a particular point in time requires some method of its statement as knowledge,
its collection through techniques, and also some method of the reproduction
and reflection of that knowledge through accountability. The formation of
knowledge is through discourse, and its form and techniques are reflected
within

the

concepts

of

accounting

and

accountability.

This

broad

understanding of accounting is consistent with Miller and Napier's view that:
There is no "essence" to accounting, and no invariant object to
which the name "accounting" can be attached.
Accounting
changes in both content and form over time; it is neither solid nor
immutable. New techniques are invented, or transferred from
one domain to another, and new meanings and significances are
attached to existing techniques [1993, 631].

Within the time frame covered in this thesis, three distinct forms of powerknowledge were noted in relation to punishment and the form that its
accounting and accountability took: those of the ancien regime; of disciplinary
punishment where the focus was on reform; and latterly of a disciplinary
punishment where the focus was on costs.
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Power-Knoivledge o f the Ancien Regime.

This power of the ancien regime to punish was outlined in Chapter 2.

Any

"infraction of the law was an injury to the King" [Cousins & Hussain, 1984,
172]. Crime was a break in the power of the king and the punishment for each
crime had to be theatrically staged to establish anew the king's power [Dreyfus
& Rabinow, 1982, 146]. Marked by the public and ceremonial torture of the
criminal, it was a negative power designed to "neutralise danger" [Foucault,
1979, 210], and in so doing, re-establish the rights of the king. This power has
also been identified as "a diminished form of power. Its ultimate recourse is
seizure - of things, of bodies and ultimately of life" [Miller & O'Leary, 1987,
238]. Accounting for this seizure of the individual was shown in Chapter 2 to
be undertaken at a local level, through a levy on rates and through the gaolers'
levy of fees and of the prisoners responsibility for their own upkeep.

The

power to seize bodies was not contained within the king's financial system.
Instead, the visibility and hence the accountability for punishment was
embodied in the physical and public ceremony that upheld the king's right to
extract a measure of pain and the rights of the community to witness.

However, this power was also an excessive one "that found its form in the
limits of atrocity" [Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982, 145], and within this system, the
power of the king to punish could only operate when it was not excessively
exercised. To ensure this, a system of royal pardons and a system of clergy
were established that could depict the king's mercy.

Thus, in many instances
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the king's right to punish was maintained by king's decision to extend mercy.
It was within this system of the king's mercy and a growing discourse of
economics that the concept of secondary punishment initially arose, and with it
a system of bookkeeping for punishment. Transportation regulated the flow of
ceremonial punishments but introduced a new punishment that was invisible.
This invisibility required some method of record keeping for the application
and transmission of this new form of punishment. Knowledge of a punishment
that was no longer subject to public witness became knowledge when
embodied in a set of accounting records and a series of financial controls
designed to ensure that the punishment of transportation had been effected.
But this bookkeeping was still linked to the power of the king to physically
punish the body of the criminal.

Whilst this form of punishment had

transformed from the physical and visible to the concept of public cost, no
totals were required, only controls to ensure the written knowledge of the
king's power to render punishment.

The Power-Knowledge of Reform.

It was also within this system of the king's mercy that the discourse in
disciplinary punishment arose and this was outlined in Chapters 2 and 3.
Coupled with the concept of a science based on economics, it was concerned
with the reform and improvement of the individual. It sought to attack the
power to punish that was invested in the ancien regime:
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In the name of humanity, reformers condemned the "expiation of
atrocity in torture" as an evil to be cured, an immoderation which
must be excised in the name of a more rational distribution of
power and justice [Dreyfus & Rabinow, 1982, 147]

Whilst this new discourse called for the complete cessation of the powers of the
ancien regime to punish, it was unsuccessful. Instead it used the agency of the
state in seeking to study, reform and render useful those bodies relinquished
by the king. It sought to invert the negative power of the king to punish into a
positive power "to increase the possible utility of individuals" [Foucault, 1979,
210]. Initially introduced as a temporary measure on the cessation of
transportation, it was retained and expanded as a form of punishment and
supported by a new technology of power that sought to render individuals
visible through the application of discipline.

With the growth of this new discourse in disciplinary punishment that had the
reform and improvement of the individual as its focus, knowledge of
punishment-reform was demonstrated to become further embedded in an
accounting and accountability process. Accounting techniques were developed
within a series of penal legislation that required the monitoring and reporting
of the individual behaviour of the convicts by their overseers.

Each convict

was now to be made accountable for his or her behaviour as a measurement of
reform, and this was to be judged by the court.

However, this concept of

reform, whilst alluding to economics and the profits to be obtained from the
labour of the convicts was shown in Chapters 2 and 3 to be primarily rhetoric.
Rather than calculating costs or returns on costs, or attempting to define or
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place a measurement on reform, it called upon the science of punishment
expounded by John Howard to justify the possibility of profit. Howard's
observations and the behaviour reports of the convicts' overseer were the main
economic proofs that were advanced for the success of this punishment.

The state appeared convinced of the efficacy of this new technology of
punishment, but the acceptance of this punishment by the ancien regime was
problematic. The use of bookkeeping and the concept of profit were further
advanced as legislative strategies to convince the ancien regime of the economic
advantages of this new form of punishment, as was the use of parliamentary
select committees to highlight the benefits of this new punishment. But
ultimately these strategies were rejected.

Instead, transportation was deployed as a successful strategy, but the state's
incursion into this arena of disciplinary punishment was problematic.
Disciplinary punishment required not only the application of this new
punishment on the bodies and minds of the convicts, but that it should be
economic in its application. Whilst economy of the bodies and minds of the
convicts was sought through increasing regulations, financial economy through
the Treasury was another matter.

The Treasury, which was the focus of

Chapter 4, instigated a series of controls that were of an economic nature, but
the controls that were developed were of an individual nature, and these were
inadequate to deal with the requirements of the formal financial records
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required for disciplinary punishment.

Instead, an increasing reliance was

placed on the concept of reform.

The application of the science of punishment for reform by the state was seen in
the operation of the hulks, in the decision to re-commence a system of
transportation, and in the early operation of the penal colony in New South
Wales. All of these projects were characterised by a lack of calculation and an
increasing belief in a profit ensuing from the application of disciplinary
punishment.

This was confirmed by three select committees, reporting to

parliament in 1778, 1779 and 1785. It was also confirmed by the manner that
the accounts for the first fleet were kept and in the operation of the penal
colony until 1790. Where both accounting and accountability existed within
this system they were also decoupled. Accounting pertained to the individual
accounts

rendered

by

the various

accountants

to

the

Treasury,

and

accountability pertained to the behaviour of the convicts with no attempt to
match either of these systems. As Byrnes noted, the system of transportation
with its "milleau of cant, convention, community despair, and refusal to budget
for prisons, had become institutionalised" [1990, 252].

Power-Knowledge of Costs.

In 1789 the science of mathematics was transferred into the domain of
accounting and accountability for disciplinary punishment and this shift was
the focus of Chapter 5.

Within this transformation of accounting arose the
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concept of a new reference of measurement. Not only could the individual be
measured, as had occurred in the Treasury accounts and to some extent in the
convicts' behaviour reports, but this individual measurement was also an input
into the measurement of the whole business of disciplinary punishment.
Calculative standards and norms were developed in order to measure the
individuals and the whole. However, whilst this new form of measurement
had the effect of shifting the disciplinary gaze from that of the behaviour of the
convicts to the economic behaviour of their keepers, it also had to be mobilised
into the discourse of disciplinary punishment.

This mobilisation of the discourse of a disciplinary punishment based solely on
costs was the focus of Chapter 6. In order to achieve economy, attention had to
be deflected from the reform of the convicts to the costs and economies that
could be effected in that reform. This occurred through the diffusion of this
new economic punishment to the parliament through the presentation of
accounts, and its diffusion to the colony through budgeting. It was this latter
strategy that created the formation of norms and standards and the formation
of a disciplinary grid of reporting within the colony that "increased the possible
utility of individuals" [Foucault, 1979, 210].

Power-Knowledge and Pre-Modern Accounting.

The accounting and accountability that was ultimately developed within the
colony was termed in Chapter 1 as pre-modern.

However, a pre-modern
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accounting does not necessarily mean a simple accounting.

As Hoskin and

Macve point out, the system maintained by Wedgewood was a complex one:
where all aspects of what should be, and is, done are turned into
writing; there was a detailed code of rules for behaviour, a
through-put production system, a "clocking-in" system with
tickets deposited in a box, in addition to a constant flow of
written reports upon which the costing process was based. Yet
there was still no micro-technology for producing the calculable
subject, the worker (or manager) who is evaluated as a person
and who can therefore internalise a self-discipline based on self
evaluation [1986, 125].

Thus the complex system that was developed in the penal colony from 1790
still lacked the micro-technology of "accountability in both the social and
financial arenas" [Hoskin & Macve, 1986, 125].

Instead, there became an

intense focus on economy, and whilst Robson "suggests that the use of
numerical metaphors in accounting practice is related to the problem of
achieving long distance control" [1992, 686], as was demonstrated in Chapter 6
only one set of numerical metaphors: economy, was ultimately developed
within the colony at this time.

It is in the singular use of the metaphor, initially of reform and latterly of
economy, that this definition of pre-modern relied, where there was no "inter
related accountability of both financial and human values" [Hoskin & Macve,
1986, 124]. This can be seen in Chapter 6 in the lack of stated requirements for
reporting for the colony in terms other than economic, and of Grose's ability to
manipulate the system of accounting for his own benefit. Whilst norms and
standards were developed, no mechanism had been developed that could
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interpose "a whole range of intermediary mechanisms" [Miller & O'Leary, 1987,
239]

through a process of constant examination that could effect the

internalising of the goals set by the Home Office.

Thus, whilst power-

knowledge can be seen to exist in all three systems of punishment and its
accounting and accountability that were described in this thesis, this powerknowledge was still fragmented. It was not yet fully invested in the state and
the individual.

Areas for Future Research.

This thesis has only covered the period from 1788 until 1792 for the penal
colony at New South Wales. Transportation to Australia continued until 1868
and during that period the penal systems proposed by Bentham and Howard
that promised profitability and reform through labour were instigated, and
transformed in their instigation, in varying degrees in different locations in
Australia. The panopticon prison proposed by Bentham was completed at Port
Arthur in Tasmania in 1855 [Brand, 1990a, 11] with Howard's penitentiary
being completed in 1857 [Graeme-Evans & Ross, 1993, 49]. Point Puer on the
Tasman Peninsula was established in 1834 supposedly to reform boys who
were "entirely useless and generally so mischievous are these corrupt little
rogues that they are the dread of every family" [Governor Arthur, 1833 cited by
Graeme-Evans & Ross, 1993, 16].

Sarah Island was established as a penal

settlement in 1822 where the convicts were to fell timber to "repay the expense
of the Government [Julen, 1988, 4]. Norfolk Island was closed as a settlement
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in 1804 and reopened in 1825 as a "prison for the worst offenders" [Duke, 1995,
29]. Melville Island operated as a penal establishment from 1824 until 1829
[Reid, 1995, 37].

Stradbroke Island operated as a convict establishment for

minor offenders between 1825 and 1853 to assist free settlers in opening up
more of the colony [Covacevich, 1995, 51]. Whilst these institutions all appear
to have conflicting objectives, all increased the use of disciplinary punishment
both in physical terms and in their bookkeeping requirements. This increase in
accounting and discipline was supposedly in the search for the reform of the
individual, but was primarily effected in the anticipation of the profit that
would eventually accrue to the state from the application of this punishment.
But to date, accounting research into the rich domain of government accounting
regarding the form and effects of this Australian penal bookkeeping has been
ignored.

Instead, the little accounting research that has been undertaken in this area has
been primarily confined to either the growth of business or the accounting
techniques that were applied.

However, given the scarcity of research, this

field also offers a wide scope for research.

The use by these businesses of

convict labour to effect their profits has been largely ignored, as have the social
tensions that were created through the use of this labour source.

Australian accounting historians have yet to pose the question of how Australia
was established as a successful trading colony by researching either individual
businesses through their use of convict labour, or by researching the effects and
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implications of government policy within a penal colony. They have also yet to
inquire as to the processes that were mobilised through accounting to support
and increase the use of calculation and observation by the state and by
individuals that ultimately led to a unique form of Australian bookkeeping or a
profitable colony.

Early Australian accounting research today is almost as

silent as it was when Goldberg attempted to stimulate interest in this research
in 1952, or when Parker attempted to re-stimulate this interest in 1982.
Rufus Dawes, as if disdaining to answer in words, cast his eyes
around the yard with a glance that seemed to ask grimly if
Civilised Society was progressing quite in accordance with
justice, when civilisation created such places as that stonewalled,
carbine-guarded prison-shed, and filled it with such creatures as
those forty human beasts, doomed to spend the best years of their
manhood cracking pebbles in it [Clarke, 1995, 268].

Australian accounting history researchers have also yet to respond to Dawes's
unspoken question.
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A7 - Navy P ayments - N ew S outh W ales

o-*>

AJCP 3, CO20H5, f 274. 30 June, 1790
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A8 - A mount P aid to W illiam R ichard J r for T ransportation
AJCP 3, CO 202/5, / 257-260. 29 A pril 1790.

453

A8 - A mount P aid to W illiam Richard J r for T ransportation
AJCP
3,CO 201/5, f 257-260. 29 April, 1790.
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A8 - A mount P aid to W illiam R ichard J r for T ransportation
AJCP 3, CO 201/5, /257-260. 29 April, 1790.
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A8 - A mount P aid to W illiam R ichard J r for T ransportation
AJCP 3, CO 201/5, f 257-260. 29 April, 1790.
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A8 - A mount P aid to W illiam R ichard J r for T ransportation
AJCP 3, CO 201/5, /257-260. 29 A pril 1790.
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A8 - Amount Paid to W illiam R ichard J r for T ransportation
AJCP 3, CO 202/5, / 257-260. 29 A pril 1790.
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A8 - A mount Paid to W illiam R ichard J r for T ransportation
A] CP 3, CO 201/5,/ 257-260. 29 A pril 1790.
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A9 - Example

of

M iller 's L ist of those in Settlement

AJCP 3551, T l/668, f 301. 17 November, 1788.
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A9 - Example

of

M iller 's L ist of those

in

Settlement

AJCP 3551, Tl/668, f 301. 17 November, 1788.
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- A n A c c o u n t o f L iv e s t o c k in S e t t l e m e n t , M a y

AJCP 2, CO 201/3,f 43, May 1, 1788.
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- A c c o u n t o f P r o v is io n s R e m a in in g , S e p t .

1788

AJCP 2, CO201/3, f 126. 30 September 1788
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A12

- A c c o u n t o f P r o v is io n s R e m a in in g , A p r il

AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 126. 12 April, 1790.

1790
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A13

1790.

- G e n e r a l R e t u r n o f M a l e C o n v ic t s , J u l y

AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 180. 23 July 1790.
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A13 - G eneral R eturn of Male C onvicts, J uly 1790
AJCP 2, CO201/5, f 180. 23 July 1790.
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A14 -

Sta te of th e Settlem en t, P o rt Ja ck so n , M arch

AJCP 1, CO201/1, f 4. 26 March 1791.

1791.
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A15

- S t a t e o f t h e S et t lem en t , N o r fo lk Isla n d , Fe b .

AJCP 1, CO 201/1, f 2. 11 February 1791.
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